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product components

Reading Level 5 Teacher Manual: 
Instruction Guide for teacher, 
aide or lab monitor

customer support
Th e We Care Team is available by phone and online to assure successful implementation to achieve 
the desired gains. Th e Team also monitors student progress, ensuring goals are met and maintained.

WWW.scientiFiclearning.com/support
Phone: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada)
Phone: 520-917-1200 (International)

Software: MySciLEARN - Web-Based

Resource Library: with each Teacher Manual

• Offl  ine Instructional Activities
to support each lesson

• User Guide for operating the program
• User Guide for MySciLEARN

MySciLEARN: Results, Data Analysis and Reporting Tool

• Includes Results and Gains – Computerized Assessment Tool

Customer training: To ensure a successful implementation

• On-site	Training

• Online	Training

online training via Webex: Informational Training Sessions
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Fast ForWord Reading Series
This chart demonstrates how 
Fast ForWord Reading exercises are  
designed on a continuum to effect  
positive change in core reading skills.
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aligns to essential Reading Skills
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inTroducTion
What is Fast ForWord Reading?

Fast ForWord Reading is a reading intervention solution that develops reading skills through inten-
sive, adaptive software exercises. It is based on more than 30 years of research on how the brain learns 
and how this connects to language and reading. It increases processing efficiency and builds critica
reading skills so districts get the most from their existing instructional approach.

Who should use Fast ForWord reading?
Fast ForWord Reading software is for K-12 education institutions and clinical specialists worldwide 
whose students are reading below grade level.

What does Fast ForWord reading level 5 teach?
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 software is appropriate for students in upper elementary, middle  
and high school. It concentrates on enhancing advanced reading comprehension and expanding 
vocabulary skills.

To accelerate reading progress, Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 software develops critical brain 
processing efficiency in four key eas:

> Builds memory by having students hold words and sentences in working memory while 
completing or reorganizing sentences and paragraphs.

> Improves attention by allowing students to selectively focus on critical information while 
sustaining attention across longer text passages and question sets.

> Develops processing by enhancing fluency in extracting and integrating meaning f om longer 
text passages.

> Develops sequencing by enabling the recognition of causal and temporal event sequences in 
text passages.

Just as physical exercise increases muscle strength and efficien , Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 
software exercises the brain, increasing its ability to learn better and faster. Each exercise targets and 
develops the processing efficiency needed for successful eading and learning.

In addition to the computer-based instruction, activity strategies and materials are provided for  
teachers. They can be used to p ovide guidance on appropriate student placement within the products 
as well as to give direct instruction, motivation, intervention, and supplemental instruction. Some of 
the activities are designed as individual activities. Others are appropriate for small-group instruction 
or for integrating into classroom reading curriculum. Some of the activities are designed for specific
students such as ELL, Special Education and struggling readers.
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hoW does Fast ForWord reading Work?
Four key components of this intervention product work together to create dramatic changes in brain 
function required to achieve universal literacy:

> Frequency and Intensity—Neuroscience research demonstrates that completing a set of learning 
tasks in a frequent, intense timeframe accelerates learning.

> Adaptivity—Exercises adapt with each key stroke to individual skill levels and responses, keeping 
students continuously challenged but not frustrated.

> Simultaneous Development—Exercises develop major cognitive and reading skills simultaneously 
to produce lasting improvements in learning.

> Timely Motivation—Tiered rewards are designed to maximize motivation from start to finish

Online and offline activities combine to ovide instructional opportunities and reinforcement that 
support each student’s journey toward reading proficienc .

hoW does Fast ForWord reading help 
struggling readers?
The exercises challenge students to remain focused on completing the exercises to obtain the maxi-
mum benefit from the product. To lessen any distraction and discouragement, Fast ForWord Reading 
exercises include points and on-screen rewards that can be combined with motivational activities. 
These rewards and activities are effective ways to provide students with positive reinforcement. 
Rewarding students for their hard work encourages them to maintain sustained and focused atten-
tion. Motivation is a critical factor in whether students achieve the high levels of participation and 
completion necessary for success (80% or higher). Lab coaches, teachers, administrators and parents 
can work together to create an effective program for building intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
Additional motivational ideas are included on the accompanying Teacher Resource Library. 

Timely intervention is key to supporting students’ effective performance on the exercises. Teachers 
can use informal and formal assessment strategies to identify when a student is experiencing difficulty. 
A summary of teacher-led intervention strategies and independent activities students can complete is 
provided in the exercise chapters. 
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What kind oF results can be expected?
Students can achieve, on average, a 1 to 2 year gain in reading skills when using one of the 
prescribed protocols: 

Neuroscience research confirms the impo tance of frequency and intensity of activity to build and 
strengthen new skills. The esearch-based protocol recommended here ensures students receive fre-
quent and intense practice, while providing teachers with the flexibility to meet their inst uctional 
programs’ structure and objectives.

In addition, students often exhibit enhanced self-confidence, better communication, g eater interest 
in learning, and improved mental agility and alertness, after working on these exercises.

hoW do you knoW iF Fast ForWord reading is Working?

success VieWer
When the student completes all of the exer-
cises scheduled for that day, an animation 
signals the end of the session and the Success 
Viewer appears. At the end of each session, 
the product calculates the results for that stu-
dent and displays those results in the Success 
Viewer. This p ovides the student with an 
immediate review of his or her performance, 
including a tally of points earned that day 
and the level achieved. It can serve as both a 
reward and motivation to continue working 
on the exercises.

Success Viewer

 PrOtOcOls 

Teachers can use both informal and formal assessment tools with students. Informal assessments  
include teacher observation of student performance, listening to students’ comments and questions 
during the sessions, and conducting teacher, student, and parent surveys (forms are available in the  
Resource Library under the SciLearnU tab) to uncover any obstacles standing in the way of the  
student successfully completing the exercises.

Formal performance assessment includes monitoring the student’s performance on each exercise 
through the Success Viewer and in MySciLEARN. Immediate feedback is available and can be used in 
a timely manner to intervene with a struggling student to provide individual or small group 
instruction. Timely intervention enables the teacher and student to resolve the barrier to correctly 
completing the exercise. Motivation activities encourage the student to continue working towards 
completion of the exercise.
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reading progress indicator–Powered by Bookette, is an easy-to-use computerized assess-
ment for quick evaluations of student performance. Developed in partnership with Bookette 
Software Company, a leading educational assessment software firm, this Gains feature was designed 
to measure the effectiveness of the Fast ForWord family of products, giving you a clear picture of 
students’ reading skills in terms of grade equivalents and percentile scores. It provides:

> Quick assessment of the four key skill areas: phonemic awareness, decoding, vocabulary 
and comprehension.

> Automatic scoring of assessments and reporting of results to parents, teachers and administrators.
> Access to accurate progress information that correlates to nationally recognized normed 

assessments.
> Access to reports that provide assessment results. For individuals, results are reported in grade 

equivalent scores, reading level gain and national percentile scores. School and district level reports 
show results in percentile growth and reading level gain.

Teachers can receive automatic emailed reports with specific ecommendations for instructional inter-
vention. Administrator reports provide disaggregated data for groups of students, making it easy to 
monitor progress toward AYP goals.

Results and Gains , the Fast ForWord accountability tool, provides real-time monitoring of student 
performance on the Fast ForWord Reading exercises. It is an online data analysis and reporting tool 
that enables educators to monitor individual, classroom, school, or district performance of students 
working with Fast ForWord products. 

It provides clear, action-oriented information showing student progress over time, in specific reading 
and cognitive skills areas. It helps schools and districts meet state mandates and comply with the 
requirements of NCLB.

SCIENTIFIC LEARNING - MySciLEARN

The information is secu e and accessible district-wide using the Internet. Automatic analysis including 
diagnostic and prescriptive information is displayed in graphs and tables. Timely and specific inter
vention strategies provide educators with recommendations to maximize the effecti eness of theen
Fast ForWord products.

Teachers can monitor detailed student progress in Fast ForWord exercises from any computer with  
an Internet connection, whether or not students are currently working on exercises. Both group and 
individual reports are available. Below are samples of MySciLEARN reports for Fast ForWord  
Language v2 exercises. Teachers can access individual student reports by clicking on either the  
product name in an Overview Report or the student name in a PePercent Complete. (Within 
MySciLEARN, the       or Get Help menu provides detailed descriptions of the reports.)
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> IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS REPORT (group report) – provides overall averages for participation, 
attendance, and content completion, the number of days a student has worked on the exercises, and 
any status flags. Teachers should monitor these reports daily for indicators in the Percent 
Completion column. When an Alert flag is present, the student is struggling and should receive 
assistance from the teacher. A Switch or Complete flag indicates that the student is ready to move to 
the next product. Refer to the Get Help Section of MySciLREARN.  

> PERCENT COMPLETE REPORT (group report) – provides information similar to the
Implementation Success Report, but also breaks down the overall content completion into specific 
exercises. Intervention flags will appear next to percentages of specific exercises in which a student is 
struggling.
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> progress history report (individual report) – provides detailed day-to-day progress on
each exercise in both a line graph and in detailed textual feedback. Teachers should monitor this 
report at least weekly, noting patterns of difficulty which include flat-lining and/or zigzagging. For 
additional information on the exercise, scroll down to the Completion Report section. This section 
provides detail regarding completion status in specific skills within the exercise and powerful 
information to assist in delivering focused intervention. This student is doing well with the exer-
cise. Despite some repetition, the student is mastering content and moving forward.

For explanation of report symbols, see the Complete Symbols explanations within the turquoise  
box. For additional information on exercise skills, progression, goals, and instructions, click the  
info button next to Gator Jam.
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> Weekly achievement report 
(Individual Student Report) – pro-
vides detailed information about 
the student’s progress on each of the 
exercises in the Level. It includes the 
percentage of content completed, 
the attendance rate and participation 
rate. This eport provides a picture of 
student performance that can be used 
to communicate among the stake-
holders: teacher, reading coach, lab 
monitor and instructional aide. This
is also an excellent tool for progress 
reporting to parents.

> error reports (individualeports) – provide detailed analyses regarding specific skills within each 
exercise. For the exercise Gator Jam, it will be broken down by specific items. This report is a  

powerful tool for identifying a student’s unique difficulties. Refer to Get Help located at the 
upper right corner of the screen.  
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The Learning Environment

Fast ForWord READINg  Series can be used in a variety of scenarios within a school:

classroom setting In this scenario the teacher provides direct instruction using effecti e reading 
strategies to help students use the program before, during and after using Fast ForWord Reading. 
Often there may be a paraprofessional who may assist students as they work on the computer while 
the teacher works with other students on diffe ent activities.

> large group – The teacher leads a discussion about the target skill(s) being add essed in 
Fast ForWord and demonstrates how the product works using a computer and large screen or  
projection system. Some of the teacher-directed offline activities, such as stories ead aloud or 
practice with word lists or families, also may be done with a large group.

> small group – Students are given the directions in a small group by the teacher. Then each
student goes to the computer to work on individualized exercises, adapted to his or her ability.  
As students finish, they may wo k on an offline activity that supp ts the exercises completed on 
the computer or prepares the student for the next exercise. Some of the teacher-directed offlin
activities also may be done with a small group. 

> individual student – A student works on an individualized program either in the classroom 
or in a pull out program using the software and the offline activitie

computer lab Students work on the program in the computer lab where there are many comput-
ers. The Lab Coo dinator or a paraprofessional may guide the student as needed.

media center This scenario wo ks similar to the Computer Lab environment. Students work inde-
pendently with assistance as needed from the media specialist or a paraprofessional.

No matter where Fast ForWord Reading is used, it is important to have a smooth implementation. 
Each station where a student works on the software should have the following elements:

 Computer with the software installed.

 Two sets of high-quality stereo headphones – one for the student, one for the teacher

 One Y-adapter for the headphones – This all ws the teacher to listen to the student as he is 
working on the software.

 Headphones plugged into the computer with the Y-adapter

 Access to a printer

 Telephone or broadband access for online communication

The station should be located in such a way that the teacher/coach/aide can easily obse ve the  
student’s progress and intervene if he is struggling with the exercise.

The e should also be room for the student to do paper and pencil seatwork on offline activitie
when finished with the online e ercises as students may work at diffe ent speeds to complete  
their assignments.
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sample learning station
Here is a sample configuration of a learning station

Partition

Clutter-free desk 
or table

Non-swivel 
chair

Computer

Stereo Y-adapter

2 sets of stereo  
headphones for  
student and teacher
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Product Overview
Task/Theme Contents Cognitive Skills

TOAd LOAdER — SEnTEnCE COMPREHEnSIOn

Select the correct words or 
phrases to build a sentence 
that best describes a picture .

460 sentences, each targeting one of the following 
grammatical structures: attributive/stative, simple 
negation, infinitival complements to verbs, passive voice, 
articles, appositives, prepositional phrases, pronouns, 
subject and object relativization, simple modifiers, 
compound and complex sentences, and commonly 
misused verbs .

Vocabulary range from easy (4th grade level terms or 
lower) to hard (6th grade level and academic terms).

Sentences range in length from 4 to 24 words and from 
low to high complexity.

Memory — long-term recall for 
spelling (working memory to 
remember target word)

Attention — selectively attending 
to grammatical features of words 
and phrases 

Processing — using language 
processing skills to identify 
written words and phrases and 
to construct and analyze possible 
sentences

Sequencing — manipulating 
word order to build a variety of 
grammatical sentences

WOOd WORkS — SPELLInG And dECOdInG

Read a word, and then sort 
it by one of the sounds it 
contains . Later, listen to a 
word, and then sort it by the 
spelling pattern needed to 
correctly spell it. 

Easy level vocabulary: 725 unique words, consisting primarily 
of 4th and 5th grade terms All words are one or two 
syllables in length.

Hard level vocabulary: 778 unique words, consisting 
primarily of 5th and 6th grade terms and elementary/
middle school level academic terms .  There are 256 
academic words among the hard level items, consisting 
of 100 science terms, 57 math & geometry terms, and 99 
social studies & geography terms. All words are two or 
more syllables in length. 

Memory — long-term recall for 
spelling; working memory to 
remember target word 

Attention - selective attention

Processing — auditory and visual

GATOR JAM — VOCAbuLARy

Select an analogy type to work 
on and complete an analogy by 
identifying the missing word or 
words . Later, read a completed 
analogy, and then sort it by the 
type of analogical relationship 
it demonstrates . The analogies 
are presented by alligators 
serenading outside a “spooky” 
house .

Includes 95 key vocabulary words (along with over 1900 
context words), each of which is presented in 3 to 6 
different analogies .

The key vocabulary words cover 27 Latin and Greek 
morphemes (prefixes, roots, or suffixes) widely used in 
English (able, auto, cred, dis, en, form, graph, in, inter, 
ist, ive, ment, meter, mis, phon, port, pre, re, scope, sign, 
spect, sphere, tele, trans, y, ion, al). 

Includes twelve analogy types: Synonyms, Antonyms, 
Weaker and Stronger, Categories, Part to Whole, 
Grammatical Forms, Features, Locations, Cause and 
Effect, Creator and Creation, Functions, and Tools . 

Memory — exercising long-term 
memory  
for vocabulary and working 
memory for  
comparing words 

Attention — using selective attention 
for making selections along various 
linguistic dimensions

Processing — developing 
fluent access to the multiple 
relationships among words 

Sequencing — recognizing 
directionality of  
word relationships
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Task/Theme Contents Cognitive Skills

LAnA’S LAnES — COMPREHEnSIOn STRATEGIES

Independently read fiction 
and nonfiction passages and 
answer comprehension-check 
questions by clicking on the 
correct answer; then complete 
a strategy task, choosing or 
completing graphic organizers 
or summaries. Finally, answer 
additional comprehension 
questions using the completed 
strategy. 

38 fiction & nonfiction passages Memory — using working memory 
for sentence comprehension and 
building text-level representations 
in long-term memory

Attention — selectively attending 
to critical information and 
sustaining attention across longer 
passages and question sets

Processing — developing fluency in 
extracting and integrating meaning 
from longer text passages 

Sequencing — recognizing causal 
and temporal event sequences 
in text

QuACk SPLASH — PASSAGE COMPREHEnSIOn

build multiple-paragraph 
passages and demonstrate 
comprehension of the 
passages by:

• Selecting the missing 
sentence or word(s) to 
complete a paragraph

• Re-ordering sentences to  
 build a paragraph

• Re-ordering paragraphs to 
build a passage

• Answering comprehension  
 questions about the passage

20 passages: 8 fiction and 12 nonfiction. The passages 
within a level are related as though chapters in a story 
(fiction) or sections of an article (nonfiction).

Passages vary in size: ranging from 135 – 945 words  
in length .

Each passage includes some figurative language and 
questions that relate to figurative language.

Vocabulary difficulty: Easy words = 5th grade terms & 
below from Mogilner. Hard words = 6th grade terms from 
Mogilner and Academic terms approp. for Elementary – 
Middle school .

Type of comprehension questions: literal facts & details, 
figurative language, sequential, inferential/integrative.

Memory — using working memory 
to hold words and sentences 
in memory while completing or 
reorganizing paragraphs .

Attention — sustaining attention 
across multiple steps to accurately 
complete a longer passage .

Processing — using language skills 
to selectively process and allocate 
attentional resources to process 
grammar and meaning

Sequencing — recognizing and 
correcting  
the serial order of scrambled 
sentences and paragraphs .

© 2005 Scientific Learning Corporation

Lana’s Lanes, Fast ForWord to Reading 5
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Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Exercises 
 
Toad Loader
Toad Loader helps develop accuracy and fluency in recognizing 
sentence structures and constructing sentences by manipulating 
grammatical forms and inflections .

The student helps the toad load his packages by recognizing and 
constructing sentences that correctly describe pictures.

Wood Works
Wood Works uses categorization to help build accuracy and fluency 
in spelling, decoding, and phonemic analysis. Students help the wood 
worker build the dam by sorting the written or pronounced words 
into the appropriate phonemic or spelling-based categories .

GaTor Jam
Gator Jam uses analogies to help build vocabulary, and to help improve critical thinking and abstract 
reasoning. The student helps the hippo serenade his sweetheart by completing, and then categorizing, the 
various types of analogies presented in the exercise. These two tasks alternate throughout Gator Jam: 

 • Complete an Analogy 
 • Categorize an Analogy

If the student needs assistance identifying the correct response, the student can click the Help button 
on the bat’s book to see one or more words from the analogy or the responses

Complete an Analogy Select an Analogy Word Help
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Lana’s Lanes
Lana’s Lanes helps develop reading comprehension strategies as the 
student works with fiction and nonfiction passages that include a 
wide range of literary structures and devices. After reading a passage, 
the student learns to graphically or textually organize information 
from the passage using a range of different comprehension strategies . 
These strategies are reinforced as the student answers comprehension 
questions about the organized information.

Quack spLash
Quack Splash helps develop skills in constructing and organizing  
fiction and nonfiction passages, and in understanding and using 
figurative language. The student helps the diving duck build 
paragraphs by identifying missing words, phrases, and sentences, 
and by sequencing sentences into paragraphs. The student then 
sequences the paragraphs into a passage. After a passage is 
constructed, the student answers comprehension questions about 
that passage .

Quack Splash includes five stories and essays, which increase in 
complexity and length:

 • Snake Escape 
 • The Anasazi 
 • Mystery of the Missing Pine Cones 
 • Foods that Bite Back 
 • How Language Changes

Each story/essay includes four passages, or chapters. Each chapter 
includes the following tasks, detailed below:

  Paragraph completion — Select the correct text to  
complete paragraphs .

  Sentence ordering — Select sentences in the correct order  
to build paragraphs .

  Paragraph ordering — Select paragraphs in the correct order  
to build the pages of a chapter .

  Passage comprehension — Answer comprehension  
questions about the chapter.

Paragraph completion

Sentence ordering

Paragraph ordering

Passage comprehension
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Fast ForWord® Reading Level 5
suGGesTed pacinG charT for impLemenTaTion

Week 1 day 1 • Introduce Fast ForWord Reading Level 5, the philosophy and the content the 
students will learn . Refer to the Product Overview for details .

• Discuss the protocol – how long students will be on the program each day and how 
many weeks. Discuss how important it is for students to be at school to complete 
the program in a timely manner.

• Administer a student survey.
 Additional resources the teacher may use are available at  
www.scientificlearning.com/support 

day 2 demonstrate the following exercises to students:
• Toad Loader
• Wood Works
• Gator Jam

Discuss exercise objectives, encourage choral response and questions, and introduce 
resources students may use in helping them progress through the exercises such as:

• Built-in help features
• Dictionaries and thesauruses
• Paper and pencil location
• How to ask for the lab coach’s assistance

• Story map templates

day 3 demonstrate the following exercises to students:
• Lana’s Lanes
• Quack Splash

Discuss exercise objectives, encourage choral response and questions, and introduce 
resources students may use in helping them progress through the exercises such as:

• Location of paper and pencil for offline activities
• How to ask for help while using the computer program
• For older students, the location of dictionaries and thesauruses

day 4 Allow students to work on the exercises in demo mode. Circulate, answering questions, 
giving clarifying directions, making corrections and suggesting resources when appropriate.

day 5 Introduce the incentive system and how student progress will be monitored, recorded 
and rewarded . Also explain how attendance and participation will be rewarded .
Post student charts to monitor percent complete. (Possibly allow students to 
personalize their charts .) Charts are available on the Customer Connect website  
under “Quick Downloads”. Locate the section for Reading Level 5.
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Fast ForWord® Reading Level 5
suGGesTed pacinG charT for impLemenTaTion, conT .

WEEkS 
2 And 
bEyOnd

daiLy • Review Scientific Learning Progress Tracker Overview or Condensed Report 
for status flags before students come to lab. Note those students requiring 
intervention and on which exercises . Make arrangements to attend to all 
of those students during the upcoming Fast ForWord session. (Visit the 
Customer Connect web site for additional tools to assist you in organizing 
your time for interventions http://www.scilearn.com/support.)

• Review Scientific Learning Progress Tracker Overview or Condensed Report 
for status flags before students come to lab . note students who are nearing 
completion and begin making other arrangements for these students. It may 
be appropriate for these students to return to regular class or, if available, 
continue with the next product in the Fast ForWord® Reading series .

• Students work on Fast ForWord® Reading Level 5 exercises .
• Introduce the offline activities that correspond to the exercises the  
students are using. These may include direct instruction with small or  
large groups or individualized activities to prepare, reinforce or extend  
the focus of the exercise .

• Reward attendance and participation. (Look for the participation bonus points 
on the student’s Success Viewer screen to verify that protocol for minutes 
worked has been met .)

• Encourage, motivate and cheerlead! Celebrate small successes daily such as 
attainment of new levels, appropriate use of resources, etc .

WeekLy • Either the lab coach or the students should update the Incentive Charts 
created during Week 1 .

• Review Scientific Learning Progress Tracker Progress History and/or 
 for detailed information on student progress . based on the 

information, make arrangements to provide more intensive intervention for 
those students showing greatest difficulty. (Visit the Customer Connect web 
site for additional tools to assist you in organizing your time for interventions: 
http://www .scilearn .com/support .)

• Introduce the offline activities that correspond to the exercises the  
students are using. These may include direct instruction with small or  
large groups or individualized activities to prepare, reinforce or extend  
the focus of the exercise .

• Conference with each student regarding progress. Use the Scientific Learning 
Progress Tracker Progress History Report, and the Weekly achievement Report 
as well as the Incentive Charts created during Week 1 to analyze progress, 
discuss difficulties and set goals for the following week.

• According to your established incentive system, administer appropriate 
awards .

• Celebrate the week’s achievements.
• Prepare printed copies of the Scientific Learning Progress Tracker Weekly 
achievement Report to go home to parents and/or guardians . Place a personal 
note on the report so parents and/or guardians and classroom teachers know 
what to celebrate with their child and/or what to emphasize for the upcoming 
week .
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LOADER
GoaL
> To build accuracy and fluency in recognizing and constructing sentences by 

manipulating grammatical forms and inflections. 

obJecTiVes
> Identify and correctly use prepositional phrases, appositives, and independent and 

dependent clauses.
> Use transitions and conjunctions to connect ideas.
> Identify and correctly use verbs that are often misused (e.g. lie/lay), modifiers and 

pronouns.

skiLLs
 cognitive skills
 >  Memory — using working memory to keep track of available words and 

phrases while constructing possible sentences
 > Attention — selectively attending to grammatical features of words and phrases
 >  Processing — using language processing skills to identify written words and 

phrases and to construct and analyze possible sentences
 >  Sequencing — manipulating word order to build a variety of grammatical 

sentences

 reading/language arts skills
 >  Construct multiple sentences to describe each illustration, developing the

grammatical skills and flexibility to put ideas into words using a variety of  
sentence structures.

 >  Use different sentences to express similar ideas, working with multiple sen-
tences about an illustration.

 >  Work with 15 grammatical structures, including passive voice, appositive 
phrases, and compound sentences, as well as pronouns and articles commonly 
confused by English Language Learners.

 >  Attend to semantic, morphological, and syntactic aspects of the words or word 
groups they are putting together.

TOAD
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readinG curricuLum sTandards
> Identify and correctly use prepositional phrases, appositives, and independent and 
 dependent clauses; use transitions and conjunctions to connect ideas. 
> Identify and correctly use verbs that are often misused (e.g., lie/lay), modifiers,
 and pronouns.

Description

In Toad Loader, students select sentence segments to correctly build a sentence that describes an  
illustration. The sentence st uctures vary in the use of inflections and other grammatical forms. n  
this way, students build accuracy and fluency in ecognizing and constructing sentence structures.

How Students Work on Toad Loader

In Toad Loader, the student helps the toad load the boxes by building a sentence that describes a pic-
ture. Toad Loader displays a picture and a set of 4 possible sentence segments (words or phrases). The
student is instructed to build a sentence that describes the picture by clicking the word or words that 
go next in the sentence. After each response, the correct word or words are moved into position in the 
sentence. This continues until the
sentence is completed. Each picture 
is described by 5 diffe ent sentences 
that target multiple grammati-
cal structures. Once all sentences 
for a picture have been presented, 
another picture displays.

How Students Progress through Toad Loader

Toad Loader progresses through 5 levels of difficulty as fol ws:

>  level 1: The student must complete sho t sentences that use easy and hard grammatical struc-
tures and easy vocabulary. In this level only, the first pa t of the sentence is displayed, and the 
student completes the sentence. This le el introduces the student to all 15 grammatical structures 
presented in the exercise.

keyboard shorTcuTs
button keyboard shortcut

Paw Space bar
Responses, top to bottom Number keys 1 through 4 
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>  level 2: The student must const uct short sentences that use easy grammatical structures 
and vocabulary.

>  level 3: The student must const uct short sentences that use easy grammatical structures and 
hard vocabulary.

>  level 4: The student must const uct long sentences that use hard grammatical structures and 
easy vocabulary.

>  level 5: The student must const uct long sentences that use hard grammatical structures and 
hard vocabulary

Easy vocabulary items will use 4th grade level terms or lower. Hard vocabulary items will also include 
5th & 6th grade level terms and academic terms. The following 15 grammatical structures are targeted:

How Students Advance in Toad Loader

In Toad Loader, advancement is based on the number of trials of the same structure type that are 
answered correctly. A trial is considered to be the complete sentence. Each response for each sentence 
segment is evaluated and points are awarded after each correct response. However, the entire trial is 
not evaluated as correct unless all segments of the sentence are selected correctly.

At the end of a level, Toad Loader evaluates whether the student has met the advancement criteria 
for each structure type. If the student met the criteria for all structure types, the student advances to 
the next level. If the student has not met the criteria, all trials for those structure types not passed are 
presented again.

In Level 1, the student must correctly complete 100% (4 of 4) of the sentences for each structure. For 
subsequent levels, the student must correctly construct 89% or 90% (either 8 of 9, or 9 of 10) of the 
sentences for each structure.

TOAD LOADER

	 •	Attributive/Stative 
•	Simple	negation 
•	Infiniti al	complement	to	verb 
•	Passive	voice 
•	Articles:	definit 	&	indefinit  
•	Appositive	phrases 
•		Prepositional	phrases:	modifying	 

subject, verb, or object 

•	Prepositional	phrases:	modifying	sentence 
•	Pronouns	(case	&	person/order) 
•	Commonly	misused	verbs 
•	Simple	modifier  
•	Subject	relativization 
•	Object	relativization 
•	Complex	sentences 
•	Compound	sentences
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mastery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for all the structures within a level, Toad 
Loader transitions the student to the next level. At the end of the exercise, those structures which 
were not passed are repeated, using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were 
originally presented. The student will continue to wo k on these structures until mastery is achieved.

points aWarded in toad loader
Toad Loader awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

> correct ansWers: The student earns 3 points for each cor ect response. 5 additional points 
are awarded when the entire sentence is completed correctly.

> bonus points: After the student completes 4 trials correctly, Toad Loader rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.
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Toad Loader Content
level 1
Sentence Segment 1 Sentence Segment 2 Sentence Segment 3
The broccoli cart may fall over.

has fallen over .

fell over first.

felled the broccoli .

The cauliflower cart, the one on its side, is almost empty.

upside down, is almost empty.

leaving the store, is carrying a bag.

cart is almost empty.

The shopper does not see the accident.

scene of the accident

not seen the accident .

sees the accident .

The shopper is unaware.

are unaware .

is falling .

is hidden .

The shopper cannot see over 
his bag;

thus, he does not see the falling 
broccoli cart.

how the accident happened .

and he sees the broccoli falling out 
of the cart in front of him .

therefore, he does not hear the 
accident that is happening .

The goat sells fruit energetically.

sleeps on a bench .

calls out shyly.

with the fruit and the sign .

The dog in the bright vest is not buying any fruit.

looking at the melon .

not walking away from the cart.

watching the fruit cart .

A hat sits on the dog’s head.

next to the melon .

the dog wears .

matches the dog’s vest .
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The pig, the one in the background, wears a bow tie.

at the cart, knocks a melon to the 
ground .

wants to buy some grapes.

walking toward the cart .

no one looks at the melon

wears a hat

picks up the grapes

hears the goat

that has fallen on the ground.

that the dog is carrying away.

that is on the vine .

that is selling fruit .

The grocer is neat and tidy.

sawing a board .

messy.

neatly.

The carpenter that works at the construction site 
saws a board.

saws a board at the construction 
site .

saws a board and makes a lot of 
sawdust .

works at the construction site 
sweeps the sawdust .

All that sawing raises a cloud of sawdust.

rises a cloud of sawdust .

rising clouds of sawdust .

rose the cloud of sawdust .

The grocer grabbed a broom

the carpenter saws a

eats lunch

saws a board

when he saw the pile of sawdust.

above his store .

standing on the roof .

when the sidewalk was cleared .

He is cleaning up the sawdust.

are tidying the sawdust.

is watching the carpenter . 

are wishing the construction were 
over .

A raccoon eats on the bench.

sits near the bench .

juggles .

stands next to the bench .
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In front of him, one cat juggles splendidly.

two cats juggle adeptly.

he cannot see the cats .

although two cats try to juggle.

The cat that wears a striped sweater

whatever he thinks about

whoever wears a striped sweater

that is eating a sandwich

is not adept at juggling.

is clearly an expert juggler.

smiles proudly.

eats his sandwich .

The bumbling cat has been hit on the head.

is tripping over the raccoon .

has fallen on the ground .

hits him on the head .

One of the juggling bags has fallen under the bench.

sits on his sandwich .

fallen under the bench .

falls on the raccoon’s head .

Three jolly ducks sing a song and

with a water balloon

sing song and

look up at a rabbit

play with a rope.

play with ropes.

watch these rabbits .

watch that rabbit .

In a window above, a rabbit holds a water balloon.

three ducks jump rope .

a happy rabbit jumps rope.

a rabbit sings, too .

The mischievous rabbit wants to drop the water balloon

jumping rope

looks down at 

dropping the water balloon

on the ducks.

with the ducks .

the ducks .

holding the water balloon .

The ducks do not see the rabbit that is in the window.

the ducks that are jumping rope .

the water balloon to the rabbit .

a mischievous rabbit lives upstairs .

The rabbit waits for the 
ducks,

but they are not yet close enough.

while singing and jumping rope .

dropping the balloon on them .

patiently for them.
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Both the monkey and the 
horse

are busy.

are tearful .

tearfully.

busily.

The onions are being cut by the monkey.

are cutting the monkey.

have been cut by the horse.

cut for the soup .

The monkey that cuts the onions

dances

unhappy and complaining

crying

weeps and complains.

with a knife .

puts vegetables into the soup .

crying and complaining.

Next to the monkey, the horse adds carrots and

the onion moves

the monkey cries because of

the horse cries

celery to the soup.

the onion .

making vegetable soup .

the monkey cries.

The horse does not seem 
concerned

about the monkey’s tears.

about a monkey’s tears.

about monkey’s tears.

with the monkeys.

An elephant and a giraffe wait for a bus in the rain.

look at each other .

step onto a bus .

run to catch the bus .

They both carry umbrellas.

carry an umbrella.

carry briefcases.

are getting soaked .

The elephant wants to have a bigger umbrella.

wishes his umbrella were smaller .

looks at the giraffe .

although his umbrella is too small .

He hopelessly tries to stay dry.

glances miserably at the giraffe.

holds his briefcase under his 
umbrella .

enjoys being in the rain.
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The giraffe offers him her handkerchief; however, it is 
too small to do much good.

her umbrella; nonetheless, he looks 
sad .

a ride instead of the bus .

to give him a handkerchief .

A lizard and two mice ride on a speeding trolley.

drive a speeding trolley.

live under a trolley.

ringing the bell .

The emotional lizard wants to drive faster.

slows down .

to drive as quickly as possible.

enjoying himself.

The two worried mice are not enjoying the ride.

should not drive this fast .

enjoy speeding along.

want a turn to ring the bell .

The mice, the only passengers on the trolley,

the trolley speeds

are afraid the driver has lost 
control,

along with the bored-looking driver,

look afraid.

seeming shocked .

worries about the speed of the 
trolley.

clutching their parcels .

The female mouse gasps, while the

gasp and cling

jumps out of 

until the ride is

male mouse stares and loses 
his hat.

male mouse gasps .

conductor ringing the bell .

conductor grabs his hat .

A rocket ship is being repaired by an astronaut.

repairs are underway.

is repairing an octopus astronaut .

by the starfish astronaut staring out 
the window .

The astronaut is an octopus that holds tools 

a shark who knows how to repair

an octopus wears a space suit

fixes the rocket ship

expertly.

inside the rocket ship .

with the starfish.

a screwdriver and pliers
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He uses a screwdriver and pliers.

toolkit has everything he might 
need .

fix the rocket ship together.

smile out the porthole .

A starfish watches the octopus that is repairing the 
rocket.

repairing the rocket .

the octopus repairs the rocket .

the porthole of the rocket that is 
being repaired .

The octopus holds many 
tools;

however, he seems to be using 
them expertly.

hence, the starfish frowns.

nevertheless, the starfish helps him.

however expert he seems to be 
when he uses them .

A baseball player and an 
umpire

quarrel over a decision.

work together .

play baseball.

argue, along with a stork .

The shocked stork’s stockings are scarlet.

over the fence .

is brightly colored.

cap .

The puma argues loudly with the umpire.

with a glove and a hat .

has a long tail .

the umpire loudly.

The umpire, a bighorn sheep,

a puma, staring down

the stork, 

glaring at the bighorn sheep,

looks sternly at the puma.

arguing with the player.

watches both of them .

yells at the puma.
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The puma wants the umpire to change his mind, but

on his team, and

arguing, while

to win the game, if

the umpire is unyielding.

the umpire agrees .

the stork watches .

the puma argues loudly.

A raccoon sheriff is not happy with his deputy.

is not on the lookout for a coyote 
outlaw .

is happy with his snake deputy.

laughs at his deputy.

The sheriff is being mocked by his deputy.

laughing at the outlaw, along with 
his deputy.

teasing the snake deputy.

arresting his deputy.

The outlaw, with his black mask,

is named Coyote Slim,

a wanted coyote is shown in the 
poster

laughing out loud,

looks a lot like the raccoon 
sheriff.

looks at the snake deputy.

looks a bit like the snake deputy.

looks through the window .

The officer that laughs has noticed that the two 
look alike.

laughing at the sheriff has noticed 
that the two look alike .

looks like the outlaw laughs at the 
sheriff .

is a snake laughing at the sheriff .

The sheriff glares since he does not see the humor.

do not think it is funny.

thinking that it is not funny.

not thinking that it is funny.

In front of a table of guests, the Swiss chef

a spaghetti dish

a table of patrons

the happy toucan

shows off a fancy hamburger.

enjoys a fancy hamburger.

claps wildly.

explaining the specials for the 
day.
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The patrons approve of the hamburger

hold their umbrellas

claps wildly

appreciates the chef

that the chef displays.

that is on the table .

with the chef .

next door .

All of the hungry patrons 
would

like to order the hamburger.

enjoys the broth.

clapping for the chef .

prefer to ignore the chef .

The lion has knocked over her 
broth, which is

falling to the ground.

fallen on the ground .

falls to the ground .

fell to the ground .

They will probably order the fancy burger

clapping their hands

cheering enthusiastically

ride the bicycles

after they finish clapping.

to the Swiss restaurant .

whether they order the 
hamburger .

until they leave the restaurant.

level 2
Sentence 
Segment 1

Sentence 
Segment 2

Sentence 
Segment 3

Sentence 
Segment 4

Sentence 
Segment 5

The cheerful 
drummer likes

The cheerful fife 
player waves

The serious-
looking drummer 
disregards

to wave

wave to

wave

waved

to all of his 
friends.

his friend the deer .

to march in the 
parade .

at the serious fife 
player.

A deer in 

Some deer in 

Those deer are

Some pigs are

a baseball cap 

the baseball cap

baseball cap

the parade

waves to 

wave to

play the

playing th

the drummer.

drummer .

drummers .

these drummers .
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The serious turtle

An alligator playing 
the tuba

Some turtles 

A drum-playing 
turtle

plays the fife

looks cheerfully

the parade route

not waving

ahead of the 
drummer.

behind the 
alligator .

in the crowd of 
on-lookers .

forward .

The cheerful 
drummer

The turtle guitar 
player

dressed in a blue 
uniform, 

The weary, 
stumbling alligator

is easygoing,

is grave,

drumming quickly,

he will wave,

but the serious 
fife player

but waited for the 
end to greet

to the ladybug 
with the

to march quickly

disapproves.

disproves .

glare .

glaring .

The turtle,

The three turtles,

These alligators

The serious duck

a serious fife 
player,

long-time band 
member,

plays fife seriously,

the drummer, goes

is used to 
parades.

and practices 
regularly.

playing and 
marching .

that is always 
formal .

The doubtful 
hound hesitates

The doubtful 
poodle smiles

The dog in the 
purple sweatshirt

The dog in the red 
shirt decides

to take

takes

is taking

took

the cards offered

his own cards

the box that is 
held

a shoe being worn

by the poodle.

to the poodle .

his friend the 
poodle .

the box .

On the steps,

Over the porch,

Above the house,

near the steps,

two dogs

the cat

dog

go fish

trade cards.

scratches .

plays a game.

to get a card .
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The hound resists

Some poodles

Many dogs

The turtle

accepting

except

to accept

exception

the baseball cards.

a game of baseball .

a box of cards .

a game of cards .

The hound

The two hounds

The small kitten

The three baseball 
fans

is

are

were

want

hesitant.

chewed .

hesitated .

hesitates .

The dogs

Those cats

Some deer in 

One cat

are sitting

cards

plays

is standing

on the porch.

in a while .

near the steps .

on the house .

A pretty possum

The possums

Two mice

The skunk with the 
pizza

enthusiastically

hesitantly

would have eaten

standing up

eats

sips

drinks

ate

a piece of pizza.

a sandwich on rye.

piece of pizza .

sandwich on rye.

The possum in 
pearls

The skunk in the 
hat

The cute kitten

Some frightening 
cats

sits

sets

are sitting

speak

alone.

together .

with olives .

on the table .

The salad

A lemonade

A hamburger

Salads

is eaten

are larger

eats

ate

by the glum skunk.

by the big skunk.

rye bread on the 
side .

too small a 
portion .

The happy 
possum

The glum possum

The overweight 
possum

Some possums

is not

aren’t

are

eaten

eating a sandwich.

eating pizza with 
black olives .

her salad .

eats a pizza .
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The smaller skunk,

The littlest 
possum,

The larger of the 
two possums

Some turtles

a light eater,

uses his knife to

is sad to learn that

staring at his salad,

picks at his salad.

gulp his food 
down .

poking a tomato .

gnaws his pizza .

The startled goat 

The frightened 
raccoon

Some angry 
hippos

A giraffe on a 
canoe

hurrying

hurry

dive

on the streetcar

over the bridge.

to the business 
district .

through the park .

is running late .

The raccoon

The goat on the 
bus

Raccoons

Several goats

is not riding a 
bike.

is riding his 
bicycle.

are reading .

checks his watch .

The goat on the 
bike

A goat on the 
streetcar

The startled 
raccoon

The late raccoon

passed

past

pass

pause

the streetcar

looked at his 
watch

under the canal

to the business 
district

on the bridge.

eating pizza .

not his sister .

downtown .

The newspaper

Some pigs are

The raccoon on 
the skateboard

A speeding boa

is being read

is reading

reads

in the goat’s 
pocket

by the raccoon.

by a goat in a suit.

with the raccoon .

sports pages .

The bicycling

Those bicyclists

Roller skating

A roller skating

goat

raccoon

looks at his watch

across the bridge

is late.

are rushed .

hurrying.

racing past the 
streetcar .
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He and 

Me and

Two cats

The horse

I

him

myself

me

are building

is building

makes a sandwich

sit in the snow

snowmen.

a sled .

hot chocolate .

cold winter day.

The serious duck

The laughing duck

The fierce cat

The grim cat

wants to finish

the fierce cat

under the sled

are building 
snowmen

his creation

eating lunch

puts a hat on

snowy day

completely.

last night .

put on a hat .

the cat’s .

The serious-
looking

The bat-winged

The falling

The carrot-nosed

duck

cat

snow

bending

is short.

almost done .

placing the cap .

are tiny.

The serious duck

The cheerful bird

The sad cat

The startled 
raccoon

stands 

bends over

snowflake

reach for 

on a stepladder.

up to his knees in 
snow .

on a red sled .

over a stepladder .

The smaller snow 
sculpture,

The cat in the 
black cape,

A bold hound,

The larger ladder,

a snow cat,

a world-class 
skater, 

great artists,

placing the hat, 

is built by

is taller than

are built by

wears a knit cap

the cheerful cat.

the serious duck .

the time .

the way.

The excited lynx 

The calm lynx

The slumbering 
zebra

Two puppies on 
horseback

seizes

ceases

seize 

cease 

her mother’s coat.

the mighty zebra.

the police car .

from the phone 
booth .

She points 

Her points

The muscular lynx 
points

Pointing at the 
parked police car,

at the zebra, as

at her mother

playing a game, so

sees the hero

he

him

them

so

bursts from

runs toward the 
phone booth

into the air

with his white 
cape

the phone booth.

parked across the 
road .

the police car .

lights flashing .
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The mother lynx

The goat on the 
bike

A fire engine

The races

stands

sits 

leap

stand 

quietly.

up the street .

to the police .

calmness .

Down the street, 

Across the street,

Over in the park,

The football fans 

a police car

an ice cream truck

police car

rain cloud 

flashes

pointed

race

pull up

its lights.

its tires .

my horn.

the time .

The little lynx

The older brother

A giraffe in a cape

The fire truck

is not 

are not

are

haven’t

bored

excited

pointing

wearing a skirt

by the events.

at the movies .

yesterday morning.

with her lunch .

A young art 
student tries

The statue of the 
horse was 

Construction 
workers

On a red sled, 

to draw

and draw

draw

drew

the statue

the construction 
worker

on ice skates

ceases to look

of an anteater.

on the anteater .

while wearing 
goggles .

from above .

The chestnuts

The bowl of soup

boxes of chestnuts

Wearing purses,

are eaten

are eating

ate

eats

by the coyote.

by the anteater.

at the artist .

from the 
construction 
worker .

A puma carrying

Some pumas 
carried

Those pumas are

A pig carrying

a knapsack

those knapsacks

the knapsack

knapsack

draws a picture.

eats some 
chestnuts .

looks down at the 
path .

draw with a 
crayon.

The statue

Red-checkered 
tablecloths

Those pigeons

In the restaurant,

towers over

are larger

sit

draws a picture

him and

on the sculpture

above

from below

me.

myself.

us .

some pigeons .
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The puma’s 
drawing

The anteater’s 
drawing

The pumas’ 
drawings

The puma’s 
sculpture

of the anteater

of his anteater

of the coyote

on the anteater

is

do

were

are 

nearly done.

near done .

just over .

finish.

The front hippo

The middle hippo

The bottom hippo

The top hippo

is

are

were

flown

delighted.

delightedly.

alarmed .

alarmingly.

In the back seat, 

Those pumas 

At the street, 

The statue 

the frightened 
hippo

two happy hippos 

wear goggles

a rain cloud

can barely 
breathe.

smiles cheerfully.

couldn’t care less .

standing on 
tiptoes .

That hippo 

That giraffe

The bright blue 
plane

The brand new jet

is not

aren’t

want

do not

having fun.

frightens .

wearing goggles .

had fun .

The plane 

Some planes 

The open sea 
below

Both happily fly

is flown

are flying 

on the farm 

wanting

by the happy 
hippo.

by the cowardly 
crab .

on the wheels .

on the clouds .

The little plane

The luxury aircraft

Little plane

Luxury aircraft

has just enough 
room for

is just enough 
room to

have four wings 
that

weren’t fast 
enough to fly

her and 

she 

I and

with the duck

me. 

myself.

herself .

mine .
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The rabbit and 
the cat,

On the highway,

Two little mice

Three cats in 
capes

local chess 
champs, 

those checkered 
tablecloths,

wearing 
eyeglasses,

two large mice,

play for

napping

eat a

takes his

hours.

a large crowd .

to go .

checkers .

The orange cat

The six teapots

The foxes 

Smart poodles

waits 

sit 

eaten

sweater 

to make

making

makes

will make

his move.

the biscuits .

play chess.

a phone call .

The old rabbit and 
two cats

The puma and his 
drawing

Signs painted on 
the window

A chocolate cake 
with fancy frostin

sit together

all nap

make breakfast

hangs out

around the table.

near the coffee 
shop .

behind the coffee 
shop .

table for three .

The old rabbit

The young pup

Standing in the 
doorway

A brass lamp

plans his move

drinking his coffee

throws chess 
pieces

weren’t ready

carefully.

careful .

cowardly.

coward .

The orange cat is 
eating

A casserole

Construction 
worker

Their cats

a biscuit

biscuit

a coffee

coffee

and watching

watching

and falling

falling

the rabbit’s move.

a rabbit’s move .

asleep .

the sleep .

The poodle 

Those poodles

That poodle in the 
bow tie

The poodle’s guitar

fiddler

chess-player

holding tails with

sips, while

is talented.

have talent .

are talented .

talented .
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The fiddler

The drummer

One of the hounds

Holding hands, the 
snakes

is not carrying a 
yellow purse.

is sipping soda .

a fiddle.

is carrying a yellow 
purse .

The snake in the 
bow tie

The snake with the 
pink ribbon

The lizards 
drinking tea

Sharing a pizza

longs

drinking his coffee

spilling his drink

sings

to kiss

kiss

kisses

kissing

his girlfriend.

the fiddler.

that dog’s talent .

finish his turn.

Her pastel yellow 
purse has been

The baby blue bag 
is being

His friend the bull 
shows

napping on the 
sofa

set down

sat down

sit on

setting

on the table.

having lunch .

on the chair .

in front of the 
fiddler.

The soda is 

The banana split

The purple purse

His striped bow tie

sipped by

sipping

sips by

sip

the two well-
dressed

all three

the shabby

red-checkered 
tablecloth

snakes.

poodle .

fiddlers.

reptile .

Mr. Rat, 

The butcher

The rat wearing a 
blue helmet

under the green 
sewing machine

a busy tailor

reads a book,

time to play ball,

buttonhole,

is surprised

it’s surprising

finish his work

on the floor

it is five o’clock.

it’s lunchtime .

set on a chair .

to buy some more 
thread .

The tailor’s son is

The bullfrog in 
blue is

Running into his 
friend,

Right at noon,

a good reader.

good reader .

to the good 
reader .

for a good reader .
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The clock

The chicken

The bowling ball

using the sewing 
machine

on the wall

on the ceiling

by sewing

by the time

says it is

gasps

telling the

reads a book

almost five 
o’clock.

for five o’clock.

long past five 
o’clock .

until five o’clock.

Behind the tailor,

On top of the 
book,

In the car,

Out of the drawer,

there sits an

there reads

reading a book to

the clock reads

old sewing 
machine.

new sewing 
machine .

pink garment .

a missing button .

At five-thirty,

At twelve-
midnight,

Into the steaming 
pot,

Crashing through 
the window,

he

him

them

and

and I

and me

and him

were supposed to

are supposed to

having time to

sit on the stool

read our books

play ball.

had lunch .

having lunch .

played ball.

The sweaty jaguar

The grinning jaguar

The bicycling 
jaguar 

The boxing horse

hit the heavy bag

punch the bag

standing on tiptoe

staring at the clock

until he was

while he is 

with his bat

his punches

completely

completed

completes

completion

exhausted.

exhausting .

exhaust .

exhausts .

The bicycling

A tired runner

A striped tiger

The energetic 
boxer

horse

in the sweatshirt

lifting weights

leopard

is relaxed.

to relax .

relaxing .

relax .

The jaguar

Many jaguars

The exhausted 
horse

A gym rat

is not feeling

on the bicycle

lifting weights

wearing 
sweatpants

full of energy.

pounding on the 
bag .

out of breath .

wearing shorts .
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The gasping jaguar

The galloping 
jaguar

Two heavy bags

Catching the bus,

tries

try

he will try

want

to catch

catches

will catch

caught

his breath.

the horse .

a cold .

eleven o’clock .

The heavy bag

My heavy bag

The streetcar

bells rang

was hit by

hits

was hitting 

hits for the 

the weary jaguar.

the happy horse.

the smiling stallion .

a good reader .

Once in a while,

An enormous 
elephant

At the foot of the 
stairs

Carrying a red 
rose,

a duck enjoys

two raccoons can

the weary jaguar

riding a bicycle,

a good pretzel.

the good pretzel .

a few small 
pretzels .

small pretzel .

Mr. Raccoon, 

The raccoon 
eating pretzels

The duck selling 
fish

One foggy 
afternoon

the pretzel seller,

the smell of 
flowers,

sold his pretzels,

a sunny day,

is busy cleaning

gobble his pretzel

ate two pretzels 
and

were cleaning

his cart.

the pretzels .

a huge flower .

their kitchen .

This cart

The restaurant

That modest 
coffee shop

A small anchor 

sells the biggest 
pretzels

only sells hot dogs

has the best 
chicken

owned by reptiles

in the park.

biggest ever .

down the park .

at the shopping 
mall .

In the shrubs,

White as a sheet,

Wearing boxing 
gloves,

Hot dogs with 
mustard

an enormous 
blossom

a tiny honeybee

numerous 
scarecrows

eats a pretzel

lets out a 

steals the pretzel

eyeballs the duck

extra salt

splendid scent.

sniff .

for recess .

lunch hour .
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He and 

A hairy toad and

under the water

Turkey sandwiches

I eat giant 
pretzels

me a pretzel

sells the biggest 
pretzels

like to swim

in the park

at home

small glass of juice

adds lots of 
mustard

every week.

yesterday.

last summer .

once before .

The relaxed 
chicken

The sweaty 
rooster

A school of fish

Having the time of 
their lives,

steers the boat

holds the oars

holds the anchor

surf the waves

effortlessly.

effort .

effortless .

exhausted .

The pig and the 
chicken

The hard-working 
chicken

After raising the 
sail,

A broken oar

are

steers

is

strain

afloat.

relaxing up front .

cheerful .

grinning foolishly.

The boaters

A raccoon pretzel 
seller

An upset dolphin

Putting on a 
swimsuit

have not

not have

is not

not is

lost the anchor.

touched the oars .

hit rough water .

the hard-working 
pig .

The exhausted pig

The miserable 
chicken

That cart

A lone surfer

would love

love

wearing sunglasses

in the striped coat

to take

take

can take

took

a break.

the anchor .

once more .

the weary chicken.

The small boat

The ocean liner

deep in the cave,

Behind the fish,

is rowed by

rowed the

rows

is rowing

the tired

a bit of watercress

a school of fish

exhausted pigs

pig.

oar .

frown .

chicken .
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The exhausted 
skunk

The weary raccoon

The smiling bus 
driver 

The raccoon 
eating pretzels

dreams of getting

smiles at the 
thought

races up the hill

take the lead

a new, lightweight 
bicycle.

the old heavy 
bicycle.

new lightweight 
bicycle.

old heavy bicycle.

The smiling 
raccoon,

The frowning 
raccoon,

A cheerful skunk,

The weary pig,

an energetic rider,

sits on the front 
seat

staring at the 
window,

is ridden by

steers the bike 
past the shop.

is looking 
exhausted .

the smell of 
flowers .

passes the tired, 
gasping raccoon .

The raccoon

The motorcycle

The two exhausted

Their two old 
bikes

in front

in back of

while leading

while following

is not tired

with the blue 
helmet

a shiny new bike

not to rest

like the skunk.

sits on the back 
seat .

of wearing 
matching helmets .

taking the 
streetcar .

In the window,

At the coffee shop,

Inside the cave, 

Cresting the wave,

a shiny new bike

a couple of turtles

the clock reads

of old bicycles

catches the 
skunk’s eye.

speeds downhill .

catching the 
skunk’s eye.

drops his water 
bottle .

Our old bike

Our two 
motorcycles

The bus stop at 
the corner

doing several 
push-ups 

is big enough

down the block

coffee for two

is rowed by

for him and 

for he and

for myself

looking exhausted

me.

I .

myself.

two .
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The winning 
candidate’s arms 
are

The raccoon 
eating pretzels has

The smiling 
bodyguard waves

Shutting her eyes,

raised

risen

rose

rise

in victory.

and frowns .

dozens of 
streamers .

gave a speech .

The new mayor

A hedgehog

dozens of balloons

A chill in the air 

accepts victory

stumbles on stage

had a streamer 
caught

take the lead

gracefully.

is looking 
exhausted .

celebrates .

sadly.

The entangled

The dolphin,

The sleeping

Waving her hat,

bodyguard

candidate’s dress

wearing a blue 
dress

banner

is bothered.

is laughing .

celebrating .

stand behind the 
candidate .

The winning 
candidate

The meek deer

The glum 
candidate

The hopeful 
reporter

is not sitting 
modestly

is sitting meekly

caught a streamer

give a speech

in the corner.

to make a speech .

in the dark glasses .

last Tuesday.

The deer 

Her antlers

Some pigs

The television 
cameras

had wanted

want

sleeps

tangled as it was

to win

showered with 
streamers

win

wins

very badly.

angrily.

barely.

bad .

The chemistry 
book

The math book

His chemicals 
bubbling over

His microscope 
lets him see

is read by the 

is reading the

reads the math 
book

sits by the window

bored canary.

hedgehog 
professor .

a canary in a 
baseball cap .

wearing a cap and 
gown .
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The canary in the 
baseball cap

The canary in the 
cap and gown

A hedgehog reads 
a chemistry book,

A hedgehog 
studies a book on 
dinosaurs,

has chemistry 
class

studies the ancient 
document

talking to the 
professor

study chemistry

twice

last Wednesday

goes

half-heartedly

a week.

the week .

a textbook .

the textbook .

The professor,

Some hedgehogs 

Taking the lead

The excited 
canary,

a learned 
hedgehog, 

a cap and gown,

sits in the library

sitting on the 
bookcase,

studies an 

study

flips the pages of 
his

taking a sip of tea

ancient piece of 
papyrus.

very old 
document .

evening 
newspaper .

sitting modestly.

The canary

The miserable 
puma

In the busy dining 
room 

Fast asleep,

and the hedgehog

teaches the 
hedgehog

in the dark glasses

chemistry book

study

studying

studies

to study

in the library.

on the library.

in the garden .

on the lawn .

Along the walls, 

At the street,

Alongside the 
mouse,

A bearskin rug

there are a lot

there is many

studies mysterious 
writing

three gray cats

of thick books.

thick glasses .

eyeglasses.

his cap and gown .

He and 

A big cat 

A broken ladder

The sunny room

I had

her

him

us two

wanted to

going to

was going

wants to

stay up 

bake

eat this apple

sleeping

late tonight.

those cookies .

with sugar .

quickly.
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The mouse

One fox went 
west,

An uncounted 
sheep

By the fireplace,

fell

fall

fallen

felled 

asleep before the 
end

asleep on the 
bottom bunk

in a goldfish bowl

clutching his teddy 
bear

of the story.

his stuffed kitty.

pointing the 
flashlight .

of a shuttered 
window .

The frog

The sleeping frog

The exhausted 
horse

Standing under a 
window

is enjoying

is falling 

is frowning at

is sleeping 

the story

his breakfast

the stuffed cat

they will read

thoroughly.

thorough .

through .

throughout .

The mouse’s 
blankets

Holding a candle

Holding a toy 
lizard

The frog’s chair

are

is

has

having

messy.

fallen off .

reading a book .

humorous .

The sleeping 
mouse

Gripping the 
baseball bat

The cross frog 

The slumbering 
goldfish

will not remember 

is listening 
attentively,

is not in bed, 

will drop his toy 
frog

the story

make his lunch

above the frog

nothing

in the morning.

last night .

never .

fall asleep .

The vain fox

The fox playing the 
drums

A passing flower 
seller

A beautiful young 
sheep

loves to

down below

is parked 

love

stare adoringly

stares adoringly

staring adoringly

stared adoringly

at herself in the 
mirror.

at the handsome 
musician .

by herself all day.

by the shuttered 
window .
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The violin

A marching band 

This apple

Her four wings 

is played by

play the

is playing adoringly

looks adoringly

the handsome fox 
below.

the vain fox above .

the waiter carrying 
a tray.

bed bugs bite .

A handsome fox, 
playing 

An old turtle, 
driving

Carrying a dozen 
carnations, 

She jumped on the 
bed,

the violin,

this violin,

these violins,

the violins,

sings to her from

silently looks 
toward

walks away, across

listens to her, as

the street.

a street .

the window .

a window .

The fox in the 
window,

The hog in the 
hedge,

Over by the apple 
tree,

Winning the game,

a vain creature,

stares at her 
mirror,

a great violin 
player,

fast asleep,

adores her

is sitting meekly

they will meet

donkeys fly

own reflection.

playing the violin.

beautiful day.

friend’s tie .

The lovely fox 
maiden

The orange cat 
gardener

The cat in the 
clown costume

The fox in the box 

leans

races

falls

combs

out of the 
window.

on the window .

over the shutters .

under the hedge .

On the bull’s shirt,

On the airplane,

At the bus stop,

Pushing the 
shopping cart, 

there are several

a helpful sheep

is a red stain

this is some

spots of 
persimmon 
pudding.

calf’s crying.

bag of groceries .

ice cream bars .
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She holds the 
door

She bows to the 
audience

He stops crying

He waves at the 
girl

for them

for they

for their

for they’re

because she

instead she

are her

need her

has such good 
manners.

has such short 
arms .

has a blue dress .

has bad habits .

The little calf 

The rude sheep 

The exhausted 
mother

Ocean breezes

used to

use to

clutches a candy 
bar

hold a rag doll

be such a quiet 
baby.

be in a marching 
band .

eats a lot .

eats persimmon 
pudding .

The friendly 
sheep

The energetic bull 

The smiling father

Weary sheep

holds the door 
open

wear a ribbon

hauls the groceries

stained tie 

thoughtfully.

thoughtlessly.

thoughtless .

thoughtful .

The weary bull

The angry sheep 

Stop thinking 

A likely story 

is pushing

holds the door

holding the baby

hailing a cab

the stroller

a shopping cart

the door

his cheerful calf

out of the store.

adoringly.

throughout the 
night .

down the sidewalk .

level 3
Sentence 
Segment 1

Sentence 
Segment 2

Sentence 
Segment 3

Sentence 
Segment 4

Sentence 
Segment 5

The mackerel 
oceanographer

The miniature tree 
frog

The champion 
water-skiing team

The flower-filled 
garden

is in charge. 

in charge .

is charging .

his charges .
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The mackerel

The new mayor

The giant squid

Several seahorses

is not currently

are not

in the sailboat

snipping foliage

looking in the 
microscope.

underwater .

wearing a cap and 
sweater .

follows the crabs 
directions .

The 
oceanographer

The surfer

All three crabs

All their tentacles

wants

want

going sledding

raising the sails

to learn more 
about

learning about

learn more about

that has learned 
more about

invasive sea 
plants.

mathematics .

at the plant show .

his starfish 
assistants .

The foliage

The hot dog stand

The water-skiing 
team

A roller coaster

is being snipped 
and collected by

is snipping and 
collecting

snips the crab

on the sails

a crab assistant.

a crab assists .

the other crab 
watches .

pointed out by the 
mackerel .

The crab assistant 
is very

The miniature tree 
frog wants

A dozen mackerels

A tuna sandwich 
with celery

adept

adopt

adapt

dancing

at snipping 
foliage.

invasive sea life .

marine biologist .

oceanography.

Hortense the 
hornet,

The crab assistant,

The two butterflies

The champion 
otter

a hardworking 
bricklayer,

the lazy pollinator,

adept at 
pollinating,

was working in the 
garden

is holding a 
trowel.

is carrying a basket 
of pollen .

flying from flower 
to flower .

laughs at the 
mackerel .
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The bee starts

A bagful of bricks 
over her

Swimming with all 
her

A lady shark 
approaches

a conversation 
with

fill the warm spring 
air

pollination duties

about the 
photograph

her.

them .

themselves .

herself .

On top of the 
wall,

Leaning over the 
wall,

Flying over the 
wall,

behind the fence,

the hornet

the lazy bee

the busy bee

the carp

converses

makes tea

carries a bag

hold a trowel

with the 
honeybee.

looking up at the 
bee .

holding a trowel .

working hard all 
day.

The worker bee 
carrying the bag

The little bee 
holding the trowel

The hornet holding 
the bag

The two birds 
carrying twigs

points

the weary hornet

argues

frowns

at the yellow 
flower.

mad as a hornet .

on a winter’s eve .

into her bag .

The worker bee

The bee holding 
the hammer

near the 
bookshelf,

The 
oceanographer

pollinates the 
flowers

pollination

builds a brick wall

the hornet

twice 

once already

adept

at the dog show

a day.

the day.

already.

last night .

The second 
herring from the 
left

The brave surfer,

The sun set 
quickly

back at the ranch,

is embarrassed.

sings sweetly.

is grinning .

swallow a 
seahorse .
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The recital 

The basketball 
court

Two court 
reporters

Fresh coconut

The other choir 
members

was interrupted 
by

interrupted the 
herring

hoping to escape

raised a cloud of 
dust

the rude herring.

affecting the 
performance .

on the bed .

a giant whale .

The other choir 
members

The football team

Angry hornets

Another elephant

are not pleased.

is not pleased .

pleasant .

are pleased .

When Harold 
burped,

The crab assistant

The third bluebird

Coming out of the 
market,

he was completely

the choir sang

shouted out

had a bad attitude

chagrined.

celebratory.

celebrate .

chagrin .

The chagrined 
herring

The poisonous 
tree frog

Warriors on 
horseback

The carp senator

hated

hate

want

raw onions

to ruin

ruin

ruined

would ruin

the recital.

the game .

the record .

onions for dinner .

Each day,

All the bicyclists

As the storm grew,

The worker bee

the team

team

the foliage

foliage

practices

water-skiing team

a water-skiing 
team

the practices

a different 
routine.

the different 
routine .

at snipping foliage .

their math 
homework .

The agile otters,

The chagrined 
herring,

A bagful of bricks

The clouds 
darkened

world champions,

two for a dollar,

sleeping soundly,

were on skis

demonstrate their 
prowess.

international 
heroes .

is conceited .

using precision .
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The water-skiing 
team

All that sewing

The commanding 
mackerel

As the sky 
darkened,

defends its title

dive below the 
surface

stare into space

believing in luck

at the 
international 
competition.

of the international 
competition .

with the 
international 
competition .

to the 
international 
competition .

At the 
competition, 

In the machine 
shop,

behind the stage,

In a fish bowl,

the defending 
champions

the defense 

of the champion 
water-skiers

swim in circles

perform an 
amazing

bore the audience

steer the boat

wears a crown

routine.

luck .

title .

attitude .

The otter team is 
very

Hortense the 
hornet

Harold the herring

The cat sipping tea

adept

adapt

perform

permit

at water-skiing.

perform amazing 
tricks .

the pool’s surface .

to changes .

The carp has been 
speaking

The lizard in the 
fishbowl is

The gleeful birds 
pat each other

The giraffe in the 
middle puts an

nearly all day,

to the empty 
room,

nearly enough,

to the heater,

conducting a 
filibuster.

conducting a 
marching band .

electrical 
conductor .

her good conduct .

The carp senator

The conceited 
rabbit

The champion 
water-skiing team

Percy the Pug

is determined.

throws a party.

taps on the glass 
for fun .

have an argument .
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The parrot 
senator is

On the computer,

Asleep in his chair,

The argumentative 
crab has

not looking very 
happy.

looking very 
happy.

shakes his wing .

does not shake his 
wing .

The carp

The third bluebird

Clutching the 
microphone

In a school zone

intends

want

sings aloud

writes a ticke

to express

express

expressed

expresses

her dissent.

her descent .

excessive noise .

uniform .

A long speech

A comic book

In a large pond

Several 
microphones

is being given by

giving by

by giving

giving is being

the carp senator.

the regal eagle .

his striped tie .

the fire hydrant.

She

The turtle

Two court 
reporters

The chagrined 
herring

and I

and me

and myself

by myself

must share the 
spotlight.

smile at each 
other .

waving to the 
cheering crowd .

takes a bow .

The dolphin on 

A giant squid

The lazy bird

Katie the Kitty

the left

a left

left

take a left

has a bad 
attitude.

the legislature’s 
actions .

argue amongst 
themselves .

tosses the 
bouquet.

Paulina ballerina,

The shark nurse

The star 
quarterback,

While the other 
senators

the water ballet’s 
star dancer,

wearing a dark 
blue tutu,

looks upset that

is on stage

prefers to 
perform alone.

avoids the surly 
shark .

in a recent 
performance .

international title .
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The two dolphins

The two butterflies

Wearing green 
boxing gloves

Any fish caught 
swimming

in the show

the stage

in the audience

wears tutus

please the crowd.

chase the dog .

that is sleeping .

taking bows .

On the right,

Inside the cave,

In the airways,

A fish out of water

the proud dolphin

the glaring hornet

fin she wears a ring

side of the stage

takes a bow.

wearing a tutu .

resent the other 
dolphin .

gets off the 
airplane .

He

His new bike

The curious kitten

In his room

and I

and me

and myself

the winner

both

one

won that point

lost that point

hope to get

hopes to get

hopes to make it

hoping to make it

to the finals.

last week .

to the starting line .

a day.

Unfortunately, 
the friendly game

The champion 
fiddle players

The political 
candidate

After finishing the 
dishes,

descended

dissented

descend

dissent

into a grudge 
match.

after the last play.

from the sky.

competitive 
instincts .

For most of the 
game,

Some big flowers

These racquetball 
games

The herring was 
singing

the score was

the basketball 
court

looking up at the 
table

the professional 
players

nearly tied.

around ten .

the bear was 
ahead .

dead calm .

Felix Puma

Paulina ballerina

Across the 
strawberry field

A mighty oak tree

is 

are

were

be

skillful.

skill .

skillfully.

skills .
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Bertrand Bear

Lenny Lizard

The champion 
bowler

The losing bicyclist

is

want to win

above the table

going

not going to hit 
the ball.

not watching the 
ball .

not in the semi-
finals.

plays ping-pong.

Officer Finley

The bear playing 
ping-pong

Mister Zebra

Good patient care

wants

want

wait

at high altitude

to write

by a writer

writes to

for writing

more tickets 

wrongs

jovial personality

major league

than any other 
officer.

the other officer.

speeding fish.

good citizen 
awards .

The school zone

Sweeping the 
sidewalk

Eating a doughnut

The shark nurse

is patrolled by

patrols

is patrolling

patrolled

Officer Finley.

the speeding fish.

busy intersections.

underwater .

Officer Finley

High above the 
city,

Two dolphins in 
tutus

bertrand bear,

patrols the school 
zone twice

patrol the school 
zone once

patrolling the 
movie theater

write a novel

a day.

the day.

yesterday.

last week .

Officer Finley,

Felix Puma,

Paulina ballerina,

The white zone

the highway 
patrol fish,

sitting in his squad 
car,

write tickets

the way to play 
ping-pong,

catches a lot of 
speeders.

chases the dog .

a dog catcher .

for excessive 
speed .

The old catfish

A rusty boat

Traffic school

In his swimming 
trunks,

shouldn’t speed

writing a ticket

get caught 
speeding

fluffing a pillow

through the 
school zone.

the school zone .

the way home.

from the way 
home .
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Above a local 
farm,

By an old corner 
market,

The stubborn goat

A school of fish

a plane and a 

the plain

grows lettuce and 
peas

that is beyond

hot air balloon

school of fish

flock of birds

competitive 
instincts

collide.

collect .

collision .

collie .

Crashes like this 
one

The athletic swan

An exciting 
competition

The little tadpole

are occurring

occurs

avoid the 
intersection

late at night

increasingly 
often.

mostly in the past.

suspect .

excessive .

The airplane pilot

A hang-glider

A red and white 
striped hot air 
balloon

The boat’s captain

was

the one

sitting on top of 
the balloon

looking up

inattentive.

landing his craft .

issue .

be above it .

This collision

The new stoplight

The shark nurse

Going fly fishing

was not the first.

was to the ground .

above the city.

not over the 
desert .

Both pilots

both balloons

The three aviators

The two airplanes

needed to

needs of

needing to

needful of

parachute to 
safety.

air traffic control.

stay with their 
vehicles .

new safety 
measures .

By the end of my 
stay,

By the time the 
bus arrived,

As my flight took 
off,

As my visitors 
filled the room,

she and

her and

me and

us and

I

me

her

myself

had become

become

becoming

are becoming

friends.

esteem .

shellfish.

healed .
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The crab is

The fireman

The crab nurse

The political 
candidate

expected

accepted that

suspects

suspected the

to make 

be

medical treatment

pain killer

a full recovery.

get well soon .

his bed .

marked 
intersections .

The medicine 

A campfire

The carp in the 
fishbowl

An apple a day

is brought by

brings

bought the

taste bitter

the jovial nurse.

the sea cucumber .

the frightened 
crab .

the doctor away.

The crab’s

A speeding train

being late for work

The octopus

cast

a cast

the cast

his cast

must stay on for

stays home

stay put

carrying the tray

a while.

the while .

while .

all the while

The shark,

The rabbit,

The crab’s 
eyeglasses

The apple,

an esteemed 
nurse,

a cranky patient,

the star athlete,

competitive 
instincts

is devoted

an amateur tailor,

holds a grudge

lies in bed

to her patients.

with the crab .

fire eater.

in two more 
weeks .

Professor Fox

The mighty 
goldfish

Officer Finley

The old mule

tests

testing

test tube

the test

her latest formula 

a lot of traffic

the tennis team

recklessly

for a highly 
durable resin.

into a highly 
durable resin .

out of highly 
durable resin .

highly durable 
resin .

In the laboratory,

In the basement,

Expecting a lot of 
traffic,

The plumber 
called when

the air was filled

filled the air

of the professor

that researches 
viruses

with an 

from a 

out of

onto

overwhelming 
stink.

formula .

adept athlete .

outlandish 
leopard .
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After that 
mistake,

The goat in the lab 
coat,

On the roof,

during the 
collision,

they

them

thus

therefore

could use some

waits alone

new additive

laying on the floor

fresh air.

formula .

regrets .

sneezed .

The effect 

The affect

Crawling on the 
floor,

The mouse 
assistant

of the additive

with ears drooping

an overwhelming 
stink

extraordinary 
treatments

was to produce

produces

regrets

met with ridicule

an awful stink.

in a test tube .

a new formula .

as predicted .

This latest failure

The gathering rain 
clouds

The kitchen 
workers

Wafting in the 
door

has left the 
professor

an esteemed 
professor

in the cellar

had predicted that

completely 
baffled.

waits for a new 
formula .

was hungry.

nearly done.

The poor deer

The dolphin 
patient

The koala doctor

The sorry mice

is

are 

symptoms

cure

sick.

produce .

asleep .

hospital .

The treatments

The school zone

An exciting 
competition

After the show is 
over,

don’t seem to be 
working.

seem to be 
working .

fit in better.

approve the 
medicine .

Nurse Panda

Professor Fox

The lizard dentist

A bamboo fence

wants

waiting

enormous book of 
cures

culture

to find

to finding

will have found

will find

the right 
treatment.

sniffling and 
sneezing .

affect her 
symptoms.

caught a virus .
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The Enormous 
Book of Cures,

The Big Book of 
deer Mice,

no one expected 
an earthquake

An arrangement of 
roses

is read by

reads

reading

called the doctor

the panda nurse.

the snake 
gardener .

the ailing deer .

rubber hose .

Patient Deer

The crabby nurse

The shy antelope

A juicy cantaloupe

has caught

catch a cold

a valuable 
treatment

holding the big 
book

an unknown virus.

the unknown virus .

unknown virus .

the unknown .

Ed Mouse,

Patient deer,

Nurse Chumley,

The grinning goat,

an ambitious 
employee,

the new sheriff,

the farm manager,

an overwhelming 
stink

adapted quickly to 

adopted

grabbed the 
criminal

caught a virus

the new boss.

working for 
squirrels.

promote him .

bold personality.

The branch office

The library branch

A gold watch

Geese flying 
overhead

is located

locates

expects to be 
closed

gentle and kind

in a tree.

tree branch .

into the air .

the kind manager .

Near the 
manager’s desk, Ed

Along the river,

In the tipping 
canoe,

Over the 
weekend,

Mouse comes

the gorilla arrives

the farm worker, 
picks

a famous scientist, 
tests

in for a landing.

stands his desk .

flies away.

to visit Ed’s friend .

This should be 
enough lunch

This is a beautiful 
sunset

The last house on 
the left 

The sandwich from 
the deli

for him

for he

for I

for mine

and me.

and I .

and my.

and myself.
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The ambitious 
mouse

The empty nest

The two birds

Felix Puma,

transformed his 
garb

changed the locks

valuable employee

drove the team of 
horses

to adapt to the 
new office.

to adopt the new 
boss .

too adept at flying.

too heavy to fly.

Leonard Leopard

Ed Mouse

The jolly pirate

The hungry turtles

cannot express 
his distaste

didn’t expect the 
shark nurse

predicted his 
latest formula for 
resin

regrets catching a 
virus

for the outlandish 
uniforms

of a secret 
additive

at the branch 
office

on the locker room 
bench

strongly enough.

of the lockers .

colorfully 
patterned .

over and done 
with .

The sufficiently 
spotted leopard

A boldly striped 
tiger soccer player

A hilarious hippo

The curiously furry 
frog

is 

want 

wearing stripes

were

vexed.

regrets .

at his desk job .

wears polka dots .

The leopard did

A soccer ball rolls

The mouse dreams

A locker bursts 
open

not vote for the 
spotted uniforms.

think the stripes 
would be slimming .

look at his picture 
of Lucy Leopard.

not like his new 
shoes .

The spotted 
leopard

The criminal

A woman chasing 
a dog

down the block

wanted to

want to

stands by

standing by

keep

keeps

kept

keeping

the old uniforms.

his day job.

strange symptoms.

ears drooping .
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The spotted 
uniforms

The new bathtub

The full-length 
mirror

The bold spots on 
his shoes

were chosen by

chose to

choosing the team

was chosen for

the rest of the 
team.

the old uniforms .

hemming his pants .

see spot run .

For the younger 
dog,

In his polka-dotted 
uniform,

The highly durable 
resin,

The culture of the 
new office

ice skating is

snow skiing

the many skaters

in roller skates

a new sport.

the new sport .

a very puffy coat.

the very puffy 
coat .

Max the Mutt,

bertrand bear

The shark nurse

In the pouring rain,

a former ice 
skating champion,

the great 
windsurfing horse,

spins on one foot,

wearing a tutu,

is an adept 
athlete.

to be an able 
politician .

dressing warmly 
on the ice .

hopes his boss will 
promote him .

The older dog

The younger puma

The smaller mouse

The sailing beagle

is spinning 
gracefully

wears spots

produced a new 
formula

a debate over

on one skate.

changing his garb .

beside the boat .

next to the ice .

Out on the ice,

Meanwhile back at 
the ranch,

It was a dark and 
stormy night,

behind the 
curtains,

a novice skater

cube, an ant 
marches

cold slice of 
watermelon

is wearing ice 
skates

recklessly tries to 
imitate him.

having a picnic .

happily drinks hot 
cocoa .

were choosing 
new garb .
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It will be an 
awkward meeting 
if

The shorter dog 
balances gracefully

The fallen skater 
comes to a halt

It was a prize-
winning pole vault

he and

me

I and 

him

I

me

him

himself

collide.

skate .

colliding .

skating .

The argument 
between

The unlucky 
leopard

The overturned 
picnic table

On the ice,

the turtle kids

the turtle’s sister 
began when

the slice of 
watermelon

the slices of 
watermelon began 
to

proceeds.

precedes it .

the proceeds .

preceding them .

Neither turtle is 

The older dog 
barks

both frogs are

The rabbit on the 
bench has

willing to 
compromise

goes to the bank

argued about the

adapts quickly to 
their

at all.

of the watermelon .

recklessly arguing.

before now .

The peace and 
quiet of the picnic 
ground

The ownership of 
the last pickle

The tall stalks in 
the corn field

The louder of the 
two llamas

was disturbed.

was not 
interrupted .

was over the last 
slice .

was the snowball 
fight.

The two turtles 
are

At the mall,

The cat and the 
duck

Sinking in 
quicksand

not willing to 
compromise.

happy to share.

not arguing over 
the slice .

carefully dividing 
the slice .
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Each turtle

Two turtle doves

In the refrigerator,

That grinning 
gorilla

wants to

have a picnic

sharing the 
crackers

the new sheriff,

eat

ate

eating

eaten

the whole slice.

chocolate cookies .

replace the slice .

resolves to win .

Detailed 
calculations

Thermometer 
readings

An enclosed snow 
cave

A stunning knit 
scarf

are being made

on his homework 
paper

is written on

has made 
snowballs

by the duck.

for the duck .

by the cat.

with the cat .

The duck is 
calculating

The duck is 
throwing

A cat skates by

The newspaper’s 
circulation

the best

a best

best

bests

way to throw his 
snowballs.

report of gusty 
wind conditions .

where the cat’s 
fort is weakest .

amount of snow 
has fallen .

The confident cat,

The grinning duck,

The crabby cat,

The protesting 
professor,

an able pitcher,

probably went 
inside,

a prehistoric cave 
painting,

plucking the guitar,

expects to win.

crosses the prairie .

practice at home .

throwing his last 
snowball .

Each contestant’s

The pomegranate 
seeds

Plodding through 
his homework,

under the poplar 
tree,

snowball 
projectiles

behind the 
fortress

paper route

a birthday present

must land

prevent hunger

call the plumber

pierce the air

inside the other’s 
fortress.

over the rainbow .

poppy field.

it’s puzzling .
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Inside their 
fortresses,

Along the 
promenade,

A flock of pigeons

The purple 
eggplant

the duck and cat 
have

the three friends

made of snow

are many 
snowballs

each stockpiled 
snowballs.

supposed to be 
happy.

expanded the 
circulation .

called on the 
llama .

The skunk 
paleontologist

The skunk 
ballerina

The skunk chess 
player

The skunk tuba 
player

describes the 
prehistoric 
spearhead

slowly sips her tea

listens to the 
lecture on ancient

sits near the stage

found on

throwing it at

in her hand

recently made by

her

she

hers

she’s

expedition.

pictured .

experiment .

unearthed .

The prehistoric 
spearhead

The unlucky 
leopard

The duck and the 
rabbit

The ballerina

is a 

are

laughs

takes precautions

recent

resent

resents

resented

finding.

paleontologist .

calculating .

cupcake .

The excited 
scientist

The unlucky 
leopard

A pile of clams

The weary skunk

discovered the 
spearhead

next door to the 

chopped the 
celery

never eats chicken

just recently.

soon .

was long ago .

until next month .

The recently 
discovered 
spearhead

The comedian said

The protesting 
pigeons

Coming down the 
chimney,

is prehistoric.

inside a fortress .

by the 
paleontologist .

previously.
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The skunk 
paleontologist

The branch office

The elaborately 
dressed beauty 
queen

The bright 
pimento garnish

is not bored by 
the finding.

finds spearheads 
boring .

is not excited by 
her work .

is excited about 
the pottery shard.

The monkey on 
the detangling 
squad

The canary in the 
tall, fuzzy hat

The hopelessly 
entangled giraffe

An expert model 
boat builder, the 
toad

has threatened

tempts

has tied knots

ties up

to cancel

cancel

cancelled

sunlight

all kite flights.

all flights into the 
airport .

his stamping feet .

the stamp on the 
envelope .

The precautions 
about gusty wind 
conditions

The precautions 
about large waves

The precautions 
about highway 
traffic

The cautious tuna 
and the rusty can

were ignored

ignored

ignoring

ignores

by the kite flyers.

the warning signs .

by police.

newspaper 
circulation .

The monkey

The rhinoceros 
detangling the 
monkey

The third rabbit on 
the right

between the 
raindrops

has his hands full 
because

talked the duck 
out of

ignored the gusty 
winds

recklessly imitated 
the dog

some flyers 
ignored

some kites ignored

there was little 
wind

there were few 
rhinos

the precautions.

precautionary.

the prehistoric .

prehistory.
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The rhinoceros,

The excited 
scientist,

Three-fourths of 
the cake,

The king’s throne,

normally a 
masterful kite 
flyer,

was flying his kite,

frequently 
overlooked 
because of his 
small size,

well known 
flower arranging 
champion,

was tied up in 
knots.

tripped over the 
tiger .

had a tendency to 
tease .

wore yellow 
pajamas today.

Several 
participants

The skunk 
ballerina

A snowball fight

The paper route

at the kite-flyer’s 
convention

to the kite-flyer’s 
convention

from prehistoric 
times

to the promenade

missed the 
weather report.

threw the 
snowball-sized 
projectile .

knows the risk of 
high winds .

throwing caution 
to the wind .

Over the city,

By the river,

On the bed,

under the leaves,

Winifred 
struggles to 
deliver

the eagle studies 
tap dance

hall, the mayor’s 
office

opera house there 
is a bowling

her newspapers.

paper airplanes .

kite flyers.

the baby.

The newspaper’s 
circulation is 
expanding,

The enormous 
bag is loaded with 
eggs,

disappearing 
in the clouds, 
Winifred

Planning to drop 
all of the footballs,

making

delivers

balloon

to Winifred

her

she

herself

she’s

job harder.

enough .

near the flamingo .

some .
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The weight of her 
bag

Spending time at 
the mall

Winifred’s light 
load

A sack of eggs

affects

affect

effects

effect

her ability to fly.

capturing the fort .

the weather .

her route getting 
longer .

Winifred, the 
paper delivery 
bird,

Winifred, the 
cafeteria cat,

Winifred, a passing 
tourist,

Winifred, a 
hardworking 
sharecropper,

can barely fly

easily lifts

paper route

wings flap rapidly

with all those 
newspapers.

her sack full of 
eagle eggs .

those cans of 
eagle food .

with such 
enormous pigs .

The hardworking 
bird

The last streetcar 

Taking a break

Taking the elevator

is tired of

are exhausted 
from

were worn out

is wearing out the

her route getting 
longer.

works hard to lift 
the bag .

getting so much 
homework .

to find a better 
job .

level 4
Sentence 
Segment 1

Sentence 
Segment 2

Sentence 
Segment 3

Sentence 
Segment 4

Sentence 
Segment 5

In a furniture 
showroom,

In a bedroom,

Along the street,

In a park,

two energetic 
youngsters,

three kangaroos, 
that

two eagles, 

three excited 
eagles,

both kangaroos,

jump up and down,

speak to the 
manager

standing quietly

have been 
spotted

have marked the 
spot

that like to hop

that leap for joy

jumping on a bed.

run from the 
manager .

hopping on .

under a desk .
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The glaring eagle

The glaring eagles

The glaring 
kangaroos

The sales owl

that runs the 
showroom

that jumps on the 
bed

angrily jumping on 
the bed,

that is an angry 
eagle

approaches 
rapidly

jumps as well,

tiptoes away from 
them

watches from afar

while they jump.

outside the store .

while jumping .

happily.

The kangaroos are 
so excited

The eagles keep 
jumping

The kangaroos 
hide from

Although the 
rabbit

that they do not 
see

that she does not 
see

them to see that

their excitement

him; 
consequently,

the kangaroos, so

the eagles; 
however,

the bed; thus,

they keep jumping

they hide from the 
eagle

they stop jumping 
and

he keeps jumping

on the bed.

across the bed .

toward the eagle .

angrily.

The eagle strongly

The eagles are 
strong

The shopper next 
to the bed

The eagle flies 
away

disapproves of 
jumping

agrees with 
jumping

approves of 
jumping

disapproving glare

on the beds

next to the 
refrigerators,

sofa and bed,

through beds,

in his showroom,

near his 
showroom,

in their bedroom,

near their 
bedroom,

so he rushes over.

and he waits 
patiently.

yet he rushes 
forward .

so rush forward .

The eagle wants 
to clear them out

Although the 
eagles hopping on

The angry sea lion 
plans to

Waving his cane in 
the air,

and rescue his 
display,

and rescue the 
kangaroos,

rescue his tidy 
display,

the kangaroos 
rescue his display

but he has not 
reached them yet.

has not reached 
them yet.

while he jumps on 
the bed .

hence he has not 
reached them yet.

In a diner,

On a restaurant,

Inside a theater,

under the table,

a busy chicken 
serves a

a hungry rabbit 
serves a

a plate full of 
carrots next to

an empty plate is 
taken from a

large dinner to 

cups of coffee

toast and jam

rabbit family

a hungry rabbit.

a hungry chicken.

busy rabbit.

the busy chicken.
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The chicken sets

She sits

The chicken sitting

Setting the 
chicken

a dish of peas and 
dumplings on the 

a can of peas and 
dumplings on the 

a glass of water 
with a carrot next 
to

a plate full of 
carrots next to

table, and the 
rabbit

rabbit, that licks 

plate, and the 
rabbit

glass of carrot tea, 
and

licks his lips.

asks for a spoon .

looks outside .

is not hungry.

The chicken 
balances the 
coffee

The chicken drinks 
coffee

The coffee on the 
table

The rabbit’s 
companion

skillfully; however,

careful, although

with her leg; 
hence,

pots with ease; 
however,

the rabbit is too 
hungry

the chicken 
balances coffee

the rabbits are 
watching

however the rabbit 
is

to notice.

eating right away.

licks his lips .

watches the 
chicken .

The rabbit ignores 
the glass of water

The rabbit drinks 
the glass of water

The chicken 
drinking the glass 
of water

The glasses of 
water on the table

that sits on the 
table, but

sits on the table, 
but

to sit on the table, 
however

next to the table, 
however

he will probably 
drink it later.

they may drink it.

he drinks it now .

he might leave the 
restaurant .

The rabbit looks 
like he

The rabbits look at

The chicken tastes 
the

The plate spills on

has a healthy 
appetite as

might not eat the 
food as

has already eaten 
since

will leave 
immediately 
because

he rubs his hands 
together.

rubbing his hands 
together .

rubs his hands 
together .

rubbing her hands 
on the table .
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In a hospital,

In hospitals,

On the hospital,

Throughout a 
hospital,

a deer sneezes

deer sneeze 

sneezing pandas

deer’s sneeze

while a panda 
pours medicine.

while pandas pour 
medicine .

as a nurse 
takes her blood 
pressure .

as the nurses 
take her blood 
pressure .

The nurse,

The fish,

The sailor,

The healthy deer,

Ms. Panda,

panda,

goes through

is worried,

appears 
sympathetic

sympathy for her, 
sneezes

does not seem 
sympathetic

also sneezes

to the deer’s 
discomfort.

from the deer’s 
sneeze .

inside the deer’s 
handkerchief .

of the deer .

The deer sneezes 

The sneezing 
panda

The sneezing 
pandas

The deer sneeze

forcefully into a

softly next to a

without a 
handkerchief

alongside a 
handkerchief

lacy handkerchief, 
earning

into a 
handkerchief,

panda pouring 
medicine

spotted 
handkerchief, 
since

the panda’s pity.

a good salary.

a small brown 
bear .

the cold season .

The panda that 
pours

The panda, poured

The panda that 
sneezes

The panda, angry 
at

the medicine 
wears a

the medicine; thus, 
she

medicine into a 
bottle

sympathetic to the 
deer

little hat as part 
of her uniform.

spoon full of 
medicine .

deer in the bed .

lacy nightgown.
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The sick deer will

The healthy deer 
will

The busy toad is

The happy toad is

drink the 
medicine after

might take his 
medicine and

drinks the orange 
juice near

standing next to 
the bed

she finishes 
sneezing;

sneezing her cold 
away;

the nurse has 
some;

sick with a cold;

next, the panda 
will tell her to 
sleep.

however, the 
nurses will leave .

because of her 
cold .

into the 
handkerchief .

A pigeon in 
bathing

Pigeons in shorts

A hippo on the top 

A flying pigeon in 
bathing

trunks dips his toe

suit dips his toe

shorts jumps into

waits impatiently

into the turbulent 
water

through a hole in 
the platform

toward the otters, 
as a greeting 

in the sweet 
perfume

while others wait.

as others pass him 
by.

otter girls 
impatiently.

at the back of the 
line .

While the pigeon 
hesitates,

The hesitant otter, 
testing

Pigeons stand at 
the top while

The pigeon waits 
for him

the others form a 
line because

lines the others 
with 

a line, wants 
others to

a long line 
stretches down 
the stairs and

they

them

him

her

want to go down 
the slide.

wants to go down 
the slide .

wanting to slide 
down .

want to climb up 
the ladder .

The otters in line 
are

The otters at the 
bottom are

The smiling otters 
are

The three otters 
are

already wet, so 
they know

dry, showing that 
they

dripping on the 
carpet, and

happy to wait and

what the pigeon is

the pigeon’s friend

the otters slid 
down already

wear green and 
pink

supposed to do.

suppose he must 
wait .

supposed that he 
should go down .

waiting at the top .
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The pigeon in the

The pigeon waiting 

The otters at the 
bottom

The pigeon climbs

goggles grips the 
handrail and

gripping the 
handrail,

shorts jumps into

feels the water 
with his toe

forgets about the 
otters

lets the others 
pass by

not noticed the 
others; next,

do not notice the 
otters

that are behind 
him, dripping.

that push past him .

want to take their 
turn .

wait in line .

The otters will 
slide down

The otters are 
happy to

The otters play 
cards while

The pigeon jumps 
down

after the pigeon 
takes his turn.

next, the pigeon 
takes his turn .

the pigeons take 
their turn .

the otters jump 
joyously.

Inside a 
grandfather clock,

On a grandfather 
clock,

A grandfather 
clock,

Inside a wrist 
watch,

the limber 
squirrel in overalls

squirrels climb 
about

the squirrel with a 
screwdriver

the happy squirrel 
in the top hat

Repairs the gears

polishes the face

eats a nut

repair the clock

while his assistant

while a rabbit

his assistant 

the young mouse

watches.

his assistant 
observes .

assisting him .

watching the 
squirrel.

A young mouse, 
his

A rabbit with a

Two mice, his 

A mouse with 
small ears

assistant, holds a 

assisting him, 
holding

assisting him, holds

assistants, hold a

tool until the 

gear so that

his tools while

gears up to

squirrel needs it.

mouse needs the 
wrench .

squirrels climb up 
the clock .

needing the 
wrench .

The mouse is 
holding on

The mice hold a 
meeting

Holding a spare 
gear, the mouse

dropping the tool, 
the mouse

to the rope with 
one hand,

to the hammer; if 
she

watches the 
squirrel working,

ran up the clock

so she does not

so the ladder next 
to her

but it is tied to the 
tool

but she is 
dropping the tool

lose

loose

losing

loosened

the tool.

her hat .

the squirrel.

her boss .
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The squirrel 
balances

The gears fix the 
squirrel

The squirrel 
relaxes 

The squirrel looks 
down

carefully, while

timely, because

craft, which

hours, so 

his assistant 
fetches him 
another wrench.

the lizard assisting 
him holds on 
tightly.

looking down to 
the ground below .

the mouse climbs 
up on his tail .

The mouse holds 
the tool

The mice hold 
tools that

Holding tools, the 
mouse

The mouse leaves 
the

that the squirrel 
needs;

needs the squirrel;

to the squirrel;

unlike the squirrel;

however, the 
squirrel does not 
see her yet.

although the 
squirrel looks at 
her .

consequently, the 
squirrel reaches 
for it .

without fixing the 
clock .

The hippo opera 
singer and 

Three hippos 
linger

A hippo stands 
alone

The hippo and a 
lizard

her boyfriend 
visit the snack 
stand

her friend sit at a 
table

her boyfriend 
stands

standing up her 
boyfriend

outside the opera 
house

in front of the zoo

to make her way 
onstage

happens today

for lunch

yesterday after

show taking place

voices from an 
opera

before the show.

taking place inside .

during her 
performance .

going on indoors .

She wears a 
formal evening

He wears a formal 
evening

They wear formal 
evening

Her shorts and 
shirt

gown and long 
white gloves,

gown and red 
gloves,

gowns and a long 
white glove,

time but the opera

but her boyfriend 
doesn’t have

while her 
boyfriend wears a 
formal

while her 
boyfriend, in a 
plain black suit, 
has

to meet her 
boyfriend at the 
movie theater

her sense of style.

she is stylish.

they are stylish.

their sense of 
style.
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The one that 
is wearing a 
lavender gown

The couple that 
are wearing shorts

The rabbit next 
door

The one that is 
eating cotton 
candy

and long white 
gloves is 

and sandals 
watches her

eating peanuts and

and lime-green 
sandals does

a great opera 
singer;

seems ready for an 
opera;

does not seem 
ready for an opera;

a hot dog seller;

the other sings in 
a rock band.

and she does not, 
either .

happily ever after.

however, they are 
far from the opera .

She eats a hot 
dog, while

He, eating a hot 
dog,

She snacks on 
peanuts as

Reaching for 
catsup, she

he snacks on 
peanuts.

he eats a hot dog .

he gets some 
mustard .

snacking on 
peanuts .

She is dressed for 
a formal 

He is dressed for a 
formal

Her bag of 
peanuts

His hot dog with 
mustard

occasion; 
however, she

occasions; 
consequently, she

occasionally; next, 
she will

thus she may go 
inside;

probably 
shouldn’t bring 
the hot dog 
inside.

must wear a suit 
and tie to go in the 
opera house .

going inside the 
opera house .

brings the hot dog 
on stage .

At his party, the 
generous duck

For his party, two 
ducks

At his party, the 
cat pours

For his party, a 
duck pours

host passes out

chops up 
mushrooms

guest eats the 
celery

takes her coat to

fancy stuffed 
mushrooms

plain crackers

more celery sticks

from the heat,

that the cat gladly 
accepts.

that a cat politely 
refuses .

a rabbit eats one .

eating at least two 
of them .
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The rabbit,

The rabbits,

A carrot-munching 
rabbit,

A cookie-munching 
rabbit

another party 
guest,

party guests,

also a party,

his party guests

looks shocked as 
the cat

watches 
approvingly

also accepts a 
mushroom

watches the duck 
suspiciously

helps herself to 
more.

helped herself to 
more .

passes her one of 
the treats .

passed her one of 
the treats .

The mushrooms 
that the duck is 
offering 

The mushroom the 
duck is serving

The celery that the 
duck is serving

The celery sticks 
that the duck is 
offering

are flavored with 
paprika,

is flavored with 
paprika,

are falling onto the 
ground,

is falling onto the 
ground,

but the celery 
is plain and 
uncooked.

and the celery is, 
as well .

as the duck tastes 
one .

the celery, as it 
is eaten by the 
rabbit .

Looking away 
from her celery, 
the rabbit

dropping her 
celery, the rabbit

Eating a 
mushroom, the 
duck

Pouring mushroom 
juice, the duck

eyes the stuffed 
mushrooms

and eyes the 
stuffed mushrooms

eye the stuffed 
mushrooms

will stuff the 
mushrooms

hungrily.

hungry.

from the cat .

for the duck .

Although the 
rabbit chose to 
eat celery,

The soda-sipping 
rabbit

Since the rabbit 
eats the stuffed 
mushrooms, she

As the rabbit 
smiles generously, 
she

she seems 
tempted by 

she seems to be 
enjoying her snack

she seems to 
be doing more 
dancing than 
snacking;

not seeming 
hungry;

the magnificent 
stuffed 
mushrooms with 
paprika;

the long carrot 
sticks on the 
duck’s tray;

the unhappy 
cat looks at the 
rabbit’s snack with 
envy;

the duck hands 
out fancy snacks 
on a tray;

meanwhile, the 
cat happily takes 
two of them.

however, the cat 
looks unhappy, as 
well .

likewise, the 
mushroom 
eating cat is 
enjoying herself 
tremendously.

enjoying the duck’s 
good company 
more than the 
food, however .
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A pheasant reads 
the ingredients

Pheasants buy the 
ingredients

A checker reads 
the news

A pheasant pushes 
her shopping cart

for the bran 
muffins

near the box

her magazine at a 
checkout counter

on the box while 
she hands her 
money

while a checker 
waits 

if the checker 
waits

waiting, a checker 
looks

and a happy 
checker

behind the 
counter.

behind counters .

under the counter .

under counters .

After fetching her 
reading glasses

As she cleans her 
reading classes,

Staring into her 
looking glass,

Hanging around 
her neck, her 
reading glasses

from her plum-
colored purse,

from her white 
purse

wearing a plum-
colored purse,

wearing a white 
purse,

she left the clasp

she dropped the 
purse

she asked the 
clerk to hurry

she read the 
bottle’s

loose.

lose .

loosen .

lost .

The checker tries

The waiter tries

Taking her order, 
the waiter

Reading the 
ingredients, the 
checker

to be patient as

enjoys waiting

does not mind

to rush the 
pheasant

he

him

customer

checker

waits for the 
pheasant.

wait for the 
pheasant .

waiting for the 
pheasant .

have waited for 
the pheasant .

The checker 
cannot finish 
ringing up

The checker 
cannot finish 
reading the box

The pheasant 
reads the 
newspaper

The pheasant 
leans on the cash 
register

the pheasant until 
she 

pheasant’s 
shopping cart

she holds up a 
feather

her purchases, 
because he has 
gone

hands over the 
box

closes her purse

using her reading 
glasses

decide to buy the 
mix

that she holds.

stops reading .

however much she 
would like to .

and leaves the 
store .
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The pheasant 
must care a lot

The pheasants 
care about

The pheasant 
opens the box

Opening the box, 
the pheasant

about the 
ingredients since

about the checker 
since

about checkers 
and

about her purses 
since

she keeps reading 
while

she stops reading 
and

reading and 
reading while

stopping to read

the checker waits.

she checks the 
ingredients .

unlike the checker .

waiting on the 
checker .

The groundhog,

The elephant,

The tuba player,

Watching the 
musician,

a well-known 
weather 
forecaster,

a storm front,

announces that 
the weather

pointing to the 
snow,

mistakenly 
expected today’s 
weather to be 
sunny

happily points to a 
picture of a snow 
flake to

glumly reports on 
the continued cold 
and snow

have forecast the 
weather correctly 
once again

and warm.

but very cold.

lots of snow .

warming trend .

Outside the 
television store, 
two dogs

Inside the store, 
two dogs

Inside the store, 
the tiny televisions

Outside the store, 
the tiny televisions

are standing in 
the snow, dressed

stands in the snow, 
dressed

are sitting on the 
sofa

is sitting on the 
sofa

warmly in coats 
and

warm coats while

with a picture of 
the sun

down the hole

hats.

hat .

snowing .

confused .

They look back 
and forth

They take off their 
hats

They look happy 
while

The weather 
forecaster looks 
cold as

between 
the weather 
forecaster and 
the 

from one weather 
forecaster to 
another 

between the sun 
outside and

throughout time

snow that has

warm day

has snowed

having snowed

fallen.

fell .

felled .

fall .
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The forecaster 
that 

Then the rabbit 
jumped

Taking off their 
coats,

The weather 
forecaster’s knit 
cap

predicted warm 
weather

predicting the 
weather

stand in the snow

stands in the snow

was proven wrong 
by the blizzard.

were surprised by 
the blizzard .

surprise blizzard .

proved that the 
blizzard was not 
happening .

The weather 
forecaster seems 
jolly

The televisions 
all show different 
forecasts

The dogs don’t 
know about the 
snow

The dogs seem 
happy about the 
weather

although those 
being snowed on 

since the people in 
the snow

until he sees the 
snow falling on

because his 
forecast calls for 
cold, stormy

may not trust

will always trust 
him since

trusting sorts

with the forecast

his forecast next 
time.

he forecasts a 
sunny day.

forecast from last 
week .

the appearance of 
a snow storm .

A bashful chef 
stirs a

A chef carries

The chef in the hat 
pokes

Stirring a pot, 
chefs

large pot of soup

pan full of bread 
dough

small bowl of fruit 
salad

lot of air with his 
fan

on the stove.

in the oven .

in the door of the 
oven .

under the stove .

He sneaks a 

He pokes the

She looks at him

Looking at him

look at the baker

looking at the 
baker

looks at the baker

looks at him, the 
baker

he adores, while 
she checks her 
bread

he adoringly 
checks the bread

adores, while she 
checks her bread

while they check 
the soup

carefully.

careful .

cares .

that cares .
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She does not 
notice 

She notices the 
chef

She does not stir

She does not 
notice the bread

his adoring look 
while

he does not look 
at her for

has a crush on her 
for

his crushing her 
while

she checks the 
loaf of bread

he checks the loaf 
of bread

check the soup

checking his soup

that is baking.

to be baking .

dough in the 
refrigerator .

from baking .

If he keeps 
watching 

If she keeps 
watching him

If he takes off his 
glove

If the soup does 
not rise

her,

she,

him,

he,

q

he might knock 
over

she might knock 
over

her bread might 
knock over

his soup might 
knock over

his

her

he

she

soup.

bread .

hair .

glove .

She has a splendid

She wears gloves 
splendidly

Her splendid hat

His glasses fall 
splendidly

hairdo; however, 
he has little

hairdo; likewise, he 
does too,

hair on her head; 
yet, she

dress; however, he 
does not

hair on his head.

glasses on his 
nose .

glove on his hand .

soup in his small 
pot .

On a ladder,

under a ladder,

under a large 
bush,

On top of a large 
bush,

the hedgehog 
gardener handles

the gardener 
hedges

the hedgehogs 
handle gardeners

the gardener 
plants

his clippers with a 

a bush carefully

clips a bush

the final touches 
on

flourish.

flourishing .

clippers .

bush .

With a few 
last clips of his 
clippers,

With a few final 
trims of his lawn 
mower,

Falling from the 
ladder,

Climbing up the 
ladder,

he finishes

him finishes

his finishes

they finish

his

he

he’s

it’s

masterpiece.

lawn .

removing a shrub .

lunch .
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He has been 
working on

He sadly chops 
down

He has removed 
all the leaves from

He raised these 
flowers

a large bush

a bed of flowers

the long row of 
ferns

his bushy beard

that looks 
surprisingly

looks a bit like

has cast a shadow

casts a surprising 
shadow

like him.

like her .

him .

herself .

He is pleased 
because he has 
trimmed

He has folded the 
ladder with ease

He is upset that he 
has dropped the 
clippers that

He grasps an 
overgrown branch 
of the

the bush

the ladder

the gardener

the sails

brilliantly.

brilliant .

brilliance .

brilliancy.

The gardener 
waved

The gardener fell

The gardeners 
watched

The shrub perched

his clippers when 
the shrub

to the shrub that 
was almost 

clipping the end 
of his

his wand and said 
the

was complete.

is complete .

completely.

completed .

The slender 
rabbit, 

That sleeping 
rabbit,

A rabbit with a 
newspaper,

Three rabbits,

a ballet dancer, is

ballet dancers, 
stand

ballet while she 
takes the

holds her leg;

late for the 
theater.

late for the 
subway.

later than the 
subway.

lately, for the 
theater .
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Warming up on 
the

Warm on the 
subway,

Cooling off the 
subway,

It is very cold in

subway, she

stage, she

subway, he

stages of

raises her

risen

rise

rose her

foot over her 
head.

arms over her 
head .

ears .

children .

A duck commuter, 
glancing

A duck commuter, 
stretching

A commuting 
duck, dancing

Another rabbit, 
watching

over his 
newspaper,

under his 
newspaper,

through the paper,

against the 
newspaper,

is startled by

is calm and

also warms up

startles the

her actions.

his newspaper .

his hat .

herself .

The rabbit

The rabbits

The ducks peeking

The duck standing

that stretches

is stretches

to stretch is

she is stretching,

on the subway 
must be very

in the park must 
be rather

at the theater 
must be highly

the large rubber 
band must be 
hoping

self-assured.

selfless .

self-help .

self worth .

This is unusual 
behavior

This is ordinary 
behavior

These dancers 

These dancing 
ducks

on a subway;

under a subway;

on a bus;

unusual for a 
subway;

nevertheless, the 
dancer acts as

hence, the duck 
does not notice

indeed, the duck 
also dances

next, the dancer 
stares at

if it were an 
everyday

if not, then she 
would

ordinary things

without getting 
extra attention

occurrence.

occurring .

occur .

occurred .

A hare and a 
tortoise sit

Two tortoises play

A hare sits alone in

A hare watches a 
tortoise

in the living room

on the chessboard

around the town

between them

and continue their 
chess game,

playing a quick 
game of cards,

and watch chess 
on television,

napping in their 
chairs,

even though it is 

is going very slowly

the tortoise takes 
his time

to the delight of 
the cat who

two o’clock in the 
morning.

fast asleep .

over three move 
ago .

their favorite 
game .
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The two of them,

both tortoises,

The two hares,

At two, the hares

regular chess 
players,

basketball fans,

both sleeping,

getting up from 
the table,

often play long 
into the night.

are sound 
asleep in their 
comfortable 
chairs .

still planning his 
next move, even 
though it is two 
o’clock in the 
morning .

seated across from 
each other .

The hesitant 
tortoise

The speedy 
tortoise,

The sun outside

Since it is snowing,

thinks about his 
game plan and

gets up from the 
table, upsetting

falls asleep, since 
the hare

think hard about 
the game and

pays no attention 
to the hare

do not see that 
the hare

not seeing the 
hare

forgets the chess 
game

that is sleeping.

that is awake .

that is how much .

that it is two 
o’clock in the 
morning .

The hare had 
struggled

The hare was 
waking

The hare, waking 
up

Struggling, the 
hare

to stay awake 
while the tortoise

staying awake as 
the tortoise

to fall asleep since 
the tortoise

falls asleep 
through the 
tortoise’s

thought about his 
next move,

fell asleep,

thinking carefully 
about the game, 
but

playing chess,

but finally sleep 
came over

so he was up all 
night,

but then things got 
exciting and

should be to take 
the hare’s 

him.

his .

he .

he’s .

The tortoise does 
not mind,

Rudely waking the 
hare,

now that the sun 
has come up,

The hare quickly 
moves,

since he has a new 
game plan

think of new ideas

extra time to think,

has grabbed his 
hat

and hopes to work 
out

planning his attack 
as

new plan, hoping 
the

ideas, planning to

his plan of attack 
while

moved his pieces 
as

plan of attack so 
the hare

finishes the plan 
since

the hare 
slumbers.

hares sleep .

the snow falls .

slumbering .
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On a blazingly hot 
day,

On a cold wintry 
day,

Shortly after dark,

At the stroke of 
midnight,

jolly youngsters 
wade and splash

sad youngsters 
slowly walk

plays in a fountain

watches the 
youngsters play

in the fountain.

in a suit and tie .

with some flowers .

bathing suits .

They wear their 
bathing suits 
while

They all wear 
carnations and

All wear hats since 
the

They wear suits as 
they

water sprays over 

the water stops 
flowing in

watering the grass 
around

rolling in the mud 
next to

their heads.

a bull .

under the ground .

playing and 
dancing .

They wade in 
the fountain and 
dance

The bull wades in 
the fountain and 
the youngsters

The fountain dries 
up as the

They ice skate and 
make snowmen as

playfully as

playful as

overheated as

heater as

a bull watches 
them.

a bull joins them .

the bull that 
watches them .

the bull that joins 
them .

The bull

The bulls

The camel

The camels

that observes the 
youngsters is

that dances in the 
fountain and

observes the 
youngsters is

dances in the 
fountain and

dressed formally 
and

dressing himself 
while

undressing to go 
and

suit and tie so the

carries some 
wilted carnations.

carried wilted 
flowers .

enjoys his flowers.

waves at the 
children .
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He is wearing his 
best suit;

He is shivering 
with the cold;

His flowers look 
fresh and healthy

His hat shades his 
head

otherwise, he 
would surely join 
them

put on a jacket; 
nevertheless, he 
must

joining the 
children; 
unfortunately, he

see the children; 
yet, they

in the cooling 
fountain.

like to have so 
much fun .

on the hot 
sidewalk .

all gotten very wet.

A tired business 
pig sits

With his hat over 
his eyes, the pig

Happily, a pig 
looks out the

driving the bus, 
a pig

in a commuter 
bus,

at the back of the 
bus,

as he drives away,

thinks about his 
day,

returning home 
from work.

returned home 
from work .

return home from 
work .

working as a bus 
driver .

Two goats,

The sleepy goat

A goat and a 
panda,

driving the bus, a 
goat

tourists in the 
city,

tour the city,

tours the city,

sits in the back of 
the bus,

excitedly take 
pictures and

sleep quietly while

excitedly takes 
snapshots as

yells and points

explore their 
surroundings.

sleep quietly.

take snapshots .

sightseeing .

The tourists are 
so excited

Tourists excite the 
pig

The tourists in 
front of the bus

The tourists fall 
asleep as

they do not even 
notice the pig

not noticing, yet 
the pig

and notice that 
the pig

taking pictures of 
the pig

that rides in front.

that, riding in 
front .

that rider in front .

that ride the bus .
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They have a map 
so they do not 

Without a map, 
the tourists are

The pig has a map, 
and

The driver has a 
bus map

lose

loosen

losing

loose

their way.

the tie .

the game .

the pig .

At the front of 
the bus,

under the bus,

The snow on the 
bus,

The driver’s large 
hat,

the driver seems 
unaware of

the driver turns 
around to see 
what

driver points at 
the map

driving carefully; 
yet

the tourists’ 
excitement.

the tourists get 
excited .

the pig goes to 
sleep .

exciting the 
tourists .

As the stork with 
the flowery hat

As the stork with 
the colorful hair

As the rabbit with 
the blue dress

As the rabbit with 
the matching hat 
and sweater

enters the 
museum,

enters the post 
office,

ties her shoe,

paints a painting,

she lets out

her lets out

they measure

their measure

a horrified gasp.

to gasp in horror .

for delight .

giggling in delight .

A young rabbit 
artist has 

A gray-haired 
squirrel

The artist wears 
her glasses as she 
measures

A window, showing 
the

hung some of her 
paintings

hang her paintings

hangs some 
paintings

hanging some 
artworks

on the wall for the 
new 

the museum’s wall

wall; however, the 
museum

the new exhibit; 
yet, the museum

exhibit.

stork .

rabbit .

paintings .
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The artist 
measures the

The stork 
measures the

Measuring cups 
help the

Measuring the 
doorway

paintings with 
great

doorway to see if

painting the wall 
and

paints the 
doorway as

care, for she 
wants them 

carefully, since she 
thinks the

cares about the 
stork

carelessly, working 
quickly

to be properly 
hung for

to be messily hung 
for

to be bigger when 
hung for

to be smaller when 
hung for

her one-rabbit 
show.

the open window .

daylight savings.

her paintings .

The stork that

The storks, 
standing

Flying, the stork

The rabbits

stands in the door

stand in the 
doorway

standing in the 
door

in the doorway

disapproves of 
the

disapprovingly at 
the

disapprove of the

approves of the 

new paintings.

statues .

new and the old .

old paintings .

The rabbit is 
working too

The rabbit is 
sleeping under

The rabbit hops 
over the

The stork helps 
the

hard to notice the

sleepy to see that

gasping at the new

hardly notices that 
the

stork; however,

storks; thus,

rabbit; 
consequently,

paintings; still,

the stork 
certainly

but the stork

yet the rabbit 
does not

the storks also

notices the 
rabbit’s work!

does not notice 
the new paintings!

notices on the 
door!

notice the rabbit!

A mother dog and 
a grandfather dog 
sit

A mother dog and 
her sons

A mother dog 
stands near

Standing near a 
park 

on a park bench,

in a park bench,

a park bench,

sit on a park 
bench,

watching a pup 
play.

while a pup naps .

throwing sand at 
a pup .

her pup is digging 
in a sandbox .

The mother dog 
rebukes

The father dog 
rebukes

The mother dog 
smiles at

The mother dogs 
rebuke

the pup

her father as he

of her father

for her pup

that throws sand 
as he plays.

this is his shovel as 
he plays.

throws sand as he 
plays.

this, throwing sand 
as he plays.
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The older dog,

The dogs in the 
sandbox,

The dog in the hat,

A cat, who

her father,

than her,

her grandson,

than daughter,

fondly remembers 
when she

angrily remembers 
the other

fondly 
remembering, she

remembers the 
angry baby

was young.

young.

is young.

as a young dog.

The young pup 
digs

The young pup 
cries as

Digging the young 
pup

The young pup 
rebukes

happily,

happy,

happiest,

happier,

not paying

while watching his 
mother

watching his 
grandfather

listens to his 
grandfather 

attention to his 
mother’s

his mother for her

attending to his 
mother’s

attention to his 
mothers’

words.

hands .

smiles .

rebuked .

The mother is 
angry

Certainly, the 
kitten who

The puppy is angry

The grandfather is 
angry

that her son does 
not 

her son does not 
watch

not watching 
where he throws

where he throws 
sand, and

watch where he is 
throwing sand;

watching where he 
throws sand;

where he throws 
sand;

pay attention to 
the hole he digs;

however, the 
grandfather

likewise, the 
grandfather 

as the grandfather 
also

grandfatherly man,

remembers when 
she was that age.

just pretends 
the pup is well 
behaved .

remembers her 
own youth.

remembering 
himself when he 
was young.

Behind the 
kitchen door,

Around the front 
door,

Over the front 
door,

under the kitchen 
door,

the horse chef 
lingers,

a horse reviewer 
writes,

a monkey chef 
shows

a reviewer writes 
his

hoping to see 
what the reviewer

hopes to see what 
the reviewer

a reviewer writing 
his notes

with the monkey;

writes about his 
meal.

writing about his 
meal .

think about his 
meal .

thoughts about his 
meal .

The horse wants 
to 

The horses want 
to

The chef writes in

The panda spills

know if his meal

knowing if his meal

knows his meal

knowing the 
monkey has

passes the 
reviewer’s test.

past the reviewer .

pass the reviewers’ 
test .

passing the 
reviewer .
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The monkey

The pandas

The monkey 
reviewer 

The panda chef

that usually works 
with the horse in 
the 

he usually works 
with the horse in 
the kitchen

to help takes 
notes on

takes notes on the

kitchen serves the

serving the meal to

shows the panda 
their meal

kitchens all look

roast parsnip to 
the panda.

roast parsnip 
under the table .

roast parsnip to 
the horse .

tables the idea .

He and

We fled

The lizard 
reviewing our 
restaurant

We are ignoring 
the panda

I really want to 
know 

him are serving

me to serve the 
parsnip

they are curious 
as to

what the panda is 
saying in 

how the panda 
likes this celery

what the panda is 
eating at

how the panda will 
get home after

his 

he

them

they

review of our 
restaurant.

review of their 
restaurant .

movie review .

review of the 
book .

They hope for a 
flattering review,

The cooks write 
that a flattering 
review

The pandas eat 
the meal that the 
cooks

The panda looks 
hungrily at the 
parsnip

since good 
publicity

how can good 
publicity

once a panda 

of their special 
roast parsnip

could bring more 
business

that business like

would drive 
business away

when people read 
the paper

to the restaurant.

for the restaurant .

against the 
restaurant .

from the 
restaurant .

At a university 
graduation,

In a kindergarten 
classroom,

In the middle 
of a high school 
football game,

As Professor Ram 
gives a solemn 
speech,

a student

some students

the singing 
professor

the singing 
professors

waits to receive a 
diploma.

has to stay after 
school .

reaches out for a 
diploma .

that Professor 
Walrus is 
clutching .
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Professor Walrus,

Two dog students,

A camel,

doctor duck,

the oldest 
professor

the tuba playing

handing out the 
last diploma

glares sourly

at the school,

at the ram,

on the stairs

on the guitar,

is ready to hand 
out diplomas.

plays several 
instruments .

throws his hat in 
the air .

about to put his 
hat on the dog .

However, 
Professor Ram 
interrupts

However, an 
ostrich in a tutu 
interrupts

However, the 
unexpected 
blizzard

However, the 
diplomas blew 
away in the wind

the graduation 
with 

announcement 
about parking

the class by

musical 
performance for

his

he

him

he’s

one-ram-band 
performance.

for the audience .

gymnastics 
performance .

throughout the 
audience .

The ram plays his 
instruments

Ramming his horns 
on the

The ram, with a 
pipe and drum,

The walrus joins 
in as

with spirit, but 
the walrus

quietly, earning the 
approval of

long time, since 
the walrus

as the walrus sings

does not enjoy 
the show.

enjoys the show.

does enjoy the 
show .

not enjoying the 
show .

Those on stage 

The balloons

The students 
walking across the 
stage

The giraffe on the 
stairs

show little 
enthusiasm

showing 
enthusiasm

does not enjoy it

not enjoying it

for Professor 
Ram’s show;

by dancing to the 
music;

for the walrus’s 
speech;

by the pile of 
diplomas;

still, the audience 
may be enjoying 
it.

indeed, the 
audience may be 
enjoying it.

likewise, the 
audience may be 
enjoying it.

then, the audience 
may be enjoying it.
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An elephant 
wants to buy

A elephant leaves 
a store

Two zebras argue 
in a

Elephants trumpet 
in a 

a few lime jelly 
beans

many lime jelly 
beans

one cherry jelly 
bean

a backpack in a

from the zebra 

against the zebra

through the 
zebra’s

under the zebra

in the candy 
store.

outside the candy 
store .

in the barber shop .

outside the barber 
shop .

The elephant 
does not know it,

The zebras do not 
see it,

The ostrich looking 
in through the 
window

The costume 
falling out of the 
closet

but the zebra

but the lynx

but the zebra’s 
closet door is 
closed

but lynx’s closet 
door is closed

that runs the 
candy store

his secret job at a 
candy store

he runs a candy 
store

these elephant 
superheroes

has a secret job as 
a superhero.

wears glasses and 
a bow tie .

secretly runs a 
candy store.

has lime jelly 
beans for sale .

The zebra shuts 
the door

The zebra hides 
behind the door

The elephant 
opens the door

The zebra opens 
a bag

to hide the 
superhero suit 
that he has

hiding a mask that 
he is

as the elephant 
leaves with his jelly 
beans

to get the lime 
jelly beans that the 
elephant

hung inside the 
closet.

hanger inside the 
closet .

hang inside the 
closet .

hangs inside the 
closet .

Since the 
elephant never 
sees the suit

Since the zebra 
never sees the suit

The ice cream 
store never

Since elephants 
cannot see

that is in the 
closet,

that is in the candy 
jar,

inside the jelly 
bean jar,

outside the candy 
shop,

he does not 
realize that the 
zebra

he learns the 
zebra’s secret

learning the 
zebra’s secret

not realizing the 
zebra

is a superhero.

is a candy seller.

is an elephant .

has watermelon 
jelly beans.
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The elephant 
would be 

The ostrich would 
be

The zebra hides 
under the

The rabbit in the 
closet

surprised if he 
saw

surprising if he

surprise if he saw

no surprise if it 
actually

the zebra from 
the candy store

the candy zebras 
at the candy store

jelly beans at the 
candy store

the closet door 
being closed by 
the zebra

when he was 
wearing his 
superhero suit.

he was wearing his 
superhero suit .

he wore his 
superhero suit .

was not wearing 
his superhero suit .

level 5
Sentence 
Segment 1

Sentence 
Segment 2

Sentence 
Segment 3

Sentence 
Segment 4

Sentence 
Segment 5

The otter marine 
biologist

Two otter mariners

An otter with a 
telescope

A helpful dolphin

conducts an 
experiment

watches a scientist

her microscope

begin to study

in a small boat.

through a raft .

under a ship .

within ships .

The biologist 

The otters

The motorboat

In the cabin,

that is in the boat 
is collecting

that is the boat 
which she uses

which she uses 
travel the estuary

she collects data

data for her 
experiment 

dates for her study

microscopes to 
use in the

paddles for the 
boat

on pollution.

on microscopes .

through pollution .

through 
microscopes .

She has gathered 
water

They gather water

In a dry riverbed, 
she gathers

Watering the 
ground near

from the estuary

into the estuary

through the 
estuary

onto the estuary

carefully, so 
she does not 
contaminate

carelessly, to 
contaminate

hastily, so she can 
be careful

caring, to not 
introduce new 
pollution

the sample.

sampling the 
water .

at the sample .

samples the sea .
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The presence of 
an empty oil drum

The bass drum 
floating in the

drumming on the 
oil-slicked boat,

The large, well 
equipped research 
vessel

suggests that the 
water

to the muddy 
water

tells her the time 
of day

paddling toward 
the biologist

she samples

she sample

her sample

her sampling

is not very pure.

is very pure.

very pure water.

not very pure 
water .

The biologist 
peers

The biologists 
peer

She is missing her 
hat as

She reads a 
biology textbook 
as she

into her 
microscope 

into her telephone

into her telescope

into her 
microphone

as she floats on 
the estuary.

sinking into the 
river .

as she floats on 
the oil drum .

as her paddle 
floats away.

Ms. Doe, the

Two tigers, sitting

A doe in the 
background,

An angry tiger 

mayor of the 
town,

in a dark suit,

with the tiger, as

governors of 
several states,

shakes hands with 
the

shake hands with 
the

chasing a fly 
around his

frowning at a tiger 
in

leader of the city 
Tigers club.

deer in a suit .

mayor of the town.

the head of the 
Tigers club .

In the 
background,

The tiger behind 
her back,

behind the tiger, a 
deer

under the door,

a deer security 
guard

a dear security 
guard

sunglasses and a 
suit;

security guard 
chase

slaps at a fly.

watch carefully.

write the 
resolution .

resolutely watch.
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Smiling proudly, 
the mayor

Clearly vexed, the 
mayor

Frowning in 
sorrow, the tiger

Grinning for the 
cameras, the tigers

commends the 
Tigers club

commands the 
Tigers club

commends the 
tiger cub

commands the 
tiger cub

for their 
volunteer work

for her volunteer 
work

volunteer to work

their volunteer 
work

in the community.

over the 
community.

through the 
community.

to the community.

The tiger grins

The tiger groans

The tiger grapples

The tigers’ smiles

as he accepts the 
commendation

accept the 
commendation

except the 
commendation

excepting the 
commendation

that the mayor 
presents.

the mayor.

presenting the 
mayor.

that mayor’s 
present .

Mayor Doe is 
enjoying

The tiger is 
handing

Mayor Doe kisses 
the cub

The solemn tiger is 
grateful

this tremendous 
photo 
opportunity;

had photo 
opportunities,

those tigers, 
smiling at the 
camera;

her picture taken 
with the tiger;

meanwhile, her

very much,

special event

thus the eagle

security guard is

security guards 
watch

guard stand still

still guards the

fighting off a fly.

smiles ecstatically.

concentrating on 
his work .

buzz around him .

Professor Fox,

Her empty test 
tube

The lizard 
assistant,

His electric fan

the brilliant 
chemist,

clever chemists,

her knowledge of 
chemistry,

the chemical,

has refined her

refine her

a fine formula, her

again fines her

formula in the 
laboratory.

form in the 
laboratory.

forms the 
laboratory.

formula forms a 
cloud .
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She infers that 

She enjoys the 
fragrant

She inflates the 
tire

She stays inside as

her formula is still 
too smelly

it smells great

wafting fragrances, 
since

fragrant cloud; 
however,

when she 
observes

observe that the

the closed 
windows of the 
dormitory

smelling it herself

the reactions of 
the

the fortress across 
the

clothespins on the 
noses of the

sticks his head out 
of the

students in the 
dormitory across 
the street.

studying in the 
dormitory across 
the street .

students across 
the dormitory.

studying in the 
dormitory.

She notes the 
distressed

She samples the 
fragrant

The isolated 
laboratory is far

The factory across 
the

response from 
the students

respond the 
students,

responding to the 
students

responds to the 
students,

that live in the 
dormitory

dormitory

that work in the 
laboratory

using clothespins 
to

when they smell 
the fumes.

smell the fumes .

the fumes when 
they smell them.

that previous 
fumes .

Across the alley,

down in the 
street,

All the windows 
are closed

Everyone is 
enjoying the

students in the 
dormitory suffer, 

an aardvark waves 
to her

the fresh air does 
them good

the scientists 
in the other 
laboratory 
complain,

while the 
clothespin

the smell without 
protection

need to close their

that fumes fill their 
rooms

on her nose

under her very 
nose

on their noses

on the laundry

blocks the smell.

blocking the smell .

unblocking her 
nostrils .

smells .

Professor Fox 
realizes

Professor Fox 
shouts

Closing her eyes, 
Professor Fox

Holding her nose, 
the fox

she needs to redo 
her formula

her formula is a 
big hit with the 
students

her odorless 
formula is refined 
enough

she might want to 
open her window

even more 
thoroughly.

more thorough .

through .

she follows 
through .
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A raccoon 
husband is 
working

The raccoon in 
sandals

Holding a hammer, 
a raccoon

under the stars, a 
raccoon

under the sink

fixes the pipes

out in the gym as

on a table since

to avoid calling

to fix dinner

with his rain boots 
on

without any tools

a plumber.

plumber.

a carpenter .

carpenter .

His wife’s choice 
of

His wife hands him

His wife applauds 
as he

His wives show

footwear implies

footwear infers

footwear 
interfering

footwear impolite

that she may not 
be fully confident

not totally 
believing in

perhaps not as 
strong as he would

that she believes 
in him since

in her husband’s 
abilities.

at her husband’s 
abilities .

her husband’s 
abilities .

through her 
husband’s abilities .

He looks over at

He kneels under 
the sink to

He adjusts a pipe 
with his wrench

He shuts his eyes 
as

his wife,

she stands there

standing there,

the clogged drain

surprised by

yellow boots,

who holds the 
wrench,

sink overflowed

her substitute 
slippers.

his substitute 
slippers .

he slips .

she slips .

The raccoon that 
wears

The raccoon on 
the television

Her high-heeled 
shoes show

They wear 
matching shoes, so

the rain boots 
knows

the rain boots 
know

the rain boot 
knows

the rain boot 
knows

that her husband 
can overestimate

needs a wrench to 
fix the plumbing

trying to stop the 
sink from leaking

that his wife 
underestimates

his abilities as a 
plumber.

a plumber .

he is a bad 
plumber .

her plumber’s 
husband .

The raccoon’s 
wife professes

His wife’s 
professor lectures

Water pours from 
the broken faucet

The plugged 
bathtub overflows

that she is 
confident

confident, but

is confident in her 
husband

confiding in her 
husband

in her husband; 
nevertheless,

her husband; 
however,

through her 
husband; 
consequently,

her husband; yet,

she takes no 
chances.

she takes chances .

taking chances .

chancing it .
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The small goat,

The small trunk,

The hatbox,

The forklift,

a porter

easily lifting

carries the

the confetti falls

on the cruise ship, 
labors

the ship for their 
cruise

from a cruise ship, 
easily rolls

at the docks, labor

under his burden.

alongside the 
trunk .

in the fields.

saying goodbye.

below .

Ahead of the 
porter, two

behind the porter, 
two

below the porter, 
two

beside the porter, 
three 

passengers wave 
goodbye to

waving goodbye to

sullenly slump 
toward

sullen and 
argumentative

the spectators

the spectator

the spectacle

the spectacles

below.

aboard .

astride .

throughout .

One throws 
confetti

One throws kisses

The one porter 
throws confetti

The confetti 
throws

gleefully,

surly,

brooding,

sensibly,

while the other 
simply

others also,

while the other 
three just

justly and 
promptly

smiles and waves.

smiling at the 
waves .

smiling and waving .

smiled bravely.

Neither the pig

The vacationing 
snake

Helping the goat,

Skipping up the 
ramp,

nor the dog 
notices the

and the dog 
glances at

pay any attention 
to

not the goat’s turn 
to

goat that is

crowd that waves 
and

throwing confetti 
in the air

trip, they will soon 
depart

burdened with a 

burden causes 
him to

struggles with the 
heavy

easily tossing the 
trunk

massive piece of 
luggage.

diminutive piece 
of luggage .

rain of streamers 
and confetti .

several overstuffed 
backpacks .

The passengers 
look 

The passenger 
seems

Seemingly, the 
passenger

The porters check

forward to 
beginning their 
international tour,

backward and fall 
to

up the ramp to see

tired as they 
trudge along,

after the porter

of the world

as the porter 
waves and

from them

gets all their 
overstuffed 
luggage

brings up the small 
parcel 

finishes throwing 
confetti

collapses on the 
ramp

aboard.

overboard .

a board .

bored .
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Several scientists

dancing on the 
registration table

Standing quietly 
in line

A few microscopes

at the biology 
convention

in the chemistry 
meeting

the college 
graduation

the koala’s 
concerned look

are enjoying some

are trying to 
register

is enjoyment of

is to register

unplanned 
activities.

formal discussions .

time in the pool .

the stork’s lecture .

As the biologists 
go dancing by

As the waiters 
serve the next 
course

As the rival 
scientists clashed

As the koalas sing 
sweet ballads

in front of

on the table,

under a table

watching the 
dancers,

him,

he

his,

he’s

the incredulous 
koala watches

the hibernating 
koala watches

the mirthful eel 
watches

the listless eel 
watches

them pass.

they pass.

their pass .

the pass .

The celebratory 
mood seemed to

The solemn 
atmosphere 
seemed to

The frowning 
biologists were 
clearly

The biologists 
looking out from 
under the table

affect

effect

affects

effects

almost everyone,

of getting 
everyone to dance

none of the 
scientists,

of getting out of 
the lab

even the most 
notable biologists.

except for the 
hippo .

even the most 
outlandish 
experiments .

except for 
the hysterical 
scientists .

The dog that is at 
the front

The hippo that is 
at the front

The dog that is in 
back

The koala that is in 
front of the table

of the line 
whistles

of the dancers 
smiles 

frowns when the

snaps her fingers

as he dances.

dancing .

he dances .

dance .
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The koala looks 
shocked,

The koala enjoys 
himself,

The koala loosens 
his tie,

The koalas sit at 
the table,

yet the dancers 
don’t seem

that the dancers 
seem to

nor the dancers 
are

joins the dancers

to notice him

noticed by him

notice that he

notices his 
supervisor

and persist in 
their

but discontinue 
their

but stop his

and proceed with 
his

entertaining 
exploits.

scholarly pursuits.

laboratory 
experiments .

colorful lab coats .

Things get messy

dropping their ice 
cream cones,

Another 
uneventful meal

The hard working 
octopus began 
repairs

on the space 
station

outside the space 
station as

space station since

at the train station

when the gravity 
generator 

that the water 
faucets

of the gravity 
generator

thereby generating 
gravity

breaks down.

broken down .

eat their lunch .

starts working .

An octopus, one 
of

An octopus tries 
to fix

One octopus eats 
a sandwich

The bug eats

the astronauts, 
struggles

the astronauts 
struggle

astronauts struggle

astronauts, 
struggles

to eat an ice 
cream cone.

eats an ice cream 
cone .

an ice cream done .

to fix the 
generator .

The astronaut 
that

The astronauts 
that are fixing the

The shark that is 
next to the

Shirking work, the 
bug

tries to eat a 
sandwich

is easily eating his 
sandwich

biting into the 
sandwich

attempts to drop 
his sandwich

also has little luck.

is the lucky one.

total failure .

is also successful .

The bug works on

The octopus works 
to fix

The bugs fix the

The generator is 
fixed

the generator 
intently,

the intent of the 
generator,

generating intent,

intently 
generating,

but the damage 
has

the damage, but 
it has

damaging; 
nevertheless, the

and all is well with

already been 
done.

already done.

done .

dinner .
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Perhaps if they 
maintain

The smiling 
octopus maintains

The eight-legged 
bug is maintaining

because all 
four astronauts 
maintain

the gravity 
generator

the toaster

the ice cream 
maker

their innocence

more frequently, 
it will

more repairs, it 
needs

carelessly, it 
breaks

cautiously, it 
braves

be more 
dependable,

be even more of a 
nuisance,

keep them 
comfortably 
weightless,

break predictably,

as their trip 
progresses.

progress .

as progressively.

progress of their 
trip .

In a hot car, a 
family 

In a cold car, a 
family

Turtles drive 
quickly past

Alone in his car, a 
turtle

of turtles sit in

turtle drips in

turtles move 
quickly in

fume in 

bumper-to-
bumper traffic.

the open road .

while on the road .

a bumper car .

The Turtle 
family’s annual

The goose next to 
them

The rainy weather 
has

On the deserted 
highway,

migration to the 
beach

migrate to the 
beach

on the way to the 
shore

traveling to the 
shore

has been 
interrupted, and

interrupting their 
holiday, as

their holiday, 
although delays

delays, while their 
holiday 

they

them

her

him

are not happy 
about it.

is fuming in the 
car .

struggling to keep 
their cool .

looks straight 
ahead in 
resignation .

High 
temperatures 
have

Frigid 
temperatures have

Rainy weather has

Pushed by the 
rain, the

driven many 
others to 

driving a crowd to

forces hordes of 
city-dwellers

show masses of

desert the city 
and

dessert in the city 
and

deserted the city 
while

desserts in the car 
while

descend upon the 
beaches.

dissent upon the 
beaches .

decent at the 
beaches .

discuss at the 
beaches .
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Some of the 
turtles stare

Many of the 
turtles drive the

On their way to 
the beach, all of 
the turtles sing

Sticking out his 
tongue, the dog in 
sunglasses

out the window at 
the others

the window 
dressing

in the window at 
the other cars

around their fellow 
drivers

that are stuck in 
traffic with them.

are driving with 
them .

resulting in 
bumper to bumper 
traffic.

that has a boat 
strapped to the 
roof of their car .

Because of the 
excessive traffic

The anteater next 
to them

The father turns 
on the radio as

They all wear 
sunglasses as

they are stuck 
sitting in the car;

they are enjoying 
the company of 
others;

their cars to the 
beach, too;

their boats to the 
beach, too;

otherwise, they 
would all be 
swimming

incidentally, they 
are all smiling and 
chatting

indeed, they are 
enjoying the beach

wants to get to 
the beach before 
sundown .

in the ocean

on the beach

in their boat

to the ocean

by now.

by then.

by the ocean.

by and by.

A young mouse, 
the tailor’s

A young mouse in 
a tie

Three blind mice, 
that

The tailor and a 
cat

son, happily 
displays the

father, shows off 
the

suit, shown off by 
the

brother, sadly 
displays the

suit he just 
finished.

the clothes on the 
rack .

his creation .

his baseball 
uniform .

The suit coat

The hat

The plain white 
coat

The brightly 
colored hat

on the mannequin

under the 
mannequin

inside the 
mannequin

to the mannequin

has big buttons

zips up the front

hangs to the 
ground

lacks sleeves

and bright, 
diagonal stripes.

or contrasting 
stripes .

plus strong vertical 
stripes .

is too bright and in 
poor taste .
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The tailor will try

The tailor loves 
the

The suit matches 
the tailor’s

Ecstatic, the tailor

to express his 
opinion

expresses his 
feelings

impress his 
judgment

impressive 
judgment

tactfully, but his 
son

his son carefully

thoughtlessly, and 
the father

sensitively, so that 
his father

may be 
disappointed

appointed the suit

pointed at the 
tailor

disappointed the 
suit

nevertheless.

throughout .

next door .

does not believe 
him .

The bold stripes

The colorful spots

The ruffled collar

The three buttons

that adorn the 
suit

suit and pants are

that decorate the 
carpet

painted on the 
wall

seem utterly 
distasteful

regarded 
distastefully

give it a plain, 
conventional

conventionally 
plain

to the tailor.

as the tailor .

from the tailor .

of the tailor .

The son appears 
to

The sons’ 
appearance 

His sons look

The wedding dress 
seems

enjoy his creation 
whether

enjoying his 
masterpiece if

be disappointed in 
the suit because

enjoys the suit 
while

or not his father 
appreciates

his father does, 
since

he appreciates it 
or not

his tie fits; 
furthermore,

his style.

her clothing .

masterfully.

beautiful .

Next to the fire,

Just inside the 
door,

Wearing her diving 
gear,

Pointing with a ski 
pole,

an irritable-
looking alligator

the gesturing 
alligator

some alligators sit 
comfortably

that warms the 
alligator

sits hunched over 
and wrapped in a 
blanket.

stands looking 
glumly out of the 
window .

stares gloomily at 
the cheerful lynx.

try to stay warm 
on a snowy day.
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His friend, 
Lynette Lynx, 

The hot, dry 
desert breeze

His friend, Penny 
Pelican,

The tropical, 
beach-side resort

would like him to 
join 

wants her to go 
with

looks vexed at the 
idea

hunkered in the 
chair,

her outside, since 
she

him outside, for 
she

she sleds in the 
snow

he sleds in the 
snow

enjoys the snow.

enjoying the snow.

hates the snow .

hating the snow .

Clearly, the 
decision to take 
a vacation in the 
snow

Surely, the 
alligator’s positive 
attitude

doubtless, the 
lynx’s stubborn 
resistance

Warmed by the 
tropical breeze,

was made by the 
one

was a mutual one,

pleases the 
alligator

regretted by the 
lynx

that is warm-
blooded.

cold-blooded .

dressed for warm 
weather .

sitting by the fire 
that is warm .

The lynx believes 
that the

The lynxes believe 
the

The stork believes 
the lynx

Believing the lynx, 
he happily hops

alligator would 
benefit

enjoys the alligator

alligators live in 
the

since alligators 
love snow

from a hike in the 
snow,

a hike in the 
woods,

a heavy snow,

from the house to 
the snowy woods,

but the alligator 
dissents.

but the alligator 
descends .

and the alligator 
eagerly consents.

and the alligator is 
easily persuaded.

The snow 
accumulates

The snow ascends

The snow by the 
fire

The snowy 
alligator

outside; 
therefore, the

inside; thus, the

throughout; 
incidentally, the

out; thus, the

alligator would 
prefer

alligators would 
prefer

preferring 
alligators to

alligator agrees to

to stay snug by 
the fire.

stay snug by the 
fire.

to venture outside 
with the lynx.

joining the lynx 
outside .
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A chicken and a 
mouse,

A hamster and a 
mouse,

Three good 
friends,

Sitting on the edge 
of her rocking 
chair,

two good friends,

three good friends,

friendly to the 
hamster,

angry at each 
other,

sit together

sew together

of the rabbit

join the band

knitting.

knitter .

knitted .

knits .

During the 
knitting club 
meeting,

because the 
chicken was 
missing,

during the 
chemistry 
experiment,

Until they get out 
their knitting,

the chicken lends 
a sympathetic ear

the chicken tells a 
funny story

the yarn tells

the mouse drops 
her needles

to the mouse, as 
she

of the mouse, as 
she

to the chicken, as 
she

of the chicken, as 
she

tells her sorrowful

telling a very sad

told a 
heartbreaking

happily gossips 
about

tale.

tail .

look .

scarf .

My friend knits a 
striped scarf

The mouse, 
knitting a green 
sweater,

The chicken, 
creating a striped 
scarf,

My friend knits a 
gray mouse,

and I knit a green 
sweater, while

and she knits a 
classic, yellow 
and gray scarf, 
although

and my knit green 
sweater, as

and a green 
sweater, because

she and

her and

them and

hers and

I

my

me

mine

share our 
troubles.

share their 
troubles .

sharing our 
troubles .

sharing their 
troubles .

The distressed 
mouse relates

The disbelieving 
chicken exclaims

Listening with a 
gleeful expression, 
the chicken

Listening with a 
compassionate 
expression, the 
mouse

how troubles in 
her native land

how much she 
enjoys knitting

to the mayor 
through her 
second cousin,

to the chicken’s 
excessive 
meddling,

forced her 

they gossiped

of her birth

she came from

to emigrate from 
there.

to immigrate to 
there .

by emigration.

by immigration.
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The mouse is glad 
that her

The mouse 
watches her friend

The chicken laughs 
as the

Laughing, the 
chicken’s 

friend will listen 
to her

friendly listening; 
yet, the

her friend listens 
to her

although her 
friend listens,

tale of woe; 
similarly, the 
chicken

pleasant tale; thus, 
the chicken

jovial tale; thus, 
the chicken

sad tail; however, 
the chicken

enjoys helping

enjoy helping.

helping enjoy.

help

her friend.

his friend .

she knits .

he knits .

A competitive pig 
flies

A lazy pig lies

An unmotivated 
pig hops

A sporty elephant 
leaps

through the air

under the grass

beside himself

up the staircase

toward third base.

under third base .

away from the 
base .

without a base .

She leaps 
enthusiastically,

She walks quickly,

She sings 
melodiously,

She carefully 
approaches

trying to reach 
third

try to reach third

leaping to try to

reaching for the 
ball

base before the 
other

bases as the other

basically, the other

based on the 
other

player catches the

player throws the

runner gets to the

runner catches the

baseball.

football .

Frisbee .

cold .

The player that 
waits

The pig waits 
before leaping

The pitcher that 
tries to throw

dropping the ball, 
the other player

for the ball is

with the ball is

inside the ball is

in the air, the ball 
is

trying to tag her 
out.

leaping as well .

tries to tag her 
out .

tagging her out 
already.

The pig flies

The pig stops in

When pigs fly,

The pig smiles

toward the base

over the base

bases which

past the base

that is just slightly

that is just slight

that was badly 
slighted

that is slightly bad

out of her reach.

over of her price 
range .

under his feet .

near of his glove .
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The pig propels

The dog propels

The pig falls 
asleep

Snoozing in the 
outfield,

herself forward, 
but it

her forward, yet 
the

backward, as the

back, since the

looks like the ball 
may

looking like the 
ball will

the ball is almost

seems the ball is 
far from

arrive at the base 
before

reaching the base 
as

arrives just as

arriving before the 
pig

she does.

the catcher throws 
it .

doing so .

the other player.

A tall cat and a 
short cat

Two tall cats

Two short cats 
play

A cat and a rabbit

play basketball,

play football,

plays football, 
while their

plays basketball, 
while their

as their coach,

coaching them

the coach with the 
suit,

with the coaches

the cat in the tie,

cat in a tie,

stares wide-eyed

blows his whistle .

watches them.

shuts his eyes.

falls down .

blows his whistle .

The short, plainly 
dressed

The short cat in 
uniform

The tall cat with 
the ball

The coach shoots 
the ball

cat jumps 
vertically to dunk 
the ball

cat jumps 
horizontally to 
throw

cats jump to dunk 
the ball

dunking the ball in 
the basket,

in the basket.

the basket .

as the basket .

under the basket .

His short stature 
has not

His short statue 
has not

His short statute 
has not

His statue of 
shorts has not

affected his 
ability to score.

effected his 
scoring ability.

excepted his 
playing ability.

accepted his 
ability to play.

The tall cat

The tall cats

The rabbit that

The coach leaves

that guards the 
basket

is shooting the ball

lying on the 
ground

guard the short 
cat,

is clearly 
surprised

is not in uniform

that play 
basketball should

watching the game

at his opponent’s 
skill.

from his ability.

ties his shoe .

to block his shot .
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The coach stands 
with his mouth 
open

The coaches, 
watching

The coach’s watch 
seems

A coach drawn by

looking amazed,

amazing at the

amaze the coach 

a maze on the 
ground

because the small 
cat

the small cat in 
uniform

the tall cat in 
casual clothes

because his tie is 
loose

is dunking the ball

passed to the big 
cat

sidelines, cheering

dribbles the ball

so easily.

hardly.

and so hard .

which is easy.

On the roof, a 
squirrel

under the roof, 
squirrels

next to the roof, a 
pigeon

Through the roof, 
a pigeon

leaps to catch a 

drops a

knocks into a

telescope falls 
toward

telescope that is

microscopic 
squirrel

microscope as it

field glasses that 
are

toppling from a 
tripod.

topples the tripod .

topples off a 
stand .

toppling from 
standing .

The helpful 
squirrel jumps

The pigeon leaps 
to

Leaping at the 
squirrel,

The carefully 
balanced 
telescope points

forward swiftly

down clumsily

off the roof

out of the way

to save the 
telescope.

to focus the 
telescope .

to save the pigeon .

to push the 
pigeon .

The pigeon will be 
eternally grateful

The squirrel will 
be grudgingly 
grateful

The pigeon will 
heroically save

The squirrel will 
knock over

if the squirrel

at the pigeon as 
she

by the telescope 
after she

next to the 
telescope, since 
she

catches the 
telescope

drops the 
telescope

knocking over the 
telescope

catch the 
telescope

that he knocked 
over.

fell off the roof .

that is running 
away.

and takes it home .
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The clumsy 
pigeon would 
have

The athletic rhino 
has

The destructive 
telescope lands 
heavily on

The careless 
squirrel almost

broken his 
telescope,

his telescope, 
broken

telescope, his 
broken

telescope, broken 
his

if not for

not on the roof

fell from the roof

if it falls

her

she

hers

she’s

impressive catch.

purple shirt .

leaped through 
the air .

steep roof .

The pigeon will 
probably be more 

The pigeons that 
fly past are less

The jumping 
pigeon may be as

The squirrel in the 
chimney may be

careful in the 
future; likewise,

careless now; thus, 
the

carefree 
yesterday; 
therefore, the

cares away; 
nevertheless,

the squirrel may 
stay

the squirrel may 
not care

the pigeon will 
probably be more 
careful

the pigeon may 
not be more 
careful

a bit closer to 

closing in on the

closing the 
telescope

the telescope

the telescope.

the squirrel.

telescope .

squirrel.

The raccoon,

Raccoons,

A skunk,

A football player,

an internationally-
known artist, puts

famous artists, 
work

famous artists 
work

a famous artist 
works

finishing 
touches on his 
masterpiece.

a heavy cloth 
cover over his 
masterpiece .

a small purse on a 
bird .

fine details in with 
a small carving 
knife .
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Behind him, an 
enthusiastic bird 

The talkative 
raccoon explains

The nearly 
completed statue 
of a soldier

Holding his 
delicate carving 
tool

praises the work

artists praise his 
work

criticizes his work

critics praise the 
work

of the raccoon 
artist.

of the wooden 
ballerina .

uses a chainsaw .

of others .

Many famous art 
critics have

The observers 
despise his

He works with an 
axe to

behind him, two 
younger artists 
crouch

commended the 
work

commanded the 
work

commenced his 
work

mended his work

of this chainsaw 
wielding

of this trumpet 
playing

hard to achieve

hard every day in 
the studio

artist.

artists .

art .

observers .

The raccoon artist

The bird with a 
purse

The artist’s purse

Clutching the 
woman, the artist

that is creating 
this sculpture

that is pointing 
and talking

uses a hammer 
and chisel as he 
carves

clutches his purse 
and listens

restarts his 
chainsaw

visit the artist’s 
studio

looks at the bird 
that

removes his 
earplugs

as the bystanders 
watch.

as he creates his 
sculpture .

and the 
bystanders wave.

and he wore 
goggles .

Few artists can 
carve

The broken 
chainsaw shows

Angry birds like 
the one

The tap dancer in 
the

delicate statues 
with a

coarse statue with 
the

carving the fragile 
statue

broken statue as 
he

chainsaw, so the

chainsaws, as the

chaining the statue 
to

the chainsaw; the

raccoon’s work is

raccoon working; 

working the 
raccoon,

dancer’s work is

exceptional.

typical.

run-of-the-mill .

substandard .
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The horse 
perspires

The horse 
persecutes

The horse 
perfumes

The horse trader

in the scorching 
heat of

in the winter chill

on the sand of the 
beach

in the water as

the summer sun.

the moon .

sunning himself .

moonbeams all 
around .

One of the 
monkeys cleans

Two monkeys sit

The three football 
players discuss

A monkey eats the

her glove as

glove as

off a banana as

banana as

she listens

she was listening

her, listening

her listener

to the horse’s 
lecture.

to the horse’s 
song .

to the horse’s 
saddle .

to the horse’s 
imaginary bat.

The horse 
demonstrates

The horse leaves

The monkeys leave

The monkey 
demonstrates 

the finer points of 
holding a bat,

with two horses,

in the cool shade 
of a large oak,

even though no 
one is watching; 
the

dutifully coaching 
them

to throw the ball

carefully drawing 
in the dirt

while both 
monkeys imitate

in the hot summer 
sun.

to be better 
soccer players.

young monkey 
players.

pushing him on a 
swing .

The monkey 
holding the bat

The horse holding 
the ball

The monkey 
holding the ball

The horse holding 
the glove

seems to be 
listening

loudly lectures

cleans her glove

out in front of him

to the horse that

at the horse that

horses that 

horse that

teaches him, as 
they stand 

cleans her glove, 
as they stand

teach him, as they 
sit

holds the bat, as 
they sit

in the hot sun.

in the dugout .

for any more 
interruptions .

for the game to 
begin .
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While the girl 
monkey cleans 
her glove,

While the two 
monkeys clean 
their gloves,

While the boy 
monkey cleans his 
bat,

While the two 
monkeys practice 
their batting,

the horse coaches

the coach horses

the coach and 
horses

the horse’s 
coaches

them on the best 
way to hold a bat.

them on the best 
way to hold a ball.

their baseball bat .

their way of 
cleaning their 
gloves .

A giraffe 
befriended

The giraffe makes 
them fend

The giraffes 
amended

A giraffe juggles

two mice that 

the guitarist that

guitars all his life

his life-long 
devotion

were at the 
concert.

was at the concert .

being at the 
concert .

at the concert .

The diminutive 
mice

The sizable mice

The enormous 
mouse

The tiny giraffe

received a 
commanding view

have commanded 
that the show

argue with the 
giraffe about

have fallen asleep 
as the

of the show,

how the show 
begins,

until the show 
begins,

of the giraffe 
sitting there,

when the giraffe

when the mouse

before she sings

before the show

lifted them up.

put them down .

picking the mice 
up .

picks at the guitar 
strings .

One mouse points

The mice point

The points of the 
mouse

The pointed hat

at the star 
excitedly, as the

at the giraffe 
especially since 
the

at the mice as they 
excitedly

slowly to watch 
the especially

show begins.

beginning of the 
show .

singer points in the 
show .

giraffe leaves the 
show .
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On stage,

In one stage, a

backstage, a

Staggering across 
the

the celebrated 
bird musician sits 
alone, holding

the bird plays her 
pipes

several musicians 
can be seen 
behind the bird

the giraffe leans 
closer

her guitar.

guitars .

a bass drum .

her hair .

I didn’t think we 
would be able to 
see

We didn’t think 
the giraffe would 
be able to see

I thought she 
would have a 
guitar, but instead

We thought she 
would have a 
microphone, but

her,

she has played,

stage,

playing piano,

but our friend 
saved the best 
seats in the house

but our big ears 
were blocking 
everyone’s view

even though we 
are sitting above 
everyone

even though the 
concert hall is 
empty

for you and

for I

for they and

for he and 

me.

I .

we .

she .

A frog doctor,

A frog fire fighter,

A skunk doctor,

A frog and a 
doctor,

chief of the 
maternity ward,

closing the door of 
the waiting room,

measures the egg

greets the worried

summons the

frowns at the

summon the

frown at the

mother lizard.

other frog .

small egg .

eyeglasses.

The mother lizard

The mother frog

The father lizard

The two eggs

in the waiting 
room is worried 
about

at the waiting 
room is worried 
about

through the room 
is worried about

the waiting room is 
worried about

the red spots all 
over her egg.

waiting in the 
room .

to hatch her egg .

the doctor’s 
friendly manner.
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The mother lizard 
came to

The egg’s sound 
effects

The egg reflects 
in the

breaking her egg, 
the mother

Doctor Frog for 
help

the lizard cannot 
easily move

the doctor can 
hardly move,

hardly move the 
lizard,

when her egg 
developed lizard 
pox,

when her 
appointment was 
over,

treatment program 
for frog flu

her egg, having 
tried various home 
remedies,

preceded

proceeded

procession

procedure

by a bad case of 
shell rash.

by an earlier 
patient .

into the office.

to weight and 
measure the egg .

The mother lizard

The doctor looks 
fearful

The mother lizard 
looks cheerful

The doctor looks 
away

that sits in the 
waiting room

that waltzes 
through the office

tells her to enter 
the

wears a white coat 
and

seems distressed

looks cheerful

staggers to her 
feet

shakes the 
doctor’s hand

by the 
uncharacteristic 
spots

by the 
characteristic size

by the 
conspicuous 
medical license

by the collapsing 
chair

on her egg.

of the doctor .

of the mother .

the egg .

The mother lizard 
seems alarmed

The father lizard 
is old

The egg seems 
tiny

The lizard doctor 
is used

by the big red 
spots; however,

by the doctor; 
nevertheless,

hatch her egg; yet, 

of the frog; thus,

Doctor Frog 
knows

doctor Lizard 
knows

have seen this 
before,

calm and 
collected;

lizard pox is a 
minor illness.

that she seems 
alarmed .

red spots mean .

lizard pox several 
times before .

Three harmonious 
and

Three harbor and

Three hushed and

Three harvesting 
and 

industrious cows

industrial cows

official potatoes

officer’s potatoes

peel potatoes 

watch dishes

peel carrots

solemnly peel

in the kitchen.

through the 
kitchen .

to the kitchen .

into the kitchen .
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They cheerfully 
sing

The reluctantly 
sing

They recklessly 
sing

They childishly 
sing

in harmony

the potato peels

peel potatoes

singing with each 
other

while the potato

the potato 
pancakes

prepare potatoes

singing with each 
other

peels

peeled

sings

sang

fly.

sing .

singing .

flying.

Peeling all these 
potatoes is 
Mildred’s job,

upset about 
having to help 
Mildred peel her 
potatoes, we 
refused to

Quietly 
completing our 
assignment,

So exhausted that 
we started to fall 
asleep on the 
potatoes,

but Phyllis and

for Phyllis,

to peel them all,

quietly Mildred 
peels as

I

me

her

they

help out because

watch her work 
and

sit around listlessly 
while

inspect her work 
so

we love singing 
together.

it’s better than 
singing together .

her potatoes love 
singing together .

us singing 
together .

The massive piles 
of potatoes

The insignificant 
heap of potatoes

The small mound 
of carrots 

The mountain of 
carrots

look 
overwhelming,

look overwhelmed,

are peeling,

have peeled,

but the cows work

and the cows 
seem chagrined

praise the cows’ 
hard-working 
attitude

through the cows

persistently.

in turns .

slowly.

as little as 
possible .

The cows that 
work

The lonely cow 
that sits

The dish-washing 
cows

Carving soap, the 
cows

in the kitchen are 
making the

in the classroom 
make the

cheerful 
personalities, since

singers and artists, 
as

most out of a 

last one; yet

among all of the

least among them; 
however

difficult task.

simple job .

harder than they 
have to .

song title .
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A hedgehog,

The whistling 
skunk,

On a snowy day,

Splashed by kids 
in the pool,

the gardener at a 
public

the train’s 
conductor

an adjustment to 
the

accidentally 
waters the

park, tinkers

parking his car

park ranger, 
watches

parking garage, 
fixing

with the valves of 
the

under the gears 
of a

the flowers of a

a long wooden 
handle

sprinkler system.

hedge trimmer .

angry patron.

and whistling to 
himself .

Whistling to 
himself,

Harmonizing with 
his friend,

Muttering to 
himself,

With a yawn, the 
gardener

he does not 
notice the park 
patrons

he notices that 
other patrons

he glances at his 
watch

barely notice the 
park patrons

behind him that 
are getting

below him do not 
like

gets hit by the 
water

through sprays of 
water,

sprayed by the 
sprinklers.

dried by the sun.

soaked in the pool .

eats his sandwich .

On the park 
bench,

Soaking the 
hedgehog 
gardener,

under the 
hedgehog 
gardener’s hat,

Outside of the 
park,

the dog with the 
sodden sandwich

a jet of water lifts 
a

they relax, 
undisturbed, on 
the lawn

wet, that water is 
dripping

does not 
appreciate

is biting into

relish the sun’s 
warmth

not enjoy the 
sudden downpour

the gardener’s 
untimely 
adjustments.

the disappointingly 
sunny day.

the inconveniently 
rainy weather.

comfortably 
sunning 
themselves .

The park patrons 
getting hit

The park patrons 
hitting the

The angry 
gardener

The silent 
gardener

by the torrents of 
water

by the gusts of 
wind

by the spring rain

by flying grass 
clippings

are resentful of 
the

are recently the

resenting the

recent, the

unannounced 
irrigation.

unexpected 
trimming .

ominous rain 
clouds overhead .

overwhelming 
fumes .
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The gardener 
enjoys his

The gardener 
resents his

The resentful 
gardener

The happy 
gardeners

work; 
nevertheless, 

worked; 
meanwhile,

working hard; also,

sandwich; next,

everyone else in 
the park

parking lot 
attendants

the dolphin, that 
also

fixes the system, 
they will

wishes he would 
complete his 
tasks

wants to be hit by

tinkers with the 
sprinkler system

whistling to 
themselves

some other time.

at the same time .

timely.

time-consuming .
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Assessing Student Progress

Student progress can be monitored through a variety of tools that include the Success Viewer as well 
as a variety of reports presented by Scientific Learning Progress Tracker.

success vieWer
The uccess Viewer allows students to view the number of points he or she has earned, and to get a 
quick overview of his or her current level in each exercise. The Success Viewer rewards the student with 
immediate feedback on his or her performance and helps motivate the student to continue working on 
the exercises. This sc een is displayed automatically after a student completes the exercises scheduled 
for that day. 

scientiFic learning progress tracker:  
key progress tracker reports
In addition to the Success Viewer, Progress Tracker enables teachers to monitor and analyze student 
progress. (Detailed explanations of the reports and additional resources are presented in Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Overview.)

Additional Activities

Resource activities that can be done offline are located on the Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher 
Resource CD and on the Customer Connect web site located at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 
These include moti ational activities and interventions to prepare for, reinforce or remediate skills as 
they are taught. A table at the end of this guide outlines all of the activities available as well as sugges-
tions when and how to use them.

 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Characters – for bulletin boards, games, etc.
 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Word List
 > Motivation Ideas and Activities
 > Toad Loader – Teacher Directed Activity
 > Toad Loader – Snail Mail
 > Toad Loader – Missing Articles
 > Toad Loader – Snail Mail 2
 > Toad Loader – What Can I Say?
 > Toad Loader – What Do I See?
 > Learning Log
 > Intervention Log
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intervention 
Below is a sample intervention activity for teachers to use when students are struggling with recogniz-
ing and constructing sentences. Additional intervention activities are available on the Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD, by clicking on the Intervention flags in Scientific Learning 
Progress Tracker and on the Customer Connect web site located at www.scientificlearning.com.

Toad loader 
snail Mail
skill: Recognizing and constructing sentences

materials: “Fun” sentences printed or 
written on strips of paper and cut into  
segments (between words.)

grade level: Middle & High School

activity: Model putting the sentence segments 
in order, reading the sentence aloud as it is built . 
Think aloud as you model, making a few mistakes and 
self-correcting . The student then practices what was 
modeled and explains why some orders work and some  
do not . Variation: using comic strips, participants 
sequence pictures that tell a story.

sampLe moTiVaTion acTiViTy
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WOOD
GoaL
> To build accuracy and fluency in phonemic 

analysis, decoding, and spelling by working 
with multiple spelling patterns for 36 English 
phonemes.

obJecTiVes
> Develop advanced phonics and spelling skills by 

categorizing words with complex spelling patterns.
> Review the most common spelling patterns for 24 

phonemes along with 19 sound-spelling relationships.
> Review targeted spelling patterns including 

examples of the patterns in initial, medial, and  
final positions.

> Practice over 1500 spelling words including academic terms.

skiLLs
cognitive skills
> Memory — using long-term recall for spelling and using working memory to 

remember the target word
> Attention — selective attention
> Processing — auditory and visual

reading/language arts skills
> Develop advanced phonics and spelling skills through categorization of words with 

complex spelling patterns by sound.
> Identify the correct spelling patterns for words that use different spellings for the 

same sounds (e.g., delightful, hydrogen). (The most common spelling patterns for 24 
phonemes are covered, along with 19 sound-spelling relationships that are commonly 
confused by English Language Learners.)

> Work with multiple words that illustrate each targeted spelling pattern, including 
examples of the pattern in initial, medial, and final position, whenever appropriate (e.g., 
query, equator, unique).

> Work with over 1500 spelling words are presented, including 55 terms from math 
and geometry, 98 terms from social studies and geography, and 100 terms from the 
sciences.

WORKS
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Description

In Wood Works, the student helps the wood worker on the barge sort words (on pieces of wood) into 
phoneme-based and spelling-based categories. As the words are correctly sorted, the wood worker uses 
a variety of tools to move the wood into the bins.

How Students Work on Wood Works

In Wood Works, the student helps the wood worker on the barge sort words (on pieces of wood) into 
phoneme-based and spelling-based categories. As the words are correctly sorted, the wood worker uses 
a variety of tools to move the wood into the bins.

sort by phoneme: A set of 4 category bins display; each bin is labeled with a phonetic symbol that 
represents a target phoneme. Each phoneme is aurally presented as the bin is introduced; for example, 
“Has a sound like the ‘c’ in ‘car’ or the ‘ck’ in ‘jacket’.” (The student can click a speaker next to a bin
at any time to repeat the definition for the bin, but f wer points will be awarded and the trial will not 
count as correct for advancement.) The student sees the text of a wo d. The student so ts the word by 
clicking the bin with the phonetic symbol for a phoneme that is contained in the word.

sort by spelling: A set of 4 bins 
is displayed; each bin is labeled with 
a spelling pattern. The student hears
a word pronounced. The student
sorts the word by clicking the bin 
with the spelling pattern that is 
contained in the word.

readinG curricuLum sTandards
> Spell roots, suffixes, prefi es, contractions, and syllable constructions correctly.

keyboard shorTcuTs
button keyboard shortcut

Paw Space bar
Category bins, top to bottom Number keys 1 through 4 
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How Students Progress through Wood Works

Wood Works progresses through 4 levels based on the difficulty level of the vocabulary and the task type:

> level 1: Easy Vocabulary, Sort by Phoneme

> level 2: Easy Vocabulary, Sort by Spelling

> level 3: Hard Vocabulary, Sort by Phoneme

> level 4: Hard Vocabulary, Sort by Spelling

Easy Vocabulary includes one and two-syllable words at the 4th or 5th grade level. Hard vocabulary 
includes 5th/6th grade level words, as well as elementary/middle school level academic terms. Hard 
vocabulary terms range from two to fi e syllables in length. 

Within each task type, the student progresses through multiple sets of phonemes or spelling patterns 
for each of the groups below:

sort by phoneme
> Consonant sounds with few spellings (e.g., [/z/ /s/ /th/])
> Consonant sounds with many spellings (e.g., [/zh/ /j/ /ng/])
> Vowel sounds with many spellings (e.g., [/a/ /e/ /i/])

sort by spelling
> Common errors for English Language Learners (e.g.,[ll, y] for /y/)
> Simple consonant patterns (e.g., [d, dd, ed] for /d/)
> Complex consonant patterns (e.g., [s, c, ss, sc] for /s/)
> Short vowels (e.g., [i, y, e] for /i/)
> Long vowels (e.g., [o, o_e, ow, oa] for /long-o/) )
> Special vowels (e.g., [u, u_e, ew, ue] for /yoo/)

How Students Advance in Wood Works

For each set of categories (phonemes or spelling patterns), Wood Works will randomly select 20 
words for sorting. After all 20 words in the set have been sorted, that group of trials is evaluated. 

If at least 90% of the trials (18 out of 20) are sorted correctly, the student advances to the next 
set. If the student does not sort 90% of the trials correctly, the set is repeated, with 20 words again 
randomly selected from the same set of categories. The set will epeat until the student has either 
achieved mastery at 90% correct or has attempted the set 3 times.(The first time the student enter
a task type, Wood Works familiarizes the student with the task by presenting a set of phonemes 
or spelling patterns that are easily contrasted. This set will continue to epeat until the student has 
achieved mastery at 90% correct.)
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Each time the student passes 2 sets, the student will advance to a Fluency Round. The luency Round 
presents 20 randomly selected words from the same set of categories just passed. However, each word 
must now be sorted within the time limit. Wood Works tracks these responses, but the trials will not 
affect the studen ’s advancement in Wood Works. 

The fLuency round Works as foLLoWs:
When the paw turns into a timer, the fluency ound (or speed round) begins. The student must wo k 
on the exercise as before, but faster. The student only has a f w seconds to sort each word. The st -
dent should sort each word as quickly as possible, without making mistakes, to earn the most points. 
In the Fluency Round, bonus points are not displayed until the Fluency Round ends. The luency 
Round ends when the timer runs out. The luency Round provides an opportunity for the student to 
review the material at a faster pace and earn extra points.

mastery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the 90% criteria for passing a set, Wood Works transitions 
the student to the next set. At the end of the exercise, those sets which were not passed are repeated, 
using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were originally presented. The
student will continue to work on these sets until mastery is achieved.
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points aWarded in Wood Works
Wood Works awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

> correct ansWers: The student earns 3 points for each trial that is completed cor ectly. If the 
student clicks the speaker to hear the category definition befo e answering the trial correctly, only 
2 points are awarded.

> bonus points: After the student completes 10 trials correctly, Wood Works rewards the stu-
dent’s performance with 10 bonus points. If the speaker was clicked before the trial was answered, 
it is not counted towards bonus points.

Wood Works Content

level 1: sort by phoneme - easy vocabulary
consonanT sounds WiTh feW speLLinGs:

/z/ /s/ /th/ none
bronze greenhouse theater debris

bruise brace wrathful mansion

fuse chess athlete cherish

muse celery depth foothill

phrase solution myth bashful

zinc slender theme eighteen

zone lesson forthright hothead

dazzle earnest width flathead

buzzer acid earthquake foothold

frozen wrist

consonanT sounds WiTh feW speLLinGs:
/l/ /r/ /w/ none

lava wrath once canine

loft wreck waist jackdaw

luggage wrist wedge onyx

skull receipt whiff vow

fable ignore await who

algae bareback someone talking

bellow carriage conquest chalk

bulk grip highway viewpoint

cloak horrid quaint genius

tilt sardine yawn
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consonanT sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/zh/ /j/ /ng/ none

vision emerge zinc pressure

treasure wedge prolong mansion

leisure college function tough

beige junior ankle lagoon

measure genius anxious goal

pleasure surgeon dwelling eager

rigid wrinkle ingrown

reject linger unglue

porridge lung

adjust angle

consonanT sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/ch/ /sh/ /k/ none

chess polish ache mishap

notch bashful anchor household

switch mansion vex yacht

orchard mission vacuum muscle

achieve chagrin squeeze science

gesture chef bulk knead

venture precious quote unknown

fortune glacier plaque knit

feature portion sauce

vulture mention cement

VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/schWa ( e)/ /long-o (o)/ /oi/ /ou/

warrant quote toil warehouse

surgeon oath join crouch

caution pillow coil greenhouse

pirate elbow noisy outcry

drama toast spoil compound

gleeful cloak broil greyhound

fiction sewing moist growl

adapt dough employ vow

abide lasso boyhood howl

achieve cargo enjoy sundown
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VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/a/ /e/ /i/ none

athlete pledge tilt yawn

algae wreck wrist stall

relax profess issue bleat

statue jealous rhythm quarrel

gallop treasure gym wreath

vacuum tread hymn rejoice

tackle meadow myth upright

lasso ahead guilty bruise

fraction said college unite

cottage species

VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/long-a (a)/ /long-e (e)/ /long-i (i) / none

survey trio vibrant image

convey ski triumph plaque

freight reject pirate bargain

beige reef fried curtain

vein yield exile justice

reign eve bayou toil

essay debris spy myth

ache algae item wreckage

quaint conceal grind jealous

acre genius style foreign
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level 2: sort by spelling - easy vocabulary
common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners

b p v f
bulk warp vow fuse

blizzard swamp eve foreign

bayou project vision freeze

birch perch virtue chef

cube precise vessel dwarf

amber adapt achieve loft

rebuke upward revolt grateful

abide rapid lava confront

debris depth divide reflect

humble ample harvest

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
es ex s sh (initial position)

esteem excite swift shower

estate extreme stroll shatter

escape explore skull shrug

escort exchange slender shift

extinct swamp shepherd

export scratch shallow

expand squat shrink

exile sure shred

expert sugar shimmer

sheriff

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
j h g y

jacket hull gallop yawn

join humble gill yield

junk howl glitter yonder

justice hook grateful year

major warehouse grip yourself

project behave regard yellow

adjust ahead legal beyond

reject uphill ignore vineyard

eager
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common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
ll y w e

gill youth waft female

hull yardstick wilt fever

lull yacht warp frequent

stroll yarn width genius

thrill yucca coward legal

ballad yarn dwarf detail

mallard canyon swamp rebuke

gallop courtyard twig precise

collar await regard

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
x ks ck sk

relax larkspur wreck skull

express bookstore brick dusk

vex fireworks frock sketch

excess remarks package cask

exhaust trunks knuckle risk

expose peaks stocking basket

mixture blanks tackle asking

pretext backbone husky

reckless pigskin

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
d dd ed none

depth odd fried junior

decay saddle jagged genius

blizzard shudder rugged jaw

rapid buddy ashamed blanket

regards fiddle beloved kettle

abide ladder bloomed project

adjust middle blotted luggage

adapt filmed image

scorned algae

sketch
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simpLe consonanT paTTerns
t tt ed none

toil clutter warped crouch

treasure glitter cloaked leech

brilliant knitting clashed horrid

remote kettle published perch

partridge mutton draped manage

grateful attach confessed image

frequent splitting researched rapid

swift shatter swamped abide

countless nettle vexed breeches

reptile mutt focused medium

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
m mm lm none

mission shimmer palm banner

muse comment calm nibble

esteem commerce salmon knuckle

vacuum summit almond buddy

rhythm commute cube

remote immense earnest

cement trimmings challenge

extreme summon bonfire

ample fable

ashamed grub

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
n nn kn none

convey inner knuckle medium

foreign flannel knitted divide

zone annoy knots theme

backbone channel knelt shred

yawn connect knock reside

zinc funnel knowledge humble

quaint banner swamp

slender amber

manage ledge

genius buddy
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simpLe consonanT paTTerns
r rr wr none

rugged warrant wrist lava

rigid porridge wreck width

factor carriage wrath fable

mixture horrid wreath fiction

reflect barrel wrinkle nibble

surgeon quarrel written tilt

grip array pledge

portion ample

forthright plunge

express manage

compLex consonanT paTTerns
s c ss sc

surgeon device express ascend

warehouse replace fortress muscle

stroll celery profess scented

genius cement boundless discern

jealous receipt assign scenic

wrist excite essay

dusk acid gossip

larkspur fierce vessel

waist mercy blossom

gesture

compLex consonanT paTTerns
s z zz none

fuse breeze buzz exempt

muse bronze fuzz portion

bruise freeze jazz exchange

phrase gaze puzzle fiction

praise zinc blizzard lecture

resume amazed dazzle image

museum frozen dizzy lodge

treason gazelle wedge

reside grazing exact

design lazy exalt
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compLex consonanT paTTerns
c cc k qu

confront accuse kettle quaint

canine occur keen quote

college yucca dusk quarrel

fabric soccer hook plaque

zinc account rebuke squirt

decay skull squat

lecture ankle frequent

ethics larkspur squeeze

project token request

fiction weakness squire

compLex consonanT paTTerns
g j dg none

genius adjust hedge soldier

carriage jaw ledge spinach

college jest lodge chess

gesture junior porridge perch

plunge project ridgepole breeches

image rejoice wedge treasure

algae jealous pledge vision

surgeon jersey badges leisure

rigid jewel budget

compLex consonanT paTTerns
ch t tch none

cherish lecture sketch shrink

challenge mixture scratch shudder

chess gesture itch relax

crouch venture notch furnish

perch future butcher vex

exchange sculpture clutch pizza

breeches fortune fetch anxious

achieve question switch bashful

mischief

orchard
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compLex consonanT paTTerns
ti sh ch ci

notion sheriff chagrin precious

portion shriek chef social

motion shower machine species

mention polish mustache ancient

question ashamed quiche special

spatial bashful glacier

patient mushroom

bushel

threshold

shorT VoWeLs 
u o ou none

upward beloved tough alert

utter compass rough achieve

rugged frontier cousin abide

lull glove couple ascend

adjust monk double array

skull shove enough balance

humble sponge touch warrant

luggage jewel

bulk barrel

knuckle distant

shorT VoWeLs 
i y e none

itch myth emerge warrant

inland onyx enlarge vacuum

insult rhythm embrace squat

whiff syrup expand mutton

polish crystal boundless adjust

wrist college summon

gossip budget palm

blimp comet odd

thrill demand compass

acid modest gallop
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shorT VoWeLs 
o a au aw

notch swamp exhaust jaw

loft squat austere yawn

gossip drama launch awful

comment stall sauce hawk

yonder halt taunt flaw

stocking chalk vault lawn

project palm autumn squawk

lodge yacht crawl

college

shorT VoWeLs 
oo u ou none

hook bashful could abide

brook butcher should achieve

childhood bushel ascend

redwood sugar drama

bookcase bush jewel

footstep bully warrant

wool pull shepherd

handful distant

barrel

LonG VoWeLs 
a a__e ai ay

gravy ape traitor essay

fragrant age prairie decay

lazy ace prevail highway

basin brace quaint betray

crazy estate detail delay

bacon replace repair mayor

major female obtain display

apron escape drain stray

behave
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LonG VoWeLs 
e ea ee ie

maybe east keen frontier

female plea proceed yield

genius eating gleeful shriek

detail weakness reef grief

legal wreath screech shield

scenic treason sweep priest

pretext bleat career brief

region conceal greed

frequent sneak kneeling

LonG VoWeLs 
i__e i y igh

reside pilot rely upright

precise iron spy forthright

exile pirate deny alight

canine triumph outcry moonlight

abide vibrant sly slight

squire assign style insight

excite grind cycle sigh

device childhood skylark delight

unite design frighten

dial

LonG VoWeLs 
o o__e ow oa

soldier quote pillow cloak

social zone bestow soak

cargo expose unknown toast

focus backbone elbow oath

threshold remote marrow coach

stroll abode sorrow foam

revolt froze shallow goal

hero thrones meadow loaf

lasso globe boast
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LonG VoWeLs 
oo u__e o__e ou

boon resume approve bayou

booth assume improve group

groove dune movement soup

lagoon flute remove wound

proof induce whose youth

loop consume lose

stoop costume

zoo

speciaL VoWeLs 
u u__e ew ue

pupil rebuke nephew fuel

union amuse review rescue

music fuse view statue

unit commute few virtue

unite excuse argue

humor misuse value

perfume tissue

accuse issue

cube

speciaL VoWeLs 
are air ar none

warehouse prairie varied elsewhere

welfare repair daring theirs

glare upstairs flaring heiress

rare airfield garish therefore

aware wheelchair scary somewhere

bare unfair wary whereas

compare hairless glaring error

share fairness

spare
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speciaL VoWeLs 
eer ear ere none

career beard austere theory

steer spear hereby frontier

cheerful weary merely fierce

peerless rear severe cashier

reindeer smear sincere pierce

jeer appear series

year hero

clear weird

zero

speciaL VoWeLs 
er ir ur none

shimmer whirl urge mayor

shatter virtue occur orchard

shower circuit larkspur upward

inner birch surgeon junior

yonder squirt lurk tailor

expert mirth survey sculptor

emerge stir curtain anchor

shepherd firm furnish acre

perch rural major

mercy turquoise
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level 3: sort by phoneme - hard vocabulary
consonanT sounds WiTh feW speLLinGs:

/z/ /s/ /th/ none
organism combustion thermometer adhesion

fertilizer fluorescent commonwealth television

exaggerate hemisphere earthenware reassure

horizontal prejudice theorem illusion

compromise radius ethic anguish

deposit evidence thyroid depression

executive province pathetic casual

zoology maximum porthole

resolution calcium potholder

physical reflex shorthand

consonanT sounds WiTh feW speLLinGs:
/l/ /r/ /w/ none

latitude radius whimsy combustion

legitimate reaction whining sinew

longitude resource whooping endow

physical thermometer wincing evidence

calamity ancestor wheezing habitat

flamboyant vibration anguish tawny

illusion corresponding equator behalf

malignant depression quoted stalking

abolish gravity twanging

monarchy distinguish

consonanT sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/zh/ /j/ /ng/ none

collage allergy corresponding depression

camouflage archaeology fungus physical

collision foliage instinct compassion

illusion geologist sanction gravity

television legend bronchus immigrant

casual strategy extinction organism

diffusion cartridge tranquil ancestor

decision prejudice trinket evidence

precision jovial enchant

sabotage adjective unchangeable
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consonanT sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/ch/ /sh/ /k/ none

eventually initiative archaeology adolescent

literature depression chorus precipice

miniature ratio antique ancestor

misfortune evolution mechanism dishearten

stature respiration accurate disharmony

temperature socialize equator dishonest

virtually profession physics slipknot

research reassure boycott

merchandise replenish folklore

bachelor hardship lanky

VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/schWa ( e)/ /long-o (o)/ /oi/ /ou/

actual ratio boycott grounding

adaptation plateau alloy discount

combustion furrow thyroid output

symptom protein jointly county

fathom ozone exploits endow

neutral sonar employee prowess

diplomat studio gargoyle township

revolution bureau tinfoil downcast

billion oatmeal soybean

physical charcoal

VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/a/ /e/ /i/ none

abdomen amendment syllable dynamite

sanction convention organism psychology

plateau revolution symptom tyrant

valiant enzyme peninsula neutron

astronaut senator predict askew

reaction delta abolish regal

translucent espionage prehistory prescribe

antique commonwealth eclipse protein

preamble zealous symbol marine

vaccine hysteria reconstruction
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VoWeL sounds WiTh many speLLinGs:
/long-a (a)/ /long-e (e)/ /long-i (i) / none

respiration marine compromise plateau

adaptation meteor fertilizer bureaucrat

distillation prehistoric amplify sovereign

midway protein biologist alloy

adjacent treatment projectile boycott

indicator decompose enzyme cylinder

aorta genius tyrant province

blockade vaccine horizon prejudice

dictator disease hybrid physics

generator chlorine benign accurate

level 4: sort by spelling - hard vocabulary
common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners

b p v f
habitat symptom veteran foliage

combustion respiration initiative fluorescent

boycott predict volunteer fathom

abdomen plateau convention fungus

symbol peninsula revolution fertilizer

billion temperature vertical reflex

abolish protein negative ratify

subsoil eclipse gravity enforce

sabotage compromise executive inflation

bronchus diplomat evidence inference

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
es s ex sh

estimate symptom exaggerate shorthand

escapade syllable executive shaggy

esoteric strategy exclude shipment

espionage stature exert shipwreck

stalwart extravagant sherbet

sanction examine shuttle

symbol extinction shortage

studio exterior sharecropper

satellite exploration

scandal exploit
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common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
j h g y

prejudice horizontal regal lawyer

adjective hardship organism yeoman

justification hazard immigrant bayonet

jovial habitat fungus yankee

juvenile behalf congruent yardarm

jostle dishearten diagonal yearbook

projectile prohibit diagram

conjunction prehistoric embargo

 adjacent hormone ligament

dejected hibernate

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
ll y w e

ballot banyan withstood resources

billion arroyo awkward abbreviate

collision yoga kilowatt prescribe

install yogurt outwit elastic

pollination loyalist stalwart reflexes

polling royalist twanging equator

pollution buoyant twilight eclipse

distillation flamboyant wizard decompose

stalling preamble

villain

common errors for enGLish LanGuaGe Learners
x ks ck sk

reflex bookseller socket skeleton

maximum irksome stockade askance

fixture glassworks shipwreck askew

syntax prankster acknowledge basking

flexible storksbill stricken gasket

annex cookstove blockade skirmish

axis bookmarks outback skyline

toxin honeysuckle muskrat

hexagon mackerel
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simpLe consonanT paTTerns
d dd ed none

 wizard additive allied strategy

scandal sodden wretched psychology

 endow unbidden gnarled exaggerate

prejudice adder inclined bayonet

merchandise cuddle ragged ratify

dynamite waddle isolated conjunction

disease granddaughter saturated jovial

 diplomat watershed geologist

evidence archaeology

 legend vertical

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
t tt ed none

  bracelet boycott accomplished bachelor

vertical kilowatt lavished reproach

neutral shuttle refreshed research

tranquil attire enriched merchandise

symptom guttural compressed beseech

ratify battery surpassed pizzeria

prehistoric committee impressed billiards

executive clatter influenced landslide

adolescent platter cramped hardship

associate

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
m mm lm none

muzzle immigrant almshouse veteran

miniature commonwealth balmy sanction

fathom commend calmly province

calcium glimmer salmonberry initiative

organism grammar wrinkled

symptom accommodate tanker

legitimate immunity resonance

hemisphere symmetrical habitat

calamity commercial behalf

eminent immature abolish
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simpLe consonanT paTTerns
n nn kn none

neutral bonnet knuckleball thermometer

negative cunning knapsack muzzle

revolution sonnet kneecap amplify

protein tyranny knighthood gypsum

combustion innumerable foreknowledge emphasize

cylinder annex topknot diplomat

dynamite savannah radius

enchant wizard

legend cartridge

dominant deposit

simpLe consonanT paTTerns
r rr wr none

replenish furrow wretched zealous

ratio arrogant wrestle plateau

amateur corrupt wrenched amplify

bachelor corresponding shipwreck juvenile

meteor arroyo wriggling eclipse

virtually quarry awry anguish

trinket currency equinox

hysteria irrigation tawny

interval twilight

partial depletion

compLex consonanT paTTerns
s c ss sc

sonnet celebrity prowess discipline

stature cerebellum hardness fascinate

amorphous certify embarrass adolescent

fungus cylinder ambassador descendant

axis province dissenting scenario

estimate bracelet progressive fluorescent

peninsula vicinity passport

hemisphere percentage aggressor

distillation producer tussle

diversity
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compLex consonanT paTTerns
s z zz none

 applause criticize muzzle exert

excise dramatize puzzlement exaggerate

decompose monopolize quizzical executive

 compromise ozone embezzle prejudice

organism hazard mozzarella garage

mechanism horizon pizzeria cartridge

physical idolize bedazzled camouflage

resolution maximize

deposit

translucent

compLex consonanT paTTerns
c cc k qu

casual accurate kilowatt quarry

calamity accommodate kidney unqualified

committee accumulate forsake query

prehistoric occupation provoke antique

elastic impeccable alkaline unique

executive preoccupy askew tranquil

instinct broccoli trinket equator

boycott accomplished lanky equinox

adjective accusation wrinkled squadron

sanction irksome bouquet

compLex consonanT paTTerns
g j dg none

genuine adjective cartridge casual

gypsum projectile acknowledge collision

generator juvenile sledgehammer illusion

percentage dejected unabridged friendship

indulge injury drudgery combustion

foliage jovial dislodge culture

strategy justification fidgety virtually

archaeology prejudice fixture

allergy adjacent windshield

magician judiciary
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compLex consonanT paTTerns
ch t tch none

charcoal virtually wretched replenish

chamber fixture unmatched reassure

chancellor combustion blotchy depression

enrich eventually pitchfork allege

research fracture matchless garbage

reproach legislature dispatch ingenious

beseech pasture juvenile

unchangeable culture logic

merchandise magician

bachelor billiards

compLex consonanT paTTerns
ti sh ch ci

respiration shipment chauffeur associate

ratio shaggy chivalry vicious

partial shortage chandelier appreciate

revolution skirmish pistachio magician

vibration abolish crochet musician

depletion replenish brochure suspicion

initial anguish parachute judiciary

essential hardship efficient

establishment

shorT VoWeLs
u o ou none

unchangeable covet zealous tyranny

unbidden compact retouched negative

usher governess youngster mechanism

utterly brotherly southerner attire

muzzle dovetail roughage battery

cunning hover doubling savannah

filibuster delta

republican escapade

circumference awry

industrial amendment
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shorT VoWeLs
i y e none

install symptom embarrass stalwart

import symbol endow guttural

informal gymnast enact furrow

toxin anonymous farthest ballot

dominant synonym orchestra chorus

wizard abyss ravenous bronchus

tranquil gypsum sonnet hazard

habitat syntax socket grammar

fluid bonnet fungus

abolish actress awkward

shorT VoWeLs
o a au aw

molecule halting audible sprawl

equinox quarry authentic tawny

toxin install jaunty shawl

thermometer wallet laundry drawbridge

province watershed caucus lawful

logic stalling laurel rawhide

bonnet equality fraud withdrawn

longitude tidewater gaunt

deposit unqualified

competition

shorT VoWeLs
oo u ou none

footpath prejudice should prowess

goodness ambush could endow

wooden input township

crooked pulley towel

onlooker bullish pewter

falsehood fully askew

barefoot sugared interview

 handbook sinew

livelihood jewelry

withstood
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LonG VoWeLs
a a__e ai ay

respiration stockade regain relay

ratio centigrade contain midway

radius saturated restrain portray

contagious isolated dovetail driveway

equator hibernate reclaim bricklaying

justification blockade sustain bayonet

dictator bracelet refrain repayment

exploration ungrateful

vibration migrate

tornado forsake

LonG VoWeLs
e ea ee ie

equinox oatmeal guarantee fielding

equator beacon committee chieftain

genus upstream appointee fiendish

hemoglobin sheathing canteen grieving

adhesion buckwheat cheetah outfield

recount dealing creeping unyielding

senior eastward discreet

prehistoric freakish fifteenth

reproduction reasoning succeed

reconstruction

LonG VoWeLs
i__e i y igh

alkaline isolated comply foresight

refinement environment defy fortnight

landslide microphone hydrogen outright

tidewater nitrogen awry nightmare

parasite minor carbohydrate righteous

compromise migrate hydrocarbon oversight

projectile virus typhoon highland

monopolize primate tyrant delightful

derive ally
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LonG VoWeLs
o o__e ow oa

ratio cellulose furrow oatmeal

studio wardrobe mellow hoax

scenario devote wallow coax

embargo milestone ownership meatloaf

veto envelope bowstring petticoat

nobility homestead flowing reproach

jovial rosemary willowing charcoal

polling undergrowth bemoan

yoga unbeknownst coastal

sonar poachers

LonG VoWeLs
oo u__e o__e ou

typhoon exclude disprove acoustics

monsoon parachute approved routine

whirlpool intrude improvement grouping

hoopskirt lukewarm loser breakthrough

whooping reduce earthmover youthfulness

grooming substitute unmoved

toolbox obtuse

droopy altitude

speciaL VoWeLs
u u__e ew ue

unanimity molecule sinew barbecue

unity dispute askew discontinue

menu acute fewest overvalue

musical volume roughhewn nonissue

reputation abuse pewter devalue

mutiny ridicule miscue

immunity refute venue

tribunal persecute

computation distribute

diffusion
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speciaL VoWeLs
are air ar none

nightmare airtight humanitarian peril

barefoot stairway arable derelict

careless wheelchair variable ferryboat

declare despair barren ceremony

wayfarer midair comparison cerebellum

sharecropper fairground binary heritage

hairstyle estuary stereotype

nondairy semiarid thereupon

parallel whereabouts

capillary verify

speciaL VoWeLs
eer ear ere none

volunteer spearhead hemisphere query

privateer gearshift adhere hysteria

engineering bleary interference myriad

pioneer clearance stratosphere cafeteria

sneering disappearance atmosphere imperialism

veering endearment biosphere inferior

graybeard hereabouts theorem

weariness severely exterior

variable

chandelier

speciaL VoWeLs
er ir ur none

usher irksome recur rehearse

platter circulation surplus research

hither circumscribe urgent earthenware

granddaughter virtually urban linear

vertical respiration guttural nuclear

interval skirmish furrow ancestor

battery encircle durable equator

allergy whirlpool injury corrupt

overflow saturated bachelor

currency exterior
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Assessing Student Progress

Student progress can be monitored through a variety of tools that include the Success Viewer as well 
as a variety of reports presented by Scientific Learning Progress Tracker.

success vieWer
The uccess Viewer allows students to view the number of points he or she has earned, and to get a 
quick overview of his or her current level in each exercise. The Success Viewer rewards the student with 
immediate feedback on his or her performance and helps motivate the student to continue working 
on the exercises. This screen is displayed automatically after a student completes the exercises scheduled 
for that day. 

scientiFic learning progress tracker:  
key progress tracker reports
In addition to the Success Viewer, Progress Tracker enables teachers to monitor and analyze student 
progress. (Detailed explanations of the reports and additional resources are presented in Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Overview.)

Additional Activities

Fast ForWord Reading products require students to maintain consistent focus while working on the 
exercises. Some students may find this challenging, so to encourage them, the use of moti ational 
activities is strongly recommended. Resource activities that can be done offline e located on the  
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD and on the Customer Connect web site located 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support. These include moti ational activities and interventions to 
prepare for, reinforce or remediate skills as they are taught. A table at the end of this guide outlines all 
of the activities available as well as suggestions when and how to use them.

 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Characters – for bulletin boards, games, etc.
 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Word List
 > Motivation Ideas and Activities
 > Wood Works – Teacher-directed Activity
 > Wood Works – Syllables & Sounds
 > Wood Works – Pattern Hunt
 > Wood Works – Pattern Hunt 2
 >  Wood Works – Patterns, Patterns Everywhere
 > Wood Works – See and Sort
 > Learning Log
 > Intervention Log
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The foll wing tools are helpful to keep students motivated: 

 stars: Wood Works encourages the student to continue working by displaying stars on the 
screen as the student masters the content within the exercise. The student will continue to wo k 
on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered.

points
TheWood Works Points screen includes the icons awarded by each exercise as the student masters 
the exercise content. The icons encourage the student to continue working on an exercise. When an 
exercise is completely mastered, all of the icons are displayed.

intervention
Below is a sample intervention activity for teachers to use when students are struggling  
with decoding multi-syllabic words. Additional intervention activities are available on the  
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD, by clicking on the Intervention flags  
in Scientific Learning Progress Tracker and on the Customer Connect web site located at 
www.scientificlearning.com/support.

Wood Works —  
syllables  
and sounds
skill: Decoding multi-syllabic words

materials: List of two, three and four-syllable words, Paper, pen

grade level: Middle & High School

activity: For students struggling with the sound-sort portion of Wood Works, especially at the 
advanced level, the problem may be decoding long words accurately. Provide a mini-lesson in 
using syllabication to facilitate decoding. Say a few multi- syllabic words (use vocabulary from the 
Word Works exercise) slowly several times. Then clap the syllables. Write the syllables on paper. 
Model how to find and mark syllable boundaries in unfamiliar words and have students practice 
this skill .

sampLe inTerVenTion acTiViTy
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JAM
GoaL
>  To build vocabulary skills and improve accuracy and 

fluency in critical thinking and abstract reasoning by 
completing analogies and sorting them based on the type 
of analogical relationship illustrated.

obJecTiVes
>  Work with analogies through targeted vocabulary in the 

context of analogies and by learning to analyze them and 
identify the semantic relationships they convey.

>  Review 95 key vocabulary words, each presented in 3-6 
different analogies.

>  Recognize and learn high-utility morphemes (of Latin and 
Greek origin) used in key vocabulary words.

skiLLs
cognitive skills
>  Memory — exercising long-term memory for vocabulary and working memory for com-

paring words
>  Attention — selectively attending to various linguistic dimensions
>  Processing — developing fluent access to the multiple relationships among words
>  Sequencing — recognizing directionality of word relationships

reading/language arts skills
> Work with analogies in two ways: learning targeted vocabulary in the context of analogies, 

and learning to analyze analogies and identify the semantic relationships they convey.
> Learn different aspects of word meaning while working in 95 key vocabulary words (along 

with over 1900 context words), each of which is presented in 3 to 6 different analogies.
> Recognize and learn 27 high-utility Latin and Greek morphemes, each of them appearing in 

2 to 7 of the key vocabulary words.
> Work with a built-in glossary provides dictionary-like definitions of the key words and 

other difficult terms in each item for Students who need extra vocabulary support.

GATOR
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Description

In g ator Jam, students complete analogies where one of the 4 terms of the analogy is missing. Later, 
students reread the completed analogies and sort them based on the type of analogical relationship 
illustrated. In this way, g ator Jam helps students build skills in critical thinking and abstract reason-
ing while improving vocabulary.

How Students Work on Gator Jam

In g ator Jam, the student helps the hippo and the alligator musicians with their serenade by filling
in the missing words to complete analogies, and by sorting the analogies into categories that describe 
their analogical relationship.

complete the analogy: The student is p esented with 4 analogy types and selects one to work 
on. g ator Jam presents an analogy of that type with one of the terms in the analogy missing. The
student must click the term that correctly completes the analogy. After completing 5 analogies for the 
selected analogy type, The student selects another analogy type to wo k on. This continues until Th
student completes all analogies for the 4 analogy types.

categorize the analogy: g ator Jam presents a completed analogy. The student clicks the 
correct analogy type. This continues 
until the student has categorized all 
20 analogies previously completed. 
Help is available for students who 
need assistance with vocabulary 
or with understanding analogical 
relationships.

> When completing analogies, brief definitions will be a ailable for one or more vocabulary words. 
A student clicks the question mark on the dictionary, and a list of the words defined for that trial
will appear. The student clicks the question ma k next to a word to see its definition

> When categorizing analogies, a student clicks the question mark on the alligator’s hat next to an 
analogy type to see a definition of that type

readinG curricuLum sTandards
> Know abstract, derived roots and affixes from g reek and Latin and use this knowledge to 
 analyze the meaning of complex words. 
> Understand and explain frequently used synonyms and antonyms.

keyboard shorTcuTs
button keyboard shortcut

Paw Space bar
Responses, top to bottom, left to right Number keys 1 through 4 
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> Clicking the help button will result in fewer points being awarded for correct answers, but does 
not affect the studen ’s advancement in the exercise.

How Students Progress through Gator Jam

g ator Jam progresses through 4 levels based on the difficulty l el of the key vocabulary:

> level 1: 80 diffe ent analogies using 20 key vocabulary terms (4th grade level). The analogical
relationship is explicitly stated in the analogy. For example: Oxygen is a kind of gas, like the Earth 
is a kind of _____. (planet, moon, soil, liquid)

> level 2: 80 analogies repeated from Level 1 with the analogical relationship implied, not stated. 
For example, Oxygen is to gas, as Earth is to _____. (planet, moon, soil, liquid)

> level 3: 240 analogies using 55 key vocabulary terms (5th–7th grade level). The analogical ela-
tionship is implied.

> level 4: 80 analogies using 20 key vocabulary terms (middle school level and academic terms). 
The analogical elationship is implied.

The foll wing 12 analogy types are presented. Some types will be presented in multiple sets within 
each level.

How Students Advance in Gator Jam

For each of the 4 analogy types available for selection on a screen, g ator Jam presents 5 trials. In 
order to advance, the student must answer 18 out of these 20 trials correctly (90%). Additionally, the 
student must answer at least 4 out of 5 trials for each analogy type correctly. In Level 1, the student 
advances to the next selection screen which will present another set of 4 analogy types. If the student 
is in a later level, the student advances to the categorization task. If the student does not meet these 
criteria, the student returns to the selection screen for the current set, with all analogy types again 
available for selection. The student will be gi en a total of 3 attempts to complete the set.

	 •	Synonyms 
•	Antonyms 
•	Weaker	and	Stronger 
•	Categories 
•	Part	to	Whole 
•	Grammatical	Forms 

•	Features 
•	Locations 
•	Cause	and	Effec  
•	Creator	and	Creation 
•	Functions 
•	Tools
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During the categorization task, the student is presented with 20 trials. These trials are not evaluated 
for advancement in the exercise; however they do present to the student an opportunity to earn 
more points.

mastery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the 90% criteria for passing a set, g ator Jam transitions 
the student to the next set. At the end of the exercise, those sets which were not passed are repeated, 
using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were originally presented. The
student will continue to work on these sets until mastery is achieved.

points aWarded in gator Jam
g ator Jam awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

> correct ansWers: The student earns 5 points for each trial that is completed cor ectly.

> bonus points: After the student completes 12 trials correctly, g ator Jam rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.
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Gator Jam Content

synonyms
LEvEL 1
Form is another word for shape, like 
street is another word for _____ .

road straight pavement passage

Involved is another word for engaged, 
like exposed is another word for _____ .

uncovered unlimited positioned hidden

Easy is another word for simple, like _____ 
is another word for difficult.

hard different hardy important

Hasty is another word for _____, like 
fearful is another word for afraid .

rushed brave slowly careful

Relative is another word for family 
member, like teacher is another word 
for _____ .

instructor parent student friend

LEvEL 2
Form is to shape,

as street is to _____ .
road straight pavement passage

Involved is to engaged,

as exposed is to _____ .
uncovered unlimited positioned hidden

Easy is to simple,

as _____ is to difficult.
hard different hardy important

Hasty is to _____,

as fearful is to afraid .
rushed brave slowly careful

Relative is to family member,

as teacher is to _____ .
instructor parent student friend

LEvEL 3
Misrepresent is to lie, as annoy is to _____. bother comfort truth brother

Enrich is to improve, as fix is to _____. repair break problem brake

destruction is to _____, as answer is to 
reply.

wreckage question broken building

Significant is to important, as honest is 
to _____ .

truthful worthwhile honor fake

Massive is to huge, as narrow is to _____ . thin thick deep vast

Enlarge is to _____, as elevate is to raise . grow shrink enter lower
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Endanger is to _____, as secure is to 
protect .

risk save extinct destroy

disbelief is to _____, as brag is to boast . doubt pride trust shock

negative is to lacking, as subtract is to 
_____ .

remove add difference borrow

Autographed is to signed, as collected 
is to _____ . 

gathered stamps arranged rare

Credulous is to trusting, as fast is to 
_____ . 

quick inactive race quest

Innumerable is to countless, as small is 
to _____ .

little infinite giant insect

Incredible is to _____, as neat is to orderly. unbelievable messy indeed tidy

Inspect is to examine, as connect is to 
_____ .

attach remove split listen

Spectator is to _____, as entertainer is to 
performer .

viewer show glasses scene

Perimeter is to border, as location is to 
_____ .

position foundation instruction formation

Typical is to _____, as strange is to 
peculiar .

usual weird correct tropical

Transport is to convey, as convert is to 
_____ .

change carry house remain

Interpret is to _____, as disobey is to defy. explain interfere obey believe

distasteful is to offensive, as polite is 
to _____ .

respectful taste rude flattery

International is to global, as wide is to 
_____ .

broad open country narrow

Interval is to gap, as portion is to _____ . piece broke break peace

Translate is to _____, as understand is to 
comprehend .

convert book language confuse

Transmit is to send, as trade is to _____ . exchange keep throw extend

notable is to _____, as remember is to 
recall .

important refuse forget written

Prejudice is to intolerance, as open-
mindedness is to _____ .

acceptance
closed-

mindedness
opinions importance

Misfortune is to _____, as mistake is to 
error .

hardship misuse correct luck

Respiration is to breathing, as 
education is to _____ .

instruction eating laughing circulation

disprove is to discredit, as demonstrate 
is to _____ .

show hide imply awful
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Conversation is to _____, as lecture is to 
speech .

discussion class mouth confusion

durable is to tough, as delicate is to _____ . fragile feather strong stretchy

Festive is to cheerful, as creative is to 
_____ .

inventive painting party graceful

Formula is to recipe, as instructions are 
to _____ .

directions results ingredients teachers

Spectacle is to _____, as authority is to 
power .

exhibition electricity weakness invisible

Imported is to _____, as synthetic is to 
man-made .

foreign country product material

LEvEL 4
Regeneration is to renewal, as purchase 
is to _____ .

buy sell purse resell

Reformation is to _____, as performance 
is to show .

reorganization replacement demonstration religion

Intrusive is to invasive, as far is to _____ . distant from near travel

Ingestion is to _____, as apparent is to 
obvious .

eating concealment gesturing smelling

dissent is to disagree, as surrender is 
to _____ .

yield survey gain surrogate

Interference is to _____, as progress is to 
advancement .

obstruction indirect interview assistance

Transformation is to metamorphosis, as 
location is to _____ .

place modification direction locomotion

Preamble is to _____, as cloth is to fabric . preface pressure amble material

Precedent is to example, as infant is to 
_____ .

baby adult infamous future event

Navigable is to _____, as heavy is to 
weighty.

passable navy lightness ship

Variable is to changeable, as uncommon 
is to _____ .

rare unkempt commotion extinct

Autonomy is to _____, as competition is to 
contest .

independence automobile indifference monotony

disarmament is to demilitarization, as 
decay is to _____.

decompose teeth decoration dentist

Intersection is to _____, as street is to 
road .

crossroads section intestine driveway

Stratospheric is to lofty, as gigantic is 
to _____ .

enormous broadly elemental tiny
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antonyms
LEvEL 1
Involved is the opposite of _____, like 
excited is the opposite of bored .

disinterested solved introduced keen

Inside is the opposite of outside, like 
_____ is the opposite of far .

close sideways into wide

Easy is the opposite of _____, like empty 
is the opposite of full .

challenging hungry simple drained

Hasty is the opposite of careful, like 
upset is the opposite of _____ .

calm downstairs careless bothered

LEvEL 2
Involved is to _____, as excited is to 
bored .

disinterested solved introduced keen

Inside is to outside, as _____ is to far . close sideways into wide

Easy is to _____, as empty is to full. challenging hungry simple drained

Hasty is to careful, as upset is to _____. calm downstairs careless bothered

Movement is to _____, as float is to sink . stillness motion swim removal

LEvEL 3
destruction is to construction, as break 
is to _____ .

make shake destroy glass

Significant is to _____, as black is to white. minor wide high brilliant

Massive is to tiny, as deep is to _____. shallow immense belly wide

Typical is to _____, as old is to new. extraordinary ancient common type

negative is to _____, as tall is to short . positive color mood opposite

Credulous is to doubting, as bright is 
to _____ .

dim believe light truth

Import is to _____, as come is to go . export return ship trade

Conform is to resist, as agree is to _____ . differ change same issue

Festive is to _____, as loud is to quiet. glum noise joyful holiday

International is to _____, as independent 
is to reliant .

local country trade travel

Prehistoric is to _____, as early is to late. futuristic relic periodic afterthought

Enlarge is to _____, as toughen is to 
tenderize .

reduce bigger size soften

Exclusive is to unlimited, as secret is to 
_____ .

known whisper private free

Innumerable is to _____, as boundless is 
to limited .

countable valuable number numerous
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Incredible is to ordinary, as imaginary is 
to _____ .

real fake friend unbelievable

Enrage is to soothe, as change is to _____ . preserve coins anger alike

Misfortune is to _____, as failure is to 
success .

good luck winner bad news chance

Vital is to trivial, as relevant is to _____ . unrelated important unready possible

Horizontal is to vertical, as parallel is to 
_____ .

perpendicular straight similar lines

durable is to _____, as permanent is to 
temporary.

fragile strong lasting enduring

Critical is to _____, as careful is to 
careless .

flattering cautious judging decision

notable is to _____, as concerned is to 
uncaring .

common worried famous memorable

Enrich is to impoverish, as fix is to _____. break repair improve glue

Endanger is to protect, as prohibit is to 
_____ .

permit forbid prevent secure

Spectator is to participant, as silent is 
to _____ .

talkative participate quiet chat

discourage is to inspire, as refrain is to 
_____ .

persist require avoid convince

discredit is to _____, as confuse is to 
clarify.

glorify qualify amplify dismiss

Disbelief is to certainty, as denial is to 
_____ .

acceptance certainly refuse accuse

Distasteful is to _____, as dirty is to clean. appetizing food stain apology

Prejudiced is to _____, as hindrance is to 
assistance .

objective blocked judgmental opinion

LEvEL 4
dissent is to _____, as negative is to 
positive .

agree disease resent scented

navigable is to obstructed, as mild is 
to _____ .

severe constructed placid mildew

Variable is to _____, as rapid is to slow . constant vague unable changing

Reform is to ruin, as praise is to _____ . insult practice fail destroy

Precede is to _____, as objection is to 
approval .

follow continue proceed posture

Interference is to _____, as depth is to 
shallowness .

assistance length communication fence
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Preamble is to _____, as beginning is to 
end .

conclusion middle scramble continuation

Autonomy is to dependence, as pride 
is to _____ .

humility prejudice freedom arrogance

Regeneration is to _____, as repair is to 
damage .

depletion generation exclusion production

Intrusive is to withdrawn, as irritating is 
to _____ .

pleasant boastful irrigation shy

disarmament is to _____, as disinterest is 
to attentiveness .

arming armful awareness parliament

Intersecting is to parallel, as conflicting 
is to _____ .

harmonious deflecting flickering crossed

Automated is to _____, as modern is to 
old-fashioned .

manual factory fashionable manufacture

Stratospheric is to low, as specific is to 
_____ .

vague clear sunny near

Translucent is to opaque, as _____ is to 
stiff .

bendable translated clear luster

Weaker / stronger
LEvEL 1
A stronger word for angry is furious, 
like a stronger word for _____ is delighted .

glad curious lighted frustrated

A stronger word for easy is _____, like a 
stronger word for difficult is impossible. 

effortless ease positive hard

A stronger word for similarity is 
uniformity, like a stronger word for 
different is _____ .

opposite strange united same

A stronger word for _____ is microscopic, 
like a stronger word for tired is 
exhausted .

little mice huge metallic

LEvEL 2
Angry is to furious, 
as _____ is to delighted .

glad curious lighted frustrated

Easy is to _____, as difficult is to 
impossible . 

effortless ease positive hard

Similarity is to uniformity, 
as different is to _____ .

opposite strange united same

_____ is to microscopic, 
as tired is to exhausted .

Little Mice Huge Metallic
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Hasty is to reckless, 
as clean is to _____ .

spotless quick messy faultless

LEvEL 3
Annoy is to enrage, as harm is to _____. ruin help anger annual

big is to massive, as unpleasant is to 
_____ .

horrible giant mild unfair

_____ is to innumerable, as old is to 
ancient .

Several Ageless young Variable

Critical is to _____, as good is to fantastic . faultfinding enjoyable unthinking laughable

Distasteful is to disgusting, as scary is 
to _____ .

terrifying movie offensive surprise

_____ is to vital, as dim is to dark . Helpful bright useless Colorless

discourage is to _____, as encourage is to 
insist .

prevent support disappoint courage

notable is to outstanding, as cold is to 
_____ .

freezing extreme blazing weather

Significant is to momentous, as hungry 
is to _____ .

starving thirsty feast hundred

durable is to unbreakable, as lasting is 
to _____ .

eternal during memory brief

Misfortune is to _____, as discomfort is to 
misery.

tragedy comedy comfort illness

Cheerful is to festive, as quiet is to _____. silence loud quietly whisper

_____ is to disbelief, as worried is to 
terrified.

Uncertainty Concern disagreement Fear

_____ is to exclusive, as deep is to 
bottomless .

Restricted Allowed Shallow Excessive

Questioned is to discredited, as limit is 
to _____ .

ban allow speed sad

Widespread is to international, as big is 
to _____ .

immense little national heavy

_____ is to incredible, as warm is to 
broiling .

Good Comfortable unacceptable Cool

Old is to prehistoric, as tall is to _____ . towering giraffe height ceiling

_____ is to destruction, as change is to 
revolution .

Damage decision Repair Creation

Suggestion is to prescription, as 
admiration is to _____ .

reverence dislike illustration require
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LEvEL 4
Translucent is to transparent, as similar 
is to _____ .

identical different simultaneous indented

Interest is to fascination, as _____ is to 
transformation .

adjustment transportation formation concern

Interference is to prevention, as 
dissatisfaction is to _____ .

misery satisfaction mistake disposition

Funny is to hilarious, as _____ is to 
intrusive .

bothersome intricate destructive benign

Modification is to reformation, as 
reduction is to _____ .

elimination addition production redirection

categories
LEvEL 1
Inside is a kind of location, 
like rose is a kind of _____ .

flower daisy nose thorn

A _____ is a kind of telephone, 
like a lollipop is a kind of candy.

cell phone television phone book talk

A uniform is a kind of clothing, 
like a boot is a kind of _____ .

footwear leg pants pair

A _____ is a kind of relative, 
like a hamster is a kind of pet .

cousin relationship mouse friend

A salary is a kind of payment, 
like rent is a kind of _____ .

expense apartment money parent

dentist is a kind of _____, like a coach is a 
kind of teacher .

doctor tooth man dental

A cartoonist is a kind of artist, 
like a _____ is a kind of musician .

guitarist piano bicyclist song

A microscope is a kind of _____, 
like a dictionary is a kind of book.

tool science small vision

Rounded is a kind of form, 
like forward is a kind of _____ .

direction house curve force

An astronomer is a kind of scientist, 
like a _____ is a kind of official.

mayor carpenter planet singer

LEvEL 2
dentist is to _____, 
as coach is to teacher .

doctor tooth man dental

Cartoonist is to artist, 
as _____ is to musician .

guitarist piano bicyclist song
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Microscope is to _____, 
as dictionary is to book.

tool science small vision

Rounded is to form, 
as forward is to _____ .

direction house curve force

Astronomer is to scientist, 
as _____ is to official.

mayor carpenter planet singer

Inside is to location, as rose is to _____ . flower daisy nose thorn

_____ is to telephone, as lollipop is to 
candy.

Cell phone Television Phone book Talk

uniform is to clothing, as boot is to _____ . footwear leg pants pair

_____ is to relative, 
as hamster is to pet .

Cousin Relationship Mouse Friend

Salary is to payment,as rent is to _____. expense apartment money parent

LEvEL 3
Photograph is to _____, as red is to color . picture camera light artist

Symphony is to music group, as 
basketball is to _____ .

sport gym team player

Geography is to _____, as poetry is to 
literature .

science location landscape history

Horizontal is to _____, as north is to 
direction .

position vertical horizon proportion

Hemisphere is to _____, as rough is to 
texture .

shape round smooth planet

Autobiography is to _____, as cake is to 
dessert .

story diary personal vehicle

Perimeter is to measurements, as 
hammer is to _____ .

tools yardstick nail pounding

Massive is to _____, as square is to shape. size big heavy texture

Prehistoric is to time period, as far 
away is to _____.

distance nearby long ago journey

Passport is to _____, as waving is to 
gestures .

identification travel passenger harbor

LEvEL 4
Transformation is to _____, as sea-level is 
to elevation .

change presentation depth movement

Oceanography is to science, as dolphin 
is to _____ .

animal ocean seal doll
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Seismograph is to _____ instrument, as 
piano is to musical instrument .

scientific writing medical tuning

Stratospheric is to _____, as gigantic is to 
size .

height sphere distance tall

Dissent is to _____, as encyclopedia is to 
reference .

opinion dissatisfaction mood disaster

part to Whole
LEvEL 1
The _____ is a part of a television, like the 
speaker is a part of a radio .

screen show viewer living room

The lens is a part of a telescope, like a 
_____ is a part of a bicycle.

wheel tricycle encyclopedia cycle

A dentist can be part of a _____, Like a 
manager can be part of a company.

medical team patient sales force customer

Your relative is a part of your family, like 
your elbow is a part of your _____. 

arm cousin hand knee

Sap is part of a tree, like _____ is part of 
our atmosphere . 

oxygen branch planet stars

LEvEL 2
_____ is to television, as speaker is to 
radio .

Screen Show Viewer Living room

Lens is to telescope, as _____ is to bicycle. wheel tricycle encyclopedia cycle

dentist is to_____, as manager is to 
company.

medical team patient sales force customer

Relative is to family, as elbow is to _____. arm cousin hand knee

Sap is to tree, as _____ is to atmosphere . oxygen branch planet stars

LEvEL 3
_____ is to paragraph, as branch is to tree . Sentence Root Parallel Writer

_____ is to symphony, as wall is to 
building .

Musician Recording Curtain Sympathy

Word is to conversation, as bead is to 
_____ .

necklace pearl glass exchange

_____ is to autobiography, as letter is to 
alphabet .

Chapter Autumn Biography Graph

Photograph is to _____, as frosting is to 
cupcake .

magazine phonograph photographer painting
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Paragraph is to _____, as stanza is to 
poem .

article song parenthesis theme

Hemisphere is to _____, as slice is to pizza . globe chalkboard cube cone

Signature is to _____, as hem is to skirt . contract shirt sign individual

Microphone is to tape recorder, as 
handle is to _____ .

screwdriver
steering 
wheel

volume grip

_____ is to formula, as drop is to rain . Ingredient Secret Test tube Solution

Initial is to autograph, as _____ is to 
phrase .

word number final graze

_____ is to transportation system, as 
Jupiter is to solar system.

Bus Mercury Honor Portion

Picture is to passport, as _____ is to 
apartment .

room togetherness name airport

The bronze Age is to _____, as winter is 
to year.

prehistory literature copper century

_____ is to audience, as player is to team. Spectator Theater Sport Event

LEvEL 4
Representative is to government, as _____ 
is to choir .

singer institution presentation learn

Variable is to algebra, as note is to _____ . music notorious noteworthy musician

Stratosphere is to atmosphere, as 
hemisphere is to _____ .

sphere spherical interfere round

Step is to walk, as _____ is to ingest . chew digest invest mouth

Marine biology is to oceanography, as 
_____ is to art .

sculpture artillery history snorkeling

grammatical Forms
LEvEL 1
Formed is the past tense of form; 
likewise, _____ is the past tense of eat .

ate food eating edible

Sadness is a noun while sad is an 
adjective; likewise, _____ is a noun 
while angry is an adjective.

anger angrily  angered annoyed

Paid is a verb while payment is a noun; 
likewise, ran is a verb while _____ is a 
noun .

runner walked jogged raining

Atmosphere is a noun while _____ is an 
adjective; likewise, hunger is a noun 
while hungry is an adjective.

atmospheric   astronomy artery sphere
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detective is a noun while detect is a 
verb; likewise, singer is a noun while _____ 
is a verb .

sing song  singers single

Relative is a noun while _____ is a verb;  
likewise, proposal is a noun while 
propose is a verb .  

 relate
family 

member
sister relevant

Movement is a noun while moveable is 
an adjective; likewise, fame is a noun 
while _____ is an adjective .

famous family flame moving

Experiment is a noun while _____ is an 
adjective; likewise, fish is a noun while 
fishy is an adjective.

experimental explore explorer experimenting

Hasty is an adjective while ____is a Noun; 
likewise, weak is an adjective while 
weakness is a noun .

haste hastily has hasten

LEvEL 2
Formed is to form, as ____is to eat . ate food eating edible

Sadness is to sad, as ____is to angry anger angrily angered annoyed

Paid is to payment, as ran is to ____. runner walked jogged raining

Atmosphere is to ____, as hunger is to 
hungry.

atmospheric astronomy artery sphere

detective is to detect, As singer is to 
_____ .

sing song singers single

Relative is to _____, as proposal is to 
propose .

relate
family 

member
sister relevant

Movement is to moveable,as fame is to 
_____ .

famous family flame moving

Experiment is to _____, as fish is to fishy. experimental explore explorer experimenting

Involve is to _____, as revolve is to 
revolution .

involvement involves revolves involved

Hasty is to _____, as weak is to weakness. haste hastily has hasten

LEvEL 3
Typical is to typically, as common is to 
_____ .

commonly commonality commoner commons

Prejudice is to prejudiced, as _____ is to 
unfair .

unfairness unfairly fairs fair

Enrage is to rage, as enable is to _____ . ability able unable inability

Critical is to criticalness, as _____ is to 
flavor .

flavorful flavoring flavors flavorlessness
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Inspect is to inspection, as grow is to 
_____ .

growth grew grows grown

discourage is to discouraging, as _____ is 
to supportive .

support supported supportive supportively

Autobiography is to autobiographical, 
as gentleness is to _____ .

gentle gently gent gentleman

Durable is to durability, as dark is to _____. darkness darkly darker darkest

Notable is to _____, as praiseworthy is to 
praise .

note notably not noted

Hemisphere is to hemispherical, as 
selfishness is to _____.

selfish selfless self shellfish

Significant is to signify, as _____ is to 
entertain .

entertaining entertainment entertainer entry

Endanger is to endangered, as risk is to 
_____ .

risky riskily risking risks

Conform is to conformist, as celebrate 
is to _____ .

celebration celebrated celebratory celery

Enrich is to enrichment, as laugh is to 
_____ .

laughter laughable laughed laughably

Horizontal is to horizon, as joyful is to 
_____ .

joy joyous enjoy joyfully

Respiration is to respiratory, as comfort 
is to _____ .

comfortable comforter comforts conforming

Enlarge is to enlargement, as know is 
to _____ .

knowledge knowledgeable
knowledge- 

ableness
acknowledge- 

ment

Exclusive is to _____, as bright is to 
brightly.

exclusively exclusivity exclusion exclude

Interpret is to interpretation, as thank 
is to _____ .

thanks thankful thank you thanked

Vital is to _____, as protective is to 
protection .

vitality vitally revitalize vitamin

Conversation is to converse, as 
listening is to _____ .

listen listener listenable listeners

Festive is to festivities, as _____ is to 
election

electable elect elects electric

Prescribe is to _____, as govern is to 
government .

prescription prescribing prescribed prescriptive

Negative is to negativity, as circular is 
to _____ .

circle circling circuit circus

Geography is to geographical, as _____ is 
to decorated .

decoration decorate decorative decorous
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LEvEL 4
Navigable is to navigation, as difficult is 
to _____ .

difficulty diffusion difference division

Variable is to variability, as famous is to 
_____ .

fame infamous familiar famously

Automation is to automated, as anger 
is to _____ .

angry madly madness anchored

Precedent is to _____, as meaning is to 
meaningful .

preceding spherical atmosphere lofty

Oceanography is to oceanographer, as 
art is to _____ .

artist Arthur article artful

Regeneration is to _____, as preservation 
is to preserve .

regenerate generation region general

Intersect is to intersection, as excite is 
to _____ .

excitement excitable excited excise

Autonomy is to autonomous, as 
inclusion is to _____ .

inclusive include including inconclusive

dissent is to _____, as politeness is to 
polite .

dissenting resent recite dissention

Translucent is to _____, as soft is to 
softness .

translucency transparent transparency translated

Features (thing / characteristic oF thing)
LEvEL 1
A scowl shows that someone is feeling 
angry, like a _____ shows that someone is 
feeling pleased .

grin argue growl frown

A _____ is often worn by a scientist, 
like a book bag is often carried by a 
student .

lab coat book shelf geologist biologist

A ring may come from a telephone, 
like a _____ may come from a baby.

cry bell child read

Reruns are shown on _____, like coded 
messages are sent by telegraph. 

television telescope telephone atmosphere

Clues are the goal of a detective, 
like bargains are the goal of a _____ . 

shopper book storage positive

Being scientific is the mark of a good 
_____, like tempting buyers is the mark of 
a good advertisement .

experiment television telephone payment

Movement is used in dancing, like _____ 
are used in writing .

words music author speech
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There are many _____ in our atmosphere, 
like there are many floors in a tall 
building .

layers doors planets moons

A uniform is the usual wear for a _____, 
like a wetsuit is the usual wear for a 
scuba diver .

police officer fortune teller cartoonist librarian

LEvEL 2
Scowl is to angry,  
as _____ is to pleased .

grin argue growl frown

_____ is to scientist, as book bag is to 
student .

Lab coat book shelf Geologist biologist

Ring is to telephone, as _____ is to baby. cry bell child read

Reruns are to _____, as coded messages 
are to telegraph .

television telescope telephone atmosphere

Clues are to detective, as bargains are 
to _____ .

shopper book storage positive

Scientific is to _____, 
as tempting is to advertisement .

experiment television telephone payment

Movement is to dancing, 
as _____ are to writing .

words music author speech

_____ are to atmosphere, as floors are to 
tall buildings .

Layers doors Planets Moons

uniform is to _____, as wetsuit is to scuba 
diver .

police officer fortune teller cartoonist librarian

_____ is to artist, as brave is to pioneer . Creativity History Settler Fearfulness

LEvEL 3
Perimeter is to circle, as _____ is to line . length lining diameter depth

_____ is to inspector, as creative is to 
artist .

Observant Instant detective Painted

distressing is to misfortune, as _____ is to 
miscommunication .

confusing displaying understanding addressing

_____ is to conformity, as invention is to 
creativity.

Imitation Information destruction Imagination

_____ is to translation, as travel is to 
expedition .

Language Transport Publication Explorer

_____ is to respiration, as light is to vision . Air Water Sound Revision

Sound sensing is to microphone, as 
light sensing is to _____ .

camera photograph flashlight microscope
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Equator is to hemisphere, as _____ is to 
island .

coast equality peninsula ocean

_____ are to international, as states are to 
national .

Countries Counties Cities Provinces

_____ are to thermometer, as inches are 
to ruler .

Degrees Pounds Meters Watts

Handwriting is to autograph, as _____ is to 
speech .

voice letter hearing sight

Space is to interval, as _____ is to 
perfume .

smell texture cologne expensive

_____ is to endangered species, as 
untamed is to wilderness .

Rare Common dangerous Safe

Conversation is to _____, as competition 
is to rivals .

friends lectures singers enemies

Nationality is to passport, as distance 
is to _____ .

journey country porter tourist

_____ is to signature, as hot is to flame . Individual Sighing burning Paper

_____ is to doubter, as speed is to racer . Disbelief discredit Credulous Hasty

Prehistoric is to _____, as modern is to 
computer .

dinosaur telegram
pen and 
paper

elephant

Horizontal is to _____, as vertical is to wall . floor diagonal column ball

Festive is to _____, as ferocious is to tiger . party wolf fierce jungle

Massive is to _____, as tiny is to mouse. elephant louse big cat

_____ is to photograph, as shape is to 
sculpture .

Image Stone Carve Phonograph

Notable is to Olympic athlete, as 
unknown is to _____ .

beginner
professional 

athlete
celebrity prize winner

Length is to _____, as depth is to crater . interval durable moon prehistoric

Vital is to heart, as fragrant is to _____ . rose lungs nose flour

Strength is to porter, as speed is to _____ . runner tortoise butcher barber

Innumerable is to _____, as valuable is to 
gold .

stars rare stamps celebrities massive

_____ is to prejudice, as helpful is to 
assistance .

Hurtful Innocent Curious Needy

Credulous is to ____, as clever is to 
genius .

fool advisor judge doubter

Incredible is to _____, as informative is to 
science .

magic sleep math knowledge

distasteful is to _____, as beautiful is to 
sunset .

garbage plain sunrise flavorful
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Written is to paragraph, as drawn is to 
_____ .

picture poem sentence sculpture

Exclusive is to country club, as _____ is to 
diamond .

expensive inactive executive inclusive

durable is to ____, as fragile is to silk . canvas light bulb temporary paper

negative is to pessimist, as _____ is to 
dancer .

graceful positive musician objective

LEvEL 4
navigable is to _____, as drivable is to 
road .

river nautical navigator roam

Translucent is to ice cube, as 
transparent is to _____ .

window snow transport apparent

Automation is to _____, as animation is to 
cartoon .

robot author reformation movie

Variable is to _____, as yielding is to clay. weather varied zero unable

Intrusive is to _____, as limber is to 
acrobat .

thief intern interrupt juggler

locations
LEvEL 1
An artist works in a _____, like a teacher 
works in a classroom .

studio sculptor painting artistic

A scientist works in a _____, like a doctor 
works in a hospital .

laboratory dormitory medicine hotel

A television belongs in the _____, like a 
shovel belongs in the garden . 

house yard sofa commercial

A telescope is kept in an observatory, 
like a car is kept in a _____ . 

garage engine mechanic automobile

LEvEL 2
Artist is to _____, as teacher is to 
classroom .

studio sculptor painting artistic

Scientist is to _____, as doctor is to 
hospital .

laboratory dormitory medicine hotel

Television is to _____, as shovel is to 
garden . 

house yard sofa commercial

Telescope is to observatory, as car is to 
_____ . 

garage engine mechanic automobile

Microscope is to _____, as pillow is to bed . lab view cells bedroom
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LEvEL 3
Symphony is to concert hall, as giraffe 
is to _____ .

zoo tall library leaf eater

Porter is to _____, as sailor is to ship . airport restaurant submarine door

Signature is to document, as address is 
to _____ .

envelope postal carrier speech
phone 

number

Paragraph is to _____, as title is to cover . page writer spine illustration

Microphone is to _____, as flower is to 
garden .

stage vine forest sound

Photograph is to _____, as peanut butter 
is to jar .

album portrait painting photographer

Autobiography is to _____, as cereal is to 
supermarket .

bookstore paint store celebrity author

Passport is to _____, as cash is to wallet . purse picture shoes identification

Spectator is to bleachers, as athlete is 
to _____ .

field team sprints victory

Formula is to math textbook, as _____ is 
to history textbook.

timeline addition study instructor

Thermometer is to _____, as pencil is to 
desk drawer .

medical kit
dresser 
drawer

tool box toy chest

Perimeter is to _____, as area is to interior . edge midline volume periodic

Spectacle is to _____, as lesson is to 
classroom .

stage seat office specialty

Prescribing is to _____, as acting is to 
theater . 

hospital medicine book opera

Importing is to _____, as inventing is to 
workshop .

port important barbershop pawnshop

LEvEL 4
Stoplight is to intersection, as _____ is to 
crosswalk .

pedestrian green light cross-country pedal

Preamble is to _____, as basement is to 
below .

beginning walkway beside westward

Ingestion is to _____, as swimming is to 
pool .

restaurant ingenious restoration cook

Transformation is to _____, as reading is to 
library.

cocoon dictionary museum train station

Representative is to state capitol, as _____ 
is to White House .

President presentation Chief Justice white
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cause & eFFect
LEvEL 1
Pushing an object causes movement, 
like burning wood causes _____ .

smoke fireplace motion pulling

Performing an experiment leads to a 
result, like holding a contest leads to a 
_____ .

winner judge contestant resize

The atmosphere affects our climate, 
like diet affects your _____.

health climbing weather vitamins

Kindness can make someone happy, 
like _____ can make someone angry.

teasing tasting joy fondness

Practice can make something easy,

like studying can make someone _____.
knowledgeable hard simple student

LEvEL 2
Kindness is to happy, as_____ is to angry. teasing tasting joy fondness

Practice is to easy, as studying is to _____. knowledgeable hard simple student

Pushing is to movement, as burning is 
to _____ .

smoke fireplace motion pulling

Experiment is to result, as contest is to 
_____ .

winner judge contestant resize

Atmosphere is to climate, as diet is to 
_____ .

health climbing weather vitamins

LEvEL 3
_____ is to destruction, as obstruction is 
to delay.

War Construction Relay Preservation

_____ is to enraged, as deception is to 
confused .

Injustice Compliment Honesty Emerge

Prejudice is to discrimination, as toil is 
to _____ .

fatigue energize choose work

Interpret is to understandable, as 
reveal is to _____ .

visible confuse hidden publicize

Transmit is to _____, as polish is to shiny. widespread gathered greasy roughen

Enlarge is to _____, as shrink is to 
reduced .

bigger sustain stretch produced

Interpret is to understandable, as 
reveal is to _____ .

visible confuse hidden publicize

Ignorance is to prejudice, as inattention 
is to _____ .

mistake focus distraction caution
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_____ is to discredit, as victory is to 
esteem .

Scandal Fame Triumph Regard

Misrepresent is to _____, as entertain is to 
applause .

distrust presenting performance discussion

LEvEL 4
Reformation is to _____, as cure is to 
recovery.

improvement illness failure form

Meddling is to interference, as joking is 
to _____ .

laughter joker humor anger

Need is to acquisition, as _____ is to 
ingestion .

appetite food indigestion fullness

Treaty is to disarmament, as _____ are to 
rain .

clouds drops puddles meteorologists

dissent is to _____, as compromise is to 
agreement .

argument distraction convince losing

creator / creation
LEvEL 1
A dentist makes _____, like a tailor makes 
shirts .

fillings cars cakes books

An artist designs _____, like an architect 
designs buildings .

paintings articles museums studio

A _____ makes a uniform, like a baker 
makes a cake .

tailor soldier universe teacher

A sculptor creates a form, like a chef 
creates a _____ .

meal fort model cookbook

A detective builds a case, like a 
screenwriter builds a _____ .

scene screen house criminal

LEvEL 2
dentist is to _____, as tailor is to shirts . fillings cars cakes books

Artist is to _____, as architect is to 
buildings .

paintings articles museums studio

_____ is to uniform, as baker is to cake . Tailor Soldier universe Teacher

Sculptor is to form, as chef is to _____ . meal fort model waiter

detective is to case, as screenwriter is 
to _____ .

scene screen house criminal
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LEvEL 3
_____ is to autograph, as baker is to cake . Celebrity Pen Fan Publisher

Author is to autobiography, as _____ is to 
fence .

carpenter plumber fencer barrier

Geographer is to _____, as chef is to 
appetizer .

map
mountain 

range
explorer geology

_____ is to spectacle, as magician is to 
illusion .

Clown Eye Glass Poet

Translator is to _____, as director is to film. translation relation play traverse

LEvEL 4
Representative is to _____, as judge is to 
judgment .

legislation official voter government

Seismographer is to earthquake 
measurements, as astronomer is to _____ .

star maps light years observatory atmosphere

diplomat is to disarmament, as choir 
leader is to _____ .

harmony harmful songs singers

Oceanographer is to _____, as 
photographer is to portraits .

ocean 
research

ocean life whales ocean travel

_____ is to preamble, as builder is to 
foundation .

Author Walker Artist doctor

Functions
LEvEL 1
A telephone is used for _____, like an 
airplane is used for traveling .

talking caller flying seeing stars

A uniform is for showing what team a 
player is on, like a _____ is for showing 
what meals a restaurant serves .

menu union recipe snack bar

A telescope is for seeing distant 
planets, like a _____ is for seeing your own 
face .

mirror microscope makeup nose

An _____ is used to get inside, like an exit 
is used to get outside .

entrance entire indoors inquire

Television can show _____, like history 
books can tell of past events .

today's news living room
remote 
control

math books

A detective works at _____, like a 
carpenter works at building .

investigating instructing home hammering

A microscope is used for _____, like 
headphones are used for hearing .

seeing scooping listening recording
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A dentist works to _____, like a barber 
works to cut hair .

fix teeth cut nails fix dents brush hair

Experiments are used for discovery, like 
graphs are used for _____ .

illustration fashion recovery mystery

Payments are used to _____ something, 
like tools are used to build something .

buy sell money construct

LEvEL 2
detective is to _____, as carpenter is to 
building .

investigating instructing home hammering

Microscope is to _____, as headphones 
are to hearing .

seeing scooping listening recording

dentist is to _____, as barber is to cut hair . fix teeth cut nails fix dents brush hair

Experiment is to discovery, as graph is 
to _____ .

illustration fashion recovery mystery

Payment is to _____, as tool is to build. buy sell money construct

Telephone is to _____, as airplane is to 
traveling .

talking caller flying seeing stars

Uniform is to identifying a team, as _____ 
is to choosing a meal .

menu union recipe snack bar

Telescope is to seeing distant planets, 
as _____ is to seeing your face.

mirror microscope makeup nose

_____ is to getting inside, as exit is to 
getting outside .

Entrance Entire Indoors Inquire

Television is to _____, as history books are 
to telling of the past .

showing news living room
remote 
control

newspaper

LEvEL 3
_____ is to destruction, as crane is to 
construction .

Wrecking ball Tractor Forklift Wreckage

_____ are to spectacle, as campfire is to 
warmth .

Fireworks Matches Flashlights Campers

Autobiography is to read, as melody is 
to _____ .

hear song harmony write

Inspect is to _____, as inquire is to learn. uncover annoy crime gaze

Interpreter is to _____, as decorator is to 
beautify.

clarify identify conceal appeal

_____ is to transport, as home is to 
shelter .

Truck Cargo School Apartment

Insults are to discourage, as _____ are to 
flatter .

compliments arguments complaints questions
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_____ are to respiration, as legs are to 
walking .

Lungs Ears Eyes Lips

Porter is to _____, as postal carrier is to 
delivering mail .

carrying 
luggage

steering ships sorting mail serving food

Symphony is to _____, as school is to 
education .

entertainment classical band theater

Passport is to identifying, as map is to 
_____ .

locating picture losing surveyor

_____ is to enrage, as learn is to know . Taunt Teach Madden Praise

Conversation is to _____, as instruction is 
to educate .

communicate listener convenient graduate

Thermometer is to measure 
temperature, as _____ is to measure 
weight .

scale ruler meteor width

Spectator is to _____, as author is to 
writing .

watching fan show reading

Importer is to _____, as instructor is to 
teaching .

trading important advertising learning

Interval is to separating, as boundary is 
to _____ .

containing wall fenced combining

Misrepresentation is to _____, as armor is 
to protect .

deceive entertain provide correct

Conformity is to _____, as boasting is to 
impress .

get along go away let down inform

Transmitter is to _____, as car radio is to 
receive .

send music news television

_____ is to enrich, as comedy is to 
entertain .

Education Soil bread Communication

_____ is to prescribe, as driver is to steer . Doctor Patient Medicine Cure

Signature is to authorize, as label is to 
_____ .

identify approve reject remove

_____ is to photograph, as pencil is to 
draw .

Camera Print brush Album

Microphone is to _____, as microwave is 
to heat food .

record sound small phone make sounds heat water

LEvEL 4
Seismograph is to measure 
earthquakes, as telegraph is to _____.

send 
messages

play records show films post office

Sponge is to absorption, as _____ is to 
ingestion .

mouth vein napkin sponge cake
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Preamble is to introduce, as index is to 
_____ .

organize finger retell pinkie

Precedent is to _____, as presentation is 
to inform .

guide president perform speech

Automation is to productivity, as advice 
is to _____ .

assistance suggestion advisor creativity

tools (tool / person Who uses tools)
LEvEL 1
A telescope is used by an ______, like a 
dictionary is used by a reader.

astronomer onlooker athlete earthling

A microscope is used by a biologist, like 
a _____ is used by a carpenter.

saw building wood cell

A _____ is used by an artist, like a rake is 
used by a gardener.

brush studio soda can painting

A test tube is used by a scientist, like a 
mixing bowl is used by a _____.

cook student spoon recipe

A telephone is used by a _____, like a pen 
is used by a writer.

caller telegram wire reader

LEvEL 2
Telescope is to ______, as dictionary is to 
reader .

astronomer onlooker athlete earthling

Microscope is to biologist, as _____ is to 
carpenter .

saw building wood cell

_____ is to artist, as rake is to gardener . Brush Studio Lawn mower Painting

Test tube is to scientist, as mixing bowl 
is to _____ .

cook student spoon recipe

Telephone is to _____, as pen is to writer . caller telegram wire reader

LEvEL 3
Passport is to _____, as bat is to baseball 
player.

traveler driver
football 
player

luggage

Microphone is to _____, as pen is to 
writer .

singer stage painter batter

Luggage cart is to porter, as tray is to 
_____ .

waitress glasses hotel traitor

_____ are to symphony, as brushes are to 
painter .

Instruments Musicians Songs Performances
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_____ is to photographer, as wand is to 
magician .

Lens Print Studio Portrait

Satellite image is to geographer, as 
library is to _____.

researcher librarian book computer

Thermometer is to nurse, as wrench is 
to _____ .

plumber teacher doctor bolt

Transportation is to commuter, as pans 
are to _____ .

chef pancakes singer writer

Formula is to _____, as recipe is to cook . mathematician baby race car waiter

Microphone is to _____, as goggles are to 
swimmer .

singer listener diver dancer

_____ are to spectator, as camera is to 
photographer .

Eyes Pictures Sports bleachers

_____ is to inspector, as compass is to 
hiker .

Magnifying 
glass

Looking glass Hiking boots Police officer

Transmitter is to _____, as printing press is 
to publisher .

broadcaster author television radio

Misrepresentation is to cheater, as 
evidence is to _____ .

judge legal trial criminal

Dictionary is to translator, as measuring 
tape is to _____ .

tailor inches waitress librarian

LEvEL 4 – THERE IS NO LEvEL 4 FOR THIS CATEGORy

Assessing Student Progress

Student progress can be monitored through a variety of tools that include the Success Viewer as well 
as a variety of reports presented by Scientific Learning Progress Tracker.

success vieWer
The uccess Viewer allows students to view the number of points he or she has earned, and to get a 
quick overview of his or her current level in each exercise. The uccess Viewer rewards the student 
with immediate feedback on his or her performance and helps motivate the student to continue 
working on the exercises. This sc een is displayed automatically after a student completes the exercises 
scheduled for that day. 
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scientiFic learning progress tracker:  
key progress tracker reports
In addition to the Success Viewer, Progress Tracker enables teachers to monitor and analyze student 
progress. (Detailed explanations of the reports and additional resources are presented in Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Overview.)

Additional Activities

Fast ForWord Reading products require students to maintain consistent focus while working on the 
exercises. Some students may find this challenging, so to encourage them, the use of moti ational 
activities is strongly recommended. Resource activities that can be done offline e located on the  
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD and on the Customer Connect web site located 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support. These include moti ational activities and interventions to 
prepare for, reinforce or remediate skills as they are taught. A table at the end of this guide outlines all 
of the activities available as well as suggestions when and how to use them.

 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Characters – for bulletin boards, games, etc.
 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Word List
 > Motivation Ideas and Activities
 > g ator Jam – Vocabulary Detective
 > g ator Jam – g ator Jam Jeopardy
 > g ator Jam – Writing Reasons
 > g ator Jam – Vocabulary
 > g ator Jam – Map the Root
 > g ator Jam – Find a Root
 > Learning Log
 > Intervention Log

The foll wing sample activity can be easily introduced into a classroom to encourage students to 
reach 80% completion in an exercise. 

 completion ribbons: Make an award ribbon for each student, putting the name of the stu-
dent on the ribbon. Display the ribbons on a bulletin board. Using the Fast ForWord character for 
each Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 exercise, make pugs. As each student reaches 80% completion 
in the exercise, the pug with that exercise character is put on their ribbon.
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intervention
Below is a sample intervention activity for teachers to use when students need additional assistance  
to build vocabulary skills in word relationships. Additional intervention activities are available  
on the Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD, by clicking on the Intervention  
flags in Scientific Learning Progress Tracker and on the Customer Connect web site located at 
www.scientificlearning.com/support.

GaTor JaM 

Vocabulary 
deTecTiVe
skill: Building vocabulary skills in word relationships

grade level: Middle & High School

type oF activity: Individual

materials: Information from each student’s Progress Tracker Error Report Writing material

activity: Identify words that the students are struggling with. Provide each word in the context 
of a sentence. Then ask students to define that word. Explain how the context sentence helped 
them get the meaning .

variation: Each student looks up their own error word in a dictionary, writes down at least 3 
things they know about each word (e.g., part of speech, synonym, what it is used for or made of, 
meaning of root words .)

sampLe inTerVenTion acTiViTy
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LANES
LANA’S

GoaL
> To build skills in accurate text comprehension and the use of comprehension strategies, when 

reading fiction and non-fiction texts that include literary structures and devices.

obJecTiVes
> Work with 4 of the 7 critical comprehension strategies as identified by the National Reading 

Panel: graphic/semantic organizers, summarization, question answering, and using multiple 
strategies.

> Develop skills using inferential comprehension processes: main idea, central conflict, conclusions, 
generalizations, themes, metaphors.

> Analyze structural features of diagrams, tables, concept webs, flowcharts, timelines, and summaries.

skiLLs
 cognitive skills
 >  Memory — using working memory for sentence comprehension and building 

text-level representations in long-term memory
 > Attention — selectively attending to critical information and sustaining attention
 >  Processing — developing fluency in extracting and integrating meaning form 

longer text passages
 > Sequencing — recognizing causal and temporal event sequences in texts

 reading/language arts skills
 > Build skills in accurate text comprehension.
 >  Build comprehension strategies by reading fiction or nonfiction passages. 
 >  Complete a graphic organizer or summary of each passage.
 >  Answering comprehension questions with and without the aid of the graphic organizers/

summaries.
 >  Work with 4 of the 7 critical comprehension strategies as identified by the  National Reading 

Panel: graphic/semantic organizers, summarization, question answering,  
and using multiple strategies.

 >  Work with new strategies that are introduced with highly scaffolded tasks, but as students progress 
this scaffolding is reduced and students must work more independently with  
the strategy.

 >  Work with comprehension questions initially focus on literal facts, but as students 
progress, they increasingly emphasize inferential processes (e.g., main idea).

 >  Analyze the structural features of diagrams, tables, concept webs, flowcharts, timelines, and sum-
maries, and think about how these devices can organize information from a text.
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LANA’S LANES

keyboard shorTcuTs
button keyboard shortcut

Paw Space bar
Done Reading Space bar
Responses, left to right, top to bottom Number keys 1 through 4 

readinG curricuLum sTandards
> g aining information from text: Discern main ideas & evidence that supports those ideas; 
 draw inferences, conclusions, or generalizations. 
> Structural analysis of text: Understand text features (e.g., format, graphics, diagrams, 
 illustrations, charts, maps); analyze text that is organized in sequential or chronological order.

Description

In Lana’s Lanes students build skills 
in accurate text comprehension and 
the use of comprehension strategies 
by reading fiction or nonfiction p -
sages, completing a graphic organizer 
or summary of each passage, and 
answering comprehension questions 
with and without the aid of the graphic 
organizers/summaries.

How Students Work on Lana’s Lanes

In Lana’s Lanes the student works with each passage in 3 stages:

> stage 1: read the passage: The student
reads the passage and answers comprehension 
questions about the passage. The student clicks
the response that best answers the question. If 
the student answers incorrectly, the passage and 
question are presented again, with previously 
selected answers no longer available and fewer 
points are awarded for a correct response.

>  stage 2: perForm a comprehension 
strategy task: The student wo ks on one of 
the following tasks designed to reinforce strate-
gies for improved text comprehension.

Lana’s Lanes — Choose a diagram
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LANA’S LANES

 choose a diagram: The student clicks the
response with the number of the circle diagram 
that illustrates an idea from the passage.

 Fill in a graphic organizer: The student
works on the following graphic organizers in 
Lana’s Lanes, in this order:

 > Diagrams
> Tables
> Concept Webs
> Flowcharts and Timelines

 choose a summary: The student clicks the
best summary of the passage.

 build a summary: The student is p esented 
with 4 sentences and clicks the sentence that 
begins a summary of the passage. The sentence
moves into place in the summary and the 
student is presented with 4 more sentences. 
The student clicks the next sentence and it also
moves into place in the summary. This conti -
ues until the summary is completed.

 If the student gives an incorrect response during 
these tasks, the student is immediately presented 
with the passage for rereading. The trial is
presented again with previously selected answers 
no longer available and fewer points are awarded 
for a correct response.

>  stage 3: ansWer comprehension 
strategy questions: The graphic organi er 
or summary worked on in the earlier stages is 
displayed on the screen. The student uses the
information presented to answer comprehen-
sion questions about the passage by clicking the 
response that best answers the question.

Lana’s Lanes — Build a Summary

Lana’s Lanes — Choose a Summary

Lana’s Lanes — Fill in a diagram
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LANA’S LANES

How Students Progress through Lana’s Lanes

Lana’s Lanes progresses through 7 levels, based on the type of strategy task being worked on:

> level 1: Choose a diagram

> level 2: Fill in a diagram

> level 3: Fill in a table

> level 4: Fill in a concept web

> level 5: Fill in a fl wchart or timeline

> level 6: Choose a summary

> level 7: Build a summary

Within each level, as the students progress, they move from shorter texts (75-200 words) to longer 
texts (240-480 words), and the difficulty l el of the passages increases from 3rd-5th grade level to 
6th-7th grade level. The difficulty of the co ehension questions also increases.

How Students Advance in Lana’s Lanes

In Lana’s Lanes, only the strategy comprehension questions in Stage 3 are evaluated for advancement. 
For each passage within a level, the student must answer 4 out of 5 questions correctly (or 3/3 if only 
3 questions are available). At the end of the level, any passages for which the criteria were not met are 
repeated. If the student meets the criteria for all passages within the level, the student advances to the 
next level.

mastery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a level, Lana’s Lanes transitions 
the student to the next level. At the end of the exercise, those passages which were not passed are 
repeated. The student will continue to wo k on these passages until mastery is achieved.

reentering lana’s lanes
If exiting before the end of Stage 1, the student is returned to the beginning of Stage 1 upon re-entry. 
If exiting before the end of Stage 2, the student is presented with the passage, and after clicking Done 
Reading through all pages of the current passage, is returned to the beginning of Stage 2. If exiting 
after Stage 2, student is returned to the next unanswered question in Stage 3.
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points aWarded in lana’s lanes
Lana’s Lanes awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

> correct ansWers: The student earns 8 points for each cor ect response.

> bonus points: After the student completes 8 trials correctly, Lana’s Lanes rewards the student’s 
performance with 20 bonus points.
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Lana’s Lanes Content

level 1: graphic organizer - choose a diagram

passage 1: green ziplings

The people of planet Zip are known as Ziplings . Like Earthlings, Ziplings have smooth skin 
covering their bodies . However, all Ziplings have a greenish tint to their skin . This is because, 
like many plants on Earth, they utilize photosynthesis. Chemicals in their skin convert solar 
energy into nutrients.
When a Zipling feels hungry, a little time outdoors in the sunlight makes a perfectly good 
snack. However, they can also eat what we would consider food. They must eat extra food 
during the winter, when there are less hours of sunlight. Indeed, some Ziplings waste away 
during the winter because they fail to eat enough food.
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Passage ComPrehension Questions

According to the story, how are Ziplings like plants?

 They use photosynthesis to make nutrients. They cannot grow without enough sunlight.

 They convert solar energy in their leaves. They have smooth greenish skin covering their 
bodies .

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 All Ziplings are green-skinned beings. All green-skinned beings are Earthlings .

 All green-skinned beings are Ziplings . All Earthlings are green-skinned beings .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “All Ziplings are green-skinned beings.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 Some Zipling snacks are sunlight. All Zipling snacks are sunlight.

 no Zipling snacks are sunlight . All sunlight is eaten as snacks by Ziplings.

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “Some Zipling snacks are sunlight.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 Some Ziplings who don't eat enough in winter  
 will waste away.

All Ziplings who don’t eat enough in winter will 
waste away.

 no Ziplings who eat enough in winter will waste   
 away.

Some Ziplings who eat enough in winter will waste 
away.
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ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “Some Ziplings who don’t eat enough in winter will 
waste away.”

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 All Ziplings have green skin. There are no green-skinned beings .

 All beings with green skin are Ziplings . no Ziplings have green skin .

According to this diagram about the story:

 Ziplings sometimes snack on sunlight. Zipling snacks never include sunlight .

 Sunlight is the only snack for a Zipling. Some sunlight snacks are Ziplings .

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some Ziplings don't eat enough in winter and 
 waste away.

no Zipling eats well in winter and some Ziplings 
waste away.

 No Zipling wastes away in the winter. Some Ziplings don't waste away, despite eating 
well in winter .

passage 2: zipling culture

Since sunlight is an important form of food for Ziplings, the sun plays a big role in their culture. 
Throughout their history, Zipling artists and musicians have been inspired by the sun. Pictures of the 
sun have been found on some ancient Zipling ruins . A picture of the sun even appears on Zipling 
money.

All of the popular holidays on Zip are held in the spring and summer. Everyone’s favorite is an early 
spring holiday, called “Triumph of the Sun.” It celebrates the lengthening hours of daylight and sunny 
seasons ahead. The sun influences daily life, too. For example, traditional Zip homes have windows 
facing all directions .

Passage ComPrehension Questions

Clearly, the sun is a very important part of modern Zipling culture. Which fact from the passage 
provides the best evidence that Ziplings first became fascinated with the sun long ago?
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 The discovery of ancient Zipling ruins showing   
 pictures of the sun.

The fact that Zipling money features a picture 
of the sun .

 Pictures of the sun found painted on cave walls . The popularity of the holiday that Ziplings call 
"Triumph of the Sun ."

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 No popular Zipling holidays are winter or fall  
 events.

All Zipling holidays are spring or summer 
events .

 All popular Zipling holidays are summer or fall  
 events .

No Zipling holidays are winter or spring 
events .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “No popular Zipling holidays are winter or fall 
events.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 Some designs on ancient Zipling ruins are pictures of the sun.

 All designs on ancient Zipling ruins are pictures of the sun .

 no designs on ancient Zipling ruins are pictures of the sun .

 All pictures of the sun are designs on ancient Zipling ruins .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “Some designs on ancient Zipling ruins are pictures 
of the sun.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 All traditional Zipling homes are buildings with windows in all directions.
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 All buildings with windows in all directions are traditional Zipling homes .

 no traditional Zipling homes are buildings with windows in all directions .

 no Zipling homes are buildings without windows .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “All traditional Zipling homes are buildings with 
windows in all directions.”

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 No Zipling holiday that is popular occurs in the winter or fall.

 Some popular Zipling holidays occur in the spring and summer.

 No holidays happen on Zip in the fall and winter.

 All Ziplings have a favorite holiday which is "Triumph of the Sun."

According to this diagram about the story:

 Pictures of the sun have been found on some ancient Zipling ruins.

 All ancient Zipling ruins have been found to have pictures of the sun .

 no ancient Zipling ruins have pictures of the sun . 

 The designs on ancient Zipling ruins are all pictures of the sun .

According to this diagram about the story:

 Traditional homes on Zip are always built with windows facing all directions.

 All windows in a traditional Zipling home will face in the same direction .

 no traditional Zipling homes have windows facing the south .

 Zipling homes are traditionally built facing a certain direction and have many windows.
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passage 3: zipling solar technology

Ziplings have always turned to their sun as a source of energy. Their buildings store the sun’s heat and 
stay warm, year-round. They can even use solar power to heat water and produce steam. Sun-based 
steam power started Zip’s first industrial age. Their second industrial age was fueled by solar electricity.

Later, the Ziplings discovered a way to have light all night long. They found a sea plant that absorbs 
sunlight in the day and glows during the night. The Ziplings farm this plant and remove the chemical 
that glows. They encase the chemical in units called “glowblobs.” Glowblobs glow only faintly, when 
left alone. But if you squish or squeeze a glowblob, it will glow brightly for about an hour. On Zip, if 
someone tells you to “hit the light,” they mean it literally!

Passage ComPrehension Questions

Where do Zipling glowblobs come from?

 They are made with a chemical from a sea  
 plant.

They are a kind of fish that is harvested from the 
sea .

 They are harvested on Zipling farms during the 
 night .

They are given a firm squish to make them glow 
brightly.

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 Some sea plants glow at night. no sea plants glow at night .

 All sea plants glow at night . All things that glow at night are sea plants .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, "Some sea plants glow at night ."

Passage ComPrehension Questions

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 All glowblobs glow when you squeeze them. Some glowblobs glow when you squeeze them.

 No things glow when you squeeze them. All things glow when you squeeze them.

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, “All glowblobs glow when you squeeze them.”
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Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true on Zip just like it is on Earth?

 All steam is water. All water is steam .

 no steam is hot . no water is steam .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that illustrates the statement, "All steam is water ."

ComPrehension strategy Question

According to this diagram about the story:

 All glowblobs glow when you squeeze them. All things glow when you squeeze them.

 Some glowblobs glow when you do not squeeze  
 them .

Nothing glows when you squeeze it.

According to this diagram about the story:

 No glowblobs run on electricity. Some glowblobs run on electricity.

 All things that run on electricity are glowblobs. Glowblobs need some form of energy.

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some steam is hot. no steam is hot .

 All steam is hot . All steam is cold .

passage 4: zipling solar culture

At least once, Zip’s use of sunlight led to conflict . It happened near the end of Zip’s second industrial 
age. New inventions caused rapid economic growth. Rapid growth led to increased electricity use. This, 
in turn, led to a boom in building solar generation grids .

Solar grids sprouted up everywhere in Zipling towns. Grids placed on rooftops were shading streets, 
plazas, and neighboring homes. Conflict began over “grid sprawl.” The courts were filled with cases 
about who could shade who. A popular campaign started with the slogan, “Don’t shade me out!” The 
leaders of Zip were worried by this conflict. They called for the development of new, shade-free 
energy sources.
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Passage ComPrehension Questions

What is “grid sprawl”?

 Too many power grids creating shadows. not enough grids creating power for Ziplings .

 Zipling leaders creating too many power grids. Too many shadows on power grids.

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 All rooftop solar grids create shade. All sunlight is created by rooftop solar grids.

 All shade is created by rooftop solar grids. All rooftop solar grids create sunlight .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that correctly illustrates the statement, “Some uses of sunlight led to conflict.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the story, which of these statements is true?

 All leaders were worried. Some leaders were not worried .

 No leaders asked for new energy sources. Some old energy sources were shade-free.

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the diagram that correctly illustrates the statement, "All leaders were worried."

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 Rooftop solar grids all create shade. Sunlight is always due to rooftop solar grids.

 Shade is always due to rooftop solar grids. Rooftop solar grids all create sunlight .

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some uses of sunlight led to conflict. All conflict was created by uses of sunlight.

 no uses of sunlight led to conflict . All uses of sunlight caused conflict .
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According to this diagram about the story:

 All of the leaders asked for new energy  
 sources.

None of the leaders asked for new energy 
sources .

 Some of the leaders did not ask for new energy  
 sources .

All of the people who asked for new energy 
sources were leaders .
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level 2: graphic organizer - Fill in a diagram

passage 1: zipling architecture

All Ziplings prefer homes that are lit with direct sunlight. However, some must settle for less sunny 
homes. This is most often a problem for city dwellers. City apartments might only have windows on 
two or three sides! Still, the demand for sun-filled rooms has shaped Zipling skylines. 

On Earth, most buildings are shaped like boxes. Not so on Zip! Their buildings come in wildly different 
shapes. Furthermore, city blocks are designed around waterways, courtyards, and greens. Then the 
buildings are carefully positioned for the best light. Zipling architects strive to design large buildings 
with a high “quality of light” for residents. The buildings that win their architectural prizes always meet 
this ideal .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What does having a high “quality of light” mean to Zipling architects?

plenty of direct sunlight indoors even, indirect light from a north-facing window

bright lights that lift the spirits a positive and healthy lifestyle
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ComPrehension strategy task

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate the following statement: All prize-winning buildings are sunny.

 Sunny buildings Winning architects

 Prize winners Sun-filled rooms

Select the missing text for #2 to illustrate the following statement: All prize-winning buildings are sunny.

 Prize winners Winning architects

 Sunny buildings Sun-filled rooms

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 City blocks on Zip City blocks on Earth

 Waterways on Earth Waterways on Zip

Select the missing text for #2 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Sunless homes City apartments

 Sunny homes Small apartments

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 Only sunny buildings win prizes. Only prize-winning buildings are sunny.

 All architects who work in sunny buildings win  
 prizes .

Some prize winners are not sunny buildings.

According to this diagram about the story:

 On Zip, some city blocks are designed around waterways.

 No city blocks on Zip are designed around waterways.

 On Zip, all city blocks are designed around waterways. 

 Everything on Zip that is designed around waterways is a city block.
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According to this diagram about the story:

 No Zipling wants a sunless home. All Ziplings want homes .

 No Ziplings want city apartments. All Ziplings want shady homes.

passage 2: zipling pets

Since so much Zipling culture is based on the sun, you might expect them to keep pets that share that 
love . you would not be disappointed .

The most popular pet on Zip is the zook. Zooks do share the Ziplings’ love of the sun. You can find the 
furry animals curled up in warm, sunny places: on roofs, near warm windows, and even on solar panels.

Since zooks block the sun from solar panels, they can stop the panels from functioning well. During 
breeding season, all of the young zooks climb the solar panels and lie on them. Sometimes it gets so 
bad that Ziplings use tall brooms to shoo the zooks off the panels. This does little good, however; they 
scatter for a while and then return to their cozy perches.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why do zooks lie on solar panels?

The panels are warm, sunny places. Zipling culture is based on the sun .

The panels convert sunlight into energy. It is the zooks' breeding season .

ComPrehension strategy task

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Zipling pets Ziplings

 Solar panels Shade-loving animals

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate the following statement: All young zooks lie on solar panels.

 Things that lie on solar panels Solar panels

 young zooks Things that do not lie on solar panels
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Select the missing text for #2 to illustrate the following statement: All young zooks lie on solar panels.

 young zooks Solar panels

 Things that lie on solar panels Things that do not lie on solar panels

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Letting zooks lie on solar panels using brooms to shoo zooks off solar panels

 Letting zooks lie in sunny windows using brooms to sweep dust off solar panels

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some of the pets that Ziplings keep are zooks. not all zooks that are kept as pets are Ziplings .

 All zooks are pets kept by Ziplings. no zooks are ever kept as Zipling pets .

According to this diagram about the story:

 All young zooks lie on solar panels. Some young zooks do not lie on solar panels.

 Only young zooks lie on solar panels. No things that lie on solar panels are young zooks.

According to this diagram about the story:

 Letting zooks lie on them does not help solar  
 panels work well.

Some solar panels work better when zooks lie on 
them and provide insulation .

 All Ziplings let zooks lie on solar panels,  
 regardless of the effect .

Solar panels are always kept working well by not 
letting zooks on them .

passage 3: zipling boating

no Ziplings are able to swim . A few do manage to float a bit . However, their arms are too short to swim 
well. Few will venture into the water. Many Ziplings even believe that it is bad luck to be too close to 
lakes .

However, the bravest Ziplings build boats and sail them on lakes. These are usually young adults, and 
all of them yearn for adventure. Most large Zip cities have a branch of the Zipling Water Club with 
several active members. This can worry their parents, but most support their children’s adventurous 
spirit .
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Passage ComPrehension Question

Why do some Ziplings join the Zipling Water Club?

 to have adventures to have bad luck

 to learn to swim to support their children's adventurous spirit

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate the following statement: All Zipling Water Club members 
yearn for adventure.

 Ziplings who yearn for adventure Ziplings

 Zipling Water Club members Those who do not want adventure

Select the missing text from #2 to illustrate the following statement: All Zipling Water Club members 
yearn for adventure.

 Zipling Water Club members Ziplings

 Ziplings who yearn for adventure Those who do not want adventure

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Zipling parents Many large Zip cities

 Ziplings who oppose swimming and boating The bravest Ziplings

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Beings who know how to swim Adventurous young adults

 Beings who enjoy boating Worried parents

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 Only those who yearn for adventure become Zipling Water Club members.

 Only Zipling Water Club members yearn for adventure.
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 All those who yearn for adventure become Zipling Water Club members.

 Some Zipling Water Club members do not yearn for adventure.

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some Zipling parents support their children's adventures.

 Not all Zipling parents are supported by their children's adventures.

 All Zipling parents support their children's adventures .

 Some Ziplings are supported by their children's adventures.

According to this diagram about the story:

 No Zipling knows how to swim All Ziplings know how to swim

 Some Ziplings know how to swim All those who know how to swim are Ziplings

passage 4: zipling sports

Ziplings of all ages play glowroll. Glowroll is a sport where players roll glowblobs toward targets. Some 
of the glowblobs hit their targets and fall into holes. Players get points when their glowblobs hit the 
targets. Glowblobs that miss stay on the glowfield, and can be knocked off by the opponent’s glowblob. 
Players lose points if their glowblobs roll all the way off the field.

Almost all Ziplings play some version of glowroll. Young and old Ziplings play a very slow game where 
they stay on the edge of the field. The more active Ziplings play a more active version of the game. 
Here, they run around the field using brooms to push their glowblobs toward the holes. So many 
Ziplings play glowroll that large glowroll tournaments can last almost a week.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why do players knock their opponents’ glowblobs off the field?

because glowblobs that go off the field lose 
points

so they can run around the field more easily

to move them closer to the targets to give their opponents points
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ComPrehension strategy task

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

Things that hit their targets Targets that are off the field

Things that pop out of holes Things that are targets

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Players of the more active glowroll game Players who lose points when their glowblobs fall 
into holes

 Players who push other players off the field with  
 brooms

Those who are too old to play glowroll

Select the missing text for #1 to illustrate an idea from the story.

 Things that get points Glowblobs hit by opponents' glowblobs

 Things that lose points Glowblobs that miss their targets

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some glowblobs hit their targets. Some players hit their glowblobs.

 no things that hit their targets are glowblobs . All glowblobs hit their targets .

According to this diagram about the story:

 Some Ziplings play the more active glowroll  
 game.

All Ziplings play the more active glowroll game.

 No Zipling plays the more active glowroll game. Some Ziplings do not play glowroll.

According to this diagram about the story:

 No glowblobs that roll off the field get points. All glowblobs that roll off the field get points.

 No glowblobs that roll off the field lose points. Some things that get points are glowblobs that 
roll off the field.
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level 3: graphic organizer - Fill in a table

passage 1: making honey

While many insects eat the nectar of flowers, only honeybees convert nectar into honey. 

Making honey preserves the nectar so there will be enough food for winter. It takes a lot of 

work to create honey. And the worker bees do it all.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the article, what do bees do to survive through the winter?

 preserve nectar as honey gather together for warmth

 build a protective hive go into a deep sleep
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A wild hive has one queen bee, a few hundred male drones, and as many as 20,000 female worker 
bees. The worker bees are divided into house bees and field bees. Older worker bees become field 
bees. Field bees travel all day gathering pollen, nectar, and water. While storing the nectar, they start 
breaking down its starches into sugars. This is the beginning of the honey-making process. Field bees 
also collect sticky plant resins that are used to build the honeycomb.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Field bees are . . .

the older worker bees. the drones.

the younger worker bees. worker bees who want to be queen.

The younger worker bees are employed as house bees. House bees build the honeycomb used to 
store the honey. They also “chew” the nectar to complete the process of converting it into honey. By 
fanning their wings constantly, they slowly dry out the honey before sealing it into the honeycomb. This 
fanning also regulates the temperature of the hive . House bees are also responsible for defending the 
hive. The phrase “busy as a bee” really applies to worker bees!

Passage ComPrehension Question

When they article says, “by fanning their wings constantly, they slowly dry out the honey...,” who does 
the word “they” refer to?

the house bees the field bees

the worker bees the male drones

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

 Steps Pages

 bees numbers

Select the missing text for #2 .

 House bees drones

 Field bees Worker bees
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Select the missing text for #3 .

 Field bees drones

 House bees Worker bees

Select the missing text for #4 .

 Gather nectar Make honey

 Regulate hive temperature Gather pollen

Select the missing text for #5 .

 "Chew" nectar to finish converting it into honey Return partly processed nectar to hive

 Gather sticky plant resins to build the  
 honeycomb

Process starches to turn them into nectar

Select the missing text for #6 .

 Dry honey by fanning with wings Build honeycomb to store the honey

 Defend honey from other insects Collect converted nectar from field bees

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of the following happens first?

 The field bees collect the nectar. The house bees convert the nectar into honey.

 The field bees break down the nectar starches  
 into sugars .

The house bees store the nectar in the 
honeycomb.

According to the table, which of the following is a true statement?

 The house bees are responsible for sealing honey into the honeycomb.

 The field bees are responsible for chewing flower nectar to make honey.

 The house bees are responsible for gathering sticky plant resins.

 The drones are responsible for defending the hive .
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Which of these facts is not represented in the table?

 Bees make honey to provide food for the  
 winter.

The field bees and the house bees divide the 
work .

 Field bees do the first steps of honey-making. After the honey is dried, it is sealed into the 
honeycomb.

It is true that . . .

 field bees begin the process of breaking down the nectar.

 field bees spend their time in the hive fanning the honey.

 field bees gather the honey, but house bees store it in the hive.

 house bees care for the young and feed them raw nectar.

House bees fan their wings in order to . . .

 dry out the honey. break the starches into sugars .

 cool off the queen bee. build the honeycomb.

passage 2: glass bloWing

Glassblowing is one of the hottest crafts around. Liquid glass can reach over 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Heated furnaces, hot tools, and liquid glass all pose burn risks. In addition, glass can shatter explosively 
if it cools too quickly. To keep things safe, glassblowers work in teams. They put one person, called the 
gaffer, in charge .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, glassblowers work in teams because . . .

 it is dangerous to work alone with such hot  
 materials.

it is expensive to rent a glassblowing studio .

 there is a lot of work to be done . liquid glass can reach extremely hot temperatures.
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The raw ingredients that make up glass are called the batch . The batch is heated in a furnace to 2200 
degrees until it becomes liquid, or molten. The glassblower gathers molten glass at the end of a steel 
tube called a blowpipe. The blowpipe must be turned constantly to keep the glass from dripping off. 
The glass is rolled on a steel table called a marver, to cool and shape it . Later, the glassblower blows 
into the pipe, creating a glass bubble .

To add color, the hot glass can be rolled in bits of colored glass. It’s hard to predict the final color, 
though, because molten glass always glows orange. Finished pieces are placed in a 900-degree 
annealing oven. The oven is gradually cooled overnight so that the glass won’t crack.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, why must the glassblower keep turning the blowpipe?

 so the glass does not drip off so it will cool and take shape

 to create a glass bubble to keep the blowpipe from getting too hot

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

 Annealing oven Finishing furnace

 baking oven Tempering furnace

Select the missing text for #2 .

 Gaffer Marver

 Manager Glassblower

Select the missing text for #3 .

 Collecting liquid glass from the furnace A bubble blown into the glass

 A meeting called by the gaffer Collecting glass chips for coloring a piece

Select the missing text for #4 .

 Steel table on which hot glass is rolled into  
 shape and cooled

The glassblower who keeps the blowpipe turning 
constantly

 bits of colored glass used for coloring a piece Oven in which a batch of glass is melted
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

The gaffer is . . .

the person in charge. the molten glass.

one of the raw ingredients . the cooling oven .

The steel table used to cool and shape the glass is called . . .

the marver. the batch .

the kuglar . the gaffer .

Glass is cooled overnight in an annealing oven . . .

 so it won't crack from cooling too quickly. gradually reaching 900 degrees.

 allowing the team to go home for the night . where the next batch is becoming molten .

If the molten glass needs to be cooled for the glassblower to work with it . . .

 it is rolled on the marver. the glassblower must blow a bubble into it .

 it is allowed to drip off the blowpipe . it is rolled in bits of cool glass .

The annealing oven . . .

 begins at a heat of 900 degrees. is used to reheat the glass while working on it .

 causes the glass to break . is used to make the glass liquid.

passage 3: snoWstorm

The meal was soon over and then the young people got ready to resume their trip. Nan and Dorothy 
wanted to skate a bit, but Bert looking up at the sky, said:

“I don’t think it will be safe . It looks as though it were going to storm soon, and we don’t want to be 
caught in it . It isn’t far to Snow Lodge now, and once we are there let it snow as much as it likes . but if it 
comes down before we get there we’ll have hard work to keep on in the ice-boat . Even a little snow on 
the ice will clog the runners.”

So the skating idea was given up, and soon they were under way in the ice-boat again. The clouds grew 
darker, and there were a few scattering flakes of snow .
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Passage ComPrehension Question

bert looked up to . . .

check on the approaching weather. see if he could spot Snow Lodge yet.

see how long it was until dark . roll his eyes at Nan and Dorothy.

“I guess we’re going to be in for it,” said Bert. “If the wind would only blow harder we could go faster.”

As if in answer to his wish the wind started up and the boat fairly flew over the ice. Then the storm 
suddenly broke and the snow was so thick that they could not see where they were going.

“What shall we do?” cried Dorothy, who was not used to being out in such a blow.

“Keep on—that’s the only thing to do,” answered Bert. “We will go as far as we can in the boat and then 
we’ll walk.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the phrase “the storm suddenly broke,” what does the word “broke” mean?

 began violently split into pieces

 ceased out of money

“Walk to Snow Lodge!” cried Nan. “We could never do it!”

“Oh, it isn’t so far now,” said her brother.

The snow fell so fast that soon the ice-boat went slower and slower. Finally it stopped altogether, the 
runners clogged with snow. The wind blowing on the sail nearly turned the craft over.

“Cast off those ropes!” cried Bert to Harry. “We’ll have to leave her here and walk on.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the sentence, “We’ll have to leave her here and walk on,” the pronoun “her” refers to...

 the ice-boat. Nan.

 the wind . Dorothy.
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The sail was lowered, the blankets and robes were picked up to be carried, and the four girls and boys 
set out over the ice .

“We must keep near the shore,” said Bert, “Snow Lodge is right on the shore of the lake, and we can’t 
miss it.”

“Oh, suppose we did, and had to stay out all night?” cried Dorothy.

“We won’t worry until we have to,” spoke Nan.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Bert says they must stay near the shore so...

 they will see the lodge through the snow. they don't get hit by a passing ice-boat.

 they will be less likely to fall in the ice. Dorothy will feel safer and stop worrying.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

 Wanted to skate? Cast off the ropes?

 Said to keep near the shore? Lowered the sails?

Select the missing text for #2 .

 Wished the wind would pick up? Walked to Snow Lodge?

 Worried that the wind was picking up? Said not to worry?

Select the missing text for #3 .

 Worried they would miss the lodge? Was used to the being out in bad storms?

 Gathered the blankets and robes? Said to cast off the ropes?

Select the missing text for #4 .

 Bert Dorothy

 nan Harry
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Select the missing text for #5 .

 Nan Dorothy

 bert Harry

Select the missing text for #6 .

 Dorothy bert

 nan Harry

ComPrehension strategy Questions

It is true that . . .

 all four kids began walking to Snow Lodge. Harry wished the wind would pick up.

 bert wanted to skate . nan knew the snow would start soon .

Both Nan and Dorothy...

 wanted to skate. wished the wind would pick up .

 worried about missing the lodge . told Harry it was going to snow soon.

It was bert that . . .

 knew the snow would start soon. walked alone to Snow Lodge .

 wanted to skate . worried that the wind would pick up .

From looking at the table, it appears that Harry...

 is the least important character in this passage. frequently told the other kids what to do.

 worried about the wind as much as Dorothy. was the first character to reach Snow Lodge.
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The events in the table are listed . . .

 in the order that they happened in the story. in an order that is based on the number of 
characters involved .

 in order of importance . in no particular order .

passage 4: the 10th planet

How many planets are in our solar system? For many years, we have thought there were nine. Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. But recently, scientists may have 
discovered a tenth planet, very small and very far away. They named it Sedna, after the Inuit goddess 
of the sea . Sedna is now the most distant object known to orbit the Sun .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is the name of this new object?

 Sedna Inuit

 Pluto Earth

How far away is Sedna? Much farther than any other planet. It is over eight billion miles from the Sun. 
That is 90 times farther than Earth, and three times farther than Pluto. It is so far away that if you were 
standing on Sedna, you could hold a pin at arm’s length and block the entire Sun with it! From that far 
away, it takes 10,500 Earth years to travel once around the Sun.

Passage ComPrehension Question

How far away is Sedna from the Sun?

 over eight billion miles closer than Pluto

 as far away as the earth 10,500 Earth years

Because Sedna is so far away, it is very cold: over 400 degrees below zero, which is far colder than 
anywhere on Earth. At first, scientists thought it was made of ice, like Pluto. However, Sedna is as red 
as Mars is, so perhaps it is made of rock. We do not yet know for sure.

Sedna is about 1000 miles wide, which is about eight times smaller than Earth . Pluto, the smallest 
planet before Sedna, is 1400 miles wide . 
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Passage ComPrehension Question

What color is Sedna?

 red, like Mars white, like Pluto

 clear, like ice green and blue, like the Earth

Is Sedna really a planet? Scientists are still arguing about it, because they do not agree on the 
definition of “planet.” Millions of asteroids orbit the Sun, ranging in size from 600 miles wide to the size 
of a grapefruit . Sedna is larger than these asteroids, but smaller than Pluto, our smallest planet . And 
Sedna is so far away that we are still learning about its size and shape.

Pluto was discovered in 1930. Sedna was discovered in late 2003. Will there be other planets? As our 
telescopes get better and better, we could find quite a few more!

Passage ComPrehension Question

How many asteroids orbit the Sun?

 millions about a thousand

 nine six hundred

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

 How big is it? How big are its oceans?

 How wide is its orbit? How large is the largest continent?

Select the missing text for #2 .

 About 8000 miles wide About 500 miles wide

 About 1000 miles wide Over 200,000 miles!

Select the missing text for #3 .

 The size of a head of a pin Much larger than the Earth is

 About the size of your thumb About the size of a grapefruit
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Select the missing text for #4 .

 How long is a year? How long does it take the Sun to go around the 
Earth?

 How long is a solar day? How long does it take to travel there?

Select the missing text for #5 .

 Over 10,500 Earth years Half as long as an Earth year

 365 days 10,500 days

Select the missing text for #6 .

 Over 8 billion miles 3 times as far as the Earth

 Almost 5 million miles Half as far as Pluto

Select the missing text for #7 .

 We do not know for sure Ice and rock

 Mostly rock Gas and debris

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of these is the smallest object?

 Sedna the Earth

 Sedna's sun the Earth's sun

Which of the following facts from the table is the most likely explanation for why it took astronomers 
so long to discover Sedna?

 Earth is 93 million miles from the Sun, while Sedna is over 8 billion miles away.

 It takes Earth only 365 days to orbit the Sun, while Sedna takes 10,500 Earth years.

 It is only about 1000 miles wide, whereas Pluto is 3000 miles wide.

 It looks no bigger than the head of a pin .
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One row of the chart asks "How long is a year?" What is the definition of a "year" as it is used here?

 the time it takes to make one orbit of the Sun 365 days, except during leap years

 the time it takes a planet to revolve on its axes  
 one time 

the time it takes light to travel from the Sun to the 
planet 

This chart is supposed to list five facts about each planet. Which fact is missing from the chart because 
scientists are still unsure of it?

 the material that Sedna is made of the time it takes for Sedna to orbit around the Sun

 the distance of Sedna from Earth the answer to whether Sedna is an asteroid or a 
planet

What is the best title for this chart?

 How Sedna Compares to Earth Comparing and Contrasting Sedna and Pluto

 Our Tenth Planet? Sedna, Planet of Mysteries!

passage 5: living in antarctica

Which is the driest continent on Earth? Many might guess Africa or Australia, but the answer is... 
Antarctica. Despite being almost entirely covered in ice over a mile thick, the South Pole continent 
gets less than two inches of snowfall per year, so it is technically a desert! It is also the coldest and the 
windiest continent . A record cold temperature of -129 degrees Fahrenheit was recorded in 1983, and 
winds of 200 miles per hour were recorded in 1972 . Perhaps even more surprising is that over 1,000 
people live there year-round. Why do they live there, and what is it like?

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which record does Antarctica NOT hold?

 the largest continent the driest continent

 the windiest continent the coldest continent
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All human activity on Antarctica comes from 45 research stations across the continent. Over 4,000 
scientists and support staff live there in the summer, and about 1,000 in the winter. They live in these 
inhospitable conditions to complete their research . The Antarctic ice cap averages 8,000 feet thick 
and contains a record of past climate for the last 500,000 years. Scientists can use this history to study 
the ozone layer, climate change, and global pollution. Other scientists study marine life or astronomy. 
Despite the cold conditions, Antarctica provides a perfect environment to answer important scientific 
questions.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why is the ice cap so thick?

The ice never melts. People keep the ice to record the climate .

It snows all the time . no one stands on the ice and melts it .

Scientists on Antarctica undergo special training to learn how to survive in cold weather . Some of what 
they learn applies to all cold weather: dress warm, protect your hands and feet, keep your clothes dry 
and clean, and wear goggles and sunscreen to protect against ultraviolet radiation. They also learn how 
to travel and camp in very cold weather. Most scientists work in teams to help each other if someone 
gets too cold, a condition we call “hypothermia.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is hypothermia?

when people get too cold sunscreen against ultraviolet radiation

warm clothing for winter the weather conditions in Antarctica

On top of the extreme weather conditions, Antarctica is right on the South Pole, which creates some 
interesting conditions. First, there is only one day per year! In the summer the sun is up for six months 
in a row, and in the winter it is dark for six months. Some scientists find it hard to go to sleep in the 
middle of the day or get up in the middle of the night, but they get used to it after a while. Also, at 
the South Pole, time zones are extremely close: each research station picks a different time to follow, 
based on the country that owns the station. Finally, once a year they have a “race around the world.” In 
that race, they run around the South Pole three times; however, since they are so close to the pole, the 
entire race is less than three miles. Overall, Antarctica is a pretty interesting place to live, as long as 
you like the cold!
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Passage ComPrehension Question

Why can Antarctic scientists race around the world so quickly?

 Because they are very close to the South Pole. because there is no friction, traveling on ice .

 Because they have snowmobiles that move  
 quickly.

Because they gain time as they change time zones.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

6 months 36 hours

3 months 8 hours

Select the missing text for #2 .

Desert conditions Around 10 feet

Tropical conditions Around 8000 feet

Select the missing text for #3 .

Around 4 feet desert conditions

Around 8000 feet Tropical conditions

Select the missing text for #4 .

Climate Social events

Tides Global pollution

Select the missing text for #5 .

Ice never melts Sun never shines

Snow never falls Ice stays until August
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Select the missing text for #6 .

Winter population Highest wind speeds

Ice cap depth years of past climate recorded

Select the missing text for #7 .

1000 100

4000 1400

Select the missing text for #8 .

Only one Based on country of origin

Only 12 Same

Select the missing text for #9 .

Climate change urban planning

International trade Sandstorms

ComPrehension strategy Questions

What is the most likely reason that someone would live in Antarctica rather than New York City?

to study climate change because they like lots of snow and rain

because they like big crowds to have shorter days

What does the word “day” mean as used in the table?

time from sunrise to sunset the number of hours a scientist is on duty

time for the earth to make a single revolution on 
its axes

season
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What fact from the table explains why scientists in Antarctica have to go to bed in the middle of the 
day?

The day lasts for six months. It is too cold to go outside .

They must check on their environmental 
experiments .

They race around the world in less than three 
miles .

Most people would argue that Antarctica is a more inhospitable place to live than New York City. 

Which factor would they be most likely to use to support that argument?

Climate Time zones

Annual rainfall/snowfall Great place for studying climate change

Which of the following is true about Antarctica?

Parts of Antarctica are in the same time zone as New york City, but other parts are not.

Parts of New York City are in the same time zone as Antarctica, but other parts are not.

All parts of Antarctica and New York City are in the same time zone.

No parts of Antarctica and New York City are in the same time zone.

passage 6: living in space

“What goes up, must come down.” Very few things in life are more constant than the force of gravity—
we have experienced it every second of our lives. Starting in the 1960s, though, this suddenly changed. 
In 1961, Yuri Gagarin experienced weightlessness as the first astronaut to orbit the Earth. Hundreds 
of astronauts have now experienced weightlessness in spacecraft, sometimes even for long periods 
on space stations. But living without gravity is not easy: not only must we relearn tasks like eating and 
drinking, but our bodies must adjust also .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, where have hundreds of astronauts experienced weightlessness?

in spacecraft in space flight simulators

on the moon when eating and drinking
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Our sense of balance depends on an extremely sophisticated system. The movement of fluid within the 
inner ear tells us which way is up. Receptors in our skin and our joints provide additional information 
about our position. This system depends on gravity. Without the pull of the Earth, it will send bad 
information to the brain. Because of this, astronauts often feel like they are upside-down, even when 
they can see that they are facing in the right direction. Roughly half of all astronauts get headaches 
and nausea because of the conflicting information from their eyes and their sense of balance. Since 
it is similar to feeling seasick or carsick, astronauts call this “space sickness.” At first, it can be quite 
troubling. However, space sickness usually disappears after a few days in space.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What can be troubling about being without gravity? 

Astronauts can feel sick in the beginning. Astronauts feel very heavy.

Astronauts can't tell which direction to face . Astronauts enjoy floating around the space 
capsule .

Astronauts’ bodies adjust to being weightless in many ways, but these adjustments can cause problems 
back on Earth. In gravity, the blood in our bodies tends to pool in our legs and feet. Therefore, our 
hearts have to work a bit harder to bring blood to our heads . In space, more blood moves to our heads, 
which can cause blocked sinuses and stuffy noses. Also, since astronauts’ hearts do not have to work 
as hard to push blood against gravity, they tend to get weaker and smaller. This can lead to problems 
back on Earth. Similarly, many of our muscles are always working just to hold us up against gravity; 
astronauts often lose muscle mass in space, and they must exercise quite a bit on stationary bicycles to 
slow down that process .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of these health problems may be a problem for astronauts returning 
to Earth after a long time in space?

weakened heart stuffy nose

blocked sinuses nausea and headache
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Despite the problems, many astronauts have lived in weightless conditions for long periods of time. 
The record goes to Valeri Polyakov, who stayed on Mir, a Russian space station, for 438 days in a row. 
After a long time in space, it is a big adjustment for astronauts to get used to living in gravity again. 
Most have problems keeping their balance for the first few days after returning to Earth. They also 
need to exercise to regain muscle and bone mass. More humorously, astronauts report that after they 
are back on Earth, they still sometimes let go of cups in mid-air, only to have them plummet to the 
floor! However, they soon get used to gravity like the rest of us.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what do astronauts have to relearn when they return to Earth

how to maintain their balance how to drink from a cup

how to stay fit with exercise bicycles how to interpret to signals from the inner ear

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Stay strong to hold you up Rest when you are not moving

Get smaller and weaker Work less in outer space

Select the missing text for #2 .

Blood balance

Fluid Stomach acid

Select the missing text for #3 .

Moves to your head Gets smaller and weaker

Pools in your feet Moves to your hands

Select the missing text for #4 .

Sense of balance Brain pathways

Sense of hearing Gravitational system
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Select the missing text for #5 .

Balance system and eyes send the brain 
conflicting information

Brain signals reinforce messages from the eyes

Brain reminds you the sun is down in outer space Inner ear tells your brain where the earth is

Select the missing text for #6 .

you don't have to! Is easy if you pay attention

More difficult in zero gravity Is important for astronauts

Select the missing text for #7 .

Things float in mid-air Things fall up instead of down

Things fall faster in rapidly moving spacecraft Things are harder to hold in space

ComPrehension strategy Questions

When they are in space, it is easier for astronauts to...

 avoid falling down. keep their muscles strong .

 avoid problems with their sense of balance . avoid having blood move to the head .

Back on Earth, astronauts sometimes drop their cups on the ground. This is most likely because...

 they have gotten used to things floating without gravity.

 the muscles in their hands have gotten extremely weak in space.

 the brain gets conflicting information from the eyes and the balance system.

 machines hold things for them in space .
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Why can't astronauts rely on their balance system to know which way is up in space?

 When their eyes tell them they are right-side-up, their inner ear tells them they are upside-down. 

 They cannot always see where Earth is, but the inner ear still responds to Earth's gravitational pull.

 Their eyes tell them they are in space, but their balance system still thinks they are on Earth.

 Since they cannot fall, the balance system is no longer used and it gets weaker.

Which of these would help astronauts improve their health while living without gravity?

 exercise equipment to rebuild their muscles devices to help them hold tools more easily 

 special clothing to help them balance medicines to improve their circulation 

When they are on Earth, it is easier for astronauts to...

 keep their muscles strong. avoid dropping things .

 get blood to their heads . get space sickness .
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level 4: graphic organizer - Fill in a concept Web

passage 1: onions

No matter how you feel about the taste of onions you will probably agree that they are a pain to deal 
with when you are trying to prepare them for cooking. Onions contain sulfur, which makes our eyes 
hurt and tear up . 

There is a trick that can make slicing an onion less painful. Try slicing it under cold water. This will 
prevent the sulfur from reaching your eyes and making you cry.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what can make slicing an onion less painful?

slicing the onion under cold water putting the onion in boiling water before slicing it

taking the sulfur out of the onion slicing the onion sideways instead of lengthwise
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Not all onions have such a sharp taste. Some have a mildly sweet taste. However, these onions are 
harder to find and more expensive than other varieties.

No matter how you slice them, onions are good for you. They contain lots of potassium, magnesium, 
and calcium .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what makes onions good for you?

They contain potassium, magnesium, and 
calcium.

They are low in fat.

They have a mildly sweet taste. They are available for a brief period each year.

If you love onions, you are not alone. The ancient Egyptians worshiped onions. To them, onions 
symbolized eternal life.

The onions we eat today may have first come from Central Asia, where they still grow wild. Raw or 
cooked, onions are now a popular food all over the world .

And if you just can’t stomach the idea of eating raw onions, try plugging your nose and closing your 
eyes while biting into one. It will taste almost like an apple.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, where do wild onions grow today?

Central Asia California

Egypt all over the world

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Prevents sulfur from making you cry Eliminates sharp taste

Prevents juice from burning your skin Gives mildly sweet taste

Select the missing text for #2 .

Rare Sharp taste

brief Grow wild
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Select the missing text for #3 .

Plug nose & close eyes = apple Plug nose & close eyes = potato

Plug nose & close eyes = garlic Plug nose & close eyes = sweet

Select the missing text for #4 .

Makes you cry Contains calcium

nutritious Slice under water

Select the missing text for #5 .

Worshipped by ancient Egyptians Can live for centuries

Have healthful properties when raw Celebrated in Central Asia

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Why do our eyes hurt and tear up when we slice onions?

Onions contain sulfur. Slicing onions is a painful task .

Slicing onions must be done under cold water . Onions have a sad history.

According to the passage, when might the flavor of an onion be mistaken for that of an apple?

when you can't see it or smell it when you get one of the rare, "mildly sweet" 
varieties

when it has been cooked with sugar and cinnamon when it has been sliced under cold water 

What did the ancient Egyptians think of onions?

They worshiped onions and saw them as a symbol of eternal life.

They hated onions because of the onions' sharp taste and smell.

They didn't know about onions, because onions grew primarily in Central Asia.

They loved mild onions, but they had a hard time finding these rare vegetables.
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Which onions are hard to find and expensive?

the ones that have a sweet taste the ones that symbolize eternal life 

the ones that are from Central Asia the ones that contain sulfur 

Which of these is NOT found in onions, according to the graphic organizer?

selenium sulfur

magnesium calcium

passage 2: tomatoes

Eating lots of fruits and vegetables is important for your health. You probably knew that. But do you 
know how to tell a fruit from a vegetable?

Many people would say the difference is that a fruit has a sweet taste, while a vegetable doesn’t. They 
might be surprised to learn that, to a botanist, a tomato is a fruit . The reason for this is that tomatoes 
have seeds. To a botanist, a fruit is anything that grows on a plant and contains seeds. Technically, 
cucumbers, chiles, and green beans are all fruits .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the text, how does a botanist distinguish between a fruit and a vegetable?

A botanist would say that a fruit is anything that grows on a plant and contains seeds.

A botanist would say that a fruit is anything that grows on a plant and tastes sweet.

A botanist would say that a vegetable is anything that is edible and green.

A botanist would say that anything that grows on a plant is a vegetable, but vegetables that contain 
seeds can also be called fruits .

To a botanist, seeds, rather than sweetness is the deciding factor. Anything that grows on a plant, is 
edible, and contains no seeds is a vegetable . Some examples of vegetables are potatoes, lettuce, and 
radishes .   

 However, in 1893, the united States Supreme Court decided that tomatoes should be considered a 
vegetable. So, legally speaking, a tomato is a vegetable, but botanically speaking, it is a fruit. 
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Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the text, what is the legal definition of a tomato?

Legally, a tomato has been considered a vegetable since 1893.

Legally, a tomato has been considered a fruit since 1893.

Legally, a tomato has been considered a food since 1893.

Legally, a tomato has been considered a vegetarian since 1893.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

vegetable fruit

potato not sweet

Select the missing text for #2 .

seeds banana

vegetable law

Select the missing text for #3 .

vegetable tomato

not sweet in the ground

Select the missing text for #4 .

chile lettuce

broccoli carrot
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Select the missing text for #5 .

vegetable ripe

fruit green

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to botanists, vegetables . . .

contain no seeds. are never sweet .

include chiles and beans . are good in salads .

According to the concept web, how would a botanist classify a cucumber?

A botanist would say that a cucumber is a fruit. A botanist would say that a cucumber is a 
vegetable .

A botanist would say that a cucumber is a bean. A botanist would say that a cucumber is a plant.

According to the concept web, how would a botanist classify a radish?

A botanist would say that a radish is a vegetable. A botanist would say that a radish is a fruit.

A botanist would say that a radish is spicy. A botanist would say that a radish is a lettuce.

Why would a botanist classify a potato as a vegetable?

because it doesn't contain seeds because it doesn't taste sweet 

because it grows under the ground because it is eaten with meat

Why would a botanist classify a peach as a fruit?

because it contains a pit, which is a type of seed because it tastes sweet

because it grows on a tree because it is a fruit according to the uS Supreme 
Court 
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passage 3: christine’s curFeW

Christine flopped onto her bed and sighed. 9:00 pm! If she didn’t get a later curfew, she’d always have 
to be the first one of her friends to go home! Who wants to be the wet blanket at the party? And if 
Christine’s mom drove on Saturday, she’d make everyone leave early so that she could take them all 
home in one trip. Why did her parents have to be so difficult?

She put on her headphones, cranked up the volume on her music, and got out her diary. After 
unlocking its tiny padlock, she flipped to a blank page. With surprise, she noticed that she’d already 
filled up all but two pages of the book. She started to write...

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is Christine’s mood at the start of this story?

She is frustrated and angry at her parents. The song she is listening to is making her feel 
cheerful .

She understands that her parents care about her, 
but she wishes her curfew were later .

She feels proud about how much she writes in her 
diary.

Dear Diary, 

It’s not fair! Mom and Dad won’t budge on my curfew! Everyone I know can stay out until 10:30, or at 
least 10:00. No one else has to go home at 9:00! 

I’m 12 years old, now, not 10. I’m old enough to stay out through Prime Time, at least!

Do my parents trust me? No. They want to ruin my life and make me the biggest nerd in school.

What can I do? I have to do something. Maybe if I plan out my argument....Write them a letter–great 
idea!

Christine

Passage ComPrehension Question

How does Christine use the term "Prime Time"?

to describe the time period that certain television shows are presented: between 7:00 and 11:00 pm 

to describe the time period that most Saturday morning cartoons are presented: between 7:00 and 
11:00 am 

to describe the time of day she likes to be at home watching television 

to describe the times that she enjoys the most, like time spent hanging out with her friends 
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dear Mom and dad,

I know you’re pretty set on my curfew staying at 9:00, but I’d like you to consider what I write in this 
letter .

Most movies start at 7:00 or 7:30, and they don’t end until 9:00 or 9:30. Then we have to meet our 
rides and all get driven home. If I have to be home by 9:00, it means that my friends and I can never go 
out for dinner and see a movie .

And any trouble we could get in at 10:00, we can do at 8:00. We’re not going to get in trouble, but 
there’s nothing magical about 9:00—we’re just the same people at 9:30 as we were at 8:30 . . .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What does Christine mean by "there's nothing magical about 9:00"?

She and her friends will not turn from good people to bad people at 9:00.

Most movies end after 9:00, so she can never see an evening movie with a 9:00 curfew .

If she tried to do something bad after 9:00, it would be harder because fewer kids are out .

9:00 is a dull and dreary time.

Finally, I’m responsible. I’m doing well in school, and I do my chores (well, most of the time, anyway!). If 
I’m going to keep growing, I should have the chance to become more responsible. Moving my curfew to 
10:00 would be a perfect opportunity for me to prove how responsible I am.

I know that you care about me and that you want me to be safe. But I hope that you’ll listen to my side 
of the story.

Love, Christine

Christine felt a bit more cheerful. Her parents weren’t all that bad, and she was sure that if they read 
this letter, they’d consider moving her curfew. She closed up her diary, and went downstairs to deliver 
her letter .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which sentence summarizes how Christine feels at the end of the story?

She's happier because she has taken action and she thinks there is a good chance her parents will 
change her curfew.

She is still angry at her parents, but she thinks there is a good chance they will change her curfew.

She is less angry at her parents and she no longer feels bad about having a 9:00 curfew.
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She feels better after writing the letter to tell her side of the story, but she does not believe that her 
curfew will be changed .

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Reasons Christine is unhappy with her curfew

Why Christine's curfew should be 11:00

Ways in which Christine's parents are unfair

Arguments Christine gives her parents for changing her curfew

Select the missing text for #2 .

9:00 is okay for a 10-year-old, but I'm 12 now!

Since I'm a nerd, I need to stay out later than 9:00.

My friends are nerds, and even they stay out later than 9:00.

I am 12 years old now, and I don't need a curfew.

Select the missing text for #3 .

Kids will think I am a nerd.

kids won't invite me to parties .

no one has to go to bed at 9:30 .

no one has a curfew on the weekend .

Select the missing text for #4 .

Having to leave parties early makes me a wet blanket.

I know how I can force them to change my curfew!

After writing this letter, I'll watch some Prime Time TV .

Putting on her earphones, she turned up the volume .
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Select the missing text for #5 .

Written in letter to parents

Said to friend Susan on phone

Parent's reasons for early curfew

Problems with early curfew

Select the missing text for #6 .

Movies end too late for a 9:00 curfew.

Many movies start after 9:00.

I can never find a ride home until after 9:00.

If I have to go home at 9:00, they should drive me home.

Select the missing text for #7 .

I will prove that I am responsible if you give me a chance.

I would be more responsible if I stayed out later.

Having an early curfew tempts me to break it, which would be irresponsible.

If I get a later curfew, I will do my chores more often.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

What does “fair” mean, when Christine writes that word in her diary?

just appealing

pale carnival

Which argument most takes her parents’ feelings into account .

I need the chance to prove I'm responsible. 12 is old enough to stay out later than 9:00.

Leaving parties early makes me a wet blanket. Most movies don't end before 9:00 .
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If it was true, which fact would be most damaging to one of the arguments from Christine's letter?

Every movie that starts at 7:00 or later also plays at around 4:00.

Some children do bad things after 10:00 pm .

Christine has already proved that she is responsible in other ways.

Most 12-year-olds have curfews of 9:00 or earlier.

Which argument is based more on emotion than on fact?

A 9:00 curfew makes me look like a nerd.

Any trouble I could get into at 10:00, I could get into at 8:00.

A 9:00 curfew makes it hard to go to dinner and a movie .

I am responsible enough to handle a later curfew .

Why are Christine's arguments different in her diary than they are in her letter?

Because her diary is mostly for getting out her feelings, but in her letter she is making arguments 
that her parents would understand.

Because her parents will read her diary, but she will keep her letter private.

Because she is thinking only of herself in her diary, but in her letter she is thinking about her friends 
and her parents .

Because she is listening to her music while writing in her diary, but in her letter she is concentrating 
more seriously.

passage 4: guide dogs

Most dog owners don’t think their pets are hard workers. After all, most dogs spend their days eating, 
sleeping, and playing. But some dogs perform difficult tasks every day of their lives. These dogs are 
guide dogs for the blind .

Guide dog training begins at around one year of age and can last from 4 to 6 months. They start by 
learning to ignore distractions like loud noises, interesting smells, and other animals .
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Passage ComPrehension Question

How long does guide dog training last?

4 to 6 months 6 months to 1 year

1 year 1 to 3 months

The dogs are taught to follow a number of spoken commands. Examples of these are “sit,” “stay,” 
“come,” “forward,” and “heel.” They also learn to keep a steady pace to the left and ahead of their 
handler .

One of the most important things that guide dogs learn is to balance obedience with their own 
judgment. An example of this is when they need to cross the street. Dogs are color-blind so they 
can’t see the traffic lights change. The handler gives the command to go forward when it seems safe. 
But the guide dog will not obey the command if there is a car coming. This ability is called selective 
disobedience .

Passage ComPrehension Question

A guide dog uses selective disobedience . . .

when it would be dangerous to follow the 
command.

whenever it doesn't feel like following the 
command .

when it is angry with its handler. only when it has to cross the street.

What should you do if you see a guide dog and its handler? Many people are impressed when they 
see a guide dog at work and want to pet or praise it . but the best thing to do is to leave the dog alone . 
Remember, the guide dog is working and is responsible for its handler’s safety.

Petting or praising the dog will cause it to lose its concentration . you shouldn’t feed the guide 
dog either. This will upset the daily feeding schedule the dog’s handler is familiar with. Even small 
distractions can be dangerous for the dog and the handler .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is the meaning of the word “upset” as used in this passage?

change tip over

anger bother
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One of a guide dog's responsibilities is to avoid obstacles on the ground and above . This includes 
recognizing passages too narrow for their handler to fit through. They are also responsible for leading 
their handler from one place to the next in a straight line .

A guide dog and its handler work as a team . The dog doesn’t know where to go and the handler can’t 
see any obstacles. They have to work together. With experience, though, a guide dog can lead its 
handler to a familiar place without help. The handler can say “Go to the coffee shop,” and the guide 
dog will know where to go .

The dog is known as “man’s best friend.” But for a guide dog’s handler, their dog is more than a friend; 
it’s a partner .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is one of the responsibilities of every guide dog?

to lead its handler in a straight line to work as a team with another dog

to take its handler to the coffee shop to avoid obstacles and know where to go

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Lead handler in straight line doing tricks

Always obey handler distracting drivers

Select the missing text for #2 .

Recognize and avoid obstacles Begin training at one year of age

Going to the coffee shop Loud noises and interesting smells

Select the missing text for #3 .

Work as part of a team Lose its concentration

Man's best friend Upset its daily feeding schedule

Select the missing text for #4 .

Don't pet Give it a treat

Praise the dog Give directions to the coffee shop
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Select the missing text for #5 .

Training Schedule

Traits Handlers

Select the missing text for #6 .

Learn commands Observe traffic lights

Take lots of naps Follow a feeding schedule

Select the missing text for #7 .

Avoid distractions Colorblindness

Enjoy other animals Pull handler across the street

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the concept web, knowing when it is okay to disobey is part of a guide dog’s...

training. breeding .

responsibilities . communication .

What should you do if you see a guide dog working?

Don't pet it. Feed it .

Praise it . don't look at it .

According to the concept web, which of these is part of a guide dog’s training?

avoiding distractions barking on command

avoiding obstacles remembering familiar routes

The passage states that guide dogs must recognize passages that are too narrow for their handler to fit 
through. Is this fact listed in the concept web?
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No, it is not listed, because it is just one example of how guide dogs are responsible for recognizing 
and avoiding obstacles.

yes, recognizing passages that are too narrow is listed as one of the guide dog's responsibilities .

no, it is not listed, because it is an aspect of guide dog behavior that doesn't fall into the categories of 
training or responsibilities .

yes, but it is listed under training, because it is an advanced skill that some guide dogs never master .

According to the concept web, which of these is a part of a guide dog's training?

A guide dog learns to obey most of its handler's commands, but also learns when to use its own 
judgment.

A guide dog learns to recognize and avoid obstacles, as well as dangerous people and situations .

A guide dog learns to use its own judgment to help its handler avoid distractions .

A guide dog learns to how to help its handler, as well as how the dog and handler can work together as 
a team .

passage 5: the brain’s hemispheres

Have you ever seen what a brain looks like? Well, it looks like a big gray blob. But don’t be fooled by its 
unimpressive appearance . In fact, the human brain is the most complex thing in the known universe . 
It is more complicated than any computer made by human hands. It is even more complicated than a 
space ship!

Your brain is made up of two halves called the left hemisphere and the right hemisphere. Curiously, 
the left hemisphere controls the right side of your body, while the right hemisphere controls the left 
side of your body.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of the following is true?

The human brain is made up of two hemispheres: left and right.

The human brain looks like a big blue blob .

The human brain looks like a space ship .

The human brain is made up of four hemispheres: front, back, top, and bottom .
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The two hemispheres are responsible for different tasks. The left half of your brain takes charge of 
your language and math abilities, while the right half has the leading role when it comes to certain 
visual tasks, such as recognizing faces .

The two hemispheres of the brain must communicate with each other very efficiently in order for you 
to function correctly. Signals pass from one hemisphere to the other over a bridge of nerve fibers 
called the corpus callosum .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of the following is true?

The corpus callosum connects the left and right hemispheres of the brain.

The two hemispheres of the brain perform similar tasks .

The left hemisphere has exclusive control over your ability to smell.

The corpus callosum looks similar to the Roman Coliseum .

If someone were to cut the connection between your left and right hemispheres by cutting your 
corpus callosum, a lot of very strange things would happen to you. For example, if a picture of a horse 
were shown to you on your right side, only your left hemisphere would "see" the horse. In this case, 
you would be able to say that you saw the horse. However, if the same picture were shown on your 
left side, only your right hemisphere would get the information. Now you would insist that you had not 
seen anything, and yet, you would be able to draw the horse you were shown!

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what would happen if someone were to cut your corpus callosum?

After seeing a picture of a horse on your left side, you would claim that you hadn't seen anything.

After seeing a picture of a cowboy on a horse on your right side, you would say that you only saw a 
cowboy.

After drawing a horse with your right hand, you would deny that you had drawn anything.

You would be unable to see anything on your left side.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Left hemisphere Roman Coliseum
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Corpus callosum Right hemisphere

Select the missing text for #2 .

Language and math Left hemisphere

Drawing ability Right hemisphere

Select the missing text for #3 .

Right hemisphere Controls left side of body

Left hemisphere Controls communication across hemispheres

Select the missing text for #4 .

Controls left side of body Science and history

Controls right hemisphere Big gray blob

Select the missing text for #5 .

Recognizing faces Learning foreign languages

Ability to smell Math and language

Select the missing text for #6 .

Corpus callosum cut Correct functioning

Shown picture of horse both hemispheres

Select the missing text for #7 .

Left hemisphere shown horse = Person says that horse was seen

Left hemisphere shown horse = Person cannot draw or say what was seen

Left hemisphere shown horse = Person can say what was seen, but denies having seen it

Left hemisphere shown horse = Person says cowboy was seen
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

The left hemisphere . . . . .

allows you to understand language and math. controls the right hemisphere .

controls the left side of the body. is located just below the brain .

What is the responsibility of the corpus callosum?

The corpus callosum allows the left and right hemispheres of your brain to communicate with  
each other.

The corpus callosum interprets language information that your brain receives to help you 
communicate .

The corpus callosum stores memories that allow you to recognize something familiar, like a picture  
of a horse .

The corpus callosum is responsible for identifying pictures.

Which of the following statements is true?

The right hemisphere is important for recognizing faces.

The right hemisphere controls the right side of your body.

The right hemisphere allows you to understand language and math.

The right hemisphere communicates to the left hemisphere through the spine .

Imagine that your corpus callosum has been cut. How would you react if an addition problem were 
shown only to your left hemisphere?

you would say that you saw the problem, and tell the sum.

You would say that you saw nothing, yet write the sum.

You would say that you saw the problem, yet be unable to tell or write the sum.

You would say that you saw nothing, and be unable to tell or write the sum.

According to the concept web, the right hemisphere is good at recognition, yet the left hemisphere 
can recognize a picture of a horse. What is the most likely explanation of this?
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The right hemisphere is better at recognizing faces, but the left hemisphere can do the visual 
processing needed to recognize a horse.

The left hemisphere did not need to do all of the visual processing required for recognition since it 
only had to name the horse, not draw it.

Even after the corpus callosum has been cut, the two hemispheres can communicate with each other 
enough to recognize a horse .

The concept web is incorrect . According to the passage, the left hemisphere is better at 
understanding all kinds of visual information .

passage 6: bee dancing

Mammals, birds, and insects have many ways of communicating besides using their voices. Honeybees, 
for example, communicate by dancing.

The German scientist Karl von Frisch discovered the honeybee dance. He noticed that when a worker 
bee finds flowers, she flies back to her hive and performs a dance for the other bees. This dance gives 
them directions to the flowers and tells them about the quantity and quality of the pollen.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of the following is true?

Honeybees communicate by dancing. Honeybees communicate by buzzing.

All animals communicate by smelling each other. Animals can't communicate with each other 
unless we teach them .

When a bee gets back to her hive she gives the other bees a sample of the pollen that she’s found . 
Then, she performs one of two different dances . If the food source is close to the hive, the bee will 
perform the round dance. However, if the food source is located more than 50 to 75 meters away, the 
bee will perform the waggle dance. Another kind of dance has nothing to do with finding pollen. This 
is the vibrating dance, in which the bee vibrates from side to side. This is how a honeybee asks for 
grooming assistance .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of the following is true?

Honeybees perform the round dance, the waggle dance, and the vibrating dance.
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Honeybees perform the square dance, the polka dance, and the swing dance.

Honeybees perform dances to establish a new hive and attract a queen.

Honeybees perform dances to ask for help when fighting off invaders.

The round dance consists of turning in circles to the left and to the right . This dance does not give 
information about direction, but the other bees can use the scent of their pollen samples to find their 
way.

When a bee is performing the waggle dance, she moves around in a figure eight. If she is facing straight 
up while dancing, the other bees know they must fly toward the sun to find the pollen. If she is facing 
straight down, the other bees know to fly away from the sun. But the bee may also perform her dance 
while turning away from the sun at an angle. In this case, the other bees must follow her orientation, 
relative to the sun, to reach the food source .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of the following is true?

Honeybees use the sun for orientation.

Honeybees use their sense of hearing to find flowers.

Honeybees use honey to make nests.

Honeybees use the angle of the sun to calculate the season. 

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Honeybees: communication through dancing Honeybees: the farmer's friend

Honeybees: communication through voice Honeybees: how they find pollen

Select the missing text for #2 .

Discovered by Karl von Frisch Square dance = closer than 10–15 meters

nutritional value of food source build special dancing areas in hives
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Select the missing text for #3 .

Round dance = closer than 50–75 meters Follows the scent of pollen samples

Vibrating dance = closer than 50–75 meters Tells distance of water source

Select the missing text for #4 .

Waggle dance = farther than 50–75 meters Quantity and quality of pollen

directions to the flowers danger to the hive

Select the missing text for #5 .

Tells direction of food source Food is at an angle relative to the sun = dance 
facing west

Finds location of karl von Frisch Describes flower type and quantity

Select the missing text for #6 .

Dance facing down = fly away from sun Circle dance = farther than 50–75 meters

Waggle dance = fly away from sun Dance around pollen = fly in circles around hive

Select the missing text for #7 .

vibrating dance = needs help grooming Use scent of pollen samples to find flowers

Figure eight dance = describes quality of pollen Store honey to survive in winter

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of the following directions is not given by a dancing bee according to the concept web?

Fly facing up. Fly in the same direction I am facing.

Fly toward the sun. Help me groom myself.
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A honeybee will perform the round dance when...

she has found pollen less than 50 yards from the 
hive.

she is moving rapidly from side to side.

there is no pollen to be found . the sun is too low in the sky for her to use it as a 
landmark .

How would a honeybee guide other bees to a pollen source located 90 yards from the hive, in the 
direction of the sun?

She would perform the waggle dance while facing up.

She would perform the round dance while facing up .

She would perform the waggle dance while facing down .

She would perform the round dance while facing down .

When a bee dances facing straight up, she is telling the hive . . .

about the location of a food source.

that food is in a direction opposite the sun .

that food is less than 75 yards away.

about the quality of the pollen.

Honeybees may give pollen samples to help others find the source. Given the topic of the concept 
web, should this fact be included?

No, this concept web focuses on bee dancing, not all forms of bee communication.

no, the pollen samples are given as gifts, rather than being used for communication .

Yes, the pollen samples are important for helping the honeybees find the pollen source.

yes, this gift of pollen is what makes all the bees dance .
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level 5: graphic organizer - Fill in a FloWchart or timeline

passage 1: homemade ice cream

Making your own ice cream at home is fun and easy. All you need is a few basic ingredients and a 
couple of containers .

Your first step is to go to the store and buy cream, milk, sugar, salt, and vanilla. For different flavors, you 
could get some extra ingredients such as chocolate chips. Finally, unless you already have lots of ice at 
home, pick up a bag of ice cubes .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which of these ingredients are necessary for making ice cream?

sugar, milk, cream, salt, vanilla, and ice milk, ice, nuts, sugar, cream, and vanilla 

salt, milk, chocolate chips, and sugar chocolate chips, cream, sugar, and milk

Now that you’ve got all your ingredients, you need to find some containers with lids. You might use a 
small empty coffee can and a large empty coffee can.

Put everything except the salt and ice in the small container and seal it with tape.

Place your small container inside the large container. Pour your salt and a bunch of ice in the large 
container . now, seal the large container .

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the instruction, “seal it with tape,” what is the pronoun “it” referring to?

the small container a large, empty coffee container

the bag of salt the seal
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Now it’s time to shake and roll your large container all over the room. Make sure you shake it really 
well .

After 30 minutes of shaking you may open your large container and take out the small one. Wipe off 
the small container and open it. Congratulations, you may now enjoy your ice cream!

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why is it necessary to wipe off the small container before opening it?

because it will be covered with salt and water that you don't want to get in your ice cream 

because you have to wipe off the label that says "coffee" because you've replaced the coffee with ice 
cream 

because it will be dirty after being rolled all over the room 

because it will be covered with ice cream and sugar 

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Find small & large containers Get large container

Get recipe Put salt in large container & seal it

Select the missing text for #2 .

Seal & tape small container Wipe outside of container

Shake container Put ice & salt in small container

Select the missing text for #3 .

Pour salt & ice inside large container Seal & tape small container

Roll large container Mix ice with cream

Select the missing text for #4 .

Wipe small container & open it Shake the small container

Remove tape & open large container Scoop into cones & sprinkle with nuts
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

What step comes right before you place the small container in the large container?

using tape to seal the lid on the small container adding ice to the large container 

thoroughly shaking the small container to mix the 
ingredients

filling the small container with cream, milk, sugar, 
and vanilla

What do you do with the salt?

The salt goes in the large container with the ice.

The salt goes in the small container with everything but the ice.

The salt is an optional flavoring for the ice cream, and it is sprinkled on top .

The salt goes in the large container with the milk .

Is it better to seal the large container before the small one?

No, the sealed small container must go inside the large one.

No, it doesn't matter which container is sealed first.

yes, the small container holds all the ingredients .

yes, the large container contains the ice, which will melt if the container isn’t sealed .

According to the flowchart, what kinds of containers do you need?

a larger container and a smaller container any ice cream containers

coffee containers with lids three containers of roughly the same size

According to the flowchart, which of these ingredients is not needed?

chocolate chips vanilla

salt sugar
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passage 2: recycling

Controlling the amount of waste we produce is important for keeping our environment healthy. We can 
do this by using the three R’s of waste management: reduce, reuse, and recycle.

The first step in controlling waste is finding ways to reduce it. For example, try to buy only what you 
need, and buy bulk products with less packaging. Using less means that less waste is produced.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is not one of the three R’s of waste management?

return recycle

reduce reuse

The next step is identifying things that can be reused. For example, plastic cups and plates can be used 
over and over if you wash them.

Don’t assume that you must send old furniture to the garbage dump. Someone else might love to reuse 
that old chair! So, before you trash it, try donating it to a local charity.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why should you check with charities before throwing away furniture?

Charities can find new homes for furniture, so that it is reused.

Charities will buy the furniture from you, so that you can afford new things.

You're required by law to ask first, because charities depend on furniture donations.

Charities will reduce the furniture, so you don't have to throw it away.

Of course, you can’t reduce or reuse everything. This is where the last step, recycling, comes in. 
Recycling turns old things into new things. For example, those old plastic soda bottles that you put 
in the recycling bin might be made into new clothes. It also helps to buy things that are made with 
recycled materials.

Following the three R’s is an easy way to make the environment better for yourself and others.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what might soda bottles be recycled into?

clothes more bottles
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phones books

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Buy less drink juice instead of soda

Buy more donate old clothes

Select the missing text for #2 .

Step 2: Reuse Step 2: Remove

Step 2: Refuse Step 2: Recycle

Select the missing text for #3 .

Donate old furniture Separate newspapers from trash

Buy in bulk Make your own clothing

Select the missing text for #4 .

Buy things made with recycled materials use paper cups again after washing them

Put throw covers on old furniture Keep the environment healthy

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of the following belongs in the “reduce” category?

buying in bulk recycling newspapers

donating old furniture reusing plastic cups

According to the flowchart, which of the following is reusable?

furniture paper cups

plastic bottles bulk products
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Donating old furniture is an effective way to manage waste because...

the furniture will be reused by someone else. you can buy less if you donate.

donating supports charities . donated furniture can be turned into something 
new .

Which of the following is true?

After reusing, the next step is recycling. Recycling is the step before reusing.

After recycling, the next step is reusing. Reusing is the step before reducing .

Which of the following suggestions for good waste management is NOT listed in the flowchart?

bringing your own bags to the grocery store reusing old furniture by donating it to charity

buying only what you need buying products that contain recycled material

passage 3: mystery oF the neW girl

Hurrying toward the front of the school, Linh checked her watch. It was 3:12, so she was right on time. 
Linh met her friends, Catherine, Esteban, and Miguel, on the school’s front lawn, every day at 3:15. Linh 
was excited about her project for the sixth-grade science fair . She hoped she could get Catherine’s 
help putting it together .

Suddenly, a whoosh of blue flew past, traveling north. Linh saw the new girl from her science class, 
pedaling quickly on a blue bicycle with a long blue hair ribbon flying behind her. Linh wanted to call 
out, but she hadn’t learned the girl’s name yet. Anyway, Catherine and Esteban were already waiting 
for her on the grass .

“Hi guys,” Linh called, “no Miguel yet?”

Passage ComPrehension Question

Who did Linh see riding by on a blue bicycle?

a girl who is new to the school her old friend, Catherine

her new science teacher a girl from the science fair
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“Miguel will show up late, as usual,” laughed Esteban. “If my brother ever arrives on time, I’ll die of 
shock!”

“Hey,” said Linh, “does anyone know the new girl? She’s in my science class, but I didn’t catch her 
name.”

“I haven’t met her,” responded Catherine, “but I saw her at that market on the hill fifteen minutes ago, 
right at 3:00.”

“She’s in my history class. Her name is Natali,” said Esteban. “But you couldn’t have seen her at the 
market at 3:00. I saw her at the library at 2:55. I checked the time.”

“So did I!” said Catherine, a bit annoyed. “Your watch must be wrong. I definitely saw her at 3:00, and it 
is at least a ten minute ride from the library to the market.”

Passage ComPrehension Question 

Which piece of information is NOT involved in Esteban and Catherine’s argument?

Esteban says that the new girl's name is Natali. Esteban saw the new girl at the library at 2:55.

Catherine saw the new girl at the market at 3:00 . It takes 10 minutes to bike from the library to the 
market .

Just as Esteban had predicted, Miguel showed up a couple minutes later: “Sorry I’m late, did I miss 
anything?”

“We were just talking about Natali, the new girl,” said Linh.

“Oh, I just saw her skateboarding toward the south end of campus,” said Miguel. “That’s when I realized 
it was 3:15, and I was late.”

“Riding a skateboard?” wondered Linh. “I just saw her riding her bike heading north. Are you sure it 
was Natali?”

“It’s hard to mistake her red hair ribbon,” replied Miguel.

“That’s weird!” Linh said. “I know I saw her, but she was wearing a blue hair ribbon—the same color as 
her bike.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

About which piece of information would they all agree?

The new girl is named Natali. The new girl rides a bike .

The new girl wears a red hair ribbon . The new girl was in the library at 3:00.
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“No, Miguel is right about her hair ribbon being red. I saw it in class, and again at the library,” said 
Esteban .

“I don’t know why everyone is so confused. She was wearing a blue ribbon at the market,” Catherine 
chimed in .

Everyone was stumped. They all checked their watches: all of them said the same time. How could 
Natali be at both the library and the market? Why was she biking north, then skateboarding south? 
And what color was her hair ribbon?

Linh was still puzzled as she walked home. They were all good observers, so how could so many of 
them be wrong?

At home, she drew a timeline of all the natali sightings . It seemed impossible, but then Linh had a new 
idea. If she was right, it would explain everything.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What did Linh figure out at the end of the story?

Natali is probably a twin. Natali’s mother drove her from the library to the 
market .

Natali owns a bicycle, a skateboard, and two hair 
ribbons . 

Natali is not in Esteban’s history class.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

At the library Science class

At the market On the lawn

Select the missing text for #2 .

Catherine Miguel

Linh Esteban

Select the missing text for #3 .

Blue ribbon Red bicycle

Red ribbon Blue bicycle
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Select the missing text for #4 .

Linh Miguel

Esteban natali

Select the missing text for #5 .

Bicycling north History class

At the market Science class

Select the missing text for #6 .

Blue ribbon Red bicycle

Red ribbon Blue bicycle

Select the missing text for #7 .

Skateboarding south Red ribbon

blue ribbon Skateboarding north

Select the missing text for #8 .

Red ribbon At the library

blue ribbon At the market

Select the missing text for #9 .

Library to market: 10 min. ride Observations that conflict

Sightings from previous day Esteban learns natali's name

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Where is the biggest time conflict in this chart?

Being at the library at 2:55 and at the market at 3:00.
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Bicycling north at 3:12 and skateboarding south at 3:15.

being in the market at 3:00 and riding a blue bike at 3:12 .

Wearing a red ribbon at 2:55 and a blue ribbon at 3:12 .

Assuming that Linh is right, the person she saw was natali’s twin sister . What did natali’s twin do after 
school?

She went to the market and then bicycled north.

She went to the library and then skateboarded north.

She went to the market and then bicycled south.

She went to the library and then skateboarded south.

Which of the friends probably saw the same sister?

Esteban & Miguel Catherine & Esteban

Catherine & Miguel Linh & Esteban

Assuming that Esteban really saw Natali, what is the strongest evidence that Catherine saw Natali’s 
twin sister?

Natali could not have been at the market five minutes after being at the library.

natali was wearing a red ribbon, and the girl at the market was wearing a blue one .

Both Natali and the girl at the market were wearing a blue ribbon and riding a blue bicycle.

It is a ten minute bike ride from the library to the market and Linh saw a girl riding a bicycle.

When was the last sighting of Natali or her twin sister?

3:15 3:55

3:20 3:12
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passage 4: polio

Polio is largely under control today, but it was one of the most frightening diseases of the past century. 
The symptoms of polio are wildly variable. Most people have no symptoms. Others just have flu-like 
symptoms. However, in some people, polio attacks the spinal cord. This causes paralysis, often in the 
legs. Many polio victims must use a wheelchair for the rest of their lives.

Polio has been around for a long time, but it first appeared in the United States in 1894. The disease 
spread quickly, especially among children. Over the next few decades, the United States had many 
polio epidemics . The epidemics affected thousands of people and caused widespread panic .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why was polio so frightening?

It spread very quickly. It caused paralysis in most people.

It began in 1894 . It caused blindness in most people .

At first, doctors did not understand what caused polio. Yet they had many theories and tried many 
treatments . Some blamed overheating, while others blamed catching a chill . Some doctors insisted on 
bed rest, while others put casts on patients’ legs . In the 1920s, a medicine was made from the blood of 
recovered polio victims. Sadly, none of these treatments were effective.

Some treatments did help to relieve the symptoms of polio. In 1940, an Australian nurse known as 
Sister Kenny came to the U.S. with a treatment to reduce paralysis. Her approach, which included 
moist hot packs and stretching, is still used today.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, our 32nd president, had paralyzed legs due to polio. In 1926, he opened a 
treatment center in Warm Springs, Georgia . He had found it helpful to swim in the warm pools there .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which president had polio?

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Theodore Roosevelt

William Henry Harrison John F. Kennedy
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In 1932, president Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office. This brought more attention and energy to 
the field of polio research. Scientists had already discovered that polio was caused by a virus. Now the 
question was, could they develop a vaccine that would protect people from it?

When you are exposed to a virus, your immune system produces antibodies to kill it. Then, if that virus 
comes along again, you can fight it off. The problem is that an effective vaccine must trigger antibody 
production, without giving you the disease. 

Several scientists attempted to develop polio vaccines . In 1935, two vaccines using live poliovirus 
were tested, but both failed. The problem wouldn’t be solved until the early 1950s, when a medical 
researcher named Jonas Salk took a different approach . His vaccine used a killed form of the 
poliovirus .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What did the earlier vaccine researchers do differently from Jonas Salk?

They used live poliovirus in their vaccines.

They looked for a treatment for paralysis.

They made vaccines using antibodies from people who had recovered from the disease.

They were medical researchers.

In 1954, a large-scale test proved that Salk’s vaccine was effective . news of Salk’s success was met with 
great fanfare. All over the country people celebrated—even ringing church bells and sounding the 
sirens of fire engines.

In 1955, doctors began a nationwide immunization program . The u .S . had 35,000 cases of polio in 1953 . 
However, by 1957, that number had dropped to 6,000 cases.

Today, polio is under control in many countries. The World Health Organization (WHO) is running 
vaccine programs in countries still affected by polio, and hopes to completely stamp out the disease by 
2008 .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why hasn’t polio been brought under control in some countries?

Not everyone has been vaccinated. Not everyone can rest enough to recover from 
polio .

Some countries have more poliovirus than others . Scientists and doctors are not always successful at 
fighting diseases.
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ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

1894: Polio appears in US 1894: Some have flu-like symptoms

1935: Polio appears in uS 1935: Some have flu-like symptoms

Select the missing text for #2 .

1926: F.D. Roosevelt opens Warm Springs 
treatment center

1926: Swimming in warm pools proven to cure 
polio

1926: Jonas Salk opens Warm Springs treatment 
center

1926: bed rest and casts proven to cure polio

Select the missing text for #3 .

1935: Early vaccines fail 1935: First polio epidemic

1935: Early vaccines succeed 1935: Last polio epidemic

Select the missing text for #4 .

1940: Sister Kenny brings paralysis treatment to 
U.S.

1940: Sister Kenny brings polio vaccine to U.S.

1930: Sister Kenny brings paralysis treatment to 
u .S .

1930: Sister Kenny brings polio vaccine to U.S.

Select the missing text for #5 .

1954: Jonas Salk shows that his new vaccine is 
effective

1954: Jonas Salk shows that polio is caused by a 
virus

1954: Jonas Salk shows that using casts is 
ineffective

1954: Jonas Salk shows that poliovirus is getting 
stronger

Select the missing text for #6 .

1953: 35,000 polio cases 1956: 28,000 polio cases

1941: 5,000 polio cases 1961: 8,000 polio cases
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Select the missing text for #7 .

1957: 6,000 polio cases People celebrated

1957: 36,000 polio cases new poliovirus discovered

Select the missing text for #8 .

2008: WHO hopes to end polio worldwide 2001: Cure for polio discovered

2008: Polio stamped out worldwide 2001: u .S . polio antibodies under control

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the timeline, what did Franklin delano Roosevelt do before becoming President of the 
United States?

He opened a treatment center in Warm Springs, Georgia.

He contracted polio and was left with paralysis of the legs.

He worked to bring more attention and energy to the field of polio research.

He worked in the field of medical research.

When was a treatment that effectively helped to reduce paralysis imported to the United States?

1940 1920s

1935 1953

Approximately how many years passed between polio appearing in the United States, and discovery of 
an effective vaccine?

60 30

100 120

From looking at the timeline, what is the most likely explanation for the 83% reduction in polio cases 
between 1953 and 1957?

The nationwide immunization program using Salk's vaccine.
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The 1955 immunization program using blood from recovered patients .

The national program for health education, nutrition, and hygiene.

The introduction of effective treatments such as Jonas Salk's vaccine and Sister Kenny's paralysis 
treatment .

Why does the timeline turn from a solid line to a dashed line at the very right-hand side? (Hint: this 
timeline was created in 2005 .)

Most of the timeline shows past events, but the right end shows possible future events.

Most of the timeline is about the united States, but the right end is about the whole world .

The solid part of the timeline represents only a few decades, whereas the dashed part represents 
several centuries .

The time line is solid to show high polio rates and dashed to show low polio rates .

passage 5: stages oF sleep

You may have noticed that when you don’t get enough sleep your body and mind don’t work as well 
as they normally do. The more we skimp on sleep the more accidents we have and the more slowly 
our bodies and brains function. Obviously, sleep is important. But why is such a boring activity so 
necessary?

When you sleep your brain completely turns itself off from the outside world. It doesn’t take in any 
new information and spends some quality time on getting reorganized. Your brain is very busy in 
the night, combining different bits of information that you’ve learned throughout the day. It throws 
away useless information and strengthens links to useful information. Basically, the brain does its 
housekeeping .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which of the following is a true statement?

While you sleep, your brain is busy reorganizing 
information.

While you sleep, your brain is completely inactive.

While you sleep, your brain continues to take in 
new information .

While you sleep, your brain is relaxed while your 
muscles are tense .
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As you sleep, your brain continually cycles through two kinds of sleep called non-rapid eye movement 
(non-REM) sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.

The first stage of non-REM sleep starts out when you begin feeling drowsy. The second stage is light 
sleeping . The third stage is a deep sleep . It’s much harder to wake up from this stage . The fourth 
stage is the deepest sleep of all. If someone wakes you up at this stage, you will probably feel a little 
disoriented for a few minutes. After stage four, you shift back into stage three, then stage two, and 
then you enter REM sleep.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Waking up from which stage of sleep will make you feel disoriented?

Stage 4 Stage 2

Stage 1 Stage 3

During REM sleep your muscles are completely relaxed, but for your brain this is the most active stage. 
REM sleep got its name from the fact that your eyes move rapidly from side to side when you’re in 
this stage. If someone wakes you right before you reach REM sleep, you will feel as though you are 
exhausted even if you’ve slept a lot. But if someone wakes you right after the REM stage you may be 
able to recall your dreams as though they just happened.

After spending a few minutes in REM sleep, your brain shifts back to stage two of non-REM sleep. It 
shifts from stage two to stage three, then back again, returning to REM sleep a little later. This cycle 
will repeat about five times if you sleep for eight hours. When you wake up in the morning you should 
feel great and ready to start a new day.

Passage ComPrehension Question

How did REM sleep get its name?

REM stands for Rapid Eye Movement because your eyes move rapidly from side to side during this 
stage of the sleep cycle.

REM stands for Repair, Encoding, and Memory because these are the tasks your brain works on during 
this stage of the sleep cycle.

REM stands for Responsive Ear Moment because your hearing is much more sensitive during this stage 
of the sleep cycle.

REM stands for Reading, English, and Math because these are the subjects that your brain is reviewing 
during this stage of the sleep cycle.
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ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

The Stages of Sleep dream Interpretation

The Process of Waking The dreaming brain

Select the missing text for #2 .

Stage 1: Drowsy Stage 3: deep Sleep

Stage 1: Light Sleep Stage 3: Drowsy

Select the missing text for #3 .

Stage 4: Deepest Sleep REM

Stage 4: deep Sleep dream Recall

Select the missing text for #4 .

Stage 2: Light Sleep Stage 5: Pre-REM

Stage 4: deepest Sleep Stage 1: Drowsy

Select the missing text for #5 .

REM: Rapid Eye Movement Exhausted When Woken

Awake Stage 1: Drowsy

Select the missing text for #6 .

Non-REM deep Sleep

REM dream Stage

Select the missing text for #7 .

Repeats 5 times over 8 hours of sleep If wakened here you will recall your dreams

3 stages repeated over 10 times a night If wakened here you feel exhausted
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the flowchart, which of the following is a possible sequence of sleep stages?

Awake, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4, stage 3, stage 2, REM, stage 2, stage 3.

Stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4, REM, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4, awake .

Stage 4, stage 3, stage 2, stage 1, REM, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4, awake .

Awake, stage 4, stage 3, stage 2, stage 1, REM, stage 3, stage 2, stage 1, awake .

What is "non-REM"?

Sleep stages 1 through 4 are called the "non-REM" stages because these are not stages when rapid 
eye movement occurs.

"non-REM" has the same meaning as "non-sleeping ." A person who is in the "non-REM" stage is awake .

Stage 1 is the "non-REM" sleep stage, which is the one time when a sleeper's eyes don't move around.

"Non-REM" stands for "Non-Recall Enabled Memory" because this term is used to describe stages in 
which dreams will not be remembered .

According to the flowchart, which of the following is true?

When a person gets eight hours of sleep, they will have completed five full sleep cycles.

A person must sleep through five full sleep cycles in order to shift into REM sleep.

A person must be sure to sleep through stage 4 in order to feel refreshed in the morning .

A person must spend at least half of the night in REM sleep in order to reach the deepest level of 
sleep .

Why does the flowchart show only one sleep cycle?

The flowchart uses arrows to show how stages repeat across several cycles, making it clear that 
each cycle goes through the same stages.

The flowchart is showing that we don't need to sleep through more than one sleep cycle, additional 
cycles only occur when you oversleep.

The flowchart is showing only the most important stages of the sleep cycle.
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The flowchart only shows what happens during an hour-long nap, because showing a whole night's 
sleep would make the chart too long .

Why is it easier to wake up from REM sleep than it is to wake up from stage 4 sleep?

Stage 4 sleep is a stage of very deep sleep, while REM is a stage of very light sleep.

During REM sleep your eyes are moving rapidly from side to side.

The REM stage is part of a cycle of sleep stages that repeats several times during the night.

You'll be more likely to recall your dreams if wakened during REM sleep, and stage 4 is a kind of non-
REM sleep .

passage 6: hoW chocolate is made

Making chocolate is a long and arduous process. The work of many people is needed to transform a 
lowly seed into the chocolate treats we buy at the store.

Chocolate comes from cacao plants that are grown in the hot climates of Africa and South America . 
The plants must mature for four years before they bear their first fruit. When the cacao pods are ripe, 
farmers must gather them by hand. The cacao plant is too delicate to use machines.

The gatherers break each pod with a machete and take out the seeds . These seeds are placed in boxes 
and covered with banana leaves to ferment for about a week . The fermented seeds are then dried, 
inspected, and bagged .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, why is it necessary to handpick cacao pods rather than using machines?

Cacao pods must be handpicked because the cacao plants are too delicate for farmers to use 
machines.

Cacao pods must be handpicked because fruit-picking machines are not available in South America 
and Africa .

Cacao pods must be handpicked because a machine cannot tell how to select good pods .

Cacao pods must be handpicked because machines cannot climb the steep hillsides where cacao 
plants are grown .
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The fermented and dried cacao seeds are sold to manufacturers, who will make them into chocolate .

When manufacturers get the seeds, the first thing they do is sort, clean, and weigh them. The cacao 
seeds are then roasted to bring out their full flavor . The roasted seeds are shelled and milled into a 
thick chocolate paste, which is called chocolate liquor. This paste consists of one half cocoa butter and 
one half cocoa solids .

A huge press is used to separate the liquor into butter and solids. The cocoa solids are milled into 
cocoa powder, which is often used as an ingredient in baking. The cocoa butter may be used to make 
white chocolate, or as an ingredient in cosmetics .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What does chocolate liquor consist of?

Chocolate liquor is made up of cocoa butter and cocoa solids.

Chocolate liquor has a thick, gummy consistency.

Chocolate liquor includes a blend of white chocolate and dark chocolate.

Chocolate liquor is used as an ingredient in baking.

Unpressed chocolate liquor may be mixed with milk, sugar, and cocoa butter to make a crumbly, 
brown mixture called crumb . The crumb is passed through rollers until it’s a smooth paste . This paste 
is poured into a vat where it is kneaded and blended to improve the flavor . This process, known as 
conching, takes up to six days to complete.

This next step is a process known as tempering. The refined chocolate is cooled and heated repeatedly 
to improve its texture . Some of the tempered chocolate is sent to other manufacturers for use in foods 
like ice cream and cookies. Tempered chocolate may also be squirted into molds that shape it into 
candy bars. Finally, these are wrapped, packaged, and sent to stores near you!

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is tempering?

Tempering is the process of repeatedly heating and cooling refined chocolate.

Tempering means interfering with the chocolate-making process .

Tempering is the process of mixing chocolate liquor with other ingredients to make "crumb."
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Tempering is the process of squirting chocolate into molds and making candy bars.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the missing text for #1 .

Pick cacao pods & remove seeds Cut down cacao plants with machetes

Pick cacao pods & spread in sun Cut down cacao plants with machines

Select the missing text for #2 .

Ferment and dry seeds White chocolate

Ship seeds to manufacturers Separate liquor from seeds

Select the missing text for #3 .

Roast seeds Cookies

baking Handpick seeds

Select the missing text for #4 .

Shell seeds Plant seeds

Press seeds Heat & cool seeds

Select the missing text for #5 .

Mill seeds into liquor Press seeds to get cocoa butter

Grind seeds to make cocoa powder Sort seeds by size

Select the missing text for #6 .

Crumb Crust

Crud Crush
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Select the missing text for #7 .

Conche (blend & knead) Conche (put through rollers)

Conche (pour into shell) Conche (roast for 6 days)

Select the missing text for #8 .

Mold & package Add fruit and nuts

Mail & ship Wrap in colored foil

Select the missing text for #9 .

Milk chocolate Wrap in colored foil

Stir & mix for six days Cocoa powder

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of the following steps are in the right order?

Ferment seeds, roast seeds, mill seeds into liquor, separate into cocoa butter and cocoa solids.

Shell seeds, ferment seeds, roast seeds, mill seeds into liquor, temper crumb.

Roast seeds, shell seeds, mill seeds into liquor, make crumb, separate into cocoa butter and cocoa 
solids .

Roast seeds, mill seeds into liquor, make crumb, mold & package, temper, conche.

What is "conching"?

Conching is a step in the process of making milk chocolate that involves kneading and blending.

Conching is the process of separating cocoa butter from cocoa solids .
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Conching is the process of handpicking ripe cacao pods and breaking them open with a machete .

Conching is a step in the process of making white chocolate that involves extracting cocoa butter from 
"crumb ."

Is it necessary to separate chocolate liquor into cocoa butter and cocoa solids when making white 
chocolate?

yes, because only the cocoa butter is used in white chocolate.

Yes, because only the cocoa solids are used in white chocolate.

no, because white chocolate is a blend of cocoa butter and cocoa solids .

No, because white chocolate does not actually contain chocolate.

Many of the same steps go into making milk chocolate and making white chocolate. Which of these 
steps is NOT common to both?

blending and kneading drying and fermenting seeds

making chocolate liquor roasting

This flowchart shows the processes for manufacturing several final (consumer) products. Which list 
contains all of these products?

cocoa powder for baking, cookies with chocolate, cosmetics, ice cream with chocolate, milk 
chocolate, white chocolate

cookies with chocolate, ice cream with chocolate, milk chocolate, white chocolate

cocoa powder for baking, chocolate cookies, cosmetics, chocolate liquor, chocolate ice cream, milk 
chocolate, white chocolate

cacao beans, cocoa powder, chocolate cookies, chocolate ice cream, chocolate candy
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level 6: summarization – choose a summary

passage 1: the really big snoWball

The next morning, when the children assembled at school, they saw a strange sight. On the front steps 
of the building was a great snowball, so large that it almost hid the door from sight . And working at it, 
trying to cut it away so that the entrance could be used, was the janitor. He was having hard work, it 
seemed .

“Who did it?”

“Who put it there?”

“Say, it’s frozen fast, too!”

“Somebody will get into trouble about this.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which of the following happened in the story?

A huge snowball was found on the front steps of the school.
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The janitor was working hard to build a giant snowball .

All the children knew who put the huge snowball in front of the school .

Due to snow, classes were cancelled for the day.

These were only a few of the things said when the children saw the big snowball on the school steps.

“It’s frozen fast all right enough,” said the janitor, grimly. “Whoever put it there poured water over it, 
and it’s frozen so fast that I’ll have to chop it away piece by piece. All day it will take me, too, and me 
with all the paths to clean!”

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the phrase “it’s frozen fast,” what is the meaning of “fast”?

firmly fixed in place deeply asleep

at a rapid pace to give up eating

When the classes were assembled for the morning exercises, Mr . Tetlow, the school principal, stepped 
to the edge of the platform, and said:

“I presume you have all seen the big snowball on the front steps. Whoever put it there did a very 
wrong thing. I know several boys must have had a hand in it, for one could not do it alone. I will now 
give those who did it a chance to confess. If they will admit it, and apologize, I will let the matter drop. 
If not I will punish them severely. Now are you ready to tell, boys? I may say that I have a clue to at 
least one boy who had a hand in the trick.”

Mr. Tetlow paused. There was silence in the room, and the boys looked one at the other. Who was 
guilty?

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why did Mr. Tetlow believe several boys were involved in building the snowball?

Because it was too big to be the work of one person.

Because he saw some of the boys building it.

Because he saw the boys looking guiltily at each other.

Because several boys already admitted to it and apologized.
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ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

There is a giant snowball blocking the school's front entrance. The janitor is trying to cut it down, but 
it's frozen fast. At morning assembly, the school principal says the guilty students should confess, or 
else he will punish them severely. He hints that he already knows one boy who was involved.

In the morning, the children come to school and find a giant snowball on the front steps. It is so large it 
hid the front door from view . In fact, it is so large that it blocks the front door from being opened . no 
one can get inside. The principal tells them he may already know one of the boys who built it.

A large snowball is blocking the front entrance to the school . The janitor explains that whoever built it 
poured hot water over it so it is frozen solid. Now it will take a long time for the janitor to cut it away so 
that the front doors can be used. This makes everyone late for the morning assembly.

Someone has built a large snowball right on the front steps of the school . The janitor is mad because 
now he won't have time to clear the paths. The principal says he will punish the children who were 
involved. Everyone stands around looking at each other and wondering who did it.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the summary, which of the following is NOT true?

The principal says he will severely punish anyone who confesses.

The children are given a chance to confess at the morning assembly.

The janitor is trying to clear the front entrance.

One of the snowball builders may have already been discovered.

The principal tells the morning assembly that he may already know one of the boys involved in the 
snowball prank. What is the most likely reason that he would say this?

He believes students are more likely to confess if they think that they have already been found out.

He wants to show off how clever he is in finding clues to solve the mystery.

He believes that the other students have been upset by this prank and wants to reassure them that he 
will quickly identify the guilty students.

He wants the entire school to take responsibility for the snowball so that he won't have to punish the 
one boy he suspects.
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What main idea is suggested but not actually stated in the summary?

Some students put the giant snowball there as a prank.

The principal will send everyone home since the school's entrance is blocked.

The principal's name is Mr. Tetley.

Students from the rival school across town put the snowball there .

The children learn that one of the snowball builders may have already been discovered...

at the morning assembly.

after they finally get inside.

from the principal, when he makes announcements over the intercom .

when they first assemble in front of the building.

Why does the summary include the fact that the janitor cannot easily cut down the snowball because 
it is frozen in place?

This detail shows what a big problem the snowball is.

The janitor is the main character, so everything he does is important.

Although it is a minor detail, it is part of the passage .

This fact explains why the principal had to send all of the students home.

passage 2: Who built the snoWball?

For what seemed a long time Mr . Tetlow stood looking over the room full of pupils . One could have 
heard a pin drop, so quiet was it. The hard breathing of the boys and girls could be heard. From over in 
a corner where Danny Rugg sat, came a sound of whispering.

“Quiet!” commanded the principal sharply. “There must be no talking. I will wait one minute more for 
the guilty ones to acknowledge that they rolled the big snowball on the steps. Then, if they do not 
speak, I shall have something else to say.”
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Passage ComPrehension Question

Why were the boys and girls breathing hard?

They were all afraid of getting in trouble.

They had been running around on the lawn.

They had whispered so much they lost their breath.

They were warming up their hands after building the snowball.

The minute ticked slowly off on the big clock. No one spoke. Bert glanced from side to side as he sat in 
his seat, wondering what would come next. Many others had the same thought.

“I see no one wishes to take advantage of my offer,” said Mr. Tetlow slowly. “Very well. You may all go 
to your classrooms, with the exception of Bert Bobbsey. I wish to see him in my office at once. Do you 
hear, Bert?”

Passage ComPrehension Question

The sentence, "The minute ticked slowly off on the big clock," means that time seemed to pass slowly 
because . . .

they were in suspense about what would happen next.

the big clock was old and running slow .

Mr . Tetlow's lecture was boring and predictable .

there wasn't much to do in class that day.

There was a gasp of astonishment, and all eyes were turned on Bert. He grew red in the face, and then 
pale. He could see Nan looking at him curiously, as did other girls. Bert was glad Flossie and Freddie 
were not in the room, for the kindergarten children did not assemble for morning exercises with the 
larger boys and girls. Flossie and Freddie might have been frightened at the solemn talk.

For a moment Bert could hardly believe what he had heard. He was wanted in Mr. Tetlow’s office! It 
did not seem possible . And there was but one explanation of it . It must be in connection with the big 
snowball . And bert knew he had had no hand in putting it on the school steps .
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Passage ComPrehension Question

Why did Bert think he was wanted in Mr. Tetlow's office?

Mr. Tetlow thought Bert knew something about the snowball.

Mr . Tetlow knew that bert was involved in the snowball prank .

Mr . Tetlow was going to punish bert for throwing snowballs .

Mr . Tetlow never said he wanted to see bert; bert just imagined it .

ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

The principal, Mr . Tetlow, waits for someone to confess to building the snowball . no one answers . After 
several minutes, Mr. Tetlow dismisses the students to their classes and asks Bert to come to his office. 
bert didn't do it, and he can't believe Mr . Tetlow is blaming him for the snowball .

It was so quiet in the school assembly, you could hear a pin drop. The students were very nervous, 
especially Bert. Nan and the other girls looked at him curiously. Freddie and Flossie weren't there 
when Bert was summoned to Mr. Tetlow's office.

Someone has built a giant snowball on the steps of the school and Mr . Tetlow wants to know who did 
it. Bert knows he didn't do it. It's very dangerous to block the front doors of the school. Even in winter, 
there could be a fire. Mr. Tetlow is trying to get to the bottom of this. 

Some of the kids are whispering during morning assembly. The principal yells at them to be quiet. 
There is a serious matter of finding out who built a snowball on the school steps. Mr. Tetlow thinks that 
bert is the one who did it . bert is astonished and his face pales, because he didn't do it . 

ComPrehension strategy task

What happens in the story that leads Bert to think Mr. Tetlow blames him for the snowball?

Mr. Tetlow asks Bert to come to his office.

Mr . Tetlow remembers that bert has been in trouble before .

Mr. Tetlow glances at Bert with suspicion in his eyes.

Mr . Tetlow sees bert with the snowball .
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Which of the following is not true?

Mr. Tetlow is right to blame Bert for the snowball.

Mr. Tetlow tells Bert to come to his office.

The principal waits several minutes for someone to confess .

Mr . Tetlow is the school principal .

Why does Mr. Tetlow wait several minutes before dismissing the students?

He wants to give the guilty students a chance to confess.

He knows classes don't start for several minutes .

He is looking for bert in the crowd .

He is thinking about how he will punish the guilty students.

Which of these happened last?

Bert is called to Mr. Tetlow's office.

Mr . Tetlow waits for a confession .

Someone built a huge snowball .

School assembly started.

Which best describes how Bert felt when he was called to the principle's office?

Astonished that the principal thought he was guilty.

Guilty that he had built the snowball.

Angry that he was the only snowball builder who got caught.

Pleased that nan and the other girls were not there .
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passage 3: pollyanna’s kitten

August came. August brought several surprises and some changes—none of which, however, were really 
a surprise to Nancy. Nancy, since Pollyanna’s arrival, had come to look for surprises and changes.

First there was the kitten .

Pollyanna found the kitten mewing pitifully some distance down the road. When systematic 
questioning of the neighbors failed to find any one who claimed it, Pollyanna brought it home at once, 
as a matter of course .

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which of these things happened in the story?

Pollyanna asked the neighbors if they owned the kitten.

Nancy was surprised by the changes since Pollyanna's arrival.

Pollyanna found the kitten in the neighbor's tree.

The kitten was mewing happily when Pollyanna found it.

“And I was glad I didn’t find any one who owned it, too,” she told her aunt in happy confidence, “ ‘cause 
I wanted to bring it home all the time. I love kitties. I knew you’d be glad to let it live here.”

Miss Polly looked at the forlorn little gray bunch of neglected misery in Pollyanna’s arms, and shivered: 
Miss Polly did not care for cats—not even pretty, healthy, clean ones.

“Ugh! Pollyanna! What a dirty little beast! And it’s sick, I’m sure, and all mangy and fleay.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why is Pollyanna happy she couldn't find the kitten's owner?

She wanted to keep the kitten for herself.

She plans to give it to her friend across the street .

She knew Miss Polly loved kittens.

She thought the owner was not taking good care of the kitten .

“I know it, poor little thing,” crooned Pollyanna, tenderly, looking into the little creature’s frightened 
eyes. “And it’s all trembly, too, it’s so scared. You see it doesn’t know, yet, that we’re going to keep it, of 
course.”

Miss Polly opened her lips and tried to speak; but in vain. The curious helpless feeling that had been 
hers so often since Pollyanna’s arrival had her now fast in its grip.
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Passage ComPrehension Question

What does the saying “in vain” mean, as it is used in this story?

unsuccessfully in a blood vessel

with conceit in anger

“But, Pollyanna, Pollyanna,” remonstrated Miss Polly. “I don’t—” But Pollyanna was already halfway to 
the kitchen, calling:

“Nancy, Nancy, just see this dear little kitty that Aunt Polly is going to bring up along with me!” And 
Aunt Polly, in the sitting room—who abhorred cats—fell back in her chair with a gasp of dismay, 
powerless to remonstrate .

When, in less than a week, however, Pollyanna brought home a small, ragged boy, and confidently 
claimed the same protection for him, Miss Polly did have something to say.

Passage ComPrehension Question

When Pollyanna brought home the small, ragged boy, Miss Polly probably said...

that the boy could not stay. that the boy could not keep the kitten.

that she was powerless to remonstrate . that Pollyanna should take better care of her pets.

ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

Nancy finds life with Pollyanna to be full of surprises—like the time she brought home a lost kitten. 
While Miss Polly dislikes cats, she can’t resist Pollyanna’s cheerful determination. Miss Polly does put 
her foot down, later, when Pollyanna brings home a ragged boy.

Pollyanna is a very demanding person and knows that she can talk her Aunt Polly into anything. First 
she finds a lost kitten and brings it home to live with them, even though Miss Polly says “no.” Miss Polly 
is also powerless to stop her bringing a ragged boy to live with them.

Pollyanna finds a lost kitten that is scared and trembling. Pollyanna shows the kitten to her aunt. Then 
she shows the kitten to Nancy, who says that she is no longer surprised by anything that happens. 
Pollyanna looks sad and pitiful so she is allowed to keep the kitten.

Nancy finds life with Pollyanna to be full of surprises. The first surprise is in August. Pollyanna finds a 
lost kitten. Miss Polly saw that it had fleas. Miss Polly sits back in her chair in disbelief. Pollyanna brings 
home a boy. Miss Polly says something.
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

When did Miss Polly give in?

Pollyanna brings home a lost kitten and wants to keep it.

Pollyanna brings a ragged boy home to live with them.

Nancy brings home a lost kitten and wants to keep it.

Nancy brings a ragged boy home to live with them.

Given only the information in the story and summary, what was Pollyanna most likely thinking when she 
brought the boy home?

Miss Polly let the kitten stay, so she'll probably let the boy stay, too.

Miss Polly will think that the little boy is her brother, so she won't even notice him.

Miss Polly loves all kinds of animals and children, so she will keep the boy.

Miss Polly enjoys having her life be full of surprises, so she will enjoy having a new child.

Which word best describes Pollyanna's attitude?

self-assured

stubborn

lonely

absent-minded

According to the summary, to whom is Miss Polly related?

The summary doesn't say to whom Miss Polly is related.

The summary says that Miss Polly is Pollyanna's aunt.

The summary says that Miss Polly is Nancy's aunt.

The summary says that Miss Polly is aunt to both Nancy and Pollyanna.
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Why does the summary include the detail that Aunt Polly dislikes cats?

This detail shows that she often gives in to Pollyanna, even when she really doesn't want to.

This fact is included because it shows that Miss Polly is an utterly hard-hearted and rigid person.

This detail is one of the many details added to the summary to make it more lively and colorful.

This fact explains why Miss Polly reacted the way she did toward the ragged boy.

passage 4: a Well broken horse

When I was four years old, Squire Gordon came to look at me. He examined my eyes, my mouth, and 
my legs; he felt them all down, and then I had to walk and trot and gallop before him; he seemed to like 
me, and said, “When he has been well broken in he will do very well.” My master said he would break 
me in himself, and he lost no time about it, for the next day he began.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What did the narrator mean in saying “he lost no time about it”?

Squire Gordon started breaking the horse in 
right away.

Squire Gordon examined the horse's teeth for 
signs of age .

The horse galloped quickly to Squire Gordon. The horse was only four years old when bought by 
Squire Gordon.

Every one may not know what breaking in is, therefore I will describe it. It means to teach a horse to 
wear a saddle and bridle, and to carry on his back a man, woman, or child; to go just the way they wish, 
and to go quietly. Besides this, he has to learn to wear a collar, and a breeching, and to stand still while 
they are put on; then to have a cart or a buggy fixed behind, so that he cannot walk or trot without 
dragging it after him; and he must go fast or slow, just as his driver wishes . He must never start at what 
he sees, nor speak to other horses, nor bite, nor kick, nor have any will of his own, but always do his 
master’s will, even though he may be very tired or hungry; but the worst of all is, when his harness is 
once on, he may neither jump for joy nor lie down for weariness. So you see this breaking in is a great 
thing .

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the phrase, “He must never start at what he sees,” the word start means...

to move or dart suddenly. to begin a performance .
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to set out on a journey. to enter a race .

ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

Squire Gordon examines his four-year-old horse. He decides it is time to break in the horse. “Breaking 
in” a horse means teaching it to carry a passenger quietly, to stand still when being harnessed to a cart, 
and to follow a driver’s commands . A well broken in horse will never misbehave .

When I was four, Squire Gordon came and examined my eyes, mouth, and legs. He made me walk, trot, 
and gallop . A broken in horse cannot walk or trot without dragging a cart behind . He said he would 
break me in himself. Not everyone knows what breaking in is, but it is a great thing.

Sometimes horses wear and saddle and bridle. Other times they wear a collar and breeching, and then 
pull a cart or buggy behind them. When he is wearing these things, a horse should not speak to other 
horses, because he is at work. He may also have to carry a passenger on his back.

Horses are often broken in when they are about four years old. Squire Gordon owned such a horse. 
His horse was taught to carry men, women, and children on its back. If it were to bite or kick, it would 
surely get in trouble. Some horses develop a bad habit of biting their passengers.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

A horse that has been broken in will . . .

follow a driver's commands. always go slowly.

bite . never get tired .

The summary does not mention that a horse must not bite or kick because...

biting and kicking are details summarized by the word "misbehave."

biting and kicking are only mentioned once in the passage.

a horse may bite and kick if he is not feeling well.

a well broken-in horse would never bite or kick .

How old was the horse that Squire Gordon decided to break in?

4 years 40 days

4 months the next day
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In what way does the writing differ between the summary and the original passage?

The passage is written from the perspective of the horse, whereas the summary is not.

The passage is written from the perspective of Squire Gordon, whereas the summary is not.

The summary includes only facts, whereas the passage also gave opinions.

The summary includes dialog, whereas the passage did not.

Which of the following would be the best title for the passage?

When a Horse Is Broken In Pulling Carts Quietly

Squire Gordon’s Story It’s no big Thing

passage 5: chasing storms

People have many different fears, just like people have many different hobbies. For example, one 
person might be afraid of storms, but another person might love storms . Some people love storms so 
much that they try to get close to severe storms on purpose! They are called storm chasers and many 
travel hundreds or thousands of miles to chase storms every year.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Which fear is mentioned in the passage?

fear of storms fear of spiders

fear of flying fear of heights

Most chasers start a day by checking data on the Internet. They look at things like wind direction, 
temperatures, and information on severe weather warnings . After gathering all possible data, chasers 
pick a target area to travel to. But, even with all the available information, it is still very difficult to 
predict severe storms. Often, many hours of driving result in no storm at all.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the author, storm chasers decide where to travel, based on information they have 
gathered from . . .

the Internet. the national Weather Service .
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the radio . a target area .

Tornadoes are a favorite event of storm chasers, but they are very rare. They occur almost everywhere 
in the world, but the most active site for them is Tornado Alley, which is located in the center of the 
United States. Typical tornadoes form when warm, moist air rises to meet cold, dry air. As the warm air 
rises, it can meet different wind directions at different altitudes. If the winds line up a certain way and 
with enough strength, they spin the air like a top. This results in a rotating column of air that extends 
from the clouds to the ground .

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the passage, which is the meaning of the word “top”?

a toy that can be made to spin the highest intensity of something

the highest level of something something that is used as a cover

Tornadoes range in strength. Some might only damage tree branches or street signs. Others can throw 
entire cars, lift and destroy houses, and uproot whole trees. Due to the dangerous effects of storms, 
storm chasers need to be very observant. They usually travel with a partner who helps navigate and 
monitors the latest information. Given the danger involved, you can imagine how selective storm 
chasers are about their partners!

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, which describes why a partner is important for storm chasers?

They need to keep up with the latest information.

They can work together to move things off the road.

It is nice to be social while driving long distances .

The partner is responsible for taking pictures and writing notes .

ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

Storm chasers like to see severe storms. They will collect weather data, then travel many miles in 
search of rare storms like tornadoes . Tornadoes are powerful winds that spin like a top and can lift cars 
off the ground . Severe storms can be dangerous, so storm chasers work with a partner .

Tornadoes are powerful and can ruin homes . Storm chasers are people who like to watch tornadoes 
and take pictures of them. It is important to drive carefully and have a partner when chasing a storm. 
Light, moist air rising to meet cold, dry air, is the source of most tornadoes.
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Warm air is lighter than cold air . When warm air rises and meets cold air, it can meet winds coming 
from different directions . This can cause a spinning column of air that we call a tornado . Tornadoes are 
rare, but the most active site for them is Tornado Alley in the United States. 

Many people are scared of storms. People have different fears. Tornadoes are a type of storm that can 
lift cars and houses, and knock down entire trees. Tornado Alley is well known for having tornadoes. 
Storm chasers are people who like to watch storms, and collect data about them .

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which statement is true according to the passage?

Storm chasers will go a long way to see a storm.

Storm chasers are usually told where to go.

An experienced storm chaser doesn't need to be careful .

Tornadoes are common all over the united States .

Why will storm chasers travel many miles?

Severe storms are rare and where they will occur is hard to predict.

Storm chasers like to drive .

Tornadoes travel fast and chasers need to stay close to them.

Severe storms are dangerous and chasers need to stay far away from them to be safe.

Why doesn't the summary give the location of Tornado Alley?

This fact is not important for understanding the main points of the article.

The article does not say anything about Tornado Alley.

As long as you don't live there, the location of Tornado Alley is not important.

because there was not enough space to include all the facts from the article .

The author describes tornadoes . . .

to give an example of what storm chasers are interested in.
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to clarify the ways in which they differ from hurricanes.

to scare readers away from becoming a storm chaser.

because that is the main topic of the article .

Which of the following would be the best title for the passage?

Chasing Storms Stormy Weather

Tornadoes and Hurricanes How to drive as a Storm Chaser

passage 6: the music oF sound

Sound is all around us, usually in the form of noise, speech, or music. These different kinds of sound 
come to us by way of vibrations traveling through the air. How the vibrations are organized determines 
the quality of a sound. Noise is usually very disorganized, whereas musical sounds happen in organized 
patterns. People seem to be fascinated by organized patterns of sound, as we have been making music 
for thousands of years. Perhaps early societies first created music by trying to imitate bird songs or 
other musical sounds they heard around them.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, what do noise, speech, and music all have in common?

All are made from vibrations. All can be recorded .

All can be detected by the human ear. All happen in organized patterns .

You can easily create music, even without fancy musical instruments. For example, you can make a 
simple instrument from a rubber band. Just wrap the rubber band around your fingers, stretch it a 
little, and pluck it. If you pluck softly, it will vibrate slightly and create a soft sound. If you pluck harder, 
it will vibrate more strongly and create a louder sound. You can create a variety of sounds just by 
plucking and stretching the rubber band in different ways.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What two suggestions did the author give of ways to play the rubber band?

Pluck softly to create a slight vibration and pluck harder to create a strong vibration.

Pluck softly to create a strong vibration and pluck harder to create a slight vibration.
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Stretch slightly to create a slow vibration and stretch strongly to create a fast vibration

Stretch slightly to create a fast vibration and stretch strongly to create a slow vibration

Like your stretched rubber band, instruments in the string family produce sounds when their strings 
are set into vibrations . depending on the instrument, musicians will use different methods to get 
the strings vibrating. Some string instruments, such as the harp and guitar, are played by plucking or 
tapping their strings . Other string instruments, such as the violin, viola, cello, and double bass, are 
usually played with a bow, which is scraped across their strings. These last four string instruments make 
up the string section of a symphony orchestra.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, how is a viola different from a harp?

Musicians usually pluck or tap harp strings, but they use a bow to scrape viola strings.

The harp is a very old instrument, while the viola was invented recently.

The viola is slightly bigger than the largest harp.

Musicians use the harp only for solo performances and use the viola only for symphony performances.

A symphony, or symphony orchestra, is made up of a group of musicians who play together using a 
specific combination of instruments. Actually, the word “symphony” comes from the combination of 
two Greek words, {sym,} which means “together,” and {phonos}, which means “sound.” The string 
instruments are a key part of the symphony orchestra because they make up more than half of its 
instruments. The other three families of the symphony orchestra are the woodwind family, the brass 
family, and the percussion family.

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, the word "symphony" comes from the combination of two Greek words...

{sym,} which means "together," and {phonos,} which means "sound."

{sym,} which means "together," and {phonis,} which means "artful."

{sym,} which means "beautiful," and {phone,} which means "sound."

{sym,} which means "beautiful," and {phony,} which means "artful."
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ComPrehension strategy task – seleCt the best summary of the Passage.

Some instruments have strings that vibrate to make musical sounds. Musicians play string instruments 
by plucking, tapping, or scraping a bow across the strings. The string section—violin, viola, cello, and 
double bass—makes up a major part of any symphony orchestra.

All music is created from vibrations that travel through the air. Birds make music when they sing. 
There are four string instruments in the symphony orchestra: the violin, viola, cello, and double bass. 
Musicians make music on these instruments by using a bow.

The symphony orchestra has many different types of instruments. They all make music by creating 
vibrations that travel through the air. There are a total of four families of instruments in the symphony 
orchestra. The string family, which includes the violin, is the largest family among them.

You can create music by plucking a rubber band. Pay attention to the difference when you pluck it 
lightly and when you pluck it harder. When you pluck it harder, the rubber band vibrates a lot. String 
instruments, like the guitar, violin, and double bass, also vibrate to make music .

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the summary, what is the biggest group of instruments in a symphony orchestra?

the string section the violin section

the piano section the percussion section

According to the summary, how do string instruments make sounds?

their strings vibrate when played their strings scrape against each other when 
played

their strings tap against their wooden bodies their strings trigger sound sources in their wooden 
bodies

What is the meaning of the word "bow" as used in the passage?

a rod with horsehair stretched along it for playing some instruments

a kind of knot with two loops and two loose ends

to thank an audience for their applause by bending at the waist or neck

a bent piece of wood with a cord stretched between its ends for shooting arrows
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This passage is about . . .

how string instruments work and how they are used.

the many instruments of the symphony orchestra and how they differ.

the many instruments of the string family and how they differ.

how different vibrations are created, travel through the air, and strike the ear .

What additional fact from the passage would be the most relevant addition to this summary?

A variety of sounds can be created by stretching and striking a string in different ways.

The word "symphony" comes from the combination of two Greek words, {sym} (together), and 
{phonos} (sound).

Early societies may have imitated bird songs or other musical sounds they heard around them.

you can make a simple instrument out of a washtub, a broom handle, and a piece of string .
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level 7: summarization – build a summary

passage 1: the bag

Marta thought for a minute, without moving at all .

“And, after all, it was my birthday last week. This is like a birthday present. A present from the 
universe!”

“Huh!” said Cecilia. She looked at Marta through narrowed eyes.

Passage ComPrehension Question

How does Cecilia respond to Marta on this page?

She seems skeptical. She feels sorry for Marta.

She seems sympathetic. She thinks Marta is right .
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“And,” continued Marta, looking more serious. “I found it first. Since I found it, it’s only fair that I should 
have it.”

Marta inched closer to Cecilia and changed her grip, looking intently at her big sister.

“I’ve wanted one for a very long time, and you only just thought about it today!”

Cecilia leaned back on her heels, while the paper bag squirmed a bit.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What is Marta probably gripping?

the squirming bag the birthday present she got last week

Cecilia's hand about the fact that she found it first

“Besides, you’re older, so you always get things! It’s not fair to me. You had one before, and I’ve never 
had one.”

Marta pulled the bag just a little closer, and the sounds inside got a little louder .

Changing her strategy, Marta implored, “Come on, Cecilia, just this once. I’ll do your chores this 
week...”

“Hmm,” responded Cecilia. She pursed her lips grimly.

Passage ComPrehension Question

How does Marta change her strategy?

She argued about fairness first, and then she tried to be nice.

She tried being nice to Cecilia, but then she got angry.

She tried being angry with Cecilia, but then she remembered that it was her birthday.

She argued about fairness first, and then she argued that it was her birthday.

“It needs lots of love, and I’m the perfect one to give it!” Marta’s voice got higher-pitched and her face 
got redder. “You have to give it to me!”

She grabbed on with her other hand. The bag squirmed a bit more, and the noise got more insistent.

Cecilia matched her grip, and they started to pull...and that’s how the argument was settled.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What does Marta say she is the perfect one for?
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giving love doing Cecilia's chores

holding a squirming bag settling an argument

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

Marta is standing close to her sister Cecilia, and smiling at her.

Marta pulls out a paper bag with something squirming inside.

Marta is reminding Cecilia about her birthday when she sees the bag.

Marta is inching closer to her sister Cecilia, and pursing her lips .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

They hold a paper bag between them that squirms and makes noises.

Marta wanted it for a very long time, and Cecilia had the last one.

Marta thinks it is a birthday present from the universe.

Cecilia does not respond to Marta, but noises come from the still bag .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Marta tries to convince Cecilia to give her the bag and its contents.

Marta shifts with Cecilia and changes her grip .

Marta and Cecilia both pull on the bag to settle the argument .

Cecilia tries to convince Marta to give her the bag and its contents .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

She reminds Cecilia about her birthday, then she appeals to her sister's sense of fairness, and then 
she just begs.

Cecilia narrows her eyes, purses her lips, and matches Marta's grip before leaning back on her heels.

She inches forward and shifts her grip, while trying to wiggle the bag loose from Cecilia's grip.
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The noise gets more insistent as Marta pulls on the bag, so she changes her strategy from talking to 
action .

Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

Finally, Marta and Cecilia both just pull on the bag to see who gets it.

After they argue for a while, Cecilia lets Marta have the bag.

After they argue for a while, Cecilia agrees to share the creature in the bag.

Finally, Marta begs Cecilia for the bag, but Cecilia takes it anyway.

Marta is standing close to her sister Cecilia, and smiling at her. They hold a paper bag between them 
that squirms and makes noises. Marta tries to convince Cecilia to give her the bag and its contents. 
She reminds Cecilia about her birthday, then she appeals to her sister's sense of fairness, and then she 
just begs. Finally, Marta and Cecilia both just pull on the bag to see who gets it.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

How does the argument get settled?

They pull on the bag to see who gets it. Marta convinced Cecilia to let her have the bag .

Cecilia lets Marta have the bag after hearing her 
arguments .

Cecilia listens carefully to all that Marta says.

What do we know about the contents of the bag?

We only know that it squirms and makes noises.

We know that it is a kitten or a puppy.

We do not know anything for sure about the contents of the bag.

We know that the bag is full of paper .

What does it mean that the noise from the bag gets "more insistent" as the sister's argument 
progresses?

Whatever is in the bag wants some attention.

Whatever is in the bag wants to assist with the decision .
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The noise is loud at first and then quiets down.

The noise gets deeper and deeper .

Which of the following outcomes would you NOT expect?

Marta will forget about the bag and walk away.

While the sisters are struggling over the bag, the kitten gets out and runs off .

Cecilia pulls the bag and its contents out of her little sister's hands .

The bag rips into two pieces and the contents fall out .

Why doesn't the summary say who won the fight over the bag?

The story does not say who won and ended up with the bag.

It is so obvious who won that it is not worth stating it .

Explaining why Cecilia won would make the summary too long.

knowing who won is not important to most readers .

passage 2: mr. darling plays a prank

Wendy had a splendid idea. “Why not both take it at the same time?”

“Certainly,” said Mr. Darling. “Are you ready, Michael?”

Wendy gave the words, one, two, three, and Michael took his medicine, but Mr. Darling slipped his 
behind his back .

There was a yell of rage from Michael, and “O father!” Wendy exclaimed.

“What do you mean by ‘O father’?” Mr. Darling demanded. “Stop that row, Michael. I meant to take 
mine, but I—I missed it . “

Passage ComPrehension Questions

Why does Wendy exclaim, “O father!”

She is upset with him for breaking his promise. She is impressed with him for playing such a 
clever prank .
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She is upset with him for yelling at Michael. She is impressed with him for being such a good 
role model .

It was dreadful the way all the three were looking at him, just as if they did not admire him. “Look here, 
all of you,” he said entreatingly, as soon as Nana had gone into the bathroom. “I have just thought of a 
splendid joke. I shall pour my medicine into Nana’s bowl, and she will drink it, thinking it is milk!”

It was the color of milk; but the children did not have their father’s sense of humor, and they looked at 
him reproachfully as he poured the medicine into Nana’s bowl. “What fun!” he said doubtfully, and they 
did not dare expose him when Mrs . darling and nana returned .

“Nana, good dog,” he said, patting her, “I have put a little milk into your bowl, Nana.”

Passage ComPrehension Questions

What is the meaning of “reproachfully”?

with disapproval with interest

with approval with disinterest

nana wagged her tail, ran to the medicine, and began lapping it . Then she gave Mr . darling such a look, 
not an angry look: she showed him the great red tear that makes us so sorry for noble dogs, and crept 
into her kennel .

Mr. Darling was frightfully ashamed of himself, but he would not give in. In a horrid silence Mrs. Darling 
smelt the bowl. “O George,” she said, “it’s your medicine!”

“It was only a joke,” he roared, while she comforted her boys, and Wendy hugged Nana. “Much good,” 
he said bitterly, “my wearing myself to the bone trying to be funny in this house.”

Passage ComPrehension Questions

Why does Mr. Darling yell that his prank was only a joke?

He is ashamed, but doesn't want to admit that 
he did anything wrong.

He wants everyone to see how funny his joke was.

He is angry that no one gets his sense of humor. He is jealous that his children care more about 
nana than him .

And still Wendy hugged Nana. “That’s right,” he shouted. “Coddle her! Nobody coddles me. Oh dear 
no! I am only the breadwinner, why should I be coddled—why, why, why!”

“George,” Mrs. Darling entreated him, “not so loud; the servants will hear you.” Somehow they had got 
into the way of calling Liza the servants.

“Let them!” he answered recklessly. “Bring in the whole world. But I refuse to allow that dog to lord it in 
my nursery for an hour longer. “
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Passage ComPrehension Questions

What will Mr. Darling probably do next?

put Nana out of the nursery apologize to the children

put the children out of the nursery apologize to nana

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

After agreeing to take his medicine along with Michael, Mr. Darling hides it behind his back.

Wendy says," one, two, three," to prompt Michael to take his medicine.

Michael and Mr. Darling both try to take their medicine but only Michael succeeds.

Mr. Darling tries to play a trick on their dog Nana, but she is too clever and won't drink his medicine.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

His children yell at him for cheating.

Wendy cries "O brother," because she thinks her father is silly.

Mrs. Darling finds his medicine in the dog's bowl.

Michael starts rowing their boat onward .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

As a joke, Mr. Darling pours the medicine in Nana's food bowl.

Wendy cries "O father!" in a disappointed voice.

Mr . darling convinces the children that it was an honest mistake .

With their reproachful looks, the children force Mr . darling to take the medicine .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Nana looks sad after she tastes the medicine, and no one laughs.
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Mr . darling feels bad about tricking nana and drinks the medicine .

Mrs. Darling worries that the servants will hear the yelling.

The children start crying and try to protect Nana.

Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

Mr. Darling feels bad, but hides it by yelling that Nana is spoiled and should no longer stay in the 
nursery.

Mr . darling is mad that his children like nana better, so he decides to punish her .

Mr. Darling loudly complains that no one understands his sense of humor, as Mrs. Darling tries to 
comfort nana .

nana bites Mr . darling for tricking her, so he declares that she is dangerous and should not be allowed 
to stay in the nursery.

After agreeing to take his medicine along with Michael, Mr . darling hides it behind his back . His 
children yell at him for cheating. As a joke, Mr. Darling pours the medicine in Nana’s food bowl. Nana 
looks sad after she tastes the medicine, and no one laughs. Mr. Darling feels bad, but hides it by yelling 
that Nana is spoiled and should no longer stay in the nursery.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

Which of the following is true?

Mr. Darling doesn't want his children to think poorly of him.

Mr . darling doesn't care that his children are disappointed with him .

Mr . darling is glad he managed to trick nana into taking his medicine .

Mr. Darling gets mad when Nana accidentally drinks his medicine.

According to the summary, why does Mr. Darling give his medicine to Nana?

He is playing a joke. He doesn't know any better.

nana is sick . He wants to hide that he didn't take it .

Why is Mr. Darling so mad that he yells about them coddling Nana?
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He is too proud to admit that his joke was a bad idea, so he yells instead.

He feels that coddling is wrong and no one should be coddled .

He is angry that Nana likes Wendy better than she likes him.

He is upset that his joke was discovered and that now his wife will make him drink his medicine .

Which best describes how the children felt when Mr. Darling hid his medicine behind his back?

angry playful

spoiled embarrassed

According to the summary, what led Mr. Darling to think his children spoil Nana?

The children do not laugh at the joke he plays on Nana.

They yell at him for pouring the medicine in Nana's bowl.

The children always take her side over their dad's.

They refuse to speak to him until he apologizes to Nana.

passage 3: the rabbit monster

Rubbing his eyes, Billy stumbled out to the kitchen to get a drink. He’d been having a strange dream: he 
kept expecting to see something scary, but there was nothing there.

Filling up his glass at the sink, Billy noticed a dark form lying on the couch. Cautiously, he said, “Uh... 
hello?”

“Wh-wha, hum, ha!” said the form, and it suddenly stood bolt upright. It had rabbit ears, which 
flopped to one side of its head, and some fur on its face was matted with a bit of drool . It stood there 
uncertainly, trying to clear the sleep from its head.

Billy blinked. “Rabbit-monster?” he asked, “What are you doing here?”

Passage ComPrehension Question

What was strange about Billy’s dream?

He expected something scary, but nothing 
happened.

It was full of scary things and yet he didn't feel 
scared .
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He had dreamed that he had to get a drink of 
water .

It was so easy to remember, it almost seemed real.

“Well! I was... I... was just about to come into your dream, when I lay down to close my eyes for a bit. 
But I’m ready now!” said the rabbit-monster, looking about the couch.

“I’m not asleep now,” said Billy, sipping his water.

“Oh, yes. I see,” said the rabbit-monster. It found what it was looking for, and popped a set of fangs into 
its mouth .

As his eyes adjusted to the darkness, Billy noticed that the rabbit-monster seemed to have darker fur 
on its lower half .

“Ynr lmphg ah...” said the rabbit-monster, and then removed its fangs again. “You’re looking at my fur, 
aren’t you?” it asked.

Passage ComPrehension Question

Why was the rabbit-monster lying on the couch?

It had fallen asleep. It was looking for its fangs .

It was waiting there to scare Billy. It lived there .

“Well, yes,” replied Billy. “All the times you’ve been in my dreams, I never noticed that you don’t really 
match.”

“Laundry accident,” said the rabbit-monster. “But the point is—RRAUGH!” Roaring, the rabbit-monster 
raised its arms over its head and bumped into the living room lamp .

“Pardon me?” said Billy.

“Oh, nothing,” said the rabbit-monster, steadying the lamp. “So... how’ve you been?”

“Pretty good,” said Billy. “I’m in the sixth grade now.”

“Sixth grade, wow! I remember when you were tiny.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

What happens when the rabbit-monster tries to scare Billy?

Billy doesn't understand. Billy runs away.

Billy is scared but doesn't show it. Billy realizes that he is still dreaming.
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“I remember you as being taller,” said Billy. “It’s been a while since you’ve been in my dreams, hasn’t it?”

“Well, budget cuts. More dreams, fewer monsters,” said the rabbit-monster. It shifted awkwardly to its 
left foot and smoothed out a rough patch of fur .

“I should really be getting back to bed,” said Billy.

“I, uh, should really go, too. Lots of dreams tonight...”

“Okay, goodnight then,” said Billy, putting down his glass.

“Goodnight,” said the rabbit-monster. It faded away slowly, first its darker legs, then its lighter top, and 
finally its ears. Billy shrugged and turned to go back to bed.

Passage ComPrehension Question

How did the rabbit-monster fade away?

from bottom to top first its body, then its face, and finally its smile 

from top to bottom all at once, with a popping sound 

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

Billy awakens from a dream and goes into the kitchen.

Billy has a strange dream in which he feels scared.

Billy dreams that he has woken up and is getting a drink of water.

Billy says, "hello" to the rabbit-monster asleep on his couch.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

He sees a dark form on the couch that turns out to be the rabbit-monster.

The rabbit-monster stands up quickly, yet it seems awkward and sleepy.

Billy is not scared of the rabbit-monster.

Billy is thirsty, so he pours a glass of water and sips at it.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

This is a monster that showed up in Billy's dreams and scared him when he was younger.
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The rabbit-monster was looking about the couch for its fangs .

Billy is a bit scared of this monster, because it used to show up in his dreams when he was younger.

Billy says goodbye to the rabbit-monster, then returns to bed.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Now the rabbit-monster seems shabby and bumbling, and Billy is not scared at all.

Billy is a bit scared of this rabbit-monster, because it used to show up in his dreams.

Billy notices how scary the rabbit-monster's fangs look.

The rabbit-monster looks for its fangs, and Billy points out that he is not asleep.

Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

After a brief conversation, the rabbit-monster departs to haunt other people's dreams and Billy 
returns to bed.

After answering Billy's questions, the rabbit-monster leaves and then Billy finally gets himself the drink 
of water he came for .

They have a brief conversation, then the rabbit-monster disappears, leaving Billy to worry about its 
return .

They talk for a while and the rabbit-monster pretends to fade away, but really it plans to go into Billy's 
next dream and give him a good scare .

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the summary, when did the rabbit-monster scare Billy?

in Billy's dreams when he was younger 

after it got off of the couch 

in Billy's kitchen, before leaving 

after Billy returned to bed 
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Which of the following is NOT true about how the rabbit-monster seems when Billy finds him on the 
couch?

It has a menacing presence.

Its fur is shabby.

Its movements lack grace .

It is willing to talk .

How can you tell from the summary that Billy is no longer afraid of the rabbit-monster?

It tells you that Billy is not scared at all.

It tells you that the rabbit-monster scared Billy when he was younger.

It shows you that the rabbit-monster is on the couch.

It shows you that Billy returns to bed.

Which of these statements is implied in the summary?

The rabbit-monster is less scary because Billy is awake.

The rabbit-monster used to work harder at scaring Billy.

Secretly, Billy was never frightened of the rabbit monster.

Other monsters were better at scaring Billy.

What don't we learn from the summary?

why Billy goes into the kitchen 

where Billy had met the rabbit-monster before 

where Billy finds the rabbit-monster 

why the rabbit-monster is not scary to Billy anymore 
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passage 4: the ork’s tale

“I wonder,” whispered Trot, “what it is.”

“Who, me?” exclaimed the creature in a shrill, high-pitched voice. “Why, I’m an Ork.”

“Oh!” said the girl. “But what is an Ork?”

“I am,” he repeated, a little proudly, as he shook the water from his funny wings; “and if ever an Ork 
was glad to be out of the water and on dry land again, you can be mighty sure that I’m that especial, 
individual Ork!”

Passage ComPrehension Question

From the description of the Ork so far, which of these animals is it most likely to resemble?

a seagull a giraffe

a horse a shark

“Have you been in the water long?” inquired Cap’n Bill, thinking it only polite to show an interest in the 
strange creature .

“Why, this last ducking was about ten minutes, I believe, and that’s about nine minutes and sixty 
seconds too long for comfort,” was the reply. “But last night I was in an awful pickle, I assure you. The 
whirlpool caught me, and —”

Passage ComPrehension Question

How much time did the Ork have to spend underwater?

ten minutes less than nine minutes

sixty seconds too long sixty-nine seconds

“Oh, were you in the whirlpool, too?” asked Trot eagerly.

He gave her a glance that was somewhat reproachful .

“I believe I was mentioning the fact, young lady, when your desire to talk interrupted me,” said the Ork. 
“I am not usually careless in my actions, but that whirlpool was so busy yesterday that I thought I’d see 
what mischief it was up to . So I flew a little too near it and the suction of the air drew me down into the 
depths of the ocean. Water and I are natural enemies, and it would have conquered me this time had 
not a bevy of pretty mermaids come to my assistance and dragged me away from the whirling water 
and far up into a cavern, where they deserted me.”

Passage ComPrehension Question

How does the Ork feel about being in the water?
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The Ork hates being in the water. He prefers staying on dry land.

The Ork loves swimming underwater . He swims whenever he gets a chance .

The Ork doesn't mind being in the water . He just doesn't like whirlpools .

The Ork doesn't have an opinion on water. He doesn't care if he's in the water or on dry land.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

Trot and Cap'n Bill meet a creature called an Ork.

An Ork warns Cap'n bill about a whirlpool .

Trot and Cap'n bill meet a group of mermaids .

The Ork tells Trot how he was rescued by a group of mermaids.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

The Ork has a shrill, high-pitched voice and wings.

The Ork flies near the whirlpool .

Trot and Cap'n Bill are glad to be on dry land again.

Trot and Cap'n bill are surprised to see their old friend, the Ork .

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

He tells Trot and Cap'n Bill about being in an "awful pickle."

He politely shows an interest in Cap'n Bill.

He tells Trot that he likes being in the water .

He is dunked in the water for 10 minutes by Cap'n Bill.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

The Ork had been caught in a whirlpool and trapped underwater.
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They learn the Ork is comfortable with staying underwater for long periods of time.

The Ork tells them he had an awful pickle last night .

Trot asks Cap'n bill what it is .

Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

But, after ten minutes in the water, he was rescued by a group of mermaids.

The Ork tells Trot and Cap'n Bill that his natural enemy is water.

The Ork pledges that he'll never be careless in his actions, again .

but then the Ork met beautiful mermaids who deserted him in a cavern .

Trot and Cap’n bill meet a creature called an Ork . The Ork has a shrill, high-pitched voice and wings . 
He tells Trot and Cap’n Bill about being in an “awful pickle.” The Ork had been caught in a whirlpool 
and trapped underwater. But, after ten minutes in the water, he was rescued by a group of mermaids.

ComPrehension strategy Questions

How did the Ork escape after being sucked underwater by the whirlpool?

He was pulled out of the water by a group of mermaids.

He flew away from the mischievous whirlpool.

The suction of the air drew him from the depths of the sea .

He swam to the safety of a deserted cavern.

How does the summary suggest that the Ork resembles a bird?

It says that the Ork has wings and a shrill, high-pitched voice.

It says that the Ork is a "special and individual bird."

It states that the Ork dislikes the water and prefers dry land.

It states that the Ork has feathers .
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What did the Ork refer to as “an awful pickle”?

being caught by the whirlpool and sucked 
underwater

meeting Trot and Cap'n bill

his encounter with a group of mermaids his dinner last night

What simpler word was used in the summary instead of the word “bevy”?

group whirlpool

rescued beverage

Why doesn't the summary include the answer to Trot's question, "But what is an Ork?"

The passage did not explain what an Ork is.

The answer to her question is left out of the summary so that you have to read the whole story.

Most people know what an Ork is, so this information is not worth repeating .

Summaries shouldn't include information about the characters .

passage 5: the sun

Our Sun is a star in our solar system. It is the brightest object in the sky, during the day. In fact, it is so 
bright that you should never look directly at it without using a special kind of eye protection. Regular 
sunglasses are not enough to protect our sensitive eyes from its blinding brightness.

The Sun is so bright that people used to think it was on fire all of the time. We now know that the Sun 
is not a huge fireball. Actually, it is glowing so brightly because of nuclear fusion reactions that are 
happening at its center .

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, people once thought that the Sun was on fire because it is...

so bright. very large.

yellow. extremely hot.
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The center of the Sun is called the core, and this is where nuclear fusion turns hydrogen into helium. 
Converting one element into another through nuclear fusion requires certain conditions. An element 
like hydrogen must be present in extremely high density at an extremely high temperature. When 
these conditions are met, like they are in the core of the Sun, atoms get so close together that their 
nuclei will fuse .

When the centers of the atoms join in this way, a new atom is created. The new atom will be almost 
as heavy as the combined mass of the original atoms...but not quite. What happens to the little bit of 
mass that is left over? This mass is converted into energy in the fusion process. The Sun glows because 
it is constantly releasing this energy.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What happens when nuclear fusion takes place in the core of the Sun?

Several hydrogen atoms join to make one helium atom, and energy is released.

A hydrogen atom turns into a helium atom, which produces energy.

Hydrogen and helium burn and this process produces energy.

An atom of helium releases energy as it splits into several hydrogen atoms.

Much of the energy released by the Sun is in the form of light and heat. Thus, the Sun is too hot to ever 
visit . It is so hot that a modern spacecraft couldn’t even get close to it . The outer surface of the Sun is 
about 11,000 degrees Fahrenheit. To give you an idea of just how hot that is, a hot day on Earth can be 
about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, and the hottest temperature most kitchen ovens reach is 500 degrees 
Fahrenheit!

Passage ComPrehension Question

According to the passage, why is it impossible to visit the Sun?  

It gives off so much heat, that it is too hot to get close to.  

Our Sun is too far away, but other stars could be visited.  

It gives off dangerous radiation, in addition to light and heat .  

It would take too much energy to fight the Sun's gravitational pull.  
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In addition to being extremely hot, the Sun is also very large. It contains over ninety percent of all 
the mass in our solar system. In fact, if the Sun were hollow, approximately a million planets the size 
of Earth could fit inside of it! Although it is so much larger than the Earth, our Sun is categorized as a 
yellow dwarf star. This is only medium-sized compared to other stars in our galaxy.

Passage ComPrehension Question

In the passage, which is the meaning of "mass"?

the amount of matter in something 2

a great, but unspecified, quantity of something to gather together

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

The Sun is a star in our solar system.

A yellow dwarf is a relatively small star for our solar system.

Viewing the Sun requires sunglasses because it is so bright.

The Sun is a huge, burning fireball.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

It is so bright, people once thought it must be on fire.

But the moon is the brightest object in the sky at night.

At its center is the "core," which is 11,000 degrees Fahrenheit .

Hydrogen and helium are causing the Sun to grow in size.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Actually, the Sun glows because of nuclear fusion reactions in its core.

In fact, the Sun glows because it is so hot, just like the inside of a toaster glows red when it is hot .

The Sun uses nuclear fusion to produce the fuel for its solar fires.
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The Sun uses a chemical reaction to turn hydrogen into water, releasing the light that makes it glow.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

These reactions convert hydrogen into helium and release energy.

These reactions turn small atoms into large ones and absorb energy.

These reactions produce helium, which can be used as a fuel .

These reactions produce leftover matter, which builds core density.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Some of that energy is released in the form of light and heat.

All of the energy produced by fusion is absorbed when the atoms divide again.

All of the energy released by nuclear fusion is in the form of dangerous radiation.

Some of that energy causes fusion reactions on Earth.

Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

As well as being bright and hot, our Sun is extremely large, containing over ninety percent of the 
total mass of our solar system.

It may look to us like the brightest, hottest, largest thing around, but our Sun is actually the smallest 
star in the solar system.

Our galaxy is medium-sized and has many stars, but the Sun is larger than ninety percent of the other 
stars .

In addition to being large and bright, the Sun is so hot that it puts out as much heat as a million ovens 
on Earth .

The Sun is a star in our solar system. It is so bright, people once thought it must be on fire. Actually, 
the Sun glows because of nuclear fusion reactions in its core. These reactions convert hydrogen into 
helium and release energy. Some of that energy is released in the form of light and heat. As well as 
being bright and hot, our Sun is extremely large, containing over ninety percent of the total mass of our 
solar system.
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ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the summary, which of these statements is true about the Sun?

Its glow is caused by nuclear fusion. The Earth’s core is extremely hot.

It is not a very bright star. It is so bright because of chemical reactions .

The nuclear fusion reactions in the core convert . . .

hydrogen into helium. elements into atoms .

stars into suns . energy into matter.

Why does the summary include details about the form in which some of the energy is released?

Knowing that light and heat are released during the fusion reaction explains why the Sun seems like 
it is burning.

knowing that light and heat are released during the fusion reaction is critical to understanding how 
hydrogen is turned into helium.

Knowing that dangerous forms of radiation are released during the fusion reaction explains why we 
cannot visit the Sun .

Knowing that dangerous forms of radiation are released during the fusion reaction explains why you 
shouldn't look at the Sun .

Which of the following would be the best title for the passage?

The Sun and Its Characteristics Principles of nuclear Fusion

Our Solar System The Celestial Fires of the Sun

If you wanted to make sure the summary includes the most important facts, which of the following 
details from the passage would be the best addition, and why?

"The outer surface of the Sun is around 11,000 degrees Fahrenheit." This fact helps to show how 
much energy the Sun releases.

 "Looking at the Sun requires eye protection." This fact is important to include in the summary because 
it relates to safety.
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"During the day, the Sun is the brightest object in the sky." This fact is something familiar that people 
can relate to, so they will enjoy the summary more.

"Our Sun is medium-sized compared to other stars in our galaxy." This fact gives the average reader a 
better sense of how big the Sun is, by comparing it to something familiar.

passage 6: chameleons

Most people believe that chameleons change color to match their surroundings . In fact, chameleons’ 
bodies are constantly changing colors according to the weather and their mood.

A chameleon is a kind of lizard that can change the color of its body because of special cells, located 
under the surface of its thin and transparent skin. These cells come in five colors: yellow, red, blue, 
white, and brown. External heat (weather) and internal chemicals (mood) cause these cells to expand 
and contract . If all the brown cells expand, and all the other cells contract, the chameleon will appear 
to be brown .

Passage ComPrehension Question

What does the word “contract” mean in this passage?

to become smaller to catch a disease

a written agreement a friend or associate

Color changes provide a form of communication among chameleons . A chameleon’s color helps to 
show whether it is wooing another chameleon or defending its territory.

The ability to change colors also helps chameleons to control their body temperature. Chameleons 
are cold-blooded creatures that rely on the Sun to heat their bodies. Dark colors absorb more sunlight 
than light colors, so a chameleon that needs to warm up will turn dark .

Passage ComPrehension Question

The passage discusses one reason that a chameleon would turn its body dark, what was that reason?

It is trying to soak up more of the sun's warmth.

It is in a dark mood, and is communicating that to the other chameleons .

It is hiding from predators in a dark place .
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It is resting on a dark surface, and wants to be unseen by prey.

Once a chameleon is warm enough, it is ready to hunt. Chameleons mostly eat insects, along with the 
occasional leaf or small bird. They catch their prey with their long, sticky tongues. A chameleon’s body 
is only around five inches long, and chameleons get around pretty slowly. In contrast, a chameleon’s 
tongue can shoot out to the length of a foot, moving at a rate of 16 feet per second .

But chameleons are not only predators; they are also prey for snakes and some types of birds. 
Chameleons live in trees and they sort of resemble leaves. This allows them to hide from their 
predators. The chameleons’ ability to rotate each eye independently allows them to watch out for 
predators and prey more efficiently.

Passage ComPrehension Question

What do chameleons rely on for hunting their prey?

The chameleon relies on its rotating eyes and its long, sticky, fast-moving tongue to spot and  
catch prey.

The chameleon relies on disguising itself like a leaf so that prey wanders close enough to be caught 
with its five inch long tongue.

The chameleon relies on its color changing ability and its independently moving eyes to remain 
undetected by prey, competitors, and predators.

The chameleon relies on its ability to race up trees and catch prey in its quick, powerful jaws.

ComPrehension strategy tasks

Select the best sentence to start the summary.

A chameleon is a lizard that can change the color of its body according to the weather and  
its mood.

The chameleon is a fast moving lizard that uses the element of surprise to prey on other lizards.

A chameleon is a lizard that uses body language, including body color and different postures, to 
communicate with its own kind .
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The chameleon is the master of disguise in the lizard world, using its color changing ability to blend into 
any surface.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

It can change color by contracting and expanding colored cells under its transparent skin.

People's faces turn red when they're embarrassed, and they turn green when they feel sick, just like 
chameleons .

They change color to match their surroundings by contracting and expanding colored cells under the 
surface of their transparent skin .

The weather and the chameleon's mood determine the color of its body.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

Chameleons use this ability to communicate and control their body temperature.

This requires them to lie in the sun when they're cold.

Sunlight will bounce of light-colored surface, so it will stay cooler than a dark one.

Chameleons are cold-blooded lizards, but they express their moods by changing color.

Select the best sentence to continue the summary.

A chameleon uses its long and sticky tongue to catch insects.

Chameleons look like leaves, and occasionally eat them, too.

Chameleons are only five inches long and they hunt insects and birds up to a foot long.

A chameleon can grow up to a foot long, with a 16-inch long tongue .
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Select the best sentence to finish the summary.

Their resemblance to leaves on tree branches helps chameleons hide from predators.

Because they look so much like leaves on tree branches, chameleons are not concerned with 
predators .

Chameleons try to hide from their prey while they hunt for their predators.

Their predators can also be their prey, depending on who is seen first.

A chameleon is a lizard that can change the color of its body according to the weather and its mood. It 
can change color by contracting and expanding colored cells under its transparent skin. Chameleons 
use this ability to communicate and control their body temperature. A chameleon uses its long and 
sticky tongue to catch insects. Their resemblance to leaves on tree branches helps chameleons hide 
from predators .

ComPrehension strategy Questions

According to the summary, what is the relationship between a chameleon's body color and the 
weather?

One of the tools a chameleon has for controlling its body temperature is its ability to change color.

When the weather is hot, chameleons turn dark from sitting in the sun .

Changes in the weather always cause chameleons to change color.

When a chameleon's body is cold, it grows pale so that it can absorb more sunlight.

When a chameleon turns green, how have its color cells adjusted?

Its yellow and blue cells have expanded, and its red, white, and brown cells have contracted.

Its color cells have expanded and its skin has become transparent, so that the green shows through .

Its color cells have contracted so that its normally green skin tone shows.

The cells have changed color to match the surface of the leaf that the chameleon is sitting on .
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According to this passage, which of the following does not affect a chameleon's body color?

the color of a chameleon's surroundings

a chameleon's mood

the temperature of a chameleon's environment

social interactions

According to the passage, a chameleon's mood can cause it to change color . What is the most plausible 
example of this?

A chameleon sees another chameleon trespassing on its territory, and changes color as it angrily 
chases away the intruder.

A chameleon sees a predator and is anxious about being seen, so it changes color to match its 
surroundings .

A chameleon falls off a branch in front of a group of other chameleons, so it turns red in 
embarrassment .

A chameleon suns itself on a branch far from any other chameleons, and it turns a dark color because 
it feels relaxed and content .

How does a chameleon protect itself from predators?

by sitting on a tree branch and pretending to be a leaf 

by adjusting the color of its body to match its surroundings 

by using its long and sticky tongue to fight off predators 

by staying low to the ground and hiding under rocks 
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Assessing Student Progress

Student progress can be monitored through a variety of tools that include the Success Viewer as well 
as a variety of reports presented by Scientific Learning Progress Tracker.

success vieWer
The uccess Viewer allows students to view the number of points he or she has earned, and to get a 
quick overview of his or her current level in each exercise. The uccess Viewer rewards the student 
with immediate feedback on his or her performance and helps motivate the student to continue 
working on the exercises. This sc een is displayed automatically after a student completes the exercises 
scheduled for that day. with a check mark and the levels are currently being worked on with a half-
filled b x. 

scientiFic learning progress tracker:  
key progress tracker reports
In addition to Success Viewer, Progress Tracker enables teachers to monitor and analyze student 
progress. (Detailed explanations of the reports and additional resources are presented in Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Overview.)
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Additional Activities

Fast ForWord Reading products require students to maintain consistent focus while working on the 
exercises. Some students may find this challenging, so to encourage them, the use of moti ational 
activities is strongly recommended. Resource activities that can be done offline e located on the  
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD and on the Customer Connect web site located 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support. These include moti ational activities and interventions to 
prepare for, reinforce or remediate skills as they are taught. A table at the end of this guide outlines all 
of the activities available as well as suggestions when and how to use them.

 >  Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Characters 
– for bulletin boards, games, etc.

 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Word List
 > Motivation Ideas and Activities
 > Lana’s Lanes – Brainstorm with Lana
 > Lana’s Lanes – Zipling Rivalry
 > Lana’s Lanes – Lana’s Loopy Logic

> Lana’s Lanes – How Does It Flow?
> Lana’s Lanes – Key Concepts
> Lana’s Lanes – Friday Night At the 

Bowling Alley
> Learning Log
> Intervention Log
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lana’s lanes 

brainsTorM 
WiTh lana
skill: building paragraphs

type oF activity: Individual, small group

materials: Chalkboard

grade level: Middle & High School

activity: List several different topics on the board . 
Students select one of interest . Students discuss 
information they know about the topic. List the 
information on the board . Translate the information into a 
sample concept web .  
variation: Students create one or two paragraphs from 
the concept web .

sampLe inTerVenTion acTiViTy

The foll wing sample activity can be easily introduced into a classroom to encourage students to stay 
on task: 

 boWling pins Lana’s Lanes encourages the student to continue working on the exercise by 
displaying bowling pins on the screen as the student masters the content within the exercise. The
student will continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered.

intervention 
Below is a sample intervention activity for teachers to use when students are struggling with build-
ing paragraphs. Additional intervention activities are available on the Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 
Teacher Resource CD, by clicking on the Intervention flags in Scientific Learning Progress Tracker and 
on the Customer Connect web site located at www.scientificlearning.com/support.
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SPLASH
QUACK

GoaL
> To develop skills in constructing and organizing fiction and nonfiction 

passages, and in understanding and using figurative language.

obJecTiVes
> Build skills in constructing and organizing multiple-paragraph 

stories and expository passages.
> Understand and use figurative language.
> Identify missing words, phrases or sentences.
> Answer comprehension questions about the completed passages.

skiLLs
 cognitive skills
 >  Memory — using working memory to hold words and 

sentences in memory while completing or reorganizing paragraphs
 >  Attention — sustaining attention across multiple steps to accurately 

complete a longer passage
 > Processing — using language skills to process grammar and meaning
 >  Sequencing — recognizing and correcting the serial order of scrambled 

sentences and paragraphs

 reading/language arts skills
 >  Build each passage focusing on different aspects of constructing well-written text, including 

selecting relevant and informative content, ordering sentences within a paragraph to maximize 
clarity, and organizing paragraphs to create a logical flow of ideas.

 >  Build awareness and understanding of transitional expressions through working with the pas-
sages and sequencing tasks, including terms that introduce examples, mark sequences, add 
intensity, show comparison and contrast, or indicate cause and effect.

 >  Read long passages (approximately 600-4000 words) throughout the exercise, and integrate 
information across multiple sections while performing several tasks on those sections.

 >  Engage with a lesson on the historical processes of language change, guiding students to think 
meta-cognitively about the meanings of words and figures of speech.
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Passage Reordering Activities

strongly recommended preparatory activities
In Quack Splash, students complete passages by sequencing sentences or paragraphs, then answering 
comprehension questions. Many students may not have had ample practice with this type of activ-
ity. In order to prepare them to be successful using the software, it is recommended they complete 
the following six sentence reordering activities offline, which sequentially build in complexi . These
include directions to completing a recipe as well as academic passages, and some in the context 
of more challenging text in classic children’s literature. The e ercises can be found on the Teacher 
Resource CD.

>  Story Building #1:  How to Make a Cake

>  Story Building #2:  The Ant and the Ch ysallis

>  Story Building #3:  g as Bags

> Story Building #4:  TheTell-Tale Voice

> Story Building #5:  The Last tand of King Terribus

> Story Building #6:  Snake Escape

readinG curricuLum sTandards
> Create multiple-paragraph expository compositions.
> Establish a topic, important ideas, or events in sequence or chronological order.
> Provide details and transitional expressions that link one paragraph to another in a 
 clear line of thought. 
> Understand and explain the figurati e and metaphorical use of words in context.
> Discern main ideas and concepts presented in texts, identifying and assessing evidence that 
 supports those ideas. 
> Recognize and use the correct word order in written sentences.
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Description

In Quack Splash students build multiple-paragraph passages and demonstrate comprehension of the 
passages by correctly identifying missing words, phrases or sentences; by correctly sequencing sen-
tences and paragraphs; and by answering comprehension questions about the completed passages.

How Students Work on Quack Splash

In Quack Splash, each passage is divided into 4 chapters which the student works with in 3 stages:

> stage 1 - build the paragraphs: The student builds the paragraphs of each page of a chapter by:
	 •	Selecting	missing	text	to	complete	a	paragraph 
	 •	Correctly	re-ordering	the	sentences	of	a	scrambled	paragraph

> stage 2 - build the page: The student builds each page of the chapter y correctly reordering 
the paragraphs of a scrambled page.

> stage 3 - ansWer questions: 
The student is p esented with the 
entire chapter for review and then 
answers comprehension questions about 
the chapter.

How Students Progress through Quack Splash

Quack Splash progresses through 5 levels of difficul . In each level, the student progresses through 
4 chapters that make up a single story or expository passage. Each chapter is 1 to 3 pages in length. 
As the student progresses, the passages and sentences become longer and the topics and vocabulary 
become more difficul

How Students Advance in Quack Splash

In order to progress to the next level, the student must meet the criteria for advancement for all 
stages in each chapter within the level. At the end of the level, Quack Splash repeats all chapters for 
which the criteria were not met. Note that for sequencing tasks (re-ordering sentences or paragraphs), 
the student must correctly order ALL the items in the paragraph or page for a trial to be counted as 
correct. 

keyboard shorTcuTs
button keyboard shortcut

Paw Space bar
Done Reading Space bar
Responses, left to right, top to bottom Number keys 1 through 4 
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Advancement Criteria: # correct trials out of #trials attempted

level story/essay

stage 1: 
build the  
ParagraPhs

stage 2:  
build the  
Page

stage 3:  
answer 
Questions

1 Snake Escape 3 of 3 1 of 1 4 of 5

2 The Anasazi 4 of 5 1 of 1 4 of 5

3 Mystery of the Missing Pine Cones 9 of 10 2 of 2 5 of 7

4 Foods that bite back 9 of 10 2 of 2 6 of 7

5 How Language Changes 13 of 15 3 of 3 9 of 10

mastery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a level, Quack Splash transitions 
the student to the next level. At the end of the exercise, those chapters which were not passed are 
repeated. The student will continue to wo k on these chapters until mastery is achieved.

re-entering quack splash
In Stages 1 and 2, upon re-entry the student is returned to the point from which they exited. In Stage 
3, upon re-entry the student is presented with the chapter for review. Upon completing the re-read of 
the chapter, the student will begin at the first p eviously unanswered question.

points aWarded in quack splash
Quack Splash awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

> correct ansWers: The student earns 6 points for each cor ect response. 10 additional points 
are awarded for sequencing trials when the entire paragraph or page is completed correctly.

> bonus points: After the student 
completes 5 trials correctly, Quack 
Splash rewards the student’s perfor-
mance with 10 bonus points.
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Quack Splash Content

level 1 

snake escape

(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Andrew reached down and gently lifted the hollow log, expecting to see Kernel. ___ there was nothing 
there except the bottom of the cage . Andrew’s heart started beating like a bass drum in a marching 
band. Where was Kernel? A normal, boring Saturday had just turned into an unexpected adventure.

But So

Then Sometimes

Every morning, Andrew took care of his pet corn snake, Kernel. He made sure the snake’s cage was 
clean and warm. He filled the water bowl with fresh water. ___________ To change them, he had to take the 
snake out of the cage .

On Saturdays he changed the wood chips in the 
bottom of the cage.  

Andrew had always been fascinated by snakes.

Andrew had bought the water bowl when he 
bought the cage .

 In two years, Kernel had grown from a few inches 
to almost five feet.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Last Saturday morning, Andrew walked over to say hello to Kernel as usual.

(2) As he approached the cage, Andrew didn’t see the snake.

(3) This didn’t worry him, because Kernel often hid beneath a small hollow log.

(4) But then Andrew started to pull the lid off the cage.

(5) That was when he noticed the lid was loose.

(6) That’s funny, he thought.
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(ParagraPh ordering – build the ChaPter Page)

1) Every morning, Andrew took care of his pet corn snake, Kernel. He made sure the snake’s cage was 
clean and warm. He filled the water bowl with fresh water. On Saturdays he changed the wood chips in 
the bottom of the cage . To change them, he had to take the snake out of the cage .

(2) Last Saturday morning, Andrew walked over to say hello to Kernel as usual. As he approached the 
cage, Andrew didn’t see the snake . He wasn’t surprised though, because kernel often hid beneath a 
small hollow log . but then Andrew started to pull the lid off the cage . That was when he noticed the lid 
was loose. That’s funny, he thought.

(3) Andrew reached down and gently lifted the hollow log, expecting to see Kernel. But there was 
nothing there except the bottom of the cage . Andrew’s heart started beating like a bass drum in a 
marching band. Where was Kernel? A normal, boring Saturday had just turned into an unexpected 
adventure .

(Passage ComPrehension)

Which of the following does Andrew do only on Saturdays?

 He changes the wood chips in Kernel's cage.

 He refills Kernel's water bowl.

 He makes sure kernel's cage is clean .

 He lifts the lid off the cage .

Why does the author describe Andrew's heart as "beating like a bass drum in a marching band"?

 to show how hard and fast Andrew's heart is beating

 to show that Andrew enjoys music

 to show that Andrew is excited about seeing his snake

 to show that Andrew has calmed down

Why does Andrew's heart start "beating like a bass drum in a marching band"?

 Kernel is missing.

 Sundays were usually boring.
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 The cage lid is loose .

 Andrew doesn't see the snake as he approaches the cage .

What is most likely to happen next in the story?

 Andrew will look for Kernel.

 Andrew will lift the hollow log again to see if kernel is there .

 Andrew will buy a new snake.

 Andrew will replace the cage lid and make sure it's fastened tightly.

Why did Andrew probably name his snake "Kernel"?

 A kernel is a piece of corn, and Kernel is a corn snake. 

 "Kernel" sounds like "colonel," a military officer. 

 kernel is a male snake . 

 Most corn snakes are named "kernel ."

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

If kernel hadn’t been stolen, then he must have escaped . _____________________ Andrew didn’t know when 
kernel had gotten out or how far he might have traveled . He decided to search the entire house until 
he found his pet .

 That would explain why the cage lid had seemed loose.

 That would explain why the thieves hadn't left a note.

 So Andrew knew exactly where Kernel must be hiding.

 Andrew realized there was no hope of ever finding Kernel.
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Andrew decided to look in his room first. He searched high and low. He got on the floor and looked 
under the bed. He pulled his desk away from the wall so he could see behind it. He even searched 
through his dresser drawers. As he searched, he _______________ a dirty sock and a stale pizza crust. But 
there was no snake .

 came across  lost track of

 muscled in  watched over

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Staring into the empty cage, Andrew tried to figure out what had happened.

(2) As he stared, he began to wonder: what if someone had stolen Kernel?

(3) But who would steal his snake? 

(4) And why? 

(5) It didn’t really seem likely that Kernel had been stolen, Andrew realized.

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Staring into the empty cage, Andrew tried to figure out what had happened. As he stared, he began 
to wonder: what if someone had stolen Kernel? But who would steal his snake? And why? It didn’t 
really seem likely that Kernel had been stolen, Andrew realized.

(2) If Kernel hadn't been stolen, then he must have escaped. That would explain why the cage lid had 
seemed loose . Andrew didn't know when kernel had gotten out or how far he might have traveled . He 
decided to search the entire house until he found his pet .

(3) Andrew decided to look in his room first. He searched high and low. He got on the floor and looked 
under the bed. He pulled his desk away from the wall so he could see behind it. He even searched 
through his dresser drawers. As he searched, he came across a dirty sock and a stale pizza crust. But 
there was no snake .

(Passage ComPrehension)

What does the expression "high and low" mean in the third paragraph?

 everywhere  quickly and then more slowly

 on top of and underneath everything  loudly and softly
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Which of these places did Andrew NOT look for Kernel?

 in the waste basket  behind the desk

 under the bed  in his dresser drawers

This chapter begins with Andrew "staring into the empty cage." What does "staring" mean here?

 gazing  glancing

 peeking  noticing

What is most likely to happen next in the story?

 Andrew will look for Kernel somewhere else in the house.

 Andrew will stop looking for kernel .

 Andrew will find Kernel back in his cage with the lid on tight.

 Andrew will look through the dresser drawers again .

Which answer tells what happened in the story in the correct order?

  Andrew thought Kernel had been stolen. He realized Kernel must have escaped. He decided to 
search the house. He searched his room.

  Andrew thought kernel had escaped . He thought kernel had been stolen . Andrew searched his room . 
He decided to search the entire house . 

  Andrew searched his room . He decided to search the entire house . He thought kernel had been 
stolen . He realized kernel must have escaped .

  Andrew thought kernel had been stolen . He realized kernel must have escaped . He searched the 
entire house . He found a stale pizza crust and a sock .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Andrew tried the think-like-a-snake approach: if he were Kernel where would he try to hide? Andrew 
decided that if he were a snake, he’d stay in his comfortable cage. Sadly, Andrew realized that trying to 
think like a snake __________. He began sneaking through the rest of the house, making a quiet search.
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 wasn't going to be much help  would probably work

 was the perfect solution  turned out better than Andrew had expected

There was no answer. He cautiously opened the door and went in. His brother’s room was even 
messier than his own. Books were stacked so high that they would topple if someone sneezed. 
Magazines covered the bed . Clothes were spread all over the floor . _________

 If Kernel were somewhere in this clutter, he'd be impossible to find.

 Andrew forgot about kernel and started cleaning his brother's room .

 It would be easy to see Kernel if he were anywhere in the room.

 Andrew wasn't surprised, because he knew his brother had just cleaned his room .

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Andrew searched one room at a time.

(2) First, he looked in the bathroom.

(3) Kernel wasn't in the bathtub or any of the drawers. 

(4) Next he looked in his parents' room.

(5) Kernel wasn't under their bed or in their closet.

(6) After searching those two rooms, he knocked on his brother's door.

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Andrew tried the think-like-a-snake approach: if he were Kernel where would he try to hide? Andrew 
decided that if he were a snake, he’d stay in his comfortable cage. Sadly, Andrew realized that trying 
to think like a snake wasn’t going to be much help . He began sneaking through the rest of the house, 
making a quiet search.

(2) Andrew searched one room at a time. First, he looked in the bathroom. Kernel wasn’t in the bathtub 
or any of the drawers. Next he looked in his parents’ room. Kernel wasn’t under their bed or in their 
closet . After searching those two rooms, he knocked on his brother’s door .
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(3) There was no answer. He cautiously opened the door and went in. His brother’s room was even 
messier than his own. Books were stacked so high that they would topple if someone sneezed. 
Magazines covered the bed . Clothes were spread all over the floor . If kernel were somewhere in this 
clutter, he’d be impossible to find.

(Passage ComPrehension)

What does “approach” mean in the phrase, “the think-like-a-snake approach”?

 a method for dealing with a problem  moving closer to something in time

 moving closer to something in space  an entrance or runway

Why does the author say that, “Books were stacked so high that they would topple if someone 
sneezed”?

 To show that the books were piled high and carelessly.

 To show that Andrew's brother had a lot of books in his room because he liked to read .

 To show that the books were dusty and could make someone sneeze.

 To show that Andrew's brother had a cold .

How does Andrew probably feel by the end of this chapter?

 discouraged  playful

 cheerful  relaxed

Why does Andrew decide that "trying to think like a snake wasn't going to be much help"?

  Andrew would stay in the cage if he were a snake, but Kernel escaped from his cage. So Andrew 
obviously doesn't think the same way his snake thinks.

  Andrew has not had many snakes as pets. So he doesn't know enough about snakes to understand 
their thoughts .

  Kernel is a very smart snake and doesn't think the same way other snakes do.

  Andrew tried the "think-like-a-snake approach" many times in the past when Kernel escaped and it 
never worked .
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What does Andrew do before he knocks on his brother’s door and after he searches the bathroom?

 He looks in his parents' room. He searches one room at a time .

 He looks in the bathtub . He notices magazines on the bed and clothes on  
the floor .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Standing in the doorway, Andrew surveyed the mess in front of him. Kernel could be anywhere in this 
clutter—or nowhere. It would take hours to move all this stuff out of the way, Andrew thought. And he 
really didn’t feel like poking through all that dirty laundry. __________________

 Maybe he would just skip his brother's room for now and come back later.

 This was going to be fun!

 On the other hand, a pile of dirty laundry was just the kind of place a hamster was likely to hide.

 He hoped his brother would have enough clean clothes for school on Monday.

Andrew walked over to the sweatshirt, sidestepping a glob of jelly on the rug. Just as Andrew reached 
down, Kernel poked his head out and flicked his tongue. Hello to you, too, Andrew thought. Andrew 
carried kernel back to his room . ________________ And this time, he made sure the lid was on tight .

 He put the snake back into the cage.

 He set kernel down on the bed .

 He walked back to his brother's room to make sure he'd closed the door .

 Andrew took kernel out of the cage so he could change the wood chips .

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) As he turned away, Andrew saw something out of the corner of his eye.

(2) On the floor, a dirty, gray, rumpled sweatshirt seemed to be moving.

(3) The sweatshirt twitched and wriggled, as if it were alive. 

(4) Sweatshirts don't twitch and wriggle, thought Andrew.
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(5) But snakes do!

(ParagraPh ordering – build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Standing in the doorway, Andrew surveyed the mess in front of him. Kernel could be anywhere in 
this clutter—or nowhere. It would take hours to move all this stuff out of the way, Andrew thought. And 
he really didn't feel like poking through all that dirty laundry. Maybe he would just skip his brother's 
room for now and come back later .

(2) As he turned away, Andrew saw something out of the corner of his eye. On the floor, a dirty, gray, 
rumpled sweatshirt seemed to be moving . The sweatshirt twitched and wriggled, as if it were alive . 
Sweatshirts don't twitch and wriggle, thought Andrew. But snakes do!

(3) Andrew walked over to the sweatshirt, sidestepping a glob of jelly on the rug. Just as Andrew 
reached down, Kernel poked his head out and flicked his tongue. Hello to you, too, Andrew thought. 
Andrew carried kernel back to his room . He put the snake back into the cage . And this time, he made 
sure the lid was on tight .

(Passage ComPrehension)

Here are four meanings of the word "surveyed." Which meaning makes the most sense in the following 
sentence? "Standing in the doorway, Andrew surveyed the mess in front of him."

 looked at carefully

 measured, using angles and distances

 asked people's opinions

 examined something in order to determine its condition and value

Why does the author say that, "the sweatshirt twitched and wriggled, as if it were alive"?

 to hint that a living creature might be inside the sweatshirt 

 to show that Andrew was scared 

 to imply that the sweatshirt had a picture of an animal on it

 to make a joke
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When did the glob of jelly get on the rug in Andrew's brother's room?

 before Andrew came looking for Kernel

 when Andrew opened the door and knocked over the jelly jar

 when Andrew was walking toward kernel and he stepped on a left-over sandwich

 after Andrew found kernel, when Andrew returned to his brother's room and messed it up

Why does Andrew think "Hello to you, too"?

 Kernel has just flicked his tongue, which Andrew thinks of as Kernel's way of greeting him.

 Andrew is saying hello to his brother, who has just walked into the room.

 Andrew thinks Kernel actually spoke to him, so he decides to say hello back to the snake.

 Andrew says or thinks "Hello, to you, too" whenever he is happy.

What does Andrew realize when he sees the sweatshirt moving?

 Kernel is in, or under, the sweatshirt.

 His brother is messy.

 kernel is a clever snake .

 His brother took kernel and hid him from Andrew .
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level 2

the anasazi

(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Anasazi cities in the Four Corners were built out of stone and mud, many stories high. We 
will discuss these cities later, because ____________. They built several cities in Chaco Canyon, 
which was probably the center of the Anasazi world. Several large roads, many miles long, 
connected Chaco Canyon with towns farther away.

 they are a great achievement of the Anasazi people

 modern people do not have cities

 the Anasazi farmed corn, collected firewood, and hunted animals

 this paragraph is about Chaco Canyon

The existence of roads is evidence that the Anasazi traded with other peoples. Turquoise, a colorful 
stone from as far away as Mexico, has been found in Anasazi cities. Traders probably brought the stone 
to Chaco Canyon in exchange for food or baskets. This suggests that _______________.

  the Anasazi developed strong relationships with people from other areas, sharing  ideas and goods

  the Anasazi valued practical goods like baskets above purely decorative things like bits of turquoise

 their neighbors were hostile toward the Anasazi and they had to provide for themselves

 people in Mexico did not have roads to travel on, so they came to Chaco Canyon

Trade provided important goods, allowing the Anasazi to concentrate most of their energy on farming. 
They hunted elk, deer, bear and other animals, but corn remained their primary food. The men 
probably spent most of their time growing corn. __________ Skeletons of Anasazi women show signs of 
severe arthritis from the kneeling and rocking necessary to grind corn. Anasazi life was no picnic, but it 
was generally peaceful and rewarding.

The women had to spend many hours each day grinding this corn for their daily meals.

The cities had markets where people bought their food .

Anasazi women did not farm, so they did not have to work very hard.

 The Anasazi men also ground the corn, but it was the women who prepared their meals  
from the corn flour .
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(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh))

(1) In the southwestern United States, one tribe of Native Americans left huge cities in the desert. 

(2) They built these cities over a thousand years ago, and they flourished there between 1000 AD and 
1250 Ad . 

(3) We do not know what these people called themselves, but the Navajo called them the Anasazi. 

(4) "Anasazi" means "Ancient Ones" or "Enemy Ancestors" in the Navajo language. 

(5) That name stuck, so most people today call them the Anasazi, as well.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Most Anasazi cities were built in the “Four Corners” region of the United States.

(2) Here, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona all meet in one spot.

(3) So, you can be in four states at the same time!

(4) Since the Anasazi lived long before the United States existed, they did not have the same state 
names .

(5) But they must have liked that area, for they built most of their cities nearby.

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) In the southwestern United States, one tribe of Native Americans left huge cities in the desert. They 
built these cities hundreds of years ago, and they flourished there between 1000 AD and 1250 AD. We 
do not know what these people called themselves, but the Navajo called them the Anasazi. “Anasazi” 
means “Ancient Ones” or “Enemy Ancestors” in the Navajo language. That name stuck, so most people 
today call them the Anasazi, as well.

(2) Most Anasazi cities were built in the “Four Corners” region of the United States. Here, Utah, 
Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona all meet in one spot. So, you can be in four states at the same 
time! Since the Anasazi lived long before the United States existed, they did not have the same state 
names. But they must have liked that area, for they built most of their cities nearby.

(3)Anasazi cities in the Four Corners were built out of stone and mud, many stories high. We will 
discuss these cities later, because they are a great achievement of the Anasazi people. They built 
several cities in Chaco Canyon, which was probably the center of the Anasazi world. Several large 
roads, many miles long, connected Chaco Canyon with towns farther away. 
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(4) The existence of roads is evidence that the Anasazi traded with other peoples. Turquoise, a colorful 
stone from as far away as Mexico, has been found in Anasazi cities. Traders probably brought the stone 
to Chaco Canyon in exchange for food or baskets. This suggests that the Anasazi developed strong 
relationships with people from other areas, sharing ideas and goods .

(5)Trade provided important goods, allowing the Anasazi to concentrate most of their energy on 
farming. They hunted elk, deer, bear and other animals, but corn remained their primary food. The 
men probably spent most of their time growing corn. The women had to spend many hours each day 
grinding this corn for their daily meals. Skeletons of Anasazi women show signs of severe arthritis 
from the kneeling and rocking necessary to grind corn. Anasazi life was no picnic, but it was generally 
peaceful and rewarding .

(Passage ComPrehension)

What did the author mean by "Anasazi life was no picnic"? 

 People on a picnic do not work, but the Anasazi had to work hard.

 The Anasazi did not know how to weave baskets for picnics .

 you cannot have a picnic with just corn and hunted animals .

 The Anasazi spent much of their time eating outside, like we do on picnics .

What are two lines of evidence suggesting that the Anasazi traded with other peoples? 

 They had turquoise in their cities and they built long roads.

 They spent all their time farming and did not need anything else.

 They wove baskets and hunted deer and bear.

 They sometimes got arthritis from grinding corn.

Why do we call this group "The Anasazi"?

 Because the Navajo called them that, and we do not know what they called themselves.

 It means "Ancient Builders," because they built large cities of stone.

 They were named after the archeologist who first discovered the Chaco Canyon cities.

 Because they called themselves the Anasazi.
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What does the name "Four Corners" come from?

 It is a place where four states touch each other in one spot.

 Anasazi buildings all had four corners .

 It is the Navajo word meaning "Ancient Ones" or "Enemy Ancestors."

 From the four roads leading out of Chaco Canyon.

What we know about the Anasazi has been pieced together by archeologists looking at different kinds 
of evidence. What you have learned in this passage suggests that the Anasazi did not leave...

 written records.  ornamental objects .

 ruins of buildings .  skeletal remains .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Since the rooms were often dark, residents spent a lot of their time outside. They often gathered in 
open areas on the roof, called terraces. The sun hit the terraces first, so they were probably the first to 
get warm. Residents likely worked on the terraces ______________. 

 on winter afternoons  when they wanted to be alone

 to turn their homes into a fortress  through rooftop terraces

While all of the rooms and terraces in Anasazi buildings were useful, the most important and 
distinctive spaces were the kivas . used for ceremonies and gatherings, these central rooms were 
usually circular and the only entrance was a hole in the roof. _____________ The Anasazi celebrated this 
connection on holidays like the summer solstice, the longest day of the year.

 A hole in the floor, called a sipapu, symbolized the people's connection with the Earth.

 Kivas were important rooms for the Anasazi, and they held many ceremonies there.

 People entered kivas from a hole in the roof, using a ladder .

 Smoke would fill up the room without a chimney, making it difficult to breathe.
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Most rooms in the building were rectangular rooms for storage, working, or sleeping . Pueblo bonito, 
one of the largest structures, contained over 800 of these rooms! Rooms toward the south tended to 
be warmer during the winter, so these were used as living rooms . Lower-level rooms and rooms facing 
north were most often used to store food. Only the higher rooms had small windows to the outside. 
The inner rooms must have been __________ . 

 as dark as night the brightest bulb in the box

 as bright as day like a moonbeam

The Anasazi built immense, multi-storied structures on the sides of cliffs. Many families could live in 
each building, which was made of sandstone blocks covered with mud .

 The buildings had no front doors. 

 Instead, villagers climbed ladders and entered through doors on the roof . 

 If enemies approached, the villagers could pull up the ladders and turn their homes into a  fortress . 

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Finally, each large Anasazi dwelling had a midden pile, where they threw their garbage and broken 
pottery.

(2) The Anasazi probably didn't spend much time around the midden pile. 

(3) However, modern archeologists have learned a great deal about how the Anasazi lived by studying 
their trash . 

(4) Future archeologists might study our garbage to learn about our civilization. 

(5) What might they conclude about us? 

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) The Anasazi built immense, multi-storied structures on the sides of cliffs. Many families could 
live in each building, which was made of sandstone blocks covered with mud . The buildings had no 
front doors . Instead, villagers climbed ladders and entered through doors on the roof . If enemies 
approached, the villagers could pull up the ladders and turn their homes into a fortress .
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(2) Most rooms in the building were rectangular rooms for storage, working, or sleeping. Pueblo Bonito, 
one of the largest structures, contained over 800 of these rooms! Rooms toward the south tended to 
be warmer during the winter, so these were used as living rooms . Lower-level rooms and rooms facing 
north were most often used to store food. Only the higher rooms had small windows to the outside. 
The inner rooms must have been as dark as night .

(3)Since the rooms were often dark, residents spent a lot of their time outside. They often gathered in 
open areas on the roof, called terraces. The sun hit the terraces first, so they were probably the first to 
get warm. Residents likely worked on the terraces on winter afternoons.

(4) While all of the rooms and terraces in Anasazi buildings were useful, the most important and 
distinctive spaces were the kivas . used for ceremonies and gatherings, these central rooms were 
usually circular and the only entrance was a hole in the roof. A hole in the floor called a sipapu 
symbolized the people’s connection with the Earth. The Anasazi celebrated this connection on 
holidays like the summer solstice, the longest day of the year.

(5) Finally, each large Anasazi dwelling had a midden pile, where they threw their garbage and broken 
pottery. The Anasazi probably didn’t spend much time around the midden pile. However, modern 
archeologists have learned a great deal about how the Anasazi lived by studying their trash. Future 
archeologists might study our garbage to learn about our civilization. What might they conclude  
about us?

(Passage ComPrehension)

What was the main point of this chapter? 

 to explain the important features of Anasazi buildings

 to demonstrate the importance of trash for archeologists

 to discuss the holidays important to Anasazi culture

 to talk about what the Anasazi did when they were attacked

What did the author mean by saying that residents could “turn their homes into a fortress”?

 By pulling up ladders, they could make them hard to enter.

 By constructing walls of sandstone blocks covered in mud, they can make them hard to  knock down.

 They could shoot arrows through small windows in the higher rooms.

 They could have ceremonies in the kiva on the summer solstice.
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What is a sipapu?

 a hole symbolizing connection to the Earth

 a round room that the Anasazi often used for ceremonies

 a hole in the roof for entering a kiva

 a pile of trash and broken pottery

How was the chapter you just read organized?

 Anasazi architecture; spaces for daily living; kivas; the midden pile

 south side; north side; upper levels; lower levels

 Pueblo bonito; the sipapu; the midden pile; terraces

 overview; hunting, farming, & trading; defenses; housing

According to the author, what might future archeologists do to learn about us?

 They might study the things we throw away. 

 They might study the summer solstice.

 They might study our buildings and ceremonies.

 They might read about us like we are reading about the Anasazi. 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Finally, archeologists have found Anasazi paintings that seem to celebrate astronomical events. One 
painting on a canyon wall shows the location of a supernova—a star exploding in the sky. Supernovas 
are very rare, but one did occur in 1054, during the Anasazi period. The painting shows where the 
supernova occurred. Scientists can still find clouds of gas where the star was, and _________________. Anasazi 
astronomers are still teaching us today!

 their location matches the Anasazi picture the Anasazi buildings were aligned with the 
summer solstice
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a supernova is when a star explodes in the sky clouds produce a lot of rain

Anasazi society probably started studying astronomy to learn when to plant their crops. It was very 
important for them to plant at the right time of year. Studying the stars is ________________. Most Anasazi 
festivals occurred on important yearly markers, encouraging even more careful study. The summer 
solstice—the longest day of the year—was one of their most important holidays. People traveled from 
all around to arrive in town for the summer solstice festival .

  one of the best ways to learn about  
the seasons of the year

fun for everyone

 A good way to influence the weather something that the Anasazi did not like to do

Many cultures look at the night sky, but Anasazi astronomers were __________. In fact, they had one of the 
most advanced systems of astronomy in their time. Astronomy guided their planting season, how they 
built their cities, and many of their works of art. 

 ahead of the pack as quiet as a mouse

 studied the night sky the apple of my eye

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Probably because of the festivals, many Anasazi rooms are carefully aligned to match the seasons. 

(2) In one room, a slit in the wall doesn't let in the sun most of the year. 

(3) In the summer, however, sunlight passes through the slit. 

(4) Exactly on the summer solstice, the light falls perfectly onto a small shelf on the wall. 

(5) They may have placed a special statue or symbol on that shelf. 

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) On a larger scale, rooms, buildings and entire Anasazi villages were aligned with the stars.

(2) Many kivas are aligned with true north—a point they found through observing the stars. 

(3 ) And the Anasazi built several of their villages in a line as straight as a ruler. 

(4) These villages lay as many as 300 miles apart! 
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(5) The architects could have completed these tasks only through astronomy. 

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Many cultures look at the night sky, but Anasazi astronomers were ahead of the pack. In fact, they 
had one of the most advanced systems of astronomy in their time. Astronomy guided their planting 
season, how they built their cities, and many of their works of art. 

(2) Anasazi society probably started studying astronomy to learn when to plant their crops. It was 
very important for them to plant at the right time of year. Studying the stars is one of the best ways 
to learn about the seasons of the year. Most Anasazi festivals occurred on important yearly markers, 
encouraging even more careful study. The summer solstice—the longest day of the year—was one 
of their most important holidays. People traveled from all around to arrive in town for the summer 
solstice festival . 

(3) Probably because of the festivals, many Anasazi rooms are carefully aligned to match the seasons. 
In one room, a slit in the wall doesn’t let in the sun most of the year. In the summer, however, sunlight 
passes through the slit. Exactly on the summer solstice, the light falls perfectly onto a small shelf on 
the wall. They may have placed a special statue or symbol on that shelf. 

(4) On a larger scale, rooms, buildings and entire Anasazi villages were aligned with the stars. Many 
kivas are aligned with true north—a point they found through observing the stars. And the Anasazi built 
several of their villages in a line as straight as a ruler. These villages lay as many as 300 miles apart! The 
architects could have completed these tasks only through astronomy.

(5) Finally, archeologists have found Anasazi paintings that seem to celebrate astronomical events. One 
painting on a canyon wall shows the location of a supernova—a star exploding in the sky. Supernovas 
are very rare, but one did occur in 1054, during the Anasazi period. The painting shows where the 
supernova occurred. Scientists can still find clouds of gas where the star was, and their location 
matches the Anasazi picture. Anasazi astronomers are still teaching us today!

(Passage ComPrehension)

What was the main point of this chapter? 

 to demonstrate some of the Anasazi's astronomical knowledge

 to show when the Anasazi planted crops

 to explain how stars explode in clouds of gas

 to explain what the Anasazi did at their festivals
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What is the summer solstice? 

 the longest day of the year

 a shelf in a kiva for a statue

 the hottest time of the year

 a dance the Anasazi did at their summer festivals

According to the passage, why did the Anasazi begin studying astronomy?

 to learn when to plant their crops

 to see what happens when stars explode

 to learn how to make a ruler

 to help predict when it will rain

Why did the author use the idiom “straight as a ruler” to describe how some Anasazi villages  
were built?

 to emphasize that the villages were built in a line that is surprisingly straight

 to suggest that Anasazi villages could only be built with such precision by using rulers

 to share a traditional saying of the Anasazi, whose ruling elite demanded precision

 to convey the image of wooden boards that were as long and straight as rulers

When did the Anasazi begin studying astronomy?

 before the supernova of 1054

 before the summer solstice of 1250

 after building all their villages

 after learning when to plant their crops
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Archeologists study the Anasazi for many reasons. However, the most mysterious aspect of Anasazi 
civilization is how it ended: the Anasazi simply disappeared! Sometime after the year 1250 AD, 
everyone abandoned their cities. When modern archeologists discovered the cities, everything looked 
like the residents intended to return shortly, _______________. Some believe the Anasazi migrated to Mexico, 
but no one knows why they left so suddenly.

 with cooking pots, dolls, and food left behind

 with all the rain, they grew more corn than they needed

 their bedding, cookware, and other goods had all been taken

 their radios and televisions were not even turned off

However, new evidence shows that the cities had survived other, more severe droughts . Some 
scientists think that, as cities got bigger, the Anasazi _____________. If they had to travel farther and farther 
for wood, eventually they might just move away. Others think that their crops got smaller as minerals in 
the soil were exhausted. Finally, some think that all of this occurred, and that the drought was just the 
final straw.

 ran out of firewood ran out of the house

 went on vacation  planted trees close by

We still do not know why the Anasazi left. Perhaps they were pushed out because of drought, or 
perhaps it was lack of firewood, poor crops, or warfare. __________ Their influence lives on today in 
traditions of the Pueblo tribes who now live in that region .

 Whatever the reason, Anasazi society got much smaller and merged with neighboring groups.

 Despite all of these troubles, the Anasazi stayed in their cities with the Pueblo tribes.

 Archeologists have proposed numerous possible reasons .

 Either way, the Anasazi and their ways disappeared from the region without a trace.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Perhaps drought was the major reason the Anasazi left. 

(2) Evidence from tree rings shows signs of a severe drought, where very little rain fell for several years. 
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(3) The cities often kept a two-year supply of food, but a long drought might have made them 
desperate . 

(4) Such desperation might have caused the Anasazi to abandon their cities and turn to hunting for 
their food . 

(5) Given the evidence, most scientists believed this theory for a long time.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Archeologists have also found evidence that warfare took place just before the Anasazi left.

(2)They have found burned buildings and skeletons that show signs the Anasazi may have died  
in battle . 

(3) Attacks by other tribes may be to blame. 

(4) But it is more likely that shortages of food and firewood led to conflicts within the tribe.

(5) People may have begun leaving the cities to avoid fighting over resources.

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Archeologists study the Anasazi for many reasons. However, the most mysterious aspect of Anasazi 
civilization is how it ended: the Anasazi simply disappeared! Sometime after the year 1250 AD, 
everyone abandoned their cities. When modern archeologists discovered the cities, everything looked 
like the residents intended to return shortly, with cooking pots, dolls, and food left behind. Some 
believe the Anasazi migrated to Mexico, but no one knows why they left so suddenly.

(2) Perhaps drought was the major reason the Anasazi left. Evidence from tree rings shows signs of a 
severe drought, where very little rain fell for several years. The cities often kept a two-year supply of 
food, but a long drought might have made them desperate . Such desperation might have caused the 
Anasazi to abandon their cities and turn to hunting for their food . Given the evidence, most scientists 
believed this theory for a long time.

(3) However, new evidence shows that the cities had survived other, more severe droughts. Some 
scientists think that, as cities got bigger, the Anasazi ran out of firewood. If they had to travel farther 
and farther for wood, eventually they might just move away. Others think that their crops got smaller 
as minerals in the soil were exhausted. Finally, some think that all of this occurred, and that the drought 
was just the final straw.
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(4) Archeologists have also found evidence that warfare took place just before the Anasazi left. They 
have found burned buildings and skeletons that show signs the Anasazi may have died in battle. 
Attacks by other tribes may be to blame. But it is more likely that shortages of food and firewood led 
to conflicts within the tribe. People may have begun leaving the cities to avoid fighting over resources.

(5) We still do not know why the Anasazi left. Perhaps they were pushed out because of drought, or 
perhaps it was lack of firewood, poor crops, or warfare. Whatever the reason, Anasazi society got 
much smaller and merged with neighboring groups. Their influence lives on today in traditions of the 
Pueblo tribes who now live in that region .

Passage ComPrehension

What was the main theme of this chapter?

 exploring reasons why the Anasazi might have left their homes

 showing how the Anasazi influenced the Pueblo tribes

 explaining how wars affected the Anasazi

 discussing how the Anasazi found their firewood

What did the author mean by saying, "Drought was just the final straw"?

 The Anasazi might have survived the drought, but they had too many other problems.

 drought makes grass turn into straw . 

 because of their advanced farming methods, drought did not affect the Anasazi .

 The Anasazi no longer used straws because they had nothing to drink.

Some people blame the Anasazi's departure on a shortage of firewood. According to this theory, what 
event preceded the firewood crisis?

 The cities of the Anasazi expanded.

 Wood prices soared in the Anasazi cities .
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 A long drought occurred in the region .

 The Anasazi traded firewood with other peoples.

What can scientists study to determine whether an area suffered from a drought hundreds  
of years ago?

 tree rings  crop productivity

 local river levels  the stars

Which of the following was NOT a reason given by the author as to why the Anasazi might have left 
their homes?

 They wanted to move to a place with less rain. 

 There was better farmland in other places .

 Violence and warfare got worse .

 They ran out of firewood. 
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level 3

mystery oF the missing pine cones

(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Tamara and Martin always looked forward to summer, __________________, when they got to spend 
the entire month at their aunt and uncle’s resort in the mountains . It wasn’t much of a resort, 
really—just a dozen cabins, a small store, and all that open space.

 and they especially loved July and they particularly liked going to the beach 
every August

 and their favorite month was november and they particularly liked the first week of 
September

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) This year, as always, the twins packed their duffel bags the first Friday night in July.

(2) They crammed the bags full of shorts, t-shirts, swimsuits, and socks.

(3) After their bags were packed, they slept restlessly until the alarm finally went off.

(4) Sleepy but excited, they tumbled out of bed, threw on their clothes, and rushed their parents out 
to the car .

(5) After a five-hour ride, including two bathroom stops and a drive-through lunch, they arrived at last.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

____________________________ “Auntie Elizabeth! Uncle William!” Tamara and Martin yelled as they ran from the car 
to the porch, for the traditional exchange of hellos and hugs .

 Their aunt and uncle were waiting for them on the porch of the main building.

 They didn't recognize the two strangers standing on the porch.

 Tamara and Martin's aunt and uncle were nowhere to be found .

 They were annoyed to see their aunt and uncle standing on the porch of the main building.
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(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) "Tammy! Marty! Let me take a look at you!" their aunt exclaimed, as the twins ran to her outstretched 
arms .

(2) The twins thought they were much too old to be called Tammy and Marty anymore.

(3) But somehow they didn't mind when their aunt and uncle used their "baby" names.

(4) "Time certainly flies. How long has it been?" Auntie Elizabeth asked between hugs. 

(5) They all knew, of course, that it had been almost a year.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

“Let go of those kids, Beth. You’ll smother them,” Uncle William mock-scolded his wife. “Come on, you 
two. We’ve got your usual place ready,” their uncle said as he led them around the back of the main 
building. ___________________ Higher in the same tree, a jay screeched a greeting—or a warning.

  He led them past a pine tree where a squirrel stood frozen on the trunk, watching the unfamiliar 
visitors pass by.

  Tamara and Martin sat down with their uncle at a picnic table behind the building and opened their 
duffel bags .

  uncle William unrolled a large map of the resort, and pointed to a green area on the map that 
represented a large grove of pine trees .

  He opened the door to their cabin and the twins followed him inside, glad to be back in their familiar 
home away from home.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) The twins’ cabin had four small but comfortable rooms, decorated with old Western style furniture.

(2) In the living room they saw the familiar lumpy sofa, the two chairs, the table made from an old 
wagon wheel, and the usual stack of ancient magazines . 

(3) Past the living room was a hallway with a bedroom on either side, each with a bed, a nightstand, and 
a dresser . 

(4) At the end of the hall was a bathroom with a shower that squeaked when Tamara tried turning on 
the water .
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

After reacquainting themselves with the cabin, the twins ran back to the main building to join their aunt 
and uncle. The main building was like a combination motel lobby and mini-mart, with a counter near the 
door for ringing up purchases and checking in guests . The shelves in the store area were stocked with 
necessities like bread, coffee, soup, and insect repellent . _________________________________________

 A small refrigerator-freezer case in the back held milk, juice, soda, ice, and ice cream.

 The twins' aunt and uncle had bought the resort when they moved to the mountains twenty years ago.

 Tamara was allergic to spider bites, but spiders are not actually insects.

  Guests who checked in to the resort usually paid by credit card when it was time for them to  
return home .

Right behind the main building was the cabin where the twins’ aunt and uncle lived . It was bigger than 
the twins’ cabin, and had a kitchen where the twins and their aunt and uncle spent most of their indoor 
time together. At the kitchen table aunt, uncle, niece, and nephew ate their meals, played games, and 
planned the next day’s adventures. _____________ So, after dinner and homemade pie, they said good night 
and went back to their cabin .

 On this first night, though, Tamara and Martin were too tired to do any planning.

 Both Tamara and Martin were much too excited to sleep on this first night.

 On this first night, Tamara and Martin were too exhausted to eat.

 Aunt Elizabeth had made a special meal to celebrate the twins' arrival .

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) After she had been asleep for what seemed like hours, Tamara awoke suddenly.

(2) _____________________________, which neither of the sleeping twins heard: the sound of the screen door of their 
cabin creaking open and slamming shut .

(3) Some of us are trying to sleep, she thought drowsily before dozing off again.

(4) At exactly the same moment, Martin awoke with a start and heard his sister in the bathroom, 
thrashing and crashing . 
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(5) What on earth is she doing in there? he wondered, before falling back asleep.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

_____________________________, which neither of the sleeping twins heard: the sound of the screen door of their 
cabin creaking open and slamming shut .

About five minutes later there was another noise

 Before they arrived that afternoon, there had been another noise

 In her dream, Tamara noticed another noise

 Outside the cabin there was a noise like rustling leaves

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Tamara and Martin always looked forward to summer, and they especially loved July, when they got 
to spend the entire month at their aunt and uncle’s resort in the mountains . It wasn’t much of a resort, 
really—just a dozen cabins, a small store, and all that open space.

(2) This year, as always, the twins packed their duffel bags the first Friday night in July. They crammed 
the bags full of shorts, t-shirts, swimsuits, and socks. After their bags were packed, they slept restlessly 
until the alarm finally went off. Sleepy but excited, they tumbled out of bed, threw on their clothes, and 
rushed their parents out to the car. After a five-hour ride, including two bathroom stops and a drive-
through lunch, they arrived at last.

(3) Their aunt and uncle were waiting for them on the porch of the main building. “Auntie Elizabeth! 
Uncle William!” Tamara and Martin yelled as they ran from the car to the porch, for the traditional 
exchange of hellos and hugs .

(4) “Tammy! Marty! Let me take a look at you!” their aunt exclaimed, as the twins ran to her 
outstretched arms. The twins thought they were much too old to be called Tammy and Marty anymore. 
But somehow they didn’t mind when their aunt and uncle used their “baby” names. “Time certainly 
flies. How long has it been?” Auntie Elizabeth asked between hugs. They all knew, of course, that it had 
been almost a year.

(5) “Let go of those kids, Beth. You’ll smother them,” Uncle William mock-scolded his wife. “Come on, 
you two. We’ve got your usual place ready,” their uncle said as he led them around the back of the 
main building. He led them past a pine tree where a squirrel stood frozen on the trunk, watching the 
unfamiliar visitors pass by. Higher in the same tree, a jay screeched a greeting—or a warning.
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(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) The twins’ cabin had four small but comfortable rooms, decorated with old Western style furniture. 
In the living room they saw the familiar lumpy sofa, the two chairs, the table made from an old wagon 
wheel, and the usual stack of ancient magazines. Past the living room was a hallway with a bedroom on 
either side, each with a bed, a nightstand, and a dresser . At the end of the hall was a bathroom with a 
shower that squeaked when Tamara tried turning on the water.

(2) After reacquainting themselves with the cabin, the twins ran back to the main building to join their 
aunt and uncle. The main building was like a combination motel lobby and mini-mart, with a counter 
near the door for ringing up purchases and checking in guests . The shelves in the store area were 
stocked with necessities like bread, coffee, soup, and insect repellent . A small refrigerator-freezer case 
in the back held milk, juice, soda, ice, and ice cream .

(3) Right behind the main building was the cabin where the twins’ aunt and uncle lived. It was bigger 
than the twins’ cabin, and had a kitchen where the twins and their aunt and uncle spent most of their 
indoor time together. At the kitchen table aunt, uncle, niece, and nephew ate their meals, played 
games, and planned the next day’s adventures. On this first night, though, Tamara and Martin were too 
tired to do any planning. So, after dinner and homemade pie, they said good night and went back to 
their cabin .

(4) After she had been asleep for what seemed like hours, Tamara awoke suddenly. She heard her 
brother in the bathroom, banging and rattling around. Some of us are trying to sleep, she thought 
drowsily before dozing off again. At exactly the same moment, Martin awoke with a start and heard 
his sister in the bathroom, thrashing and crashing . What on earth is she doing in there, he wondered, 
before falling back asleep .

(5) About five minutes later there was one final noise, which neither of the sleeping twins heard: the 
sound of the screen door of their cabin creaking open and slamming shut .

(Passage ComPrehension)

Why does the author describe the squirrel as “frozen” on the trunk of the tree?

 to show that the squirrel wasn’t moving  to show how cold the squirrel was

to show that the tree had stopped growing  to show that the squirrel was hard to see

Which of these adjectives best describes how Tamara and Martin felt at the beginning of this chapter, 
when they were packing and traveling to the ranch?

 excited  sleepy

 rushed  traditional
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What relationship are Elizabeth and William to each other?

 wife and husband  niece and nephew

 niece and uncle  sister and brother

What does the author mean by saying that Tammy and Marty were the twins’ “baby” names?

 The twins were called Tammy and Marty when they were younger.

 The names Tammy and Marty are shorter than the twins' real names.

 Tammy and Marty are names that are commonly given to baby girls and boys.

 Tammy and Marty are names that babies can pronounce easily.

Which answer best describes how the paragraph about their cabin is organized?

 spatially: as one would see the cabin while walking through it

 chronologically: in the order in which events happened

 in order of importance: from least important to most important

 cause and effect: explaining why something happened the way it did

Why do Tamara and Martin both think they hear each other in the bathroom at the same time?

 They each think the other one is in the bathroom, but it's actually someone else.

 They are both in the bathroom at the same time, but it's too dark for them to see each other.

 They are both dreaming that the other one is in the bathroom.

 One of them left the water running in the sink, and that's the noise they both hear.

Which of these adjectives best describes the tone, or mood, of the last two paragraphs of this 
chapter?

 mysterious  humorous

 sad  peaceful
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

“Nice going, Bigfoot!” Tamara shouted to her brother’s closed bedroom door as she headed down the 
hall toward the bathroom the next morning . “Thanks a bunch for waking me up in the middle of the 
night. Next time maybe you could take a marching band in there with you, _____________________________.”

 just in case you need to make a little more noise

 I'm sure that they would play my favorite song

 since the bathroom is big enough for a group that size

 since they are cluttering up the living room

“What are you talking about?” Martin muttered as he opened his bedroom door. “_______________ It sounded 
like you had a herd of elephants in the bathroom with you—there are probably peanut shells all over 
the floor in there.”

 you were the one making all that noise last night.

 I didn't wake up at all last night .

 I can't understand you when you mumble.

 I'm sorry I made so much noise and woke you up.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) “Whatever,” replied Tamara wearily as she reached the bathroom door, which was already ajar.

(2) "Wow, Mart, you're not only loud, but you're a slob too," Tamara commented in disgust as she 
pushed the door all the way open.

(3) A long streamer of unrolled toilet paper covered the floor, and what looked like mud smudged the 
bathroom sink and the medicine-cabinet mirror .

(4) Tamara started to turn around and yell down the hall at her brother to complain about the toilet 
paper and the mud when she noticed something else .

(5) Her little travel bag—in which she kept things like her toothbrush, toothpaste, comb, and hairbrush—
was missing from the edge of the sink .
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

_______________ “Okay, very funny. Now give me back my bag so I can get ready for breakfast—unless you 
want me to tell our aunt and uncle that you’re a messy, noisy little thief.”

 Tamara was annoyed.  Tamara was cautious .

 Tamara remembered where she’d left her bag . Tamara laughed to show that enjoyed her 
brother’s joke .

“I didn’t take your bag, Tam,” said Martin softly, standing behind his sister and staring at into the 
bathroom, “and I didn’t make this mess.” _______________________________ Tamara believed he was telling her the 
truth, and now she was scared, too .

  Tamara turned around and looked at her brother, on whose face was an expression of surprise and, 
she thought, fear.

  Tamara walked back to her room, wondering why her brother had trashed the bathroom and why he 
was lying about it now.

  Tamara decided that she trusted her brother and realized that there was nothing for her to  
worry about.

 Tamara remembered angrily that her brother often messed up their bathroom back at home.

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) “We’ve got to tell Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William about this right away,” Martin insisted, opening 
their front door .

(2) "I'm sure not sleeping in that cabin again until they catch whoever did this," he continued as they 
hurried toward the main building .

(3) When they got there, though, they had to wait their turn to speak with their aunt and uncle.

(4) A man they had seen buying cookies in the store the night before was standing at the counter 
talking to Elizabeth and William . 

(5)The man wasn't exactly shouting, but he wasn't exactly calm, either.
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

“I come here with my family every year for peace and quiet and tranquility, not to have prowlers going 
through our valuables while we’re sleeping,” the man proclaimed, slapping his palm on the counter 
to emphasize the words “peace” and “quiet.” “Clearly, there’s some kind of undesirable criminal 
element in the area. It could be a gang of professional thieves, _________________,” the man continued, looking 
suspiciously at Tamara and Martin.

 or it might be some local kids up to no good

 or it might be some escaped prisoners from the local jail

 or maybe I just forgot where I put some of my things

 or it might be one professional working alone

____________________ Uncle William said, trying to reassure his angry guest. “Just what valuables were taken?”

 "We'll do whatever we can to help, Mr. Crowley,"

 "I don't know what you're so upset about, Mr. Crowley,"

 "I'm afraid there's nothing I can do, Mr. Crowley,"

 "Yes, Mr. Crowley, there are criminals everywhere,"

“Well, um, lots of valuables—lots of them,” Mr. Crowley stammered. “A bag of cookies was stolen from 
the living room. At least half the cookies were still in that bag, you know, and I expect you to pay for 
them. Some pine cones that my boys had collected are gone, too.” He paused for about ten seconds, 
his forehead wrinkled in concentration, as if he were trying to remember something very important. 
“Oh yes, and another thing—my car keys are missing from the table in the living room! ________________________”

 What are you going to do about that?  I probably should be more careful, I suppose.

 I’ll ask my wife if she borrowed them.  Did you hide them from me?

“We’ll get to the bottom of this, I promise,” Aunt Elizabeth told her guest, “but at least the thief took 
the car keys and not your car.” Tamara and Martin raised their eyebrows at each other, wondering the 
same thing: __________________________

 what kind of thief takes car keys and doesn't steal the car they go with?
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 what kind of car did Mr. Crowley drive?

 how was their aunt going to replace Mr. Crowley's car?

 did Uncle William know where Mr. Crowley's keys were? 

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) “Nice going, Bigfoot!” Tamara shouted to her brother’s closed bedroom door as she headed down 
the hall toward the bathroom the next morning . “Thanks a bunch for waking me up in the middle of 
the night. Next time maybe you could take a marching band in there with you, just in case you need to 
make a little more noise.”

(2) “What are you talking about?” Martin muttered as he opened his bedroom door. “You were the 
one making all that noise last night. It sounded like you had a herd of elephants in the bathroom with 
you—there are probably peanut shells all over the floor in there.”

(3) “Whatever,” replied Tamara wearily as she reached the bathroom door, which was already ajar. 
“Wow, Mart, you’re not only loud, but you’re a slob too,” Tamara commented in disgust as she pushed 
the door all the way open. A long streamer of unrolled toilet paper covered the floor, and what looked 
like mud smudged the bathroom sink and the medicine-cabinet mirror . Tamara started to turn around 
and yell down the hall at her brother to complain about the toilet paper and the mud when she noticed 
something else . Her little travel bag—in which she kept things like her toothbrush, toothpaste, comb, 
and hairbrush—was missing from the edge of the sink .

(4) Tamara was annoyed. “Okay, very funny. Now give me back my bag so I can get ready for breakfast—
unless you want me to tell our aunt and uncle that you’re a messy, noisy little thief.”

(5) “I didn’t take your bag, Tam,” said Martin softly, standing behind his sister and staring at into the 
bathroom, “and I didn’t make this mess.” Tamara turned around and looked at her brother, on whose 
face was an expression of surprise and, she thought, fear . Tamara believed he was telling her the truth, 
and now she was scared, too . 

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) “We’ve got to tell Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William about this right away,” Martin insisted, opening 
their front door. “I’m sure not sleeping in that cabin again until they catch whoever did this,” he 
continued as they hurried toward the main building. When they got there, though, they had to wait 
their turn to speak with their aunt and uncle. A man they had seen buying cookies in the store the night 
before was standing at the counter talking to Elizabeth and William. The man wasn’t exactly shouting, 
but he wasn’t exactly calm, either.
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(2) “I come here with my family every year for peace and quiet and tranquility, not to have prowlers 
going through our valuables while we’re sleeping,” the man proclaimed, slapping his palm on the 
counter to emphasize the words “peace” and “quiet.” “Clearly, there’s some kind of undesirable criminal 
element in the area . It could be a gang of professional thieves, or it might be some local kids up to no 
good,” the man continued, looking suspiciously at Tamara and Martin.

(3) “We’ll do whatever we can to help, Mr. Crowley,” Uncle William said, trying to reassure his angry 
guest. “Just what valuables were taken?” 

(4) “Well, um, lots of valuables—lots of them,” Mr. Crowley stammered. “A bag of cookies was stolen 
from the living room. At least half the cookies were still in that bag, you know, and I expect you to 
pay for them. Some pine cones that my boys had collected are gone, too.” He paused for about ten 
seconds, his forehead wrinkled in concentration, as if he were trying to remember something very 
important. “Oh yes, and another thing—my car keys are missing from the table in the living room! What 
are you going to do about that?”

(5) “We’ll get to the bottom of this, I promise,” Aunt Elizabeth told her guest, “but at least the thief took 
the car keys and not your car.” Tamara and Martin raised their eyebrows at each other, wondering the 
same thing: what kind of thief takes car keys and doesn’t steal the car they go with?

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

What is Tamara's mood, or tone, when she says "Nice going, Bigfoot!" to her brother?

 sarcastic  shy

 sincere  sneaky

Why does Martin say there are probably peanut shells on the bathroom floor?

  He had just compared the noise his sister made to a herd of elephants, and elephants are often 
said to like peanuts.

  His sister was making so much noise in the bathroom that she sounded like she was stepping on 
peanuts while she walked .

  His sister likes peanuts and he thinks she probably had been eating them in the bathroom and leaving 
the shells on the floor . 

  When he was in the bathroom the day before he noticed peanut shells on the floor and figures they 
are still there .
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What did Tamara find in the bathroom?

 mud-like smudges on the sink

 broken peanut shells covering the floor

 a streamer of unused toilet paper draped over the mirror

 her little travel bag, with her toothbrush, toothpaste, comb, and hairbrush

How does Tamara’s mood change when Martin tells her that he didn’t take her bag or make the mess in 
the bathroom?

 from irritated to frightened from bored to alert

 from slightly angry to really furious from cautious to certain

Which words would help you figure out that “tranquility” means “calm” in the sentence, “I come here 
with my family every year for peace and quiet and tranquility, not to have prowlers going through our 
valuables while we’re sleeping”?

 “peace” and “quiet” “prowlers” and “valuables”

 “year” and “here” “family” and “sleeping”

What is strange about Mr. Crowley’s use of the word “valuables” to describe the things that were taken 
from his family’s cabin?

 The "valuables" he lists (a half bag of cookies and some pine cones) aren't really very valuable.

 He first says "lots of valuables" and immediately afterwards says "lots of them," thus repeating himself.

  He stammers when he refers to "valuables," indicating that he is probably upset about the missing 
items .

  At first he names only two kinds of valuables (cookies and pine cones) and has to think for a while to 
come up with a third (the car keys).

When does Tamara first realize that a cabin has been broken into?

 when she realizes that Martin did not make the mess in their bathroom

 when she realizes that her little travel bag is gone 
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 when Mr. Crowley says that there is an undesirable criminal element in the area 

 when Mr. Crowley says that his car keys were taken from his living room 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

_______________________________ "Whoever this thief is can't be all that dangerous if he's only interested in cookies, 
pine cones, and toilet paper ."

 "Don't worry, kids. It'll be okay," Aunt Elizabeth assured them calmly.

 "Well, at least no one took anything of mine," Aunt Elizabeth beamed.

 "I don't think it's safe for any of us to stay here anymore," Aunt Elizabeth warned.

 "We're dealing with an evil menace," Aunt Elizabeth cautioned .

“So what’s up, you two?” asked Uncle William jovially, smiling down at his niece and nephew. “Don’t 
tell me you’ve got burglars in your cabin, too,” he teased. As soon as he noticed the twins nervously 
exchanging glances, though, _________________ . He looked over at his wife, who had also noticed the twins’ 
unsettled expressions. “You kids seem pretty rattled. Tell us what happened,” Uncle William coaxed.

 their uncle's tone changed from playful to serious

 uncle William became even more cheerful

 he wondered why they were feeling guilty

 he was angry that the twins were not paying attention

_____________________________ “They messed up the bathroom, unrolled the toilet paper, and stole Tamara’s little 
bathroom bag—or whatever you call it. We both heard the noise during the night, but I thought it was 
Tamara in the bathroom, and she thought it was me.”

 "Someone broke into our cabin last night, too," Martin explained, his voice trembling a little.

 "You'll never believe the funny thing that happened to us last night," Martin chuckled.

 "Tamara and I had trouble sleeping last night because it was so noisy in our cabin," Martin yawned.

 "The people who stayed in the cabin before us left quite a mess," Martin complained.
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(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Tamara and Martin fidgeted by the front door, waiting for Mr. Crowley to finish.

(2) Eventually he ran out of complaints and left the main building to return to his cabin.

(3) As soon as he was out the door, Tamara and Martin ducked under the counter to be on the side 
where Aunt Elizabeth and uncle William were standing .

(4) They were huddling close to their aunt and uncle so they could talk to them confidentially, without 
alarming any guests who might come in. 

(5) But the twins were also huddling close because they were frightened and needed their aunt and 
uncle to tell them that everything would be all right. 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

“We saw you talking to that Mr. Crowley guy about what was missing from his cabin,” Tamara added, 
“so there must be some kind of midnight thief crawling all over this place . __________________ I mean, someone 
was in our cabin last night, right outside where we were sleeping. They could have...” She didn’t want to 
finish the sentence.

 It gives me the creeps, just thinking about it.

 I feel like I'm walking on air, just imagining it .

 Sometimes I don't know whether I'm coming or going .

 I suppose there's no cause for alarm .

A minute later, while uncle William was reminding the twins to lock their front door, his wife's frantic 
voice cut through the still night air . ______________________

 "you need to get up here, Will! Now!"

 "Good night kids. See you in the morning."

 "Did I happen to leave the casserole dish back down there?"

 "Breakfast will be at the usual time tomorrow, Tammy and Marty."
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(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Late that afternoon, Tamara and Martin went back to clean up their cabin before dinner.

(2) As he tidied the living room table, Martin vaguely noticed that the National Geographic he'd been 
reading was gone, but he had pretty much finished that issue so he really didn't mind. 

(3) As promised, Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William brought dinner out to Tamara and Martin's cabin 
around sunset, easing the twins' hunger and fears . 

(4) During dinner there wasn't much talk about the break-ins, because no one really had anything new 
to say, but the familiar faces and warm food made everything seem better. 

(5) "I'll meet you back up at our place, Will," Aunt Elizabeth called as she walked out toward the main 
building after hugging the twins good night .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

_____________________________________________ “Enough talk about mischievous spirits and nightmares. You’re both way 
too old and way too smart to believe in ghosts anyway, right? But if you’re still nervous about being in 
your cabin, why don’t we all have dinner there tonight, just to make sure everything’s okay.”

  "Okay, just relax you two," Uncle William intervened, trying to keep the twins' imaginations from 
making things worse.

  "Maybe I could take your minds off all this trouble by telling a few ghost stories," Uncle William 
suggested, hoping to distract the twins .

  "You may well be right—I've seen many ghosts on dark, moonless nights around here," Uncle William 
whispered to the frightened twins .

  "You must learn to face your fears alone," Uncle William declared, "so I want you to go back down to 
your cabin and stay there until dawn."

_______________, not sure whether he’d be more relieved or more scared if it turned out there was no thief . 
“I’m not spending another night in that place until I know who’s out there and I’m sure they’re not 
coming back.”

 "Well, if it's not a regular old thief, then who—or what—is it?" asked Martin

 "I'm not afraid of a thief, just let me at him!" Martin declared
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 "I sure hope it wasn't a thief, but someone or something else instead," said Martin

 "Then it's obvious there was no thief involved in what happened last night," Martin concluded

________________ interjected Tamara, without waiting for an answer. “I’ll tell you: I think it’s some kind of ghost, 
one of those mischievous spirits that thinks it’s funny to scare the living to death. What do you call 
those, Mart? Remember that movie the babysitter let us watch when we were little and Mom and Dad 
got mad at her because we had nightmares for a month?”

 "you want to know what I think?"

 "Can we talk about something more pleasant?"

 "I'm sure it's something scarier than a thief!"

 "Don't you think there has to be a natural explanation?"

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) Tamara and Martin fidgeted by the front door, waiting for Mr. Crowley to finish. Eventually he ran out 
of complaints and left the main building to return to his cabin . As soon as he was out the door, Tamara 
and Martin ducked under the counter to be on the side where Aunt Elizabeth and uncle William were 
standing. They were huddling close to their aunt and uncle so they could talk to them confidentially, 
without alarming any guests who might come in. But the twins were also huddling close because they 
were frightened and needed their aunt and uncle to tell them that everything would be all right.

(2) “So what’s up, you two?” asked Uncle William jovially, smiling down at his niece and nephew. “Don’t 
tell me you’ve got burglars in your cabin, too,” he teased. As soon as he noticed the twins nervously 
exchanging glances, though, their uncle’s tone changed from playful to serious. He looked over at his 
wife, who had also noticed the twins’ unsettled expressions. “You kids seem pretty rattled. Tell us what 
happened,” Uncle William coaxed.

(3) “Someone broke into our cabin last night, too,” Martin explained, his voice trembling a little. “They 
messed up the bathroom, unrolled the toilet paper, and stole Tamara’s little bathroom bag—or whatever 
you call it. We both heard the noise during the night, but I thought it was Tamara in the bathroom, and 
she thought it was me.”

(4) “We saw you talking to that Mr. Crowley guy about what was missing from his cabin,” Tamara added, 
“so there must be some kind of midnight thief crawling all over this place . It gives me the creeps, just 
thinking about it . I mean, someone was in our cabin last night, right outside where we were sleeping . 
They could have...” She didn’t want to finish the sentence.
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(5) “Don’t worry, kids. It’ll be okay,” Aunt Elizabeth assured them calmly. “Whoever this thief is can’t be 
all that dangerous if he’s only interested in cookies, pine cones, and toilet paper.”

(ParagraPh ordering - build the ChaPter Page)

(1) “Well, if it’s not a regular old thief, then who—or what—is it?” asked Martin, not sure whether he’d be 
more relieved or more scared if it turned out there was no thief . “I’m not spending another night in that 
place until I know who’s out there and I’m sure they’re not coming back.”

(2)”You want to know what I think?” interjected Tamara, without waiting for an answer. “I’ll tell you: I 
think it’s some kind of ghost, one of those mischievous spirits that thinks it’s funny to scare the living to 
death. What do you call those, Mart? Remember that movie the babysitter let us watch when we were 
little and Mom and Dad got mad at her because we had nightmares for a month?”

(3) “Okay, just relax you two,” Uncle William intervened, trying to keep the twins’ imaginations from 
making things worse. “Enough talk about mischievous spirits and nightmares. You’re both way too old 
and way too smart to believe in ghosts anyway, right? But if you’re still nervous about being in your 
cabin, why don’t we all have dinner there tonight, just to make sure everything’s okay.”

(4) Late that afternoon, Tamara and Martin went back to clean up their cabin before dinner. As he 
tidied the living room table, Martin vaguely noticed that the National Geographic he’d been reading 
was gone, but he had pretty much finished that issue so he really didn’t mind. As promised, Aunt 
Elizabeth and uncle William brought dinner out to Tamara and Martin’s cabin around sunset, easing 
the twins’ hunger and fears . during dinner there wasn’t much talk about the break-ins, because no one 
really had anything new to say, but the familiar faces and warm food made everything seem better. “I’ll 
meet you back up at our place, Will,” Aunt Elizabeth called as she walked out toward the main building 
after hugging the twins good night .

(5) A minute later, while Uncle William was reminding the twins to lock their front door, his wife’s frantic 
voice cut through the still night air. “You need to get up here, Will! Now!”

(Passage ComPrehension)

What are the two reasons why the twins wanted to move closer to their aunt and uncle after Mr. 
Crowley left?

  They wanted to talk to their aunt and uncle without other guests hearing, and they wanted their 
aunt and uncle to calm their fears .

  They wanted to get closer so their aunt and uncle could hear them in the noisy store, and they were 
embarrassed about what they had to say.
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  They felt lonely standing too far away from their aunt and uncle, and there was something they 
needed to show them up close .

  The doorway where they were standing was cold and drafty, and their aunt and uncle asked the twins 
to duck under the counter .

One paragraph includes the sentence, “’So what’s up, you two?’ asked Uncle William jovially, smiling 
down at his niece and nephew.” Which of these other words from the paragraph are most related to 
the meaning of “jovially”?

 “smiling” and “playful” “niece” and “nephew”

 “serious” and “unsettled” “glances” and “looked”

When Uncle William says, “You kids seem pretty rattled,” what does the word “rattled” mean?

 nervous and upset confident and certain

 loud and noisy energized and lively

When Martin says, “Someone broke into our cabin last night. They messed up the bathroom, unrolled 
the toilet paper, and stole Tamara’s little bathroom bag,” what is he trying to do?

 summarize what has happened so his aunt and uncle will understand

 persuade his aunt and uncle to take them home

 complain to his aunt and uncle about his sister

 ask his aunt and uncle to move his sister and him to a different cabin

What does Martin mean by “a regular old thief”?

 an ordinary kind of thief  a thief who has lived a very long time

 the thief who usually steals things from the resort  a thief the same age as most other thieves

What is most likely to happen at the beginning of the next chapter?

 The author will explain why Aunt Elizabeth yelled for Uncle William to come up to the main building.

 The twins will be washing dishes after dinner and getting ready for bed.
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 Uncle William will help Martin search for the missing copy of National Geographic.

 Uncle William will ask the twins to go find out what Aunt Elizabeth wants while he waits in their cabin. 

Which of these summaries lists actual events from the story in the correct order?

  The twins express their fears about thieves and ghosts. Uncle William tries to calm the twins. Their 
aunt and uncle bring dinner to the twins' cabin. After dinner, Aunt Elizabeth yells excitedly for 
Uncle William to come to the main building.

  uncle William warns the twins that ghosts might be responsible for their missing items . The twins have 
dinner with their aunt and uncle in the main building . After dinner, uncle William reminds the twins to 
lock their cabin door .

  The twins have dinner with their aunt and uncle. Tamara says she thinks ghosts might be causing 
mischief at the resort. Aunt Elizabeth yells for Uncle William to hurry to the main building. Tamara and 
Martin clean up their cabin .

  The twins agree that a thief is causing trouble at the resort . uncle William tells the twins to relax and 
eat their dinner. After dinner, the twins are even more upset and scared. Aunt Elizabeth yells for the 
twins to run to the main building .

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) The urgency in Aunt Elizabeth's voice sent Uncle William sprinting toward the main building to see 
what was wrong .

(2)The twins followed close behind. 

(3) As the three approached, they noticed that the front door was wide open, with light spilling through 
the doorway and onto the porch.

(4) Uncle William, Tamara, and Martin ran inside and then almost knocked each other over as they all 
stopped abruptly, stunned by what they saw.

(5) Staring at the scene before them, they realized that whoever had invaded the twins' and Mr. 
Crowley's cabins had struck again.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

The twins and Uncle William stood transfixed, gazing down the store’s main aisle. ______________ Cans of 
soup, loaves of bread, battery packs, and bars of soap littered the floor.
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  It seemed as though half the items in the store had jumped off the shelves and landed, not very 
gracefully, on the linoleum. 

  The shelves, which had been full the day before, were now completely empty, as was the linoleum 
floor of the aisle beneath them .

  It looked as though a cleaning crew had come in during dinner and magically dusted, polished, and 
straightened up everything in the store. 

  The three of them ran down the aisle, knocking items onto the floor and laughing at the mess they 
were making .

"That's not the worst of it," Aunt Elizabeth spoke from behind the counter, drawing the others' 
attention away from the mess on the floor and pointing to the open cash register. __________________ Then she 
looked up, "Oh, hello, Ms . Cabrera ."

 "There's a bundle of twenties missing from the cash drawer."

 "I can't find the pencil I left here earlier."

 "This cash register is so old we should replace it soon ."

 "Some money had been taken from the cash register."

Tamara and Martin turned toward the door to see whom their aunt was addressing and recognized a 
woman they had noticed around the resort with her kids. ___________________ Why is she smiling at a crime 
scene, wondered Tamara, and what does she mean by "little" bandits?

 "I see you've also been hit by the little bandits," Ms. Cabrera smiled. 

 "It looks like the work of the little bandits," Ms . Cabrera frowned . 

 "It looks like a tornado came through here," Ms . Cabrera frowned .

 "The bigger the bandits, the bigger the damage," Ms . Cabrera smiled .
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“Yeah, they got my place too,” Ms. Cabrera continued, “and I of all people should have known to be 
more careful, considering I work with these guys for a living.” Now Tamara and Martin were even more 
confused. _____________________________ And if so, why did she seem so cheerful about the whole idea of robbers 
at the resort? 

“I have tracked them to their daytime hide out though. Had you noticed anything unusual around your 
tool shed?” Ms. Cabrera said, addressing Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William.

 Was this woman a police officer who dealt with burglars all the time? 

 Did Ms. Cabrera have a job, and why was she here on vacation?

 They understood exactly what Ms. Cabrera was trying to tell them.

 Ms. Cabrera was apparently the thief who had done all this damage.

now it was Aunt Elizabeth and uncle William’s turn to be confused . If she knew that criminals were 
hiding in the shed, why hadn’t Ms. Cabrera spoken up sooner? “I’m sorry,” Ms. Cabrera chuckled, 
___________________. “I’m probably not being clear. I’m the director of a wildlife rescue center, where we 
care for injured animals until they’re ready to be returned to the wild. And raccoons are some of our 
smarter—and naughtier—mischief-makers.”

 noticing everyone's perplexed expressions

 remembering a joke she had recently heard 

 recognizing how serious the situation had become

 deciding there was nothing else for her to say

Tamara, Martin, Aunt Elizabeth, and uncle William looked at Ms . Cabrera, then at each other, and then 
back at Ms. Cabrera. “Raccoons?” they ______________.

 asked in unison  shouted at each other

 scampered from under the porch  couldn’t believe her
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“Yep, raccoons, the clever little sneaks,” Ms. Cabrera replied. “They’re very curious and determined 
critters, and they can get into almost anything. They use their paws like we use our hands—you know, 
raccoon is a Native American word that _____________—so they can not only get a hold of your stuff, but they 
can haul it off, too!”

 means ‘scratches with hands’ I’ve forgotten the meaning of

 means ‘masked bandit’ means ‘hides from the light’

(sentenCe ordering - build the ParagraPh)

(1) Reassured by Ms. Cabrera’s explanation, Tamara, Martin, Uncle William, and Aunt Elizabeth walked 
with her out to the tool shed, where uncle William shone a flashlight through the open window .

(2) The twins stood on their toes so they could see into the shed. 

(3) They saw tools, of course, including a couple of rakes, a shovel, some clippers, and a power drill.

(4) Scattered among the tools they could also make out what looked like a mostly-devoured loaf of 
bread, a small bag the color of Tamara's "bathroom bag," a packet of what looked like muddy money, 
and an empty bag of cookies. 

(5) "Mr. Crowley's not going to be happy about those cookies," Uncle William chuckled.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

“We’ll have to call someone tomorrow to move those ‘bandits’ out of here,” Aunt Elizabeth sighed. 
“Now that we know it was just raccoons, aren’t you kids almost sorry to see them go?”

Tamara and Martin remembered how scared they’d been the night before and thought of the huge 
mess waiting to be cleaned up . _____________________________

 "Almost," they answered together, "but not quite."

 "Yes, let's keep them!" they answered together.

 "I still think it was ghosts, and not raccoons," Tamara answered .

 “Fortunately, they didn’t really cause any trouble,” Martin assured everyone.
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(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) The urgency in Aunt Elizabeth's voice sent Uncle William sprinting toward the main building to see 
what was wrong. The twins followed close behind. As the three approached, they noticed that the 
front door was wide open, with light spilling through the doorway and onto the porch. Uncle William, 
Tamara, and Martin ran inside and then almost knocked each other over as they all stopped abruptly, 
stunned by what they saw. Staring at the scene before them, they realized that whoever had invaded 
the twins' and Mr. Crowley's cabins had struck again.

(2) The twins and Uncle William stood transfixed, gazing down the store's main aisle. It seemed as 
though half the items in the store had jumped off the shelves and landed, not very gracefully, on the 
linoleum. Cans of soup, loaves of bread, battery packs, and bars of soap littered the floor. 

(3) "That's not the worst of it," Aunt Elizabeth spoke from behind the counter, drawing the others' 
attention away from the mess on the floor and pointing to the open cash register. "There's a bundle of 
twenties missing from the cash drawer ." Then she looked up, "Oh, hello, Ms . Cabrera ."

(4) Tamara and Martin turned toward the door to see whom their aunt was addressing and recognized 
a woman they had noticed around the resort with her kids. "I see you've also been hit by the little 
bandits," Ms. Cabrera smiled. Why is she smiling at a crime scene, wondered Tamara, and what does 
she mean by "little" bandits?

(5) "Yeah, they got my place too," Ms. Cabrera continued, "and I of all people should have known to be 
more careful, considering I work with these guys for a living." Now Tamara and Martin were even more 
confused. Was this woman a police officer who dealt with burglars all the time? And if so, why did she 
seem so cheerful about the whole idea of robbers at the resort? 

(6) "I have tracked them to their daytime hide out though. Had you noticed anything unusual around 
your tool shed?" Ms. Cabrera said, addressing Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Now it was Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle William’s turn to be confused. If she knew that criminals were 
hiding in the shed, why hadn’t Ms. Cabrera spoken up sooner? “I’m sorry,” Ms. Cabrera chuckled, 
noticing everyone’s perplexed expressions. “I’m probably not being clear. I’m the director of a wildlife 
rescue center, where we care for injured animals until they’re ready to be returned to the wild. And 
raccoons are some of our smarter—and naughtier—mischief-makers.”

(2) Tamara, Martin, Aunt Elizabeth, and Uncle William looked at Ms. Cabrera, then at each other, and 
then back at Ms. Cabrera. “Raccoons?” they asked in unison.
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(3) “Yep, raccoons, the clever little sneaks,” Ms. Cabrera replied. “They’re very curious and determined 
critters, and they can get into almost anything. They use their paws like we use our hands—you know, 
raccoon is a Native American word that means ‘scratches with hands’—so they can not only get a hold 
of your stuff, but they can haul it off, too!”

(4) Reassured by Ms. Cabrera’s explanation, Tamara, Martin, Uncle William, and Aunt Elizabeth walked 
with her out to the tool shed, where uncle William shone a flashlight through the open window . The 
twins stood on their toes so they could see into the shed. They saw tools, of course, including a couple 
of rakes, a shovel, some clippers, and a power drill. Scattered among the tools they could also make 
out what looked like a mostly-devoured loaf of bread, a small bag the color of Tamara’s “bathroom bag,” 
a packet of what looked like muddy money, and an empty bag of cookies. “Mr. Crowley’s not going to 
be happy about those cookies,” Uncle William chuckled.

(5) “We’ll have to call someone tomorrow to move those ‘bandits’ out of here,” Aunt Elizabeth sighed. 
“Now that we know it was just raccoons, aren’t you kids almost sorry to see them go?”

(6) Tamara and Martin remembered how scared they’d been the night before and thought of the huge 
mess waiting to be cleaned up. “Almost,” they answered together, “but not quite.”

(Passage ComPrehension)

What does "light spilling through the doorway and onto the porch" mean?

 Lights are on inside the building, shining through the doorway and onto the porch.

 Someone knocked a lamp over inside the building, and the fallen lamp landed on the porch .

 The porch light is on, lighting up the inside of the main building .

 It is light inside the building, but the porch is completely dark.

When Ms. Cabrera says “I of all people should have known to be more careful, considering I work with 
these guys for a living,” Tamara and Martin don’t realize that she is talking about raccoons. Why were 
they confused?

  Up to this point in the story, Ms. Cabrera has been using phrases like "bandits" and "these guys," 
which the twins think refer to people, not animals. 

  The twins do not believe Ms . Cabrera's explanation that raccoons have caused the damage and taken 
the missing items . 

  The twins are so upset by the missing money and the mess in the store that they are not paying 
attention to what Ms. Cabrera is saying.
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  The twins have never seen a real raccoon before and only know about them from books and pictures. 

In the sentence, “The twins and Uncle William stood transfixed, gazing down the store’s main aisle,” 
what does the word “transfixed” mean?

 motionless with amazement completely repaired

 leaning on each other for support restless and bored

What kind of experience has Ms . Cabrera had that helps her understand that raccoons had been 
causing the trouble at the resort?

 She is director of a wildlife rescue center where there are mischievous raccoons.

  She is a police officer who has worked on other cases in which raccoons turned out to be 
troublemakers .

 back home, her neighbor has had similar trouble with raccoons .

 She had stayed at the resort last year, when raccoons did the same thing.

When the twins look into the tool shed, they see many of the missing items. But they don’t see some of 
them, such as Mr. Crowley’s car keys. What are two likely explanations for why the twins don’t see all 
the missing items?

 It's dark in the shed, and the raccoons may have left some of the items somewhere else.

  Raccoons didn't really take any items, and what the twins see in the shed are just things that look like 
what was taken .

  The items in the shed were taken by raccoons, but the magazine and car keys were stolen by human 
thieves .

  The window on the shed is very high, and the twins can't see through it even when they're standing on 
their toes .

Which of these summaries lists actual events from the story in the correct order?

  The twins and their uncle run to the main building. There is a mess in the store and some cash is 
missing. Ms. Cabrera comes in and blames raccoons for the thefts. They all go out to the shed and 
find many of the missing items.
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  Everyone goes out to the shed and sees many of the missing items. Ms. Cabrera explains that 
raccoons were responsible for the thefts . The twins and their aunt and uncle return to the main 
building and begin to clean up the store .

  The twins and their aunt and uncle run to the main building . Aunt Elizabeth discovers that cash is 
missing. Then everyone notices the mess in the store aisles. Finally, they all see raccoons hiding in the 
shed .

  On the way to the main building, the twins and their uncle talk to Ms. Cabrera. She works with 
raccoons. She shows them that the raccoons hide out in the shed. They see the big mess in the store 
and learn that cash is missing .

If this story were to be put on a library shelf with other similar tales, what would be the best label for 
the shelf?

 Mystery Science Fiction and Fantasy

 Biography Western

level 4
Foods that bite back

(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Black pepper belongs to the genus {Piper,} as do all true peppers. Other true peppers also contain 
piperine and include white, long, and Ashanti peppers . black and white peppercorns are the dried fruit 
of a tropical vine native to southern India. ____________ The milder Ashanti pepper is grown and used mostly 
in West Africa .

 Long pepper grows in India and Malaysia and is even sharper and more flavorful than black pepper.

 Long pepper doesn't contain piperine .

 Columbus discovered chile peppers in America and brought them back to Europe .

 Ashanti pepper is spicier than long pepper .

Although black pepper grows mainly in tropical regions, it quickly became popular all over the world. 
Over 4000 years ago, pepper was being traded from India to the Middle East. Eventually, traders 
brought it all the way to Europe. ____________ This lengthy trip made pepper very expensive for Europeans.

 But, even by sea, it took as long as two years to get pepper there.

 Europeans found pepper to be a bargain .
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 The pepper grew well in the cold northern European climate .

 The trip from the Americas to Europe was long and dangerous .

Europeans once consumed pepper in much larger quantities than they do today, and this was another 
reason pepper cost so much. In addition to seasoning their meals with it, they used pepper to preserve 
foods . ____________ It took a lot of pepper to accomplish all of these ends .

 They also believed it aided digestion and cured all sorts of illnesses. 

 Preserved food was eaten only by the lower classes. 

 Preserving food was highly risky in those days. 

 Today, we like pepper solely for seasoning meats and vegetable salads. 

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Some foods can make your eyes water, your nose run, or even burn your lips and tongue.

(2) The plants that such foods come from developed these weapons to keep animals from eating them.

(3) But somehow, we came to enjoy eating many of them anyway.

(4) Perhaps we enjoy spicy foods because they are like roller coasters: exciting, even scary, but not 
really dangerous.

(5) Whatever the reason, some of the world's most popular foods are the ones that bite back.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) By far the most popular food that bites back is black pepper.

(2) Black pepper's pungency, or bite, comes from an oil called piperine, which also gives pepper its 
odor .

(3) If you eat a little pepper, the piperine will increase your flow of saliva and stomach juices and thus 
improve your appetite.

(4) If you eat more pepper, the piperine will make you sweat and cool you off.

(5)This is why pepper is especially popular in very hot climates.
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(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Like black pepper, Sichuan pepper can make your tongue feel pleasantly numb. Cayenne pepper is 
much more pungent than black pepper, and it is made from a type of chile. Chiles belong to the genus 
{Capsicum} and are thus not true peppers. Columbus was the first person to bring chiles back from 
America, and these so-called “chile peppers” _______________ in Europe.

 took off like wildfire  had it both ways

 really went hog wild  made a comeback

Pepper may have had many uses, but the main reason people liked pepper was for its taste. During 
Medieval times, most people had only one cooking pot and ate the same boring gruel every day. For 
those who could afford it, pepper was an exciting way to add variety and flavor. The richer you were, 
the more pepper you put in your food. ____________ Pepper was the most highly prized of all luxury goods.

 Indeed, pepper was a good way to show off how wealthy you were.

 Rich people certainly liked their food spicy.

 Poor people were not adventurous eaters, so they rarely used pepper.

 The wealthy could afford many other luxury goods, as well.

Because pepper was so highly valued, explorers went in search of similar foods that they could bring 
home. Traders, in turn, looked for new spices that they could sell. Traders kept their spice sources 
_______________, to make the spices seem more mysterious. This sense of mystery made spices more 
exciting—which helped drive up the price .

 under wraps  neck and neck

 at face value  In a pickle

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) By the seventeenth century, the market for black pepper was finally saturated.

(2) With plenty of pepper on the market, the price dropped so that everyone could afford it.

(3) However, now that pepper was commonplace, highly seasoned food lost its high fashion appeal.

(4) As luxury items, spices were eclipsed by new food imports such as coffee, tea, chocolate, and sugar.
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(5) Yet black pepper remains the most common spice in the west—found on almost every table.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) While people liked the mystery of these new spices, pepper was still king.

(2) In their quest for the king of spices, explorers thought they saw pepper everywhere.

(3) Early Spanish explorers referred to allspice as "Jamaica pepper" because they thought its berries 
looked like peppercorns .

(4) Furthermore, new spices were often referred to as "pepper" simply to attract buyers.

(5) Examples of this include Sichuan pepper and cayenne pepper, neither of which are true peppers. 

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Some foods can make your eyes water, your nose run, or even burn your lips and tongue. The plants 
that such foods come from developed these weapons to keep animals from eating them . but somehow, 
we came to enjoy eating many of them anyway. Perhaps we enjoy spicy foods because they are like 
roller coasters: exciting, even scary, but not really dangerous. Whatever the reason, some of the world’s 
most popular foods are the ones that bite back .

(2) By far the most popular food that bites back is black pepper. Black pepper’s pungency, or bite, 
comes from an oil called piperine, which also gives pepper its odor. If you eat a little pepper, the 
piperine will increase your flow of saliva and stomach juices and thus improve your appetite. If you 
eat more pepper, the piperine will make you sweat and cool you off. This is why pepper is especially 
popular in very hot climates.

(3) Black pepper belongs to the genus {Piper,} as do all true peppers. Other true peppers also contain 
piperine and include white, long, and Ashanti peppers . black and white peppercorns are the dried fruit of 
a tropical vine native to southern India. Long pepper grows in India and Malaysia and is even sharper and 
more flavorful than black pepper. The milder Ashanti pepper is grown and used mostly in West Africa.

(4) Although black pepper grows mainly in tropical regions, it quickly became popular all over the 
world. Over 4000 years ago, pepper was being traded from India to the Middle East. Eventually, 
traders brought it all the way to Europe. But, even by sea, it took as long as two years to get pepper 
there. This lengthy trip made pepper very expensive for Europeans.

(5) Europeans once consumed pepper in much larger quantities than they do today, and this was 
another reason pepper cost so much. In addition to seasoning their meals with it, they used pepper 
to preserve foods. They also believed it aided digestion and cured all sorts of illnesses. It took a lot of 
pepper to accomplish all of these ends .
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(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Pepper may have had many uses, but the main reason people liked pepper was for its taste. During 
Medieval times, most people had only one cooking pot and ate the same boring gruel every day. For 
those who could afford it, pepper was an exciting way to add variety and flavor. The richer you were, 
the more pepper you put in your food. Indeed, pepper was a good way to show off how wealthy you 
were. Pepper was the most highly prized of all luxury goods.

(2) Because pepper was so highly valued, explorers went in search of similar foods that they could 
bring home. Traders, in turn, looked for new spices that they could sell. Traders kept their spice 
sources under wraps, to make the spices seem more mysterious. This sense of mystery made spices 
more exciting—which helped drive up the price .

(3) While people liked the mystery of these new spices, pepper was still king. In their quest for the king 
of spices, explorers thought they saw pepper everywhere. Early Spanish explorers referred to allspice 
as “Jamaica pepper” because they thought its berries looked like peppercorns. Furthermore, new 
spices were often referred to as “pepper” simply to attract buyers. Examples of this include Sichuan 
pepper and cayenne pepper, neither of which are true peppers. 

(4) Like black pepper, Sichuan pepper can make your tongue feel pleasantly numb. Cayenne pepper is 
much more pungent than black pepper, and it is made from a type of chile. Chiles belong to the genus 
{Capsicum} and are thus not true peppers. Columbus was the first person to bring chiles back from 
America, and these so-called “chile peppers” took off like wildfire in Europe.

(5) By the seventeenth century, the market for black pepper was finally saturated. With plenty of 
pepper on the market, the price dropped so that everyone could afford it. However, now that pepper 
was commonplace, highly seasoned food lost its high fashion appeal. As luxury items, spices were 
eclipsed by new food imports such as coffee, tea, chocolate, and sugar. Yet black pepper remains the 
most common spice in the west—found on almost every table.

(Passage ComPrehension)

When did pepper become affordable in Europe?

 the seventeenth century  4000 years ago

 when Columbus introduced chile peppers  Medieval times

According to the passage, the piperine oil in black pepper can improve a person’s . . .

 appetite.  popularity.

 vision .  bite .
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What did the author mean by saying that, while people liked the mystery of the new spices, "pepper 
was still king"?

 Pepper was still the most popular and valuable spice. 

 Pepper was still preferred by the European royalty. 

 Commoners were not allowed to purchase pepper . 

 The king was upset by the new mysterious spices. 

What does the author mean by saying Sichuan peppers and cayenne are not true peppers?

 Sichuan peppers and cayenne do not belong to the genus {Piper.}

 Sichuan peppers and cayenne are not really that spicy.

 Sichuan peppers and cayenne don't grow in southern India.

 Sichuan peppers and cayenne are berries rather than peppers.

What is the most likely meaning of the word “pungency”?

 strong flavor  painful feeling

 ticklish feeling  toxicity

The passage does not say why most people in Europe ate “the same boring gruel every day” during 
Medieval times. What reason is implied?

 Most people could not afford anything else.

 Most people had never heard of pepper or other spices .

 Most people were picky eaters.

 Most Europeans were allergic to spices .

According to the passage, why is pepper especially popular in regions with hot climates? 

 Piperine makes you sweat.  Piperine improves the appetite .

 Pepper grows in tropical regions .  Pepper is a valuable export crop .
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Pepper is nothing to sneeze at, but it is chiles that can really bite back. The term “chile” refers to a wide 
range of fruits from the genus {Capsicum.} There are a tremendous variety of chiles, which range vastly 
in size, shape, color, and hotness. The smallest chiles come from Laos, including one variety so small 
that they are known as “mouse droppings.” ____________ Many varieties are long, thin, and pointed.

 The largest cayenne chiles can grow to twelve inches long.

 Chiles are all approximately three inches long.

 Thai bird chiles are even smaller .

 Chiles in the genus {Piper} are the largest and also the hottest.

The active ingredient in chiles is called capsaicin and it is eight times more pungent than piperine . Like 
piperine, capsaicin increases the flow of saliva and stomach juices and makes you sweat. Thus capsaicin 
also increases your appetite and cools you off. ____________

 Like pepper, chiles are especially popular in hot climates.

 Therefore chiles are more popular in cold climates than pepper is .

 Capsaicin is found mostly in black pepper.

 This is why chiles are hotter than black or white pepper.

unlike piperine, capsaicin has no odor or even flavor . It doesn’t affect the taste buds but instead 
stimulates cells called pain receptors. Capsaicin is made up of five different chemicals, which each 
burn in different ways. ____________ The other two produce a slower, less fierce, and longer lasting burn on 
the tongue .

 Three burn immediately at the back of the mouth and in the throat.

 Two burn severely at the middle of the mouth, but the burn fades quickly.

 Piperine doesn't burn nearly as much as capsaicin does.

 Three of them smell quite like pepper.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Chile varieties contain different proportions of the chemicals in Capsaicin, so each variety has a 
different kind of bite .
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(2) Scientists invented the Scoville Heat Scale to measure and describe this difference. 

(3) At the bottom of the scale are mild green bell peppers, with a rating of 0 Scoville Units. 

(4) Slightly hotter, jalapeños and cayenne range from 2,500 to 4,000. 

(5) Topping the chile chart are habaneros, which rate up to 300,000 Scoville Units.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) While the Scoville Heat Scale is helpful, it can’t tell you how hot any individual chile will be.

(2) Even chiles from the same plant can vary in heat. 

(3) But if you do get a chile that is too hot, there are ways to soothe your burning mouth. 

(4) Drinking a glass of milk can help. 

(5) Another approach is eating starchy foods like bread or rice. 

(6) Still more cures, such as hot tea, yogurt-based drinks, and sweets, are used in other cultures.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

____________ In the United States, for example, people believe chiles can upset your stomach. But in Mexico, 
eating a whole Serrano chile is considered a great cure for a stomachache . Folk remedies aside, the 
nutritious chile has been scientifically shown to be an effective treatment for indigestion, colds, fever, 
and headaches, among other things .

  Since they were first consumed, chiles have been considered both a cure and cause for  
many ailments.

  Since they first ate chiles, people have used them to cure many ailments.

  Many traditional dishes call for several kinds of chiles, though, ironically, some cooks make a dish 
called "Chile" without adding any chiles.

  While cooks have many uses for chiles as a seasoning, scientists have found many healthy uses  
for chiles .
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While curing ailments is useful, people love to eat chiles for their heat . People who like a lot of chiles 
usually build up a tolerance to the heat. In fact, the more chiles you eat, the more it takes for you to 
feel the same hotness. If you like less heat, you can reduce it by removing the chile’s inner veins before 
eating it . ____________ 

 Contrary to popular belief, the seeds do not contain the heat.

 Most of the heat comes from the seeds .

 The inner veins are not that hot .

 The seeds of the chile are especially good for curing headaches.

Although heat is the main attraction, each variety of chile also has a different flavor. Cooks certainly 
add chiles for their flavor as well as their hotness. Many traditional dishes require a particular type of 
chile, and some may require multiple types. With so much variety, it is no surprise that 25% of all adults 
on Earth eat chiles every day. Chiles really are ____________.

 a hot ticket  a hoot

 a quick study  a hill of beans

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) People in Central America began eating wild chiles over 9000 years ago, and began cultivating 
chiles over 5500 years ago.

(2) In America, or the New World, early people relied on bland foods, such as potatoes, corn,  
and squash. 

(3) Chiles helped make such foods more flavorful and also gave a feeling of fullness. 

(4) This was very valuable for people who didn't have an abundance to eat. 

(5) Thus, chiles became as important in the New World as black pepper was in the Old World.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Besides making bland food more flavorful, chiles are very nutritious.

(2) In particular, chiles are an excellent source of vitamins A and C. 

(3) Green chiles actually have twice as much vitamin C as citrus fruits. 
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(4) Because vitamin C breaks down when foods are processed, dried chiles have less vitamin C than 
fresh ones . 

(5) Nevertheless, dried red chiles still have more vitamin A than carrots.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Pepper is nothing to sneeze at, but it is chiles that can really bite back. The term “chile” refers to a 
wide range of fruits from the genus {Capsicum.} There are a tremendous variety of chiles, which range 
vastly in size, shape, color, and hotness. The smallest chiles come from Laos, including one variety so 
small that they are known as “mouse droppings.” The largest cayenne chiles can grow to twelve inches 
long. Many varieties are long, thin, and pointed.

(2) The active ingredient in chiles is called capsaicin and it is eight times more pungent than piperine. 
Like piperine, capsaicin increases the flow of saliva and stomach juices and makes you sweat. Thus 
capsaicin also increases your appetite and cools you off. Like pepper, chiles are especially popular in 
hot climates .

(3) Unlike piperine, capsaicin has no odor or even flavor. It doesn’t affect the taste buds but instead 
stimulates cells called pain receptors. Capsaicin is made up of five different chemicals, which each 
burn in different ways. Three burn immediately at the back of the mouth and in the throat. The other 
two produce a slower, less fierce, and longer lasting burn on the tongue.

(4) Chile varieties contain different proportions of the chemicals in Capsaicin, so each variety has 
a different kind of bite . Scientists invented the Scoville Heat Scale to measure and describe this 
difference . At the bottom of the scale are mild green bell peppers, with a rating of 0 Scoville units . 
Slightly hotter, jalapeños and cayenne range from 2,500 to 4,000. Topping the chile chart are 
habaneros, which rate up to 300,000 Scoville units .

(5) While the Scoville Heat Scale is helpful, it can’t tell you how hot any individual chile will be. Even 
chiles from the same plant can vary in heat. But if you do get a chile that is too hot, there are ways to 
soothe your burning mouth. Drinking a glass of milk can help. Another approach is eating starchy foods 
like bread or rice. Still more cures, such as hot tea, yogurt-based drinks, and sweets, are used in other 
cultures .

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) People in Central America began eating wild chiles over 9000 years ago, and began cultivating 
chiles over 5500 years ago. In America, or the New World, early people relied on bland foods, such as 
potatoes, corn, and squash. Chiles helped make such foods more flavorful and also gave a feeling of 
fullness. This was very valuable for people who didn’t have an abundance to eat. Thus, chiles became 
as important in the new World as black pepper was in the Old World .
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(2) Besides making bland food more flavorful, chiles are very nutritious. In particular, chiles are an 
excellent source of vitamins A and C. Green chiles actually have twice as much vitamin C as citrus 
fruits . because vitamin C breaks down when foods are processed, dried chiles have less vitamin C than 
fresh ones . nevertheless, dried red chiles still have more vitamin A than carrots .

(3) Since they were first consumed, chiles have been considered both a cure and cause for many 
ailments. In the United States, for example, people believe chiles can upset your stomach. But in 
Mexico, eating a whole Serrano chile is considered a great cure for a stomachache . Folk remedies 
aside, the nutritious chile has been scientifically shown to be an effective treatment for indigestion, 
colds, fever, and headaches, among other things .

(4) While curing ailments is useful, people love to eat chiles for their heat. People who like a lot of 
chiles usually build up a tolerance to the heat. In fact, the more chiles you eat, the more it takes for 
you to feel the same hotness. If you like less heat, you can reduce it by removing the chile’s inner veins 
before eating it. Contrary to popular belief, the seeds do not contain the heat.

(5) Although heat is the main attraction, each variety of chile also has a different flavor. Cooks certainly 
add chiles for their flavor as well as their hotness. Many traditional dishes require a particular type of 
chile, and some may require multiple types. With so much variety, it is no surprise that 25% of all adults 
on Earth eat chiles every day. Chiles really are a hot ticket.

(Passage ComPrehension)

What does the author mean by saying pepper is “nothing to sneeze at”?

 Pepper is not unimportant.  Pepper shouldn’t make you sneeze.

 Pepper helps you recover from colds faster.  People shouldn’t be afraid of pepper .

What is the meaning of the word “cultivating,” as it is used in this passage?

 farming  consuming

 educating  gathering

The passage says that the capsaicin in chiles “stimulates cells called pain receptors.” What is the most 
likely meaning for the word “stimulate”?

 excite or cause to be active  soothe or cause to be inactive

 hurt or cause damage  heal or repair damage
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It is true that . . .

 people have been using chiles as cures for as long as they have been using them as food.

 people have eaten chiles for thousands of years, but have only recently begun to explore their 
medicinal value .

 chiles were consumed in Europe for thousands of years before they were brought to Central America 
and their curative abilities were discovered .

 people in Central America used chiles as food and medicine for thousands of years, but they were 
first cultivated in Europe.

Capsaicin is . . .

 the active ingredient in chiles.  ten times more pungent than piperine .

 eight times less pungent than piperine .  made up of six different chemicals .

dried red chiles have less vitamin C than fresh chiles because . . .

 vitamin C breaks down while the chiles are drying.

 dried red chiles have more vitamin A than carrots .

 bland foods contain fewer vitamins .

 green chiles have more vitamin C than citrus fruits .

Scientists invented the Scoville Heat Scale to . . .

 measure how hot each variety of chile is.

 give jalapeños a rating of 2,500 to 4,000.

 find out how many different chemicals make up capsaicin.

 figure out the flavor of capsaicin.
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Today, we eat onions and other alliums to add flavor rather than to build strength. Each variety has 
something different to offer. For example, shallots are small, mild onions that have a particularly 
delicate flavor, brought out by cooking. __________, while pickled shallots are often included in Southeast 
Asian recipes .

 Lightly fried shallots give many French dishes their characteristic flavor

 The texture of shallots becomes very soft when they are steamed

 Garlic is an entirely different ingredient

 Shallots, like other onions, taste the same raw as when cooked

Round onions can also be mild, but some varieties are sweet, and still others have a strong bite . __________ 
The sweetest ones, Maui, Vidalia, and Walla Walla onions, are also the juiciest and they are still mild 
enough to eat raw . However, the strongest ones, such as the Western yellow, have the highest levels of 
healthful compounds known as flavonoids .

 Bermuda, Spanish, and Italian onions are among the mildest ones.

 bermuda, Spanish, and Italian onions are the strongest varieties .

 bermuda, Spanish, and Italian onions are the sweetest varieties .

 bermuda, Spanish, and Italian onions are the juiciest .

Even stronger than the Western yellow onion, __________ . This pungent allium has been called snake’s 
food, stinking Jenny, and onion stinkers. Elephant garlic is more closely related to leeks than to garlic, 
despite its name, and it is actually quite mild.

 garlic is the most powerfully flavored member of the onion family

 garlic, while mild in scent, has the strongest flavor of any allium

 garlic is the mildest type of allium, as well as being the most popular

 elephant garlic is an especially large type of garlic with a mild flavor
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(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) The big stinkers of the kitchen, onions and garlic, belong to the genus {Allium.}

(2) This genus also includes shallots, chives, and leeks.

(3) All of these are native to the Middle East and Central Asia, and have been cultivated for over  
5000 years. 

(4) On his second voyage, in 1493, Columbus introduced onions to the New World. 

(5) The Pilgrims brought onions over on the Mayflower, as well.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Why have onions have been so popular for so long?

(2) One reason is that people used to believe eating them would make you stronger.

(3) Because of this belief, soldiers, oarsmen, and other workers who needed extra strength ate onions 
in huge quantities.

(4) In fact, Greek athletes competing in the ancient Olympic Games swore by them.

(5) Before competing, they ate pounds of onions, drank onion juice, and even rubbed onions on their 
bodies .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

With their mild, sweet flavor, leeks have been prized by gourmets for thousands of years. Indeed, 
the first known cookbook, written by the Roman gourmet Apicius, contains several recipes for leeks. 
_______________ Thus, the wealthy of ancient Rome ate leeks and shunned round onions.

 Unlike the stronger round onions, leeks don't make your breath smell.

 Round onions, being very popular among the wealthy, were featured even more prominently.

 unlike round onions and garlic, the flavor of leeks is mild and sweet .

 The recipes for leeks came at the end of a chapter on how to cook ordinary round onions.
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While cutting onions releases their bite, cooking transforms their bite into something sweet . When 
heated, the sulfur compounds form different molecules that are fifty times sweeter than sugar. 
____________ When they have been well cooked, garlic and onions are mellow enough to be used as a main 
ingredient . In fact, this is often seen in Mediterranean cooking .

 Cooking garlic, especially roasting it a long time, makes it sweeter and milder too.

 Cooking garlic, on the other hand, makes it taste that much more pungent .

 While people liked cooked onions, they avoided eating cooked garlic.

 But the smell of the sulfur remains so the food doesn't taste particularly good.

Many Mediterranean dishes feature garlic or onions prominently. Some of these dishes use raw garlic 
and can be quite pungent, while other dishes are curiously mild. Bold Mediterranean foods include 
French aioli, a garlicky mayonnaise, and Italian pesto, a blend of garlic, basil, and nuts. But the softer 
side of alliums comes through in dishes like French onion soup and “Chicken with forty cloves of 
garlic.” Once it is well cooked, an allium’s ____________.

 bark is worse than its bite  chicken has crossed the road

 flavor is half-baked  goose is cooked

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) The mildest members of the onion family are chives, spring onions, and leeks.

(2) Of these, chives are the most delicate and they are usually eaten raw on creamy sauces or eggs. 

(3) Spring onions are simply young onions whose bulbs have not yet fully formed. 

(4) These immature alliums are also known as green onions or scallions. 

(5) Leeks resemble large spring onions with flat leaves, but they have a heartier flavor. 

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Prized or shunned, once any member of the onion family is cut or bruised, it starts to stink.

(2) This is due to sulfur compounds, which form when the cells of the onion are damaged. 

(3) The sulfur compounds make the onion pungent and make your eyes tear. 
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(4) Chilling onions in the refrigerator before cutting them can reduce your tears. 

(5) Cutting the root end of the onion last may also help. 

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) The big stinkers of the kitchen, onions and garlic, belong to the genus {Allium.} This genus also 
includes shallots, chives, and leeks . All of these are native to the Middle East and Central Asia, and 
have been cultivated for over 5000 years. On his second voyage, in 1493, Columbus introduced onions 
to the New World. The Pilgrims brought onions over on the Mayflower, as well.

(2) Why have onions have been so popular for so long? One reason is that people used to believe 
eating them would make you stronger. Because of this belief, soldiers, oarsmen, and other workers who 
needed extra strength ate onions in huge quantities. In fact, Greek athletes competing in the ancient 
Olympic Games swore by them. Before competing, they ate pounds of onions, drank onion juice, and 
even rubbed onions on their bodies .

(3) Today, we eat onions and other alliums to add flavor rather than to build strength. Each variety 
has something different to offer. For example, shallots are small, mild onions that have a particularly 
delicate flavor, brought out by cooking. Lightly fried shallots give many French dishes their 
characteristic flavor, while pickled shallots are often included in Southeast Asian recipes .

(4) Round onions can also be mild, but some varieties are sweet, and still others have a strong bite. 
bermuda, Spanish, and Italian onions are among the mildest ones . The sweetest ones, Maui, Vidalia, 
and Walla Walla onions, are also the juiciest and they are still mild enough to eat raw. However, the 
strongest ones, such as the Western yellow, have the highest levels of healthful compounds known as 
flavonoids .

(5) Even stronger than the Western Yellow onion, garlic is the most powerfully flavored member of 
the onion family. This pungent allium has been called snake’s food, stinking Jenny, and onion stinkers. 
Elephant garlic is more closely related to leeks than to garlic, despite its name, and it is actually quite 
mild .

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) The mildest members of the onion family are chives, spring onions, and leeks. Of these, chives are 
the most delicate and they are usually eaten raw on creamy sauces or eggs. Spring onions are simply 
young onions with bulbs that have not yet fully formed. You may know these immature alliums as green 
onions or scallions. Leeks resemble large spring onions with flat leaves, but they have a heartier flavor.
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(2) With their mild, sweet flavor, leeks have been prized by gourmets for thousands of years. Indeed, 
the first known cookbook, written by the Roman gourmet Apicius, contains several recipes for leeks. 
Unlike the stronger round onions, leeks don’t make your breath smell. Thus, the wealthy of ancient 
Rome ate leeks and shunned round onions .

(3) Prized or shunned, once any member of the onion family is cut or bruised, it starts to stink. This is 
due to sulfur compounds, which form when the cells of the onion are damaged . The sulfur compounds 
make the onion pungent and make your eyes tear. Chilling onions in the refrigerator before cutting 
them can reduce your tears. Cutting the root end of the onion last may also help.

(4) While cutting onions releases their bite, cooking transforms their bite into something sweet. When 
heated, the sulfur compounds form different molecules that are fifty times sweeter than sugar. Cooking 
garlic, especially roasting it a long time, makes it sweeter and milder too. When they have been well 
cooked, garlic and onions are mellow enough to be used as a main ingredient . In fact, this is often seen 
in Mediterranean cooking .

(5) Many Mediterranean dishes feature garlic or onions prominently. Some of these dishes use raw 
garlic and can be quite pungent, while other dishes are curiously mild. Bold Mediterranean foods 
include French aioli, a garlicky mayonnaise, and Italian pesto, a blend of garlic, basil, and nuts. But the 
softer side of alliums comes through in dishes like French onion soup and “Chicken with forty cloves of 
garlic.” Once it is well cooked, an allium’s bark is worse than its bite.

(Passage ComPrehension)

This passage gives many examples of how alliums have long been prized all over the world. Which of 
the following was NOT one of these examples?

 Captain Cook introduced sweet onions to Maui in 1769.

 The Pilgrims brought onions with them to the new World .

 Greek athletes ate onions and drank onion juice before competing .

 The first known cookbook, by the Roman Apicius, contained many recipes for leeks.

What did the author mean by saying that Greek athletes "swore by them"?

 The athletes believed garlic and onions helped them perform better.

 Garlic and onions made the athletes complain and feel resentful .

 The athletes carefully guarded their secret knowledge about garlic and onions.

 The athletes cursed the horrid odor caused by eating garlic and onions.
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According to the passage, in ancient times wealthy Romans shunned onions. What is the most likely 
meaning of the word “shunned”?

 avoided  accepted

 adopted  adored

According to the passage, “onion stinkers” is another name for what?

 garlic  pickled shallots

 a kind of pest that ruins onion crops  the kind of sulfur compounds released by onions

According to the passage, cooking can make onions and garlic mellow. What is the most likely meaning 
of the word “mellow”?

 mild  spicy

 acquired  blurred

It is true that . . .

 onions form sulfur compounds when they are cut.  garlic becomes more pungent when roasted .

 sulfur compounds are sweeter than sugar .  elephant garlic comes from South America .

Cooked onions are not as pungent as raw onions because . . .

 sulfur compounds convert to other molecules that are even sweeter than sugar.

 sulfur compounds are fifty times sweeter than sugar.

 cooked onions haven't been cut and thus have no sulfur compounds .

 raw onions are too pungent to be used as a main ingredient .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Sometimes, the pungency on your plate comes from an innocent looking vegetable in your salad 
or a side dish . ____________ The crucifers include cabbages, turnips, kale, mustard greens, and radishes . 
Cruciferous vegetables are not only popular for their pungency, they are also known to have many 
healthful properties .
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 Many such vegetables belong to the crucifer family.

 People usually think of vegetables as being rather bland.

 Animals have developed a dislike for bitter tastes .

 Members of the cabbage family are cooked more often than not.

Like alliums, crucifers get their pungency from sulfur compounds. Cutting or bruising a crucifer 
releases sulfur compounds called mustard oils. ____________ Those in broccoli and cauliflower are relatively 
mild. In contrast, the oils in horseradish and mustard seeds can make your eyes water and your throat 
burn . Radishes lie somewhere between these extremes .

 The mustard oils found in crucifers range from mild to sharp and burning.

 Mustard oils are found only in mustard greens.

 You can smell mustard oils most strongly in a young seedling.

 Turnips and kale are cruciferous vegetables .

Koreans eat a dish similar to sauerkraut called kimchi. Kimchi is served at almost every Korean meal. 
While you can buy kimchi at the market, most Koreans make their own. ____________ Along with the pungent 
cabbage, they add a lot of ground chile and garlic to make it extra spicy.

 They pickle fermented cabbage and bury it in pots underground until needed. 

 Although they love kimchi, they reserve it for special occasions.

 They import the finished product from Germany several times a year.

 Pickled cabbage is very nutritious and high in vitamin C.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) While raw crucifers are pungent, cooked crucifers release other sulfur compounds that smell like 
rotten eggs . 

(2) In fact, the longer a cruciferous vegetable is cooked, the smellier it gets.

(3) Between the fifth and seventh minute of cooking, for instance, the amount of sulfur in boiled 
cabbage doubles . 
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(4) The best way to avoid this problem is to cut cabbage into thin slices, then cook it very quickly in hot 
oil as in a Chinese stir-fry.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) In addition to stir-frying, cabbage takes well to being preserved like pickles. 

(2) The cabbage is shredded, mixed with salt and spices, and allowed to ferment—a process that gives 
it a sour taste . 

(3) The German name for this dish, sauerkraut, literally translates as "sour cabbage." 

(4) While sauerkraut is a traditional German food, the earliest known use of pickled cabbage was in 
China . 

(5) Over 2000 years ago, the laborers who built the Great Wall of China ate it regularly.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

There are two main types of mustard seeds used to make prepared mustard, white and brown. White 
seeds are milder and are used to make American mustard. They are mixed with a spice called turmeric, 
which gives American mustard its bright yellow color. Brown mustard seeds are more pungent and are 
the main ingredient in spicier Chinese and European mustards . ____________

 English mustard is made from a combination of white and brown seeds and is thus medium spicy.

 English mustard is made from a combination of white and brown seeds and thus is the spiciest of all .

 Powdered mustard is simply finely ground mustard seeds.

 Mustard seeds can be stored for up to a year in a cool dry place.

Horseradish and wasabi are also pungent foods that are best eaten as condiments . ____________ These 
roots are typically grated to make condiments, which releases an ample amount of their mustard oil. 
Horseradish is usually used in sauces and served with fish or meat. Bottled horseradish comes mixed 
with vinegar, sour cream, or beet juice. Wasabi is often served mixed with soy sauce as a condiment for 
Japanese sushi .

 Both horseradish and wasabi are fiercely spicy plant roots.

 Horseradish should be peeled before using .

 Choose roots that are firm and have no dark spots on them.
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 Wasabi can be found in many Asian markets.

____________ Pepper makes you sneeze, chiles burn your throat, onions make you cry, and cabbages cause a 
stink. Clearly, plants have many opportunities to get even with you for biting into them! 

 As you can see, plants have developed a wide range of methods to irritate us and keep us away. 

 Historically, pungent condiments have been used on foods for thousands of years.

 Garlic is very popular even though it has a strong odor.

 It is now known that many pungent spices have been cultivated since the 1800s.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Pungent foods that may be hard to stomach in large quantities can be quite tasty in small doses.

(2) This is where condiments come into play. 

(3) Condiments are intensely flavored foods that are meant to be eaten with some other food. 

(4) Whether spicy, salty, or sweet, they can quickly add zest to mild foods. 

(5) Two hugely popular condiments in the United States are mustard and ketchup, which are eaten with 
foods like hot dogs and French fries .

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) The condiment mustard, or “prepared mustard,” is made from the seeds of the mustard plant.

(2) The mustard seeds are usually ground into a powder first. 

(3) Other seasonings may be added, and then the ground seeds are mixed with a liquid such as water 
or vinegar . 

(4) Wetting the seeds causes them to release their pungent mustard oils. 

(5) Once wetted, the seeds start to lose their pungency after about ten minutes, but vinegar can help 
to preserve their pungency.
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(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Sometimes, the pungency on your plate comes from an innocent looking vegetable in your salad or a 
side dish. Many such vegetables belong to the crucifer family. The crucifers include cabbages, turnips, 
kale, mustard greens, and radishes. Cruciferous vegetables are not only popular for their pungency, 
they are also known to have many healthful properties.

(2) Like alliums, crucifers get their pungency from sulfur compounds. Cutting or bruising a crucifer 
releases sulfur compounds called mustard oils . The mustard oils found in crucifers range from 
mild to sharp and burning. Those in broccoli and cauliflower are relatively mild. In contrast, the oils 
in horseradish and mustard seeds can make your eyes water and your throat burn. Radishes lie 
somewhere between these extremes .

(3) While raw crucifers are pungent, cooked crucifers release other sulfur compounds that smell like 
rotten eggs. In fact, the longer a cruciferous vegetable is cooked, the smellier it gets. Between the fifth 
and seventh minute of cooking, for instance, the amount of sulfur in boiled cabbage doubles . The best 
way to avoid this problem is to cut cabbage into thin slices, then cook it very quickly in hot oil as in a 
Chinese stir-fry.

(4) In addition to stir-frying, cabbage takes well to being preserved like pickles. The cabbage is 
shredded, mixed with salt and spices, and allowed to ferment—a process that gives it a sour taste . 
The German name for this dish, sauerkraut, literally translates as “sour cabbage.” While sauerkraut is 
a traditional German food, the earliest known use of pickled cabbage was in China. Over 2000 years 
ago, the laborers who built the Great Wall of China ate it regularly.

(5) Koreans eat a dish similar to sauerkraut called kimchi. Kimchi is served at almost every Korean 
meal. While you can buy kimchi at the market, most Koreans make their own. They pickle fermented 
cabbage and bury it in pots underground until needed. Along with the pungent cabbage, they add a lot 
of ground chile to make it extra spicy.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Pungent foods that may be hard to stomach in large quantities can be quite tasty in small doses. 
This is where condiments come into play. Condiments are intensely flavored foods that are meant to 
be eaten with some other food. Whether spicy, salty, or sweet, they can quickly add zest to mild foods. 
Two hugely popular condiments in the United States are mustard and ketchup, which are eaten with 
foods like hot dogs and French fries .

(2) The condiment mustard, or “prepared mustard,” is made from the seeds of the mustard plant. 
The mustard seeds are usually ground into a powder first. Other seasonings may be added, and then 
the ground seeds are mixed with a liquid such as water or vinegar. Wetting the seeds causes them to 
release their pungent mustard oils. Once wetted, the seeds start to lose their pungency after about 
ten minutes, but vinegar can help to preserve their pungency.
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(3) There are two main types of mustard seeds used to make prepared mustard, white and brown. 
White seeds are milder and are used to make American mustard. They are mixed with a spice called 
turmeric, which gives American mustard its bright yellow color. Brown mustard seeds are more 
pungent and are the main ingredient in spicier Chinese and European mustards . English mustard is 
made from a combination of white and brown seeds and is thus medium spicy.

(4) Horseradish and wasabi are also pungent foods that are best eaten as condiments. Both 
horseradish and wasabi are fiercely spicy plant roots. These roots are typically grated to make 
condiments, which releases an ample amount of their mustard oil. Horseradish is usually used in sauces 
and served with fish or meat. Bottled horseradish comes mixed with vinegar, sour cream, or beet juice. 
Wasabi is often served mixed with soy sauce as a condiment for Japanese sushi.

(5) As you can see, plants have developed a wide range of methods to irritate us and keep us away. 
Pepper makes you sneeze, chiles burn your throat, onions make you cry, and cabbages cause a stink. 
Clearly, plants have many opportunities to get even with you for biting into them!

(Passage ComPrehension)

What did the author mean by saying, "cabbage takes well to being preserved like pickles"?

 Pickling is a good way to prepare cabbage.

 As with making pickles, preserving cabbage takes a long time .

 Cabbages enjoy being pickled.

 If you like pickles, you will like preserved cabbage.

According to the passage, condiments are intensely flavored foods. What does the word “intensely” 
mean in this context?

 strongly  meaningfully

 furiously Sweetly

According to the passage, what is done with horseradish and wasabi roots to release their mustard 
oils?

 The roots are grated.  They are mixed with soy sauce.

 They are boiled.  They are stir fried.
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What is the most likely reason that commercial mustard makers add vinegar to their prepared 
mustard?

 vinegar preserves the pungency of the mustard.

 Vinegar gives mustard its bite .

 Vinegar hides the flavor of lower quality mustard seeds.

 Vinegar gives mustard its characteristic bright yellow color.

What did the author mean by saying, “this is where condiments come into play”?

 This is where condiments are useful.

 This is where people play with their food.

 Condiments are used when people watch sporting events .

 Condiments play a big part in every meal.

According to the passage . . .

 the Chinese have been eating preserved cabbage for over 2000 years.

 the Germans have been eating preserved cabbage longer than the Chinese .

 the Germans got the idea of eating preserved cabbage from the Chinese .

 the Chinese got the idea of preserving cabbage from German sauerkraut .

What does American mustard gets its bright yellow color from?

 turmeric  yellow mustard seeds

 white mustard seeds  vinegar
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level 5
hoW language changes

(ParagraPh ComPletion) 

Listening to the dialogue of {Romeo and Juliet} makes it clear how different the English language is 
today, compared to 500 years ago. People speaking the same language can usually understand each 
other. _______________, as it has for modern English speakers struggling with Shakespearean English?

 How could a language change so much that this understanding breaks down

 A language can change over time though, so that it is hard to understand old writings

 When is a play educational and when does it provide entertainment

 does this kind of dialogue make it hard for actors to memorize their lines

External variation results from exchanges among speakers of different languages . While internal 
variation happens to every language, external variation usually occurs where two populations live in 
close proximity. Interactions across borders, _______________, can bring foreign languages into contact and 
trigger external variation. Because of the peculiar history of English, it has been influenced by several 
other languages .

 such as immigration and trade

 including the migration of wild animals

 are easier when people speak the same language

 sources of internal variation

The answer is that languages change in much the same way that stalactites form in caves—very slowly 
and gradually. Over the course of centuries, _______________ can produce major changes in a language. In the 
broadest terms, these minor changes fall into two categories: internal variation and external variation .

 minor additions, subtractions, and shifts

 rainwater brings minerals from the soil which 

 these rocky pillars, untouched by the passage of time,

 many nationalities from all over the world

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Internal variation results when people start to say things differently compared to their ancestors or 
people in other regions .
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(2) For instance, our grandparents said {gymnasium}, whereas we usually say {gym.}

(3) Likewise, in some regions, people pronounce {merry} and {Mary} in exactly the same way, but 
{merry} sounds different from {Mary} in other regions. 

(4) Even such tiny shifts can add up to large transformations over time.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) “But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?”

(2) This famous line comes from the play {Romeo and Juliet}, by William Shakespeare. 

(3) Even though Shakespeare is considered England's greatest playwright, modern audiences often find 
his dialogue hard to understand . 

(4) Shakespeare's language would have seemed perfectly normal to people of his own time, however. 

(5) This is because the dialogue in his plays is similar to how British people actually spoke in the 1500s. 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

The difficulties illustrated by these examples stem from changes in the English language as it has 
evolved. Some people argue that English spelling and usage should be simplified, _______________. However, it 
seems likely that English will remain a rich blend, combining the old and the new along with borrowings 
from many other languages.

 pointing out how difficult it is to learn

 given that it is currently so easy to learn

 English has failed to keep up with changing times 

 however, then English speakers would have to relearn their own language

Finally, the complexity of English grammar can lead to sentences with multiple meanings. For example, 
the sign, “Ladies are requested not to have children in the lounge,” sounds strangely like a ban on 
childbirth. Likewise, the sign, “Drive Slower When Wet,” could be talking about wet drivers, and 
_______________ .

 "Fine for Littering" could mean that littering is fine

 "Fine for Littering" appears on many highways in the United States
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 "No Stopping Any Time" could mean that you should stop

 "No Stopping Any Time" doesn't seem to make any sense at all

English usage can cause as many problems as English spelling. Vegetarians eat vegetables, but 
humanitarians do not eat humans. Noses can run, and feet can smell. You can park on driveways, or 
you can drive on parkways. These peculiarities are truly vexing to people learning English as a second 
language, who often _______________ .

 can't make heads or tails of such terms

 consider such terms to be easy as pie

 think the English language makes a mountain out of a molehill

 know English usage inside and out

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Words adopted from foreign languages may keep their foreign spelling patterns, contributing to the 
notorious difficulty of English spelling.

(2) Examples of this include words like {physics} from Greek, {yacht} from Dutch, and {sauerkraut} 
from German . 

(3) But internal variation must take some of the blame for our spelling woes. Over many centuries, 
English pronunciations changed, while spellings remained the same .

(4) Thus, internal variation has left us with irregularly spelled words like {tough,} {bough,} {dough,} and 
{through} (not to mention {cough} and {hiccough}).

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Due to its complex history of internal and external variation, English is a particularly difficult second 
language to learn .   

(2) For one thing, English has a huge vocabulary, and learning the meanings of words is not enough.   

(3) English language learners must also master how words are spelled, and how to use them correctly 
and grammatically.   

(4) Furthermore, English has adopted many foreign words, which can follow different rules.  
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Youthful slang is a hotbed of language change, with many slang terms migrating into mainstream 
conversations. For instance, the youth culture term {411} for “information” has gained broad popularity. 
Its popularity may be temporary, though. _______________ Other terms, like {groovy} and {keen} fade away 
after a particular era .

 Some slang terms, like {cool,} last for generations.

 Some slang terms, like {wild,} only last through a single era.

 Most terms based on new technology are likely to be passing fads.

  Using slang is a good way to make sure your writing is clear, because everyone understands these 
terms .

New inventions demand new terms to name and describe them. Completely new words, such as 
{Internet,} often emerge, _______________. {Wireless} once meant “radio”; now it describes high-tech devices 
like cellular phones. New traditions also require new language: the term {babysitter} was the model for 
new job titles like {pet-sitter} and {house-sitter.}

 but older words might also be recycled

 and past changes still influence us today

 so, dictionaries are used to track historical changes

 which allows access to online dictionaries and other resources

Across all of these contexts, there are many ways new words are made. For instance, old words may be 
combined, as when {breakfast} and {lunch} are merged to make {brunch.} _______________ Also, brand names 
may become common nouns, as when {Xerox} is used for any photocopier. Linguists, people who study 
language, focus on such processes to track a language’s evolution .

 Likewise, long words may be shortened, as when {math} is used for {mathematics.}

 Similarly, we may lengthen shorter words, as when {gymnasium} is used for {gym.} 

 New words often come from Old English, recently popularized by Shakespeare's plays.

 Other old words have simply disappeared from the English language.
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(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) The history of the English language is not just something that happened in the distant past.

(2) Even today, English is changing. 

(3) However, its evolution happens slowly enough that we have to pay particular attention to notice it. 

(4) While language change happens everywhere, it is easier to observe in some situations. 

(5) Particularly good examples can be seen when groups are separated for historical reasons, in youth 
language, and in areas of technological or cultural development .

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) When people who once lived together are geographically separated for several generations, internal 
variation is easier to see .

(2) For example, since the first English settlers arrived in America, British English and American English 
have taken different paths . 

(3) Already, we can see some changes in spelling and vocabulary: when Americans write {h–u–m–o–r,} 
the British write, {h–u–m–o–u–r.}

(4) Likewise, the British call elevators {lifts,} flashlights {torches,} and car trunks {boots.} 

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) “But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?” This famous line comes from the play {Romeo 
and Juliet}, by William Shakespeare. Even though Shakespeare is considered England’s greatest 
playwright, modern audiences often find his dialogue hard to understand. Shakespeare’s language 
would have seemed perfectly normal to people of his own time, however. This is because the dialogue 
in his plays is similar to how British people actually spoke in the 1500s.

(2) Listening to the dialogue of {Romeo and Juliet} makes it clear how different the English language is 
today, compared to 500 years ago. People speaking the same language can usually understand each 
other . How could a language change so much that this understanding breaks down, as it has for modern 
English speakers struggling with Shakespearean English?

(3) The answer is that languages change in much the same way that stalactites form in caves—very 
slowly and gradually. Over the course of centuries, minor additions, subtractions, and shifts can 
produce major changes in a language . In the broadest terms, all of these minor changes fall into two 
categories: internal variation and external variation .
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(4) Internal variation results when people start to say things differently compared to their ancestors 
or people in other regions. For instance, our grandparents said {gymnasium}, whereas we usually say 
{gym}. Likewise, in some regions, people pronounce {merry} and {Mary} in exactly the same way, 
but {merry} sounds different from {Mary} in other regions. Even such tiny shifts can add up to large 
transformations over time .

(5) External variation results from exchanges among speakers of different languages. While internal 
variation happens to every language, external variation usually occurs where two populations live in 
close proximity. Interactions across borders, such as migration and trade, can bring foreign languages 
into contact and trigger external variation. Because of the peculiar history of English, it has been 
influenced by several other languages.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Due to its complex history of internal and external variation, English is a particularly difficult second 
language to learn. For one thing, English has a huge vocabulary, and learning the meanings of words is 
not enough . English language learners must also master how words are spelled, and how to use them 
correctly and grammatically. Furthermore, English has adopted many foreign words, which can follow 
different rules .

(2) Words adopted from foreign languages may keep their foreign spelling patterns, contributing to 
the notorious difficulty of English spelling. Examples of this include words like {physics} from Greek, 
{yacht} from Dutch, and {sauerkraut} from German. But internal variation must take some of the blame 
for our spelling woes. Over many centuries, English pronunciations changed, while spellings remained 
the same. Thus, internal variation has left us with irregularly spelled words like {tough,} {bough,} 
{dough,} and {through} (not to mention {cough} and {hiccough}).

(3) English usage can cause as many problems as English spelling. Vegetarians eat vegetables, but 
humanitarians do not eat humans. Noses can run, and feet can smell. You can park on driveways, or 
you can drive on parkways. These peculiarities are truly vexing to people learning English as a second 
language, who often can't make heads or tails of such terms . 

(4) Finally, the complexity of English grammar can lead to sentences with multiple meanings. For 
example, the sign, "Ladies are requested not to have children in the lounge" sounds strangely like a ban 
on childbirth . Likewise, the sign, "drive Slower When Wet" could be talking about wet drivers, and "Fine 
for Littering" could mean that littering is fine. 

(5) The difficulties illustrated by these examples stem from changes in the English language as it has 
evolved. Some people argue that English spelling and usage should be simplified, pointing out how 
difficult it is to learn. However, it seems likely that English will remain a rich blend, combining the old 
and the new along with borrowings from many other languages.
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(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) The history of the English language is not just something that happened in the distant past. Even 
today, English is changing. However, its evolution happens slowly enough that we have to pay particular 
attention to notice it. While language change happens everywhere, it is easier to observe in some 
situations. Particularly good examples can be seen when groups are separated for historical reasons, in 
youth language, and in areas of technological or cultural development.

(2) When people who once lived together are geographically separated for several generations, 
internal variation is easier to see. For example, since the first English settlers arrived in America, British 
English and American English have taken different paths. Already, we can see some changes in spelling 
and vocabulary: when Americans write {h–u–m–o–r,} the British write, {h–u–m–o–u–r.} Likewise, the 
British call elevators {lifts,} flashlights {torches,} and car trunks {boots.}

(3) Youthful slang is a hotbed of language change, with many slang terms migrating into mainstream 
conversations. For instance, the youth culture term {411} for "information" has gained broad popularity. 
Its popularity may be temporary, though. Some slang terms, like {cool}, last for generations. Other 
terms, like {groovy} and {keen} fade away after a particular era. 

(4) New inventions demand new terms to name and describe them. Completely new words, such as 
{Internet,} often emerge, but older words may also be recycled. {Wireless} once meant "radio"; now it 
describes high-tech devices like cellular phones. New traditions also require new language: the term 
{babysitter} was the model for new job titles like {pet-sitter} and {house-sitter.}

(5) Across all of these contexts, there are many ways new words are made. For instance, old words may 
be combined, as when {breakfast} and {lunch} are merged to make {brunch.} Likewise, long words may 
be shortened, as when {math} is used for {mathematics.} Also, brand names may become common 
nouns, as when {Xerox} is used for any photocopier. Linguists, people who study language, focus on 
such processes to track a language's evolution .

(Passage ComPrehension)

Why did the author compare language change to the formation of stalactites in caves?

 Both happen very slowly over a long period of time.

 Stalactites hang from the roofs of caves, like vocabulary hangs from the English language.

 Both happen in the dark, and you must explore to find them.

 The English language has changed in a number of important ways.
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What does the author mean by the term {rich history?}

 a history that is long and complex

 a history of countries with a great deal of money

 a brief history compared to the Greeks and Romans

 a long history of trade between two countries or regions

Which of these outlines shows how this chapter was organized in correct order?

  introduces concepts of language change, such as internal and external variation  
explains how adopted foreign words affect English spelling rules 
discusses the invention of new English words  

  introduces the development of complex rules for English spelling and usage 
explains how new English words are invented or adopted 
discusses language change processes, such as internal and external variation  

  introduces how English grows by adopting foreign words 
explains how new words make it into English dictionaries  
shows the processes involved in historical language change 

  introduces the invention of new English words 
explains the processes of internal and external language change 
shows how adopting foreign words leads to simplified English spelling rules  

Which of these summaries gets the facts correct and puts the events in the right order?

  Shakespeare wrote plays that people of his own time easily understood. 
Language changed slowly over time.  
Today, many find Shakespeare hard to understand. 

  Shakespeare wrote his plays.
His language changed slowly over time, until no one could understand him. 
Today, most people only understand Shakespeare’s earlier plays. 

  Language changed slowly over time. 
Shakespeare wrote the most famous plays in English theater.  
Audiences have always found Shakespeare’s dialogue easy to understand. 
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  Modern English speakers found it hard to understand Shakespeare . 
Language changed slowly in the 500 years since Shakespeare wrote his plays. 
Shakespeare’s contemporaries understand his plays quite easily. 

Which of the following is NOT a way that English acquires new words?

 We look them up in the dictionary.  New words emerge from youth culture.

 People often shorten long words .  brand names become common nouns .

Where does the word {yacht} come from?

 from Dutch from youth culture 

 from Latin from the Yacht company; it is now a common noun 

What evidence was presented that shows how a language can change over time?

 Today, British English and American English are different.

 Vegetarians eat vegetables, but humanitarians do not eat humans .

 Even in modern times, we can easily understand Shakespeare's plays.

 Even today, some languages have no silent letters.

In the statement, “external variation usually occurs where two populations live in close proximity,” what 
does {proximity} mean?

 near to each other trading between each other

 in conflict hundreds of years apart

With which statement about English spelling rules would the author most likely agree? 

 They can be frustrating, but they come from the complex history of English.

 They should be simplified into a standard English language.

 Spelling rules are the one thing that has stayed constant over the history of English. 

 English spelling rules are simple compared to those of other languages .
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In most of the United States, {pin} and {pen} sound different. However, in some southern states these 
two words are pronounced the same way. What would the author probably say about this?

 It shows that when people are geographically separated, their language begins to differ, over time.

 It is a perfect example of why English pronunciations and spelling should be simplified.

  The history of English makes it clear that these words will soon be pronounced the same way  
by everyone.

  This example tells us little about the history of English, as the forces of language change don't  
affect pronunciation .

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

How did we get the words we use? Who made them up, and when? The histories behind words can 
be short and simple, but _______________ that linguists disagree about them . This chapter will explore several 
sources of English vocabulary. Old English and Germanic languages will be considered first, then Latin 
and Greek, and finally, more recent sources.

 some are so long and complex  some of them are so popular

 some of them are so obvious  some are so impossible

Although many languages _______________, Old English and Germanic languages played the strongest role in 
its development . next we will look at two ancient cultures that influenced languages all over the world .

 have influenced modern English  have been used in international trade

 have been more popular than English  have complex histories and many native speakers

Old English—the great-grandfather of modern English—was spoken by people in England over fifteen 
hundred years ago. Although it is an ancestor of modern English, most modern English speakers cannot 
understand Old English . _______________ Even those words that do come from Old English are pronounced 
very differently. However, Old English words are among the oldest, most common words in modern 
English, including {water,} {home,} and {strong.}

 Nearly half of the words in modern English come from other sources.

 Old English is one of the oldest languages, with a complex and interesting history.

 Old English is one of the newest languages, basically invented by Shakespeare.
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 Almost all of the words in Old English and modern English are the same .

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) The modern English word {walk} comes from Old English, but it used to mean something quite 
different .

(2) It originally meant "to toss or to roll" in Old English.

(3) "Walking the dog" would have been less pleasant for the dog back then! 

(4) Later, the meaning of {walk} changed to mean "to travel," no matter if one traveled on foot, on 
horseback, or in a cart . 

(5) It finally developed its modern meaning only around the year 1400.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) After Old English, Germanic languages probably influenced English more than any other language 
group .

(2) For instance, the word {dream} originally meant "joy" in Old English. 

(3) The modern meaning of {dream} came from {draumr,} a word in the Germanic language of the 
Vikings .

(4) Similarly, the Germanic word {wer} meant "man" until around 1400. 

(5) Although now we call adult males {men,} the Germanic word survives in the word {werewolf}, which 
of course means "wolf-man ."

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

This just touches upon the many English words that originate in Latin or Greek. Knowing even a few 
important Greek and Latin words can help you _________________.

 define hundreds of words in modern English

 communicate with people all over the world

 learn how Germanic languages influenced Old English
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 understanding scientific and medical terminology

Latin is also the source of the commonly used prefixes for the numbers one through five: {uni–,} 
{duo–,} {tri–,} {quart–}, and {quint–.} These appear in English words like {uniform,} {duet,} {triangle,} 
{quadruple,} and {quintuplet.} _______________

 Knowing these prefixes is particularly helpful for students.

 While these prefixes were useful for Old English, they are not very helpful for us today.

 These prefixes are useful, even if we don't know what they mean.

 Studying Old English helps students better understand such technical terms.

The ancient Romans controlled most of Europe around 2000 years ago. Their language, Latin, 
influenced many other languages in the region. Latin came to have even more influence on English 
after the Duke of Normandy invaded England, in 1066. For decades after this, England’s rulers spoke 
a dialect of Old French strongly influenced by Latin. Finally, during the Renaissance, Latin became the 
language of science, so that scientists from different countries could understand each other . _______________

 Thus, many English words stem from Latin roots.

 Scientists today still speak Latin due to the influence of the Duke of Normandy.

 These historical precedents explain why modern English is so different from modern French.

 before Rome rose to power, Greek was the most important language in the classical world . 

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Luckily, you don't have to learn very much Latin to build your English vocabulary.  

(2) Even a little bit helps, because many English words come from just a few Latin roots.   

(3) For instance, the Latin root {–spec–} means "to look at."   

(4) English words with this root include {inspect,} {spectacular,} {speculate,} {inspector,} {spectacle,} 
{inspection,} {specter,} {spectrum,} and {spectator.}  

(5) Even the word {respect} comes from the same root: since the prefix {re–} means "again," the literal 
meaning of {respect} is "to look at more than once."   
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(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Latin has clearly influenced English.  

(2) However, many of the words that English adopted from Latin are actually words that Latin adopted 
from Greek .  

(3) The ancient Greeks were great scientists and scholars, so many scientific and academic terms have 
Greek origins .  

(4) For instance, the Greek word {geo} means "earth," while {logos} means "word" or "study," so 
{geology} means "study of the earth."  

(5) The ancient Greeks also gave us many terms for the arts, including {tragedy,} {comedy,} and 
{metaphor.}  

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Technology also introduces many new words into common English. Just a few decades ago, the 
dictionary made no mention of the words {Internet,} {website,} {e–mail,} and {video game.} _______________

  Science and technology continue to add more words to the English language than any other source.

 Technology was the source of many new words, 40 years ago, but today this is no longer the case.

  Science and technology make up many new words, but they rarely become part of the  
English language .

  Many dictionaries are now online, making vocabulary change slower and less dramatic than in  
earlier times .

Because English absorbs words from many sources, ________________. While language changes often happen 
at a glacial pace, the creation of new words happens quickly and can be easily tracked. Two current 
sources of new vocabulary in English are words imported by immigrants, and words created to 
describe new technologies or ideas .

it is constantly changing  it is very stable

 we rarely need to update English dictionaries we rarely find the time to examine historical 
linguistics
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As you can see, influences such as immigration and technology have had a snowball effect on English 
vocabulary. Older words are retained at the core of the snowball, ________________. This is part of what makes 
the English language both interesting to study and useful to contemporary speakers. 

 which continues to build up layers of new words, so that English is constantly growing

 newer words fall away like loose flakes, so that English remains pure as snow

 but they are unseen and forgotten, as foreign words attach themselves to the outside

 but this is a snowball you can only throw at people who speak English

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Of course, the first English-speaking settlers in the United States were immigrants, too. 

(2) Faced with new plants, animals, and foods, they borrowed words from Native American languages 
to describe these new experiences . 

(3) The words {skunk,} {moose,} and {squash} come from Algonquian, a family of languages spoken by 
several native American groups . 

(4) Similarly, {avocado,} {coyote,} and {tomato} come from Nahuatl, a native language of central 
Mexico . 

(5) These last words were adopted into Spanish first, and from there into English.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Immigrants have been contributing to English vocabulary for centuries, often in ways that we now 
take for granted .

(2) Most people recognize that the cooking pot called a {wok} comes from China. 

(3) But few people know that {ketchup} originally comes from Chinese, as well as many other terms. 

(4) Immigrants from other regions have also influenced English, and new immigrants continue to do so. 
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(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) How did we get the words we use? Who made them up, and when? The histories behind words 
can be short and simple, but some are so long and complex that linguists disagree about them . This 
chapter will explore several sources of English vocabulary. Old English and Germanic languages will be 
considered first, then Latin and Greek, and finally, more recent sources.

(2) Old English—the great-grandfather of modern English—was spoken by people in England over 
1500 years ago. Although it is an ancestor of modern English, most modern English speakers cannot 
understand Old English. Nearly half of the words in modern English come from other sources. Even 
those words that do come from Old English are pronounced very differently. However, Old English 
words are among the oldest, most common words in modern English, including {water,} {home,} and 
{strong.}

(3) The modern English word {walk} comes from Old English, but it used to mean something quite 
different. It originally meant “to toss or to roll” in Old English. “Walking the dog” would have been less 
pleasant for the dog back then! Later, the meaning of {walk} changed to mean “to travel,” no matter if 
one traveled on foot, on horseback, or in a cart. It finally developed its modern meaning only around 
the year 1400.

(4) After Old English, Germanic languages probably influenced English more than any other language 
group. For instance, the word {dream} originally meant “joy” in Old English. The modern meaning of 
{dream} came from {draumr,} a word in the Germanic language of the Vikings. Similarly, the Germanic 
word {wer} meant “man” until around 1400. Although now we call adult males {men,} the Germanic 
word survives in the word {werewolf,} which of course means “wolf–man.”

(5) Although many languages have influenced modern English, Old English and Germanic languages 
played the strongest role in its development. Next we will look at two ancient cultures that influenced 
languages all over the world .

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) The ancient Romans controlled most of Europe around 2000 years ago. Their language, Latin, 
influenced many other languages in the region. Latin came to have even more influence on English 
after the Duke of Normandy invaded England, in 1066. For decades after this, England’s rulers spoke 
a dialect of Old French strongly influenced by Latin. Finally, during the Renaissance, Latin became the 
language of science, so that scientists from different countries could understand each other . Thus, 
many English words stem from Latin roots.
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(2) Luckily, you don’t have to learn very much Latin to build your English vocabulary. Even a little bit 
helps, because many English words come from just a few Latin roots. For instance, the Latin root 
{–spec–} means “to look at.” English words with this root include {inspect,} {spectacular,} {speculate,} 
{inspector,} {spectacle,} {inspection,} {specter,} {spectrum,} and {spectator.} Even the word {respect} 
comes from the same root: since the prefix {re–} means “again,” the literal meaning of {respect} is “to 
look at more than once.” 

(3) Latin is also the source of the commonly used prefixes for the numbers one through five: {uni–,} 
{duo–,} {tri–,} {quart–,} and {quint–.} These appear in English words like {uniform,} {duet,} {triangle,} 
{quadruple,} and {quintuplet.} Knowing these prefixes is particularly helpful for students.

(4) Latin has clearly influenced English. However, many of the words that English adopted from Latin 
are actually words that Latin adopted from Greek. The ancient Greeks were great scientists and 
scholars, so many scientific and academic terms have Greek origins. For instance, the Greek word 
{geo} means “earth,” while {logos} means “word” or “study,” so geology means “study of the earth.” The 
ancient Greeks also gave us many terms for the arts, including {tragedy,} {comedy,} and {metaphor.}

(5) This just touches upon the many words that originate in Latin or Greek. Knowing even a few 
important Greek and Latin words can help you define hundreds of words in modern English.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Because English absorbs words from many sources, it is constantly changing. While language 
changes often happen at a glacial pace, the creation of new words happens quickly and can be easily 
tracked. Two current sources of new vocabulary in English are words imported by immigrants, and 
words created to describe new technologies or ideas .

(2) Immigrants have been contributing to English vocabulary for centuries, often in ways that we 
now take for granted. Most people recognize that the cooking pot called a {wok} comes from China. 
But few people know that {ketchup} originally comes from Chinese, as well as many other terms. 
Immigrants from other regions have also influenced English, and new immigrants continue to do so .

(3) Of course, the first English speaking settlers in the United States were immigrants, too. Faced with 
new plants, animals, and foods, they borrowed words from Native American languages to describe 
these new experiences. The words {skunk,} {moose,} and {squash} come from Algonquian, a family 
of languages spoken by several Native American groups. Similarly, {avocado,} {coyote,} and {tomato} 
come from nahuatl, a native language of central Mexico . These last words were adopted into Spanish 
first, and from there into English.

(4) Technology also introduces many new words into common English. Just a few decades ago, the 
dictionary made no mention of the words {Internet,} {website,} {e-mail,} and {video game.} Science 
and technology continue to add more words to the English language than any other source.
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(5) As you can see, influences such as immigration and technology have had a snowball effect on 
English vocabulary. Older words are retained at the core of the snowball, which continues to build 
up layers of new words, so that English is constantly growing. This is part of what makes the English 
language both interesting to study and useful to contemporary speakers.

(Passage ComPrehension)

What did the author mean by saying, “This just touches upon the many words that originate in Latin or 
Greek”?

 This passage briefly discusses a small sample of the words.

 This passage introduces all of the words but does not spend much time on them .

 This passage explores in detail the English vocabulary that comes from ancient languages.

 The English language was touched by both Latin and Greek in ancient times.

How does the "snowball effect" change English vocabulary?

 It gets bigger over time, as new words are packed on to the outside.

  The adaptability of the English language is demonstrated by the dozens of words it has for describing 
snow .

 Words are like snowflakes, each one is unique.

 Snowballs melt in the springtime, just like new words come and go in English .

The passage described several historical events that gave English opportunities to adopt Latin words . 
What order did these events take place in?

First, ancient Romans controlled most of Europe. 
Later, the rulers of England adopted Latin-influenced French. 
Finally, Latin became the language of science during the Renaissance. 

First, ancient scientists used Latin . 
Later, the rulers of England adopted Latin-influenced French . 
Finally, the Romans controlled most of Europe.
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First, Latin became the language of science during the Renaissance . 
Later, ancient Romans controlled most of Europe . 
Finally, the rulers of England adopted Latin-influenced French. 

First, the French normans controlled most of Europe . 
Later, ancient Romans took over England . 
Finally, Latin became the language of science during the Renaissance. 

How did the passage explain the history of the word {avocado?}

{Avocado} originally comes from Nahuatl, a native language of central Mexico.  
Spanish adopted the term from Nahuatl.  
Later, English adopted the term from Spanish.

{Avocado} originally comes from Nahuatl, a native language of central Mexico.  
English adopted the term from nahuatl .  
Later, Spanish adopted the term from English . 

Avocado, like {ketchup,} originally comes from Chinese. 
Spanish adopted the term from Chinese .  
Later, English adopted the term from Spanish . 

Avocado, like {ketchup,} originally comes from Chinese.  
English adopted the term from Chinese .  
Later, Spanish adopted the term from English . 

Which of these factors adds the most new vocabulary to English today?

 science and technology  native American languages

 use of Latin in academics  Greek and Roman prefixes

Which language gives English its most common words?

 Old English  Ancient Latin

 Greek  nahuatl

If most modern English speakers cannot understand Old English, what evidence is there that modern 
English actually comes from Old English?

 Many of the most common words are very similar or come from the same roots.

 Old English was spoken in England and modern English is spoken in the united States .
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 Our modern scientific and academic terms come mostly from Old English.

 After invading England, the Duke of Normandy restored English as the royal language.

If {geology} means “study of the Earth,” and {ornithology} means “study of birds,” what does {ornith-} 
probably mean?

 birds study

 learning  enclosure

According to the passage, much language change happens at a “glacial pace.” What does {glacial} 
probably mean here?

 very slow, like the movement of a glacier as hard to track as a glacier that melts away 
without a trace

 extremely cold, like the temperature of a glacier  as massive and unstoppable as a glacier

What kind of evidence would show that immigrants continue to influence English vocabulary?

 new words entering English from languages spoken by recent immigrants 

 new words entering English that use Latin and Greek roots and prefixes 

 recent immigrants using a combination of English words and words from other languages 

 recent immigrants quickly switching from other languages to speaking only English 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Similes are metaphors that call attention to their comparison, usually through the words {like} or {as.} For 
instance, _______________, is a simile, directly comparing the sun and a woman’s face. Both of the examples used 
in the previous paragraph were also similes. In contrast, “the wind scratched at the window,” is a standard 
metaphor, using imagery to compare the wind to a cat, rather than using {like} or {as.}

 "her face is as bright as the sun"

 "her face is the bright, warm, life-giving sun"

 "her face is the bright sun, like her father is the cold winter"

 "her face is, like, bright”
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All forms of figurative language are important because they make writing more vivid and exciting. But 
metaphors do more than spice up our language, _______________ . The rest of this chapter will explore both 
aspects of metaphor, first through poetry and literature, and then through politics and science.

 they also influence how we see the world 

 they make language duller at the same time

 like onomatopoeia, they are hard for most students to understand

 also because they show the history of each word in the English dictionary

Why do we describe music as {cool} or {hot?} And why do we describe people as {sweet} or 
{bitter?} These terms are metaphors, figures of speech that compare one idea with another. Through 
metaphors, we use our shared experiences to communicate complex ideas. If I write, “my bedroom is a 
dungeon,” readers can use their own experiences to grasp that _____________________. They might even relate to 
how I feel about being sent to my room.

 I am not really locked up in a castle

 my bedroom is so large that I could keep many captives in it

 I am not really in my bedroom, I am in a dungeon.

 my parents lock me in and post a guard outside, just like in a castle's dungeon

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Metaphors change slowly over time, because of this reliance on shared experiences. 

(2) When people can no longer relate to the experience it describes, a metaphor loses its power.

(3) For instance, "it was like churning butter," is not very meaningful to people who buy their butter at 
the store . 

(4) On the other hand, "as insistent as a telephone," means more to us, today, than it would have to our 
ancestors, a century ago. 

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) While metaphor and simile usually create visual imagery, onomatopoeia is a kind of language that 
can create sound imagery.
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(2) Onomatopoetic words, like {clang} and {moo}, are supposed to imitate the sounds that they 
represent .

(3) However, they are really more symbolic than pure imitations. 

(4) One reason we know they are symbolic is that different languages represent the same sounds 
differently. 

(5) For instance, dogs sound the same all over the world, but they say {woof} in English, {bau bau} in 
Italian, and {au au au} in Portuguese!

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

If you can avoid all of these traps, the use of metaphor can make your writing powerful and memorable. 
The best poets and novelists are very attuned to metaphors within everyday life, _______________.

 and can use them to enliven even ordinary details that they describe

 which make poems and novels very long and hard to read

 but most readers don't understand the metaphors they use

 and some writers use a lot of dialogue to make their stories exciting

Creative writers often use metaphors in literature and poetry. Metaphors can add imagery to ordinary 
language, and they encourage readers _______________. However, there are certain traps that writers must be 
careful to avoid when using metaphors .

 to add meaning from their own experiences

 to question everything the author says

 not to think critically about the story

 not to get too involved in the story

Writers can use the imagery in metaphors to make their writing more lively. Compare “Kwan was 
getting angry,” with “Storm clouds appeared on the horizon of Kwan’s eyes.” Both sentences could 
describe the same situation, but _______________. The power of metaphor and imagery is especially important 
in poetry, where unusual comparisons can cause readers to see things with new eyes.
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  the comparison of Kwan's anger to a gathering storm is more memorable than the literal statement

 since the first one is more to-the-point, it is has the advantage of being more dramatic

 describing kwan's anger as a storm cloud has the advantage of clouding the meaning of the sentence

  in the first phrase, Kwan is just angry, while in the second phrase you can tell he is upset that it is 
about to rain

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) To achieve this kind of power in your own writing, it helps avoid some common traps.

(2) To create vivid imagery, invent your own fresh metaphors rather than relying on trite, overused 
clichés .

(3) Also, be sure to use imagery that your readers can relate to.

(4) For example, unless you are writing for insect lovers, "fast as a hawk moth" is too obscure.

(5) Finally, you should be careful about mixing metaphors.

(6) "He's on a sinking ship without a parachute," sounds awkward because the images of a sinking ship 
and a parachute don't make sense together .

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) In addition to new perspectives, metaphors give readers a more active, interpretive role.

(2) For instance, if I write, "Her climb to stardom was a roller-coaster ride," most readers can recall 
riding a roller-coaster themselves . 

(3) Based on that experience, they might conclude her career had rapid ups and downs, and was both 
exciting and scary at times. 

(4) Powerful writing often allows readers this room for reflection and interpretation. 
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(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Metaphors are powerful in creative writing, but they also play an important role in communicating 
all sorts of ideas. _______________ Metaphors can help make obscure ideas clear, and they can color our 
understanding of concepts .

 Both scientists and politicians use metaphors to describe ideas.

 Many new words have come from science and technology, but never new metaphors.

 Poets usually use metaphors to refer to a few standard themes, like love and sorrow.

 Metaphors are found in most popular fiction, because they evoke colorful imagery.

Scientists often use metaphors to describe phenomena in terms that people can easily grasp. For 
instance, physicists write about atoms as if electrons were planets orbiting a sun, and biologists 
describe our genes as “the book of life.” Genes are actually complex molecules, not chapters in a 
manual on how to assemble a body. Yet seeing them this way helps us understand their biological role. 
_______________

 Without metaphors, science would be a lot harder to understand.

 using metaphors can confuse science instead of making it more clear .

 Metaphors can be difficult for all of us to understand clearly.

 Metaphors, as well as similes, turn science into poetry in motion.

Clearly, metaphors are important tools for communicating complex ideas. _______________ It is helpful to 
notice the metaphors others choose, as their imagery can tell us about their thoughts and feelings.

 However, they can also be used to manipulate our feelings.

 However, they can only work to explain simple concepts.

 In addition, they often choose colorful metaphors in their speeches.

 In addition, metaphors can be used in place of numbers for colorful calculations .

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Sometimes scientific metaphors can make new discoveries difficult, however.
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(2) For a long time, physicists thought about light as tiny particles. For example, they imagined that if 
you shone a flashlight on a mirror, particles of light would bounce off of the mirror like a ball would 
bounce off of a wall . 

(3) But light also has some qualities that a wave has. 

(4) Scientists who used the particle metaphor often ignored those wave-like qualities. 

(5) It took hundreds of years for physicists to escape from their own metaphors and understand that 
light can be both like a particle and like a wave . 

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Metaphors appear in politics, as well, where they are often used to stir up an emotional response to 
an issue .

(2) If a politician calls technology, "a bridge to the future," she brings to mind the promise of a better 
life . 

(3) If another politician calls technology, "a Frankenstein's monster," he implies that science is 
misguided and dangerous . 

(4) Which one is right? 

(5) Both may be partially correct, but noticing the metaphors politicians use can help us perceive some 
of their biases . 

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Why do we describe music as {cool} or {hot?} And why do we describe people as {sweet} or 
{bitter?} These terms are metaphors, figures of speech that compare one idea with another. Through 
metaphors, we use our shared experiences to communicate complex ideas. If I write, “my bedroom is 
a dungeon,” readers can use their own experiences to grasp that I am not really locked up in a castle. 
They might even relate to how I feel about being sent to my room.

(2) Metaphors change slowly over time, because of this reliance on shared experiences. When people 
can no longer relate to the experience it describes, a metaphor loses its power . For instance, “it was 
like churning butter,” is not very meaningful to people who buy their butter at the store. On the other 
hand, “as insistent as a telephone,” means more to us, today, than it would have to our ancestors, a 
century ago. 
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(3) Similes are metaphors that call attention to their comparison, usually through the words {like} 
or {as.} For instance, “her face is as bright as the sun,” is a simile, directly comparing the sun and a 
woman’s face . both of the examples used in the previous paragraph were also similes . In contrast, “the 
wind scratched at the window,” is a standard metaphor, using imagery to compare the wind to a cat, 
rather than using {like} or {as.}

(4) While metaphor and simile usually create visual imagery, onomatopoeia is a kind of language that 
can create sound imagery. Onomatopoetic words, like {clang} and {moo}, are supposed to imitate the 
sounds that they represent. However, they are really more symbolic than pure imitations. One reason 
we know they are symbolic is that different languages represent the same sounds differently. For 
instance, dogs sound the same all over the world, but they say {woof} in English, {bau bau} in Italian, 
and {au au au} in Portuguese!

(5) All forms of figurative language are important because they make writing more vivid and exciting. 
But metaphors do more than spice up our language, they also influence how we see the world. The 
rest of this chapter will explore both aspects of metaphor, first through poetry and literature, and then 
through politics and science .

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Creative writers often use metaphors in literature and poetry. Metaphors can add imagery to 
ordinary language, and they encourage readers to add meaning from their own experiences. However, 
there are certain traps that writers must be careful to avoid when using metaphors .

(2) Writers can use the imagery in metaphors to make their writing more lively. Compare “Kwan 
was getting angry,” with “Storm clouds appeared on the horizon of Kwan’s eyes.” Both sentences 
could describe the same situation, but the comparison of kwan’s anger to a gathering storm is more 
memorable than the literal statement. The power of metaphor and imagery is especially important in 
poetry, where unusual comparisons can cause readers to see things with new eyes.

(3) In addition to new perspectives, metaphors give readers a more active, interpretive role. For 
instance, if I write, “Her climb to stardom was a roller-coaster ride,” most readers can recall riding a 
roller-coaster themselves. Based on that experience, they might conclude her career had rapid ups 
and downs, and was both exciting and scary at times. Powerful writing often allows readers this room 
for reflection and interpretation .

(4) To achieve this kind of power in your own writing, it helps avoid some common traps. To create vivid 
imagery, invent your own fresh metaphors rather than relying on trite, overused clichés. Also, be sure 
to use imagery that your readers can relate to. For example, unless you are writing for insect lovers, 
“fast as a hawk moth” is too obscure. Finally, you should be careful about mixing metaphors. “He’s 
on a sinking ship without a parachute,” sounds awkward because the images of a sinking ship and a 
parachute don’t make sense together .
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(5) If you can avoid all of these traps, the use of metaphor can make your writing powerful and 
memorable. The best poets and novelists are very attuned to metaphors within everyday life, and can 
use them to enliven even ordinary details that they describe.

(ParagraPh ordering - build a ChaPter Page)

(1) Metaphors are powerful in creative writing, but they also play an important role in communicating 
all sorts of ideas . both scientists and politicians use metaphors to describe ideas . Metaphors can help 
make obscure ideas clear, and they can color our understanding of concepts.

(2) Scientists often use metaphors to describe phenomena in terms that people can easily grasp. 
For instance, physicists write about atoms as if electrons were planets orbiting a sun, and biologists 
describe our genes as “the book of life.” Genes are actually complex molecules, not chapters in a 
manual on how to assemble a body. Yet seeing them this way helps us understand their biological role. 
Without metaphors, science would be a lot harder to understand .

(3) Sometimes scientific metaphors can make new discoveries difficult, however. For a long time, 
physicists thought about light as tiny particles. For example, they imagined that if you shone a flashlight 
on a mirror, particles of light would bounce off of the mirror like a ball would bounce off of a wall . but 
light also has some qualities that a wave has. Scientists who used the particle metaphor often ignored 
those wave-like qualities. It took hundreds of years for physicists to escape from their own metaphors 
and understand that light can be both like a particle and like a wave .

(4) Metaphors appear in politics, as well, where they are often used to stir up an emotional response 
to an issue. If a politician calls technology, “a bridge to the future,” she brings to mind the promise of 
a better life. If another politician calls technology, “a Frankenstein’s monster,” he implies that science 
is misguided and dangerous. Which one is right? Both may be partially correct, but noticing the 
metaphors politicians use can help us perceive some of their biases .

(5) Clearly, metaphors are important tools for communicating complex ideas. However, they can 
also be used to manipulate our feelings . It is helpful to notice the metaphors others choose, as their 
imagery can tell us about their thoughts and feelings.

(Passage ComPrehension)

What does the author mean by saying that metaphors can “cause readers to see things with new eyes”?

 Readers can understand about ordinary things in new ways.

 Readers will have a new understanding of sight .

 Like babies, readers sometimes understand very little about metaphors.
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 When metaphors talk about new things, most readers do not understand them .

Why are metaphors “important tools” for communicating complex ideas?

 Like a carpenter uses woodworking tools to build things, writers use metaphors to explain ideas.

  Carpenters can hurt themselves with their tools, and writers usually end up hurting their writing with 
metaphors .

 If tools are not sharp, they will make it hard to cut things.

 Metaphors are important tools for making the process of communication more complex .

According to the author, what was the conceptual change that helped scientists gain their current 
understanding of how light works?

 Scientists grew less attached to the particle metaphor for light.

 Scientists grew less attached to the wave metaphor for light .

 Scientists adopted a particle metaphor for light .

 Scientists adopted a wave metaphor for light .

Which of these is NOT a common trap when using metaphors?

 enlivening all kinds of writing with metaphors

 using metaphors that are so familiar, they have become clichés

 writing metaphors that are too obscure for readers to relate to them

 creating mixed metaphors

How are politicians most likely to appeal to our emotions with metaphors?

 They will compare ideas to things we like or dislike.

 They will brighten our lives with metaphors.

 They will use trite or over-used metaphors.
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 They will explain logically what they mean by a metaphor.

“Planets revolving around the sun” is a good scientific metaphor for describing electrons in an atom. 
This is because . . .

  the metaphor helps us visualize how electrons move around the nucleus, even though planets and 
electrons may be different in some ways.

 electrons in an atom behave exactly like planets, and share all of the same properties.

  the metaphor was invented long ago, and is a standard way of explaining electrons that everyone is 
accustomed to .

  electrons are not very exciting, but people find space travel exciting, so relating electrons to outer 
space gets people's attention . 

What evidence was given to show that onomatopoetic words are symbols, rather than pure imitations?

 Different languages have different words for a dog barking.

 By definition, these words imitate real sounds.

 Barking dogs actually sound different in China than they do in the United States.

In poetry, a barking dog is really a symbol standing for another idea. What is the author’s attitude 
toward using metaphors in poetry?

 Metaphors can make writing more powerful, but you must avoid certain traps.

 Metaphors end up being more trouble than they are worth, since they make science harder.

 Different countries use different metaphors for the same ideas, so you must consider your audience.

 Using metaphors will always make writing stronger and more expressive.

According to the passage, metaphors that are {clichés} are not very powerful. What are {clichés?}

 trite and overused sayings mixed metaphors

 obscure terms similes and onomatopoeia
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Which phrase would the author probably disagree with?

 Metaphors should only be used in poetry, not in science or politics.

 Metaphors can make your writing more lively, if you avoid certain traps.

 Metaphors helps us understand and communicate ideas in science .

 Metaphors can help us see commonplace experiences in new ways.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Speaking of cats, have you ever wondered why people say, “It’s raining cats and dogs!” during a heavy 
storm? Perhaps it is because cats and dogs appeared in images of Odin, the storm-god of Norse 
mythology. _______________ perhaps drowned animals littered the streets after heavy rains! Most cats and 
dogs know how to get out of the rain, so that story seems unlikely, but there are many possibilities.

 Or, given the poor drainage European streets used to have,

 because streets in Europe used to be wide and clean,

 In ancient times, streets in Europe were made out of cobblestones, so

 Then again, since European streets were commonly full of debris,

“Having your work cut out for you,” is one idiom with this kind of murky history. We use it when we 
mean “you have a lot of work to do,” or “that’s a big project.” However, no one is quite sure how it got 
this meaning . It seems to have started among tailors . _______________, as this would save them the trouble of 
cutting it themselves. At some point, the meaning seems to have flipped!

 yet one would think that tailors would like to have their cloth cut for them

 Clearly tailors would not want to have their cloth cut by someone else

 Tailors had to cut a lot of cloth unless they had an assistant who could do it

 Of course, the reason tailors would have used this idiom is obvious

As you can see from all these examples, many idioms have historical roots that are shrouded in 
mystery. Still, these saying are common enough that _______________.

 most people who grew up speaking English understand what they mean
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 most of the idioms are so old that we do not remember their histories

 few people understand what we mean, even if they grew up speaking English

 few of the idioms are as symbolic as they used to be

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) How can I, "eat my heart out," "get to the heart of the matter," "have a heart of gold," and "wear my 
heart on my sleeve"?

(2) These expressions are all idioms, which means that they cannot be understood in terms of their 
individual words . 

(3) Like metaphors, idioms harness the symbolic power of imagery.

(4) Unlike metaphors, however, we often forget the meaning of the symbolism behind idioms. 

(5) They entered the English language and took on a life of their own.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Another mysterious idiom, "There's not enough room to swing a cat in here," is often said about very 
small rooms . 

(2) This idiom also has two possible histories, neither of which is very pleasant. 

(3) Some think it refers to swinging an actual cat. 

(4) More likely, it refers to swinging a {cat o'nine tails,} which is a nine-pronged whip used to discipline 
unruly sailors hundreds of years ago. 

(5) Cats prefer the latter history, while sailors hope for the former.

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

Like metaphors, idioms often start out in situations that are either very memorable or very common. 
Most of the idioms discussed previously refer to memorable circumstances, but a host of idioms 
_______________, like our own faces .

 refer to things we experience every day
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 are memorable

 represent unusual occurrences that we seldom experience

 are used by a host of English speakers

________________ If someone does not talk much, she might be asked, "Cat got your tongue?" If she responds 
by saying something foolish, she has "put her foot in her mouth." On the other hand, she may not 
remember what she wanted to say, but find that it is "at the tip of her tongue." However, if her friend 
tries to guess what she was going to say, he might be accused of "putting words into her mouth." After 
all that, the very idea of talking may "leave a bad taste in her mouth," but she will just have to "keep a 
stiff upper lip ."

 Last but not least, the mouth is the subject of many idioms.

 Many idioms refer to eyes and ears, since we all have them.

 Very few idioms share symbolic history with metaphors. 

 Although some prefer metaphors, most doctors prefer idioms .

_______________, because they make sense with a bit of thought. However, some idioms make very little sense. 
Many of us will know what they mean simply because we grew up with them, but it is hard for people 
who are learning English to keep them straight . next we will explore some slogans and catchphrases 
from the media and popular culture that, despite making very little sense, became huge fads. 

 Many of these idioms have meanings we can guess

 Few idioms make sense to us today

 Idioms use symbolism to make their points

 Several idioms come from popular culture and television

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Noses have captured their share of idioms, as well. 

(2) You might be advised to, "keep your nose clean," and stay out of trouble. If you ask too many 
questions, the advice may change to, "keep your nose out of other people's business."
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(3) Then again, "hard-nosed" people take a strong position in an argument, and people who work hard 
will, "keep their noses to the grindstone ." 

(4) Although this sounds painful, it is generally considered beneficial.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Starting at the top, consider idioms about the eyes. 

(2) We all like to see a "sight for sore eyes," and when we are in agreement then we are "seeing eye to 
eye." 

(3) Likewise, tourists "keep their eyes peeled" for incredible sights, which the locals don't "bat an eye" 
at . 

(4) Finally, if you take more than you can eat, you will probably hear that "your eyes are bigger than 
your stomach." 

(ParagraPh ComPletion)

What catchphrases will take the place of "just do it" and "D'Oh!" in the next decade? _______________ Fewer 
still can guess which fads, idioms, and phrases will stick around. Perhaps the only predictable feature 
of new phrases in popular culture is their very unpredictability.

 Few people can predict the whims of popular culture.

 Many people try to decide which catchphrases will be popular.

 Catchphrases are easy to make but difficult to remember.

 Only a few of the catchphrases used in advertising have much staying power.

Change continues to creep into the English language, either from English speakers using words 
differently than their ancestors did, or from contact with other languages. New words are introduced, 
_______________, and fresh metaphors and idioms emerge. The change is minimal from year to year, but in 
another five hundred years, our modern English could seem as strange and outdated as Shakespeare's 
English does now .

 existing words are used in different ways  but the changes never last

 people introduce new idioms  Shakespeare challenges us with his plays
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Most of the idioms we have explored so far come from the past . However, the process of creating 
idioms continues to occur. _______________ Ad writers try to create phrases that stick in people's heads, but 
few can predict which ones will succeed . 

 Many of the catchphrases that are currently popular come from the media or from advertising.

 Very few advertisements include catchphrases in their campaigns.

 Although both idioms and metaphors have histories, we rarely remember the history of idioms.

 Most idioms have already been created, so very few new ones will appear.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) In the 1980s, a hamburger commercial featuring a woman asking repeatedly, "Where's the beef?" 
inexplicably became extremely popular for a few months. 

(2) Perhaps because of its essentially pointless question, that fad died out. 

(3) More recently, Nike's slogan, "Just do it," has caught on, and it seems to have some staying power. 

(4) Companies pay advertising companies millions of dollars to create catchphrases like these.

(sentenCe ordering - build a ParagraPh)

(1) Television shows are another source of popular catchphrases. 

(2) Most people today recognize Homer Simpson's "D'Oh!" or Bart Simpson's "Ay caramba!" 

(3) Similarly, older generations might remember, "Whatchoo talkin' 'bout, Willis?" from {Different 
Strokes}, or "Beam me up, Scotty!" from {Star Trek}. 

(4) Television catchphrases such as these tend to enter and exit the English language rather quickly, 
since people often forget them when new shows become popular .

(ParagraPh ordering)

(1) How can I, "eat my heart out," "get to the heart of the matter," "have a heart of gold," and "wear my 
heart on my sleeve"? These expressions are all idioms, which means that they cannot be understood in 
terms of their individual words. Like metaphors, idioms harness the symbolic power of imagery. Unlike 
metaphors, however, we often forget the meaning of the symbolism behind idioms. They entered the 
English language and took on a life of their own .
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(2) "Having your work cut out for you," is one idiom with this kind of murky history. We use it when we 
mean "you have a lot of work to do," or "that's a big project." However, no one is quite sure how it got 
this meaning . It seems to have started among tailors . yet one would think that tailors would like to have 
their cloth cut for them, as this would save them the trouble of cutting it themselves . At some point, 
the meaning seems to have flipped!

(3) Another mysterious idiom, "There's not enough room to swing a cat in here," is often said about very 
small rooms. This idiom also has two possible histories, neither of which is very pleasant. Some think it 
refers to swinging an actual cat. More likely, it refers to swinging a {cat o'nine tails,} which is a nine-
pronged whip used to discipline unruly sailors hundreds of years ago. Cats prefer the latter history, 
while sailors hope for the former .

(4) Speaking of cats, have you ever wondered why people say, "It's raining cats and dogs!" during a 
heavy storm? Perhaps it is because cats and dogs appeared in images of Odin, the storm-god of Norse 
mythology. Or, given the poor drainage European streets used to have, perhaps drowned animals 
littered the streets after heavy rains! Most cats and dogs know how to get out of the rain, so that story 
seems unlikely, but there are many possibilities.

(5) As you can see from all these examples, many idioms have historical roots that are shrouded 
in mystery. Still, these saying are common enough that most people who grew up speaking English 
understand what they mean.

(ParagraPh ordering)

(1) Like metaphors, idioms often start out in situations that are either very memorable or very common. 
Most of the idioms discussed previously refer to memorable circumstances, but a host of idioms refer 
to things we experience every day, like our own faces.

(2) Starting at the top, consider idioms about the eyes. We all like to see a "sight for sore eyes," and 
when we are in agreement then we are "seeing eye to eye." Likewise, tourists "keep their eyes peeled" 
for incredible sights, which the locals don't "bat an eye" at. Finally, if you take more than you can eat, 
you will probably hear that "your eyes are bigger than your stomach."

(3) Noses have captured their share of idioms, as well. You might be advised to, "keep your nose clean," 
and stay out of trouble. If you ask too many questions, the advice may change to, "keep your nose out 
of other people's business ." Then again, "hard-nosed" people take a strong position in an argument, 
and people who work hard will, "keep their noses to the grindstone ." Although this sounds painful, it is 
generally considered beneficial.
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(4) Last but not least, the mouth is the subject of many idioms. If someone does not talk much, she 
might be asked, "Cat got your tongue?" If she responds by saying something foolish, she has "put her 
foot in her mouth." On the other hand, she may not remember what she wanted to say, but find that it 
is "at the tip of her tongue." However, if her friend tries to guess what she was going to say, he might be 
accused of "putting words into her mouth." After all that, the very idea of talking may "leave a bad taste 
in her mouth," but she will just have to "keep a stiff upper lip ."

(5) Many of these idioms have meanings we can guess, because they make sense with a bit of thought. 
However, some idioms make very little sense. Many of us will know what they mean simply because we 
grew up with them, but it is hard for people who are learning English to keep them straight . next we 
will explore some slogans and catchphrases from the media and popular culture that, despite making 
very little sense, became huge fads. 

(ParagraPh ordering)

(1) Most of the idioms we have explored so far come from the past. However, the process of creating 
idioms continues to occur. Many of the catchphrases that are currently popular come from the media 
or from advertising. Ad writers try to create phrases that stick in people's heads, but few can predict 
which ones will succeed . 

(2) In the 1980s, a hamburger commercial featuring a woman asking repeatedly, "Where's the beef?" 
inexplicably became extremely popular for a few months. Perhaps because of its essentially pointless 
question, that fad died out. More recently, Nike's slogan, "Just do it," has caught on, and it seems 
to have some staying power. Companies pay advertising companies millions of dollars to create 
catchphrases like these .

(3) Television shows are another source of popular catchphrases. Most people today recognize Homer 
Simpson's "D'Oh!" or Bart Simpson's "Ay caramba!" Similarly, older generations might remember, 
"Whatchoo talkin' 'bout, Willis?" from {Different Strokes}, or "Beam me up, Scotty!" from {Star Trek}. 
Television catchphrases such as these tend to enter and exit the English language rather quickly, since 
people often forget them when new shows become popular .

(4) What catchphrases will take the place of "just do it" and "D'Oh!" in the next decade? Few people 
can predict the whims of popular culture . Fewer still can guess which fads, idioms, and phrases will 
stick around. Perhaps the only predictable feature of new phrases in popular culture is their very 
unpredictability.

(5) Change continues to creep into the English language, either from English speakers using words 
differently than their ancestors did, or from contact with other languages. New words are introduced, 
existing words are used in different ways, and fresh metaphors and idioms emerge. The change is 
minimal from year to year, but in another five hundred years, our modern English could seem as strange 
and outdated as Shakespeare's English does now .
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(Passage ComPrehension)

What does it mean that idioms, "took on a life of their own"?

 They continue to be used, even though we have forgotten their history.

 Unlike metaphors, idioms keep growing and spreading, as though they were alive.

 Few idioms are left in the English language; most are dying out.

 Idioms are much more lively than metaphors.

When would it work to use the idiom, "it left a bad taste in my mouth," to describe a conversation?

 The conversation left you with a negative feeling.

 The conversation reminded you of some foods you do not like.

 When you said some very bad words and had to wash your mouth out with soap.

 When your bad breath offended the person you were speaking to.

Which of the following best summarizes how idioms change over time?

  Old idioms tend to stick around, but only some of the new idioms that come from popular culture 
will last for long.

  New idioms, often coming from popular culture, quickly replace old idioms, because people can relate 
to them better .

  New idioms come from popular culture, and people prefer them, but only the old idioms that have 
made it into the dictionary will last.

  Idioms take on a life of their own, even when they no longer make sense, so old idioms and new idioms 
all tend to stick around . 

According to the author, how do most idioms begin?

 Most begin with either a very memorable experience, or a very common one.

 Idioms turned into metaphors and then they took on a life of their own.

 People try to sound like their favorite television characters by repeating their catchphrases.
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 Idioms did not begin; they have always existed in English.

The author listed several stories of where the phrase, "It's raining cats and dogs," came from . Which of 
these accounts was NOT given?

 It noted that loud storms could sound like cats and dogs fighting.

 It referred to poor drainage in European streets .

 It referred to Norse mythology.

 It noted that images of cats and dogs appeared with images of the storm god, Odin .

How can we predict which catchphrases will be popular in ten years?

 We can guess, but it is very hard to predict what will be popular. 

 We can ask ad writers, since their work always becomes popular.

 We can study the history of idioms to see what will happen next.

 We can ask optometrists and dentists, since they seem to know the most about idioms.

Which of these possible histories of, "not enough room to swing a cat," came from the passage?

 The {cat} referred to a type of whip used on unruly sailors.

 Cats used to swing mice around before killing them .

 {Cat} referred to a catapult, which is a machine for hurling large rocks.

 Cats need more room than dogs do, because dogs tend to exercise outdoors .

What is the author's attitude toward the history of idioms?

 It is interesting to examine their history, even if we can rarely tell which history is correct.

 We cannot tell which history of an idiom is correct, so researching the subject is too laborious.

 For most idioms, the exact history is well known and helps us understand what it means.
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 The history of the English language is rich and varied, unlike the history of idioms.

Why are English idioms harder for people learning English as a second language than they are for 
people who grew up speaking English?

  People who grew up speaking English have heard English idioms often enough to memorize what 
they mean and how they are used.

 People who grew up speaking English careful memorize English idioms in school, while people who    
 learn English as a second language learn them in daily conversation.

 People learning English as a second language have the advantage that they can relate English idioms  
 to idioms from another language .

 It is usually adults who learn English as a second language, and idioms are only used by children.

What is an idiom?

 common sayings that use symbolism, but don't seem as sensible as metaphors

 the history of a word or phrase in the English language

 a saying that started as a catchphrase on a television show

  unusual phrases that people shout out when they are excited, even though no one knows what they 
mean
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Assessing Student Progress

Student progress can be monitored through a variety of tools that include the Success Viewer as well 
as a variety of reports presented by Scientific Learning Progress Tracker.

success vieWer
The uccess Viewer allows students to view the number of points he or she has earned, and to get a 
quick overview of his or her current level in each exercise. The uccess Viewer rewards the student 
with immediate feedback on his or her performance and helps motivate the student to continue 
working on the exercises. This sc een is displayed automatically after a student completes the exercises 
scheduled for that day. 

scientiFic learning progress tracker:  
key progress tracker reports
In addition to Success Viewer, Progress Tracker enables teachers to monitor and analyze student 
progress. (Detailed explanations of the reports and additional resources are presented in Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 Overview.)

Additional Activities

Fast ForWord Reading products require students to maintain consistent focus while working on the 
exercises. Some students may find this challenging, so to encourage them, the use of moti ational 
activities is strongly recommended. Resource activities that can be done offline e located on the  
Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Teacher Resource CD and on the Customer Connect web site located 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support. These include moti ational activities and interventions to 
prepare for, reinforce or remediate skills as they are taught. A table at the end of this guide outlines all 
of the activities available as well as suggestions when and how to use them.

 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Characters – for bulletin boards, games, etc.
 > Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 Word List
 > Motivation Ideas and Activities
 > Quack Splash – The rderly Duck
 > Quack Splash – Water Wings
 > Quack Splash – Idiomatic Express
 > Quack Splash – The rderly Duck
 > Quack Splash – Order, Order!
 > Quack Splash – Figuratively Speaking
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 > Quack Splash – Who is Rocky?
 > Learning Log
 > Intervention Log

Teachers can customize the tasks and themes of each exercise. Enlisting student ideas and contri-
butions in creating motivation activities encourages student ownership in the challenge. A sample 
motivation activity that is a favorite of many students:

 attendance raFFle: Each day of the week, each student writes his or her name on a slip of 
paper as they enter the Fast ForWord lab. The paper slips a e folded and put into a thematically-
decorated box. On Friday the student with the highest score for the day is allowed to draw a 
name. The student whose name is drawn is ewarded with the opportunity to choose a DVD or 
some other age-appropriate prize for attending class. Variations: Choose several names from the 
box and encourage students to choose prizes such as paperback books, coupons for lunch with 
special teachers, or free tickets to sporting events at school.

intervention
To the right is a sample interven-
tion activity for teachers to use 
when students need help with 
sequencing events. Additional inter-
vention activities are available on the 
Fast ForWord Reading  
Level 5 Teacher Resource CD,  
by clicking on the Intervention  
flags in Scientific Learning Progress 
Tracker and on the Customer 
Connect web site located at www.
scientificlearning.com/support.

quack splash 

The orderly 
duck 
skill: Sequencing events

type oF activity: Individual, Small Group

materials: Short stories, Writing materials

grade level:  Middle & High School

activity: For those students who experience difficulty 
with putting events in their correct order of occurrence, 
an activity such as this one may be helpful in identifying 
the order of certain occurrences . Students describe their 
morning routines, the order of events and how important 
sequence is to accomplishing tasks. Choose a short story, 
read through and list the order of events . discuss the 
effect of proper sequencing of events. Place some of the 
events in a different order an discuss the impact of the 
change .

sampLe inTerVenTion acTiViTy
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Activity Purpose Grade Level use

Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 
Characters

These colorful pictures of the characters the students meet 
in the computer exercises can be used for bulletin board 
theme displays, story starter writing activities, covers for 
student-produced booklets, and classroom wall décor . The 
characters can be printed out on a computer printer or 
copied and enlarged on a copy machine.

All Reinforcement

Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 
Word Lists 

This list is for teachers to use for pre-teaching and 
supplemental practice, for integrated curriculum planning, 
and for creating extended activities . The word list can also be 
enlarged and cut into word strips to be used in various direct 
instruction activities .

All Pre-teaching  
and Practice

Teacher-directed Activity  
Suggestions

These can be integrated into the classroom reading curriculum . 
They offer some ideas for direct instruction that can 
provide the students working on Fast ForWord exercises an 
opportunity to work with the rest of their classmates. These 
activities can function as scaffold to the exercises in the form 
of supplemental or extended learning experiences and can 
be adapted to English Language Learners, Special Education 
Students, and Struggling Readers .

Direct instruction

Toad Loader Complete sentences with the correct preposition . Middle and High 
School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

Wood Works Identify and sort words by spelling patterns. Middle and High 
School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

What Does Will Happen? Create sequential paragraphs. Middle and High 
School

Extension

Sample Motivation Ideas  
and Activities

Fast ForWord products require students to maintain consistent 
focus while working on the exercises . To encourage them, the 
motivation and reward ideas in this section can be very helpful. 
Additional motivation strategies and activities are available at 
www.scientificlearning.com/support.

Preparation and  
reinforcement

Motivation bulletin boards Colorful, thematic bulletin board designs provide a focus for 
motivation and reward activities for students .

All Preparation and 
reinforcement

Sample Motivation Activities Four suggestions can be adapted to all the Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5 exercises . Additional activities can be located 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support.

All Preparation and 
reinforcement

Teacher Resource CD — Activities List
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Activity Purpose Grade Level use

Intervention: Fast ForWord  
Reading Level 5 Activities  
for English Language Learners

Activities to be completed prior to using each of the 
exercises to help students not proficient in speaking or 
reading English introductions and commands of the programs . 
Some activities are designed for use with individual students . 
Others can be used with several at one time . Often a small 
group of students can practice certain tasks together after 
the initial instruction, or they can bring the tasks home with 
them to share with their families .

Highly 
Recommended 
to Use Prior to 
working on the 
computer 
exercises

Toad Loader – Snail Mail Individual or small group activity. Recognize and construct 
sentences . 

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Toad Loader – Missing Articles Individual or small group activity. Recognize and construct 
sentences with prepositional phrases .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Wood Works – Syllables & Sounds 
(Activity 1 & 2)

Individual or small group activity. Decode multi-syllabic words. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Wood Works – Pattern Hunt 
(Activity 3)

Individual or small group activity. Build accuracy in phoneme 
categorization .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Gator Jam – Vocabulary Detective Individual or small group activity. Build vocabulary skills in word 
relationships .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Gator Jam – Gator Jam Jeopardy Individual or small group activity. Sort analogies by type of 
relationship .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Gator Jam – Writing Reasons Individual or small group activity. Establish cause and effect in 
written text .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Lana’s Lanes – brainstorm  
with Lana

Individual or whole group activity. Build paragraphs. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Lana’s Lanes – Zipling Rivalry Individual or whole group activity. Build and write imaginative 
stories .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Quack Splash – The Orderly Duck Individual or whole group activity. Sequence events. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Quack Splash – Water Wings Individual activity. Uncover vocabulary meaning. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Quack Splash – Idiomatic Express Small group then individual activity. Uncover vocabulary 
meaning of idiomatic expressions .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Intervention: Fast ForWord  
Reading Level 5 Activities for 
Special Education Students

To help students in special education environments meet 
learning standards, various learning strategies can be 
implemented . Students with learning challenges need special 
help in learning to develop phonological awareness, learning 
the alphabet, understanding the relationship of sound and 
letters, and developing an awareness of the printed language 
and writing system. Modeling, demonstrating, breaking skills 
into small segments and consistent repetition for the students 
as they work with these exercises make their learning tasks 
more successful .

Highly 
Recommended 
to Use Prior to 
working on the 
computer 
exercises

Toad Loader – Snail Mail Individual or small group activity. Recognize and  
construct sentences .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

Wood Works – Pattern Hunt Individual or small group activity. Build accuracy in phoneme 
categorization .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

Gator Jam - Vocabulary Individual activity. Build vocabulary skills through the use of 
prefixes.

Middle and  
High School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

Lana’s Lanes – Lana’s Loopy Logic Individual and small group activity. Build comprehension with 
graphic organizers .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement

Quack Splash – The Orderly Duck Individual or small group activity. Sequence events and 
recognize chronological order . 

Middle and  
High School

Preparation and 
Reinforcement
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Activity Purpose Grade Level use

Intervention: Fast ForWord  
Reading Level 5 Activities for 
Struggling Readers

Struggling readers benefit from the pre-teaching of each Fast 
ForWord exercise to ensure they understand the exercise 
process, the key words, and the purpose of the exercise. 
Monitoring carefully the students’ performance reports and 
observing their daily behaviors while on the exercise can alert 
the teacher to situations where timely teacher-led instruction 
is crucial .

Highly 
Recommended 
to Use Prior to 
working on the 
computer 
exercises

Toad Loader – What Can I Say? Individual or small group activity. Construct multiple sentences. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Toad Loader – What Do I See? Individual or small group activity. Construct multiple sentences. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Wood Works – Patterns, Patterns 
Everywhere

Individual or small group activity. Improve phonics and spelling 
skills .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Wood Works – See and Sort Individual or small group activity. Sort by spelling patterns. Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Gator Jam – Map the Root Individual or small group activity. Improve knowledge of root 
words .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Gator Jam – Find a Root Individual or small group activity. Improve knowledge of root 
words .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Lana’s Lanes – How Does It Flow? Individual or small group activity. Organize sequential 
information with flowcharts .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Lana’s Lanes – Key Concepts Individual or small group activity. Develop text comprehension 
through the use of graphic organizers (concept webs).

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Quack Splash – Order, Order! Individual and small group activity. Develop sequential order 
skills .

Middle and  
High School

Preparation

Quack Splash – Figuratively 
Speaking

Individual or small group activity. Recognize and understand 
figurative language.

Middle and  
High School

Preparation
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Activity Purpose Grade Level use

Fast Forward Reading Level 5 
Learning Log

Suggestions for keeping logs while improving their reading 
skills .

Middle and  
High School

Ongoing

Sample Intervention Log When the Success Viewer, Progress Tracker flags and reports 
and/or informal observation of the student reveal that the 
student is struggling with a specific exercise or skill within 
the exercise, this form can be used to track the intervention 
process .

Utility

Sample Writing Activities Two samples of writing activities are provided for those 
teachers who wish to supplement and extend the Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 4 skill instruction . These activities can be adapted 
to meet a variety of learning situations:
• Integrate writing experiences into the lab environment
• Integrate Fast ForWord skill instruction into the  

classroom curriculum
• Provide extended activities for students to take home  

to parents .

Reinforcement

Lana’s Lanes – Friday Night at the 
Bowling Alley

Individual or pair activity. Write personal narrative. Middle and  
High School

Extension

Who is Rocky? Create a short story from re-organizing scrambled paragraphs. Middle and  
High School

Extension
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Scientific Learning Product Support

We care support
Our We Care Support Contract gives you access to all of the expertise and resources you need to get 
the best results from using Fast ForWord products in your school or district.

> Automatic Product Patches and Updates
> Technical Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International), 

support@scilearn.com
> Instructional Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International), 

instructionalsupport@scilearn.com
> Progress Tracker Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International), 

instructionalsupport@scilearn.com
> Progress Monitoring 
> Customer Connect Website: www.scientificlearning.com/gat way/customerconnect
  > Quick Downloads
  > Motivation Charts
  > Knowledge Base
> Online Training via WebEx Sessions
> Discounted registration fee for the National Circle of Learning Conference

scientiFic learning customer connect
We've mentioned the Scientific Learning ustomer Connect website several times. As you've learned, 
Customer Connect provides the most updated resources and information to support you as you pro-
vide Fast ForWord products.

Try iT! 
Visit the Scientific Learning ustomer Connect Website.

 1. Verify that your computer is connected to the internet.

 2. Open a web browser and visit the Scientific Learning ebsite: www.scientificlearning.com

 3. Click the Support button.

 4. At the login promt, enter your Login Email and password.

 5.  After you enter Customer Connect, click on Quick Downloads and download a percent com-
plete and/or points chart.
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A
adaptivity 
With every mouse click, exercises in the Fast 
ForWord® product exercises adapt (or adjust) to 
the individual skill level of each participant to 
ensure participants are appropriately challenged.

aFFix
Prefix or suffix; sounds or letters attached to t
beginning or end of a word or base to modify 
meaning or part of speech.

attention
The ability to focus on information and tasks,
and ignore distractions.

auditory discrimination
The ability to detect diff ences in sounds; may 
be gross ability, such as detecting the diffe ences 
between the noises made by a cat and dog, or 
fine abilit , such as detecting the diffe ences 
made by the sounds of letters “m” and “n.”

auditory memory 
The ability to etain information which has been 
presented orally; may be short term memory, 
such as recalling information presented several 
seconds before; long term memory, such as 
recalling information presented more than a 
minute before; or sequential memory, such as 
recalling a series of information in proper order.

automaticity 
Automatic word recognition; the fast, effo tless 
word recognition that comes with a great deal 
of reading practice (emerging and developing 
readers may be accurate, but slow and inefficien
at word recognition). Continued reading practice 
helps word recognition become more automatic, 
rapid, and effo tless. Automaticity refers only to 
accurate, speedy word recognition, not to read-
ing with expression.

B
basic skills 
The building blocks for language and eading 
development: visual attention, auditory dis-
crimination, and sustained auditory attention. 
Fast ForWord® products provide exercises that 
improve sound sequencing skills, fine motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, pattern recogni-
tion and color/shape identification.

brain plasticity 
The ability of the brain to change th ough expe-
rience or learning.

C
cause and eFFect 
The connection or elationship between a precip-
itating event or reason, and its effects or esults.

character traits 
Various aspects of the character in a passage or 
story; authors develop characterization by  
providing these.

cognitive ability 
Intellectual ability; thinking and reasoning skills.

cognitive skills 
Memory, attention, perception and language skills, 
as used in phonological memory, phonological  
processing and memory, sentence memory and 
word discrimination, and sequencing.

comprehension 
The ability to deri e the message or meaning 
from text; the reason for reading.

context clues 
Information from the surrounding words, illus-
trations, or sentences that helps give meaning to 
a specific wo d or phrase.

Glossary
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critical thinking 
The process of conceptualizing, applying,  
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating 
information gathered from, or generated by, 
observation, experience, reflection, easoning,  
or communication.

D
decode 
To use the alphabetic principle (that each letter 
represents a speech sound) to sound out a  
word; decoding starts when the reader recovers 
the phonemes that the letters of a word ‘stand 
for’ and then blends those phonemes in a  
recognizable word.

digitally-enhanced speech sounds 
The use of computers to sl w down and enhance 
the sounds that convey phonemes so that they 
can be diffe entiated.

directionality 
The ability to accurately pe ceive the spatial 
orientation of print (e.g., the print concept of 
reading from left to right and top to bottom).

draW conclusions 
Use facts and inferences to make a judgment  
or decision.

F
Fast poWer learning™ Formula 
An acronym for Frequency and Intensity, 
Adaptivity, Simultaneous development, and 
Timely motivation; neuroscience-based prin-
ciples used by Fast ForWord® products to enable 
student learning.

Fast Formula: Frequency/intensity 
Occurring or repeating at short intervals. In the 
context of Fast ForWord® products, frequency and 
intensity refers to the recommended protocol 
of daily participation and concentrated activity.

Fast Formula: simultaneous  
development 
Exercising multiple skills at the same time. Each 
Fast ForWord® exercise focuses on a specific set

of reading tasks and simultaneously develops 
underlying cognitive processes such as memory, 
attention, processing, and sequencing.

Fast Formula: timely motivation 
The ast ForWord® exercises provide immedi-
ate rewards for correct responses. In addition, 
patented technologies give students only one 
opportunity per question to respond correctly, 
which reduces guessing and encourages students 
to maintain high levels of attention and effo t.

Fast Formula: adaptivity 
With every mouse click, exercises in the Fast 
ForWord® product exercises adapt (or adjust) to 
the individual skill level of each participant to 
ensure participants are appropriately challenged.

Figurative language 
Language which makes use of certain literary 
devices or literary techniques such as metaphor 
in which something other than the literal  
meaning is implied.

Fine motor development 
The achie ement of precise and accurate move-
ment and use of hands and upper extremities, 
making possible accurate reaching, grasping, and 
manipulation of objects. 

Fluency 
The ability to ead a text accurately and quickly. 
Fluent readers can decode and recognize words 
automatically and understand their meaning at 
the same time.

G
grapheme 
The smallest pa t of written language that rep-
resents a phoneme in the spelling of a word. A 
grapheme may be one letter, such as d, l, and p; 
or several letters, such as ch, sh, and th.

graphic organizer 
A visual device for organizing information 
around a concept, theme, or topic.
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H
high-Frequency Words 
Common words that appear very often in writ-
ten or spoken language (e.g., the, of, and, a, to, 
in, is, you).

I
inFer 
Draw meaning form a combination of clues in 
the text without explicit reference to something 
that was stated in the text.

intervention strategies 
Approaches to promote positive classroom 
behaviors and foster effecti e learning.

L
language structures 
g rammatical elements found in every language 
(e.g., nouns, verbs, consonants, vowels).

learning maps™ 
An acronym for Memory, Attention, Processing, 
and Sequencing; foundational cognitive skills 
required for effecti e reading and targeted by 
Fast ForWord® products.

learning maps™: memory 
The ability to sto e information and ideas, which 
is essential for word recognition, comprehen-
sion of complex sentences, and remembering 
instructions. Includes both working memory and 
long-term memory.

learning maps™: processing 
The ability to accurately pe ceive and manipulate 
information. In the context of reading, process-
ing refers to the ability to distinguish speech 
sounds and identify letter and word forms.

learning maps™: sequencing 
Placing the detail of information in its accus-
tomed order (e.g., days of the week, the 
alphabet). In the context of reading, sequencing 
is the ability to determine the order of letters 
within words or words within sentences.

learning maps™:attention 
The ability to focus on information and tasks,
and ignore distractions.

letter-sound correspondence 
The principle that each letter epresents a unit of 
sound (a phoneme).

M
memory 
The ability to sto e information and ideas, which 
is essential for word recognition, comprehension 
of complex sentences, and remembering instruc-
tions. Includes both temporary or ‘working’ 
memory and long-term memory.

morphological aWareness 
The ability to understand and cor ectly use the 
base words, small words, letters, and letter com-
binations that modify the meaning of a word 
(e.g., re/view) or its part of speech (e.g., sad/
ness).

N
neuroscience 
Study of the brain and its functions, especially 
their relation to behavior and learning.

P
phonemes 
The smallest units of sound in spoken language
that make a diffe ence in the meaning of words. 
When added together, phonemes create syllables, 
which allow the creation of words; English 
contains 44 phonemes and these bear a compli-
cated relation to the 26 letters of the alphabet. 
Sometimes one letter represents one phoneme, 
but sometimes two letters represent a phoneme 
or one letter represents two phonemes. For 
instance, “ox” is made up of three phonemes: /
aa/, /k/, and /s/, “she” is made up of two pho-
nemes: /sh/ and /e/.

phonemic aWareness 
The ability to hea , but also explicitly identify, 
and manipulate the sounds of spoken language.
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phonetic spelling 
Spelling a word as it sounds: ‘bag’ has a phonetic 
spelling but ‘yacht’ does not.

phonics 
A method of instruction in reading that is based 
on the alphabetic principle that there is a pre-
dictable relationship between phonemes (sounds 
in spoken language) and graphemes (letters that 
represent the sounds) that can be used to decode 
and read words.

plasticity 
The ability of a neural netwo k to be reconfi -
ured or rewired; changing connections within a 
neural network.

plateau-based transitions
Fast ForWord is designed to cross-train multiple 
skills within each exercise, but also to allow a 
student who is not progressing in one area to 
continue to advance in other areas. To accom-
plish this goal, some exercises use plateau-based 
transitions to allow the student to train on dif-
ferent material when the student becomes stuck 
on an aspect of the focus skill and is not able to 
progress immediately. Fast ForWord then returns 
the student to this material before allowing the 
student to complete the exercise.

post-reading strategies 
Strategies that take place after reading to help 
the reader consolidate, reflect and integrate
new information and concepts with previously 
learned understandings.

pre-reading strategies 
Activities that take place before reading to help 
the reader access relevant prior knowledge, 
preview the text, and attempt to predict the text’s 
topic or main idea and thereby set a goal and a 
purpose for reading.

processing 
The ability to accurately pe ceive and manipulate 
information. In the context of reading, process-
ing refers to the ability to distinguish speech 
sounds and identify letter and word forms and 
how these embody the relation between printed 
words and the spoken words they represent.

protocol  
Specific p oduct process (e.g., Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 5: 50 minutes per day, 5 days/
week, 6-10 weeks.

progress tracker 
An online data-analysis and reporting tool that 
enables educators to monitor individual, class, or 
group performance on Fast ForWord® products. 

R
read–alouds 
Prose or poetry that is read aloud with students. 
Read-aloud texts are generally at a higher reading 
level than the listener would be able to read and 
comprehend independently.

reading rate 
The speed at which a selection is ead, the read-
ing rate depends on the level of the text as well 
as the manner in which it is read, and on the 
purpose for reading.

rhyme 
A property of the sounds of words in which 
words share key phonemes. The most common
form of rhyme involves a match between the 
vowel and final consonants (e.g, pe fect or exact 
rhyme: differing consonant sounds foll wed 
by identical vowel and word ending, as in “run, 
fun”). Rhyme is important to beginning readers 
because it helps draw their attention to the sys-
tematic relation between print and phonemes.  
It is also an important literary device because of 
its aesthetic appeal and because it can serve as an  
aid to memory.

rhythm 
A sound device characterized by the musi-
cal quality created by a pattern of stressed and 
unstressed syllables. Rhythm helps to draw atten-
tion to the syllables in words and ultimately to 
the vowels.

S
sound sequencing skills 
The ability to ecognize, analyze, and/or produce 
a number of sounds combined in sequence.
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sight Words 
Words a student can recognize on sight without 
applying phonics or other word-attack skills. 
These tend to be the high f equency words, 
many of which do not use phonetic spellings.

story elements 
Basic parts of a story: setting, characters, plot, 
conflict, point of vi w, and theme.

summarize 
Make a brief statement about the essential ideas 
in a text.

sustained auditory attention 
The ability to concentrate on what is heard  
continuously over the course of many stimuli.

syntax 
The st ucture of a language that concerns the 
formation of sentences. It is a set of rules which 
specify how grammatical markers and words are 
combined to make meaningful sentences. The
rules of syntax make reference to words as ‘parts 
of speech’ (for instance, noun or adverb) and 
determine how these can be ordered, combined 
and moved about in the sentence.

T
timely motivation 
The ast ForWord® exercises provide immedi-
ate rewards for correct responses. In addition, 
patented technologies give students only one 
opportunity per question to respond correctly, 
which reduces guessing and encourages students 
to maintain high levels of attention and effo t.

v
visual attention 
One of the basic skills necessary for language and 
reading development; it involves being able to 
focus on what the eyes are seeing.

visual discrimination
The ability to detect similarities and/or diff -
ences in materials which are presented visually, 
e.g., ability to discriminate ‘h’ from ‘n’, ‘o’ from 
‘c’, ‘b’ from ‘d’, etc.

visual memory 
The ability to etain a mental picture of informa-
tion which is presented visually; may be short 
term memory, such as recalling information pre-
sented several seconds before; long term memory, 
such as recalling information presented more  
than a minute before; or sequential memory, such 
as recalling a series of information in proper order.

vocabulary 
Includes knowing the meaning of single words 
that represent objects, groups of objects, actions, 
relationships, qualities of space and time and 
knowing how these words function as parts of 
speech (e.g, nouns, verbs, etc.).

W
Word recognition 
The ability to ead or pronounce a word; usually 
implies that the word is recognized immediately 
by sight and that the student does not need to 
apply word analysis skills. Does not imply  
understanding of the word.

Working memory 
The sho t-duration, limited-capacity memory 
system that simultaneously stores and manipu-
lates information in order to accomplish a task. 
Working memory specifically efers to a system 
that uses internal speech to store and manipu-
late information — as a series of letters, a list of 
words, a set of sentences. An analogous system 
called the ‘visual spatial scratchpad’ stores visual 
or graphic information. 
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